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ABSTRACT

The Arab Spring, which started in late 2010, has attracted a lot of media attention globally for the political and social significant of the historical event. Media outlets try to portray the event according to their ideological stance and affiliate themselves with either sides of the conflict. This study analyses the Arabic online news discourse of the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’ in Tunisia and Egypt Revolutions. Utilising the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), the study analyses the modern standard Arabic online news discourse of two prominent international media outlets Aljazeera and BBC. Based on the Fairclough’s three-dimensional analysis framework, the study examines how the outlets represent the social events and the social actors of the Revolutions textually and discursively during the first 70 days of the so-called the Arab Spring. Besides, corpus techniques were applied to further enhance the qualitative analysis of CDA with quantitative evidences. The study examines six textual and discursive practice features including the concordance analysis, content analysis, lexicalisation and predication, presupposition, verbal process and intertextuality. The study finds differences between Aljazeera and BBC’s coverage on both the textual and discursive level. Besides, the two outlets practised group polarisation characteristics; the ingroup in BBC’s reporting was the Tunisian and Egyptian governments and the outgroup was the protesters. In contrast, the ingroup in Aljazeera’s reporting was the protesters and the outgroup was the two governments. The study recommends that the future research on the media representation of the Arab Spring inquire further into said problems and limitations, in order to produce more comprehensive understanding of media coverage of the Arab Spring.
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TRANSLITERATION

The table below highlights the system of transliteration of Arabic terms and names used throughout this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ء  d  ض ḍ  ك k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب b  ذ dh  ط ṭ  ل l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت t  ر r  ز z  م m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث th  ز z  ع u  ن n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج j  س s  غ gh  ه h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح h  ش sh  ف f  و w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ kh  ص s  ق q  ي y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ş</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ş+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ı+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ü+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ş'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>áy (final form ī)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uww (final form ū)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ş+ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The taʾmarbuṭah (esser) is rendered as t in the construct state, while in all other cases it is rendered as h. The shadda (cementum) is indicated by doubling the letter. Case-endings (al-iʿrāb) and the hamzah (hāʾ) at the beginning of a word are not indicated.
# LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AJA: *Aljazeera* Arabic Online News  
AS: Arab Spring  
BBA: BBC Arabic Online News  
CDA: Critical Discourse Analysis  
DCR: Democratic Constitutional Rally of Tunisia  
DT: Discourse Theory  
ER: The 2011 Egyptian Revolution  
EU: The European Union  
MB: Muslim Brotherhood  
MENA: Middle East and North Africa Region  
NDP: National Democratic Party of Egypt  
PUP: Popular Unity Party of Tunisia  
TR: The 2011 Tunisian Revolution  
UDU: Unionist Democratic Union of Tunisia  
U.S: The United States of America
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Overview

The so-called ‘Arab Spring’ (in Arabic al-Rabīʿ al-ʿArabī) (henceforth, AS) is a term which refers to revolutionary wave of demonstrations, protests, chaos and riots in a number of Arab countries in Middle East and North Africa (MENA region) (Khondker, 2011). It started on 17th of December 2010 in Tunisia before spreading to other Arab nations namely Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Syria, Bahrain, Morocco and many more (Dabashi, 2012). This Arab uprising started with peaceful protest participated by small group of people before widely spread to become huge protests, riots and even civil wars in the case of Libya and Syria. The Arab Spring brought massive impact in the modern history of Arab world particularly in term of political and economic transformations. Ultimately, by the ends of 2013, presidents from Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen have been removed by force from power. Moreover, the uprising has resulted into ongoing Civil Wars in Yemen, Syria and Libya, where thousands have been killed and millions of refugees seeks protection around the world (Saleh et al., 2014).

The Arab Spring (AS) has become major news and headlines of global media outlets since its outbreak in late 2010. Hence, AS has attracted many researchers to analyse the event from different point of view (Goodwin, 2011; Johnstone and Mazo, 2011; Hollis, 2012; Mohiuddin, 2016; Mujani and Musa, 2018). Some studies examine the Arab uprising from the political perspective, thus, relate the event with the call for a political change (Dalacoura, 2012) and the end of post-colonialism (Dabashi, 2012). Other studies however, focused on the economic issues plugged the Arab region before the AS (Campante and Chor, 2012). Besides, other researches focused on the differences between versions of these uprisings according to the Arab countries in which they broke out (Anderson, 2011; Nepstad, 2013). On top of these
studies, many researchers examine the link between AS and the media particularly the social media and the satellite TV channels (Storck, 2011; Howard and Hussain, 2013; Wolfsfeld et al., 2013).

The major factors that caused the Arab Spring are the lack of democratic practices among the Arab rulers and the pertinent societal pressures have led the people of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen to raise against their government (Campante and Chor, 2012). Many Arab countries were described as totalitarian regimes and their rulers governed with autocratic role or dictatorship (Witzel, 2013). As a result, people do not involve in the democratic process of electing the government. Other factors which transformed small groups of protesters into nationwide of riots and chaos are the feeling of dissatisfaction with the governments over issues related to power abuse, corruption, oppression, human right violations, unemployment particularly among the younger generations, extreme poverty and the huge gaps in peoples’ income levels (Joffè, 2011; Dabashi, 2012).

The explosion of anger which turned into a revolutionary wave spreading beyond the borders of Tunisia to other Arab countries in the Northern Africa until the Arabian Sea, began on 17 December 2010. It consisted of series of street protests in many Tunisian cities including Tunis the capital city between late December 2010 and January 2011. The trigger for these protests was self-immolation of Mohamed Bouazizi1 due to the harsh economic circumstances. The protests were regarded as an expression of people’s frustration over economic issues which plugged Tunisia for years particularly high unemployment, inflation, and lack of political freedoms (Lotan et al., 2011). Ben Ali’s economic policies were among the major reasons for the dissatisfaction among Tunisian educated and unemployed youth, who felt that they were left without any future (Sghaier, 2012). In term of Ben Ali’s political policies, his government

---

1 Mohamed Bouazizi, a twenty-six years old Tunisian graduate worked as fruit and vegetable street vendor in Sidi Bouzid. On 17 December 2010, Bouazizi was selling his goods without official authorisation from local governmental authorities. Hence, the authority confiscated his scales and goods. Following that and in response to the physical and psychological attack by a local government officer, he immolated himself in the street outside of the provincial governor's headquarters.
oppressed all his critics and the oppositions in both political and religious area, hence, all dissidents were suppressed and silenced. Moreover, Ben Ali made Tunisia a police state by employing more police officers than the France’s police force, despite Tunisian population only a sixth the size of France’s (Lurry, 2014: 15). Another significant factor which drives the spark of anger among the Tunisian was the perception of corruption and high level of nepotism of Ben Ali’s family. Ben Ali and his associate among the Trabelsi, Chiboub, Mabrouk and Matri families monopolies national companies particularly in the telecommunication, media, banking, agriculture, transport and construction industries (Sghaier, 2012). Ben Ali’s government offered state financial services which helped these families to support their businesses. All these economic and political issues which plugged Tunisia for years have forced the Tunisian particularly the ‘Tunisian youth’ to uprise against Ben Ali (Lynch, 2013). As the main force of the revolution, the Tunisian youth utilised all the potential of social media network (Facebook and Twitter) to call for series of protests and manage them, which in turn attracted major attention of world media namely Aljazeera, BBC, CNN, Associated Press, France Press (AFP) and Reuters. Ultimately, Ben Ali fled to Jeddah of Saudi Arabia on 14th January 2011 and his position considered vacant after social unrest reached the peak level. Thus, marked the end of autocratic rule of Zine El Abidine Ben Ali who ruled the county for twenty-three years (1988 – 2011).

Influenced by the success of the Tunisian uprising in removing Ben Ali’s regime, the Egyptian oppositions and activists called for a series of protests in the capital city of Cairo and other Egyptian big cities on 25th January 2011. The protests in Egypt shared many driven factors with the Tunisian’s protests, which mainly to demonstrate the people’s frustration over the ongoing political circumstances, corruption, power abuse, people’s oppression, the lack of democracy, issues of unemployment and inflation (Skinner, 2011). A series of protests continued over several weeks throughout the country after the success of the first protest on
25th January 2011. This has resulted in escalate violence as the protesters clashed with the police forces and the supporters of President Hosni Mubarak. However, the Egyptian army refused to intervene in the clashes, as they ignored the request to fire upon the protesters in Tahrir Square (located at the centre of Cairo city), where most of the protesters stationed in civil resistance. Ultimately, when the protests reached the peak, the clashes claimed hundreds of lives and Mubarak’s government lost his Western superpowers’ support, Hosni Mubarak stepped down on 11th February 2011, after hold the autocratic power since 1981 (Eltantawy and Wiest, 2011; Lotan et al., 2011; Hollis, 2012).

The mass media played a vital role in the two Revolutions by reporting the events comprehensively as they unfolded. The variety of media outlets has caused the production of news reports which portrayed the same event in different ways as they were reporting different stories. This variation of stories of the same event was mainly due to different ideological stances; either aimed to promote the government practices and maintain a hegemonic discourse or counter this dominance discourse and support the protestors’ demands. A counter discourse was represented by transnational media outlets such as Aljazeera, BBC and CNN. In contrast, the state-owned media has been used as a propaganda tools to support the hegemonic discourse of the existing governments during the uprising. Aljazeera which had gained prominence in the Arab world since its foundation in 1996 has since challenged the discourse of Arab official media by providing an ample opportunity to highlight issues avoided by the Middle East’s ruling power (El-Nawawy and Iskandar, 2002:12). However, it does not mean that Aljazeera did not have an agenda in their counter hegemonic discourse, but the outlet is vital in providing a non-Western alternative to the official media. Western media outlets also offered non-official narrative to many issues in the Arab world. However, before the proliferation of transnational media outlets, the access to prominent Western outlets such as CNN and BBC were limited among the Arab elites (Seib, 2007). These international news service providers are well-known among the Arab
audiences for their more or less reliable news coverage compared to Arab state-owned media. However, Arab viewers were frustrated of the news about their own context which was reported from a Western perspective (Pintak, 2006).

Media can be used as a powerful tool to shape people’s opinions. Hence, different groups compete to control it and to utilise it as an instrument of social power to legitimate and naturalise their ideologies, beliefs, and values (Van Dijk, 1995). Thus, the present study focuses on the ‘hidden’ battle of the ‘Arab’ verses the ‘West’ (in particular, the Qatari media verses British Media) in the competition between the two international media discourses of Aljazeera and BBC during the time of crisis. The first two months of the so-called ‘AS’ which brought down two presidents among the most influential and powerful rulers in the Arab world, Tunisia and Egypt have become the centre attention of breaking news globally. Media institutions from different background and ideologies provided comprehensive coverage of the event as it unfolds in various narratives. Thus, media outlets have emphasised certain actions and marginalised others and associating themselves with one of the two sides of the conflict; the government and the protestors.

**Objectives of the Study**

The aim of the present study is:

1. To unveil how discourse was employed by Aljazeera and BBC to shape power relations during the two versions of the so-called the AS of Tunisian and Egyptian Revolution.
2. To investigate how the two media outlets, represent the protests and how the ideas of ‘antagonist’ and ‘protagonist’ are shaped.
3. To compare and contrast the ideologies of the two media outlets during the revolutions and shed light on the future of the media landscape in the region in light of the social
and political developments that immediately followed the two revolutions.

4. To analyse discourses using corpus technique which provides quantitative evident that help the qualitative side of critical discourse analysis.

5. To combine between the Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe (1985) with the textual oriented Critical Discourse Analysis of Fairclough (1992) in analysing the online news discourse around the AS.

**Background information**

It is worth to note, that the ‘AS’ are not totally caused by recent events in the Arab region, but rather it is historically related to the establishment of each country involved (Bellin, 2012). In Tunisia, Habib Bourguiba (1903-2000) led the movement against the French occupation which resulted in Tunisia’s independence in 1956. Bourguiba became the first President of Tunisia until 1987, when the then his Prime Minister Zine El Abidine Ben Ali (1936-2019) took power in a bloodless *coup d'état* on 7th November 1987 by declaring Bourguiba’s incompetence for the presidency (Hopwood, 1992). Ben Ali was the second President of Tunisia, which ruled from 1987 up until January 2011 when the Tunisian Revolution happened. Under the leadership of Ben Ali, Tunisia was governed by one ruling party, Constitutional Democratic Rally (CDR) where Ben Ali has almost unlimited legislative powers (Lamloum and Ravenel, 2002; Erdle, 2010). Thus, Tunisia was governed by an authoritarian regime which recorded almost absent of any kind of democracy. Moreover, Ben Ali banned ‘real’ oppositions who criticised his policies, while legalised ‘friendly’ oppositions who cooperated with the ruling party. Within these political contexts and the miserable economic conditions, in late December 2010, Tunisians went down into streets to protest against Ben Ali.
It is all started on 17th December 2010, when Mohamed Bouazizi set fire on himself to protest for the treatment he received from the local authority. As a result, series of protests were organised in many Tunisian’s towns before reaching Tunis the capital city in late December 2010 (Allagui and Kuebler, 2011; Filiu, 2011; Cassel et al., 2013). Previously, public protests are rarely taking place in Tunisia where the authority closely monitored any anti-government views (Sghaier, 2012). However, the social unrest caused by issues of unemployment, inflation, economic downturn, lack of freedom of expression and democratic institutions, autocratic rule, corruption and nepotism have reached an unbearable level for many Tunisian particularly the youth. The protesters have been treated violently by the police and many of them have been killed or badly injured, while many activists have been detained. To calm the protestors’ anger, Ben Ali reshuffled his government and made promises to create more jobs and carry out major political and economic reforms (Lynch, 2013). Despite this, the protests reached their highest levels and forced Ben Ali to leave Tunisia for Saudi Arabia on 14th January 2011.

In term of the Egyptian Revolution (ER) many factors accumulated throughout years before the 2011 event leading to the outbreak of the demonstrations on 25th January 2011. Joya (2011: 368) for instance emphasised: “there were clear signs that there was a potential for a mass uprising, although no one was sure when such a mobilization would take place.” At the Egyptian soil, in response to the outcome of the 2010 Egyptian General Election, a number of opposition activities were taking place before the 2011 event. These activities included the forming of ‘National Association for Change’ lead by ElBaradei’s², a call to boycott the People’s Assembly elections, and intentions to form a ‘shadow parliament’. Besides, the Egyptian activists appealed to the US government to put pressure on the Egyptian government

² Mohamed Mustafa ElBaradei was the Director-General of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) from 1997 to 2009. In 2010, he decided to reform the Egyptian politic, hence, planned to return to his home country and involved actively in politic. During the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, ElBaradei played a critical role in uniting all Egyptian oppositions against President Mubarak. He also declared that he is ready to lead a transitional government if the Egyptian support the demand to overthrow Mubarak’s government.
to undertake reforms (Cook, 2012). Moreover, during these time Egypt witnessed the establishment of a number of youth movements and Facebook pages, particularly the ‘April 6 Youth movement’ and the ‘We are all Khaled Said’ Facebook page, whose role was decisive before and during the Revolution. Wael Ghonim, who was Google’s regional manager, was detained on 26th January 2011 for mobilising the demonstrations on Police Day. He was the leader of the largest group participated in the first day protests. This comes as 70,000 members on his Facebook page, ‘We are all Khaled Said’, confirmed they would participate in the protests (Ibid).

Moving into the day when the protests started in Egypt, the 25th January is a national holiday in Egypt to celebrate Police Day. The authorities underestimated the mobilisation by different Facebook pages for an uprising. Hence, they did not take serious action to prevent the mass gathering. In contrast to the authority estimation, thousands marched in Egyptian cities such as Cairo, Alexandria, Mansura, Tanta, Aswan, and Assuit calling for change. Two days later, ElBaradei returned to Cairo and joined the protests, which significantly intensified the mobilisation of the public to join the protests. On 28th January 2011, President Mubarak addressed his people in his first speech during the protests. He announced the reshuffle of the government, but he refused to step down. Mubarak also appointed Omar Suleiman as a vice-president a position which was vacant for many years. Despite Mubarak swift actions, nothing has changed among the protestors as they were still asking for a radical transformation of the regime. More people started to march to Tahrir Square in Cairo and many other places around the country. Hence, an issue of stability was a deep concern for countries around the world.

3 Khaled Mohamed Said, a 28 years-old Egyptian man who died in police Custody in the coastal city of Alexandria, Egypt on 6th June 2010 approximately seven months before the Egyptian Revolution started. Within five days from his death, Ghonim decided to create a Facebook Arabic page dedicated specifically to the death of Khaled Said, known as ‘We are all Khaled Said’. The page attracted thousands of followers who support and sympathy with Said. Two days after the first protest of the Egyptian Revolution started, Ghonim as the administrator of the Facebook page on Khaled Said has been arrested and the government blocked almost all access to the internet in Egypt.
During his second speech (1st February 2011) Mubarak promised that he would not run for the next presidential elections but refused to step down immediately. After his speech, clashes broke up between his supporters and the protesters in Tahrir Square which eventually led to the escalated violence of the so-called the ‘Battle of the Camel’ (AlHumaidi, 2013). Mubarak’s third speech (10th February 2011) was highly speculated to announce his resignation. However, it has intensified anger and frustration among the protesters. A day later, on 11th February 2011, Omar Suleiman, the Vice-president announced Mubarak’s resignation.

Like Tunisian Revolution unemployment, high prices, and political oppression were main causes of the Egyptian Revolution. To begin with, Egypt was witnessing economic growth which was considered among the highest compared to other Arab countries such as Jordan and Syria. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by 7% between 2005 and 2008. Moreover, the World Bank praised Mubarak for lowering taxes and tariffs, and acknowledged the Egyptian economic reform as one of the best example in the region (IMF, 2011). Despite these economic reforms, about 20% of Egyptians were below the poverty line; 44% were illiterate; inflation reached 12.8% in 2008; unemployment and underemployment were high; and corruption was common (Ibid).

Beyond these economic achievements, Egyptians were outraged by Mubarak’s economic policies. According to the protesters, throughout Mubarak’s thirty years in power, he did not achieve any significant economic and social progress which directly beneficial to most of the Egyptians. Egypt was heavily depended on U.S. military aid, which hit $1.3 billion and the $250 million economic assistance. This aid has been controversial both in the U.S. and Egypt (Cook, 2012). Egypt was under emergency law during Mubarak’s era. Under this law, security forces suppressed any suspects with the most brutal practices as in the case of Khaled Said. Mubarak’s emergency law restricts any opposition political gathering which includes; political demonstrations, non-governmental political activity, and event unregistered donations.
Moreover, most of the time, detentions under this law were indefinite and without trials. Despite the U.S. pressure to implement democracy in Egypt, and despite promises made the Egyptian government to halt the law, Mubarak kept on extending the law (Williams, 2006).

**Purpose of the Study**

Utilising a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach, the study aims to compare and contrast how the two versions of so-called the ‘AS’ of Tunisian Revolution and Egyptian Revolution were portrayed by modern standard Arabic online news articles of two prominent international media outlets: *Aljazeera* Arabic (AJA) and BBC Arabic (BBA)⁴. In doing so, the study reveals the ideological differences between the two media outlets in reporting the events during the times of conflict. It also discusses the prospects of media landscape in light of the ongoing political change as a result of the revolution. The study examines a corpus of online news articles published by AJA and BBA during the first 70 days of the AS ranging between 17th December 2010, the day Bouazizi’s self-immolation, and 25th February 2011, two weeks after President Mubarak stepped down.

CDA differs from other frameworks of discourse analysis in that it is not only centred on textual, linguistic analysis, but goes further to incorporate the historical, political, social, and cultural context that surrounds text production and consumption. Therefore, drawing on Fairclough’s critical approach to media discourse, the study addresses the micro-level of social action, which primarily deals with linguistic strategies, and macro-level social structure, which draws on the socio-political and cultural context, to link discourse to society and text to context. A comprehensive multi-layered analysis that links the textual to the social should yield a better understanding of the subtle ideologies of the examined media institutions and account for the

⁴ Henceforth it will refer specifically with the abbreviation of AJA for the *Aljazeera* and BBA for the BBC.
potential difference between the outlets in representing the protests and portraying the two sides of the conflict; it gives insights into how unequal relations of power and hegemony played out in the outlets’ reporting of the uprising.

The study also draws on van Dijk’s (1998) concept of Ideological Square where the representation of ideological groups is based on an Us/Them dichotomy and an identification of an ingroup and an outgroup. It, therefore, attempts to depict how AJA and BBA formed ingroup and outgroup identities by their presentation of different sides of the conflict and how linguistic features were utilised to doing so. In addition, the study utilised the idea of hegemonic intervention proposed by Laclau and Mouffe (1985) to examine the discourse struggle in challenging the hegemonies discourse. Moreover, the study endeavours to draw consistent themes in the news articles of both outlets and explicate those themes by relating them to the wider social and political of the Tunisian, Egyptian and Arab contexts. Since the study compares and contrasts between two internationally renowned media outlet in terms of their linguistic portrayal of the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolution, the results of the comparison expand to discuss the implications for the future of media landscape in post-revolutionary of Tunisia and Egypt. That is, the study concludes by investigating the interrelation between media change and political change in autocratic states and highlights the different views on the controversial causal relation between political change and free press.

**Research Questions**

The research questions for this study aim to address how the two news outlets, AJA and BBA, covered the Tunisian Revolution (TR) and Egyptian Revolution (ER) by investigating how they represented the protests and portrayed the antagonists and protagonists? Relying on Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework, these representations are investigated both textually, by analysing lexicalization and predication, verbal processes and presupposition, and discursively, by analysing intertextuality. Further, the study explores the socio-political context
to provide a nuanced explanation of discourse as it pertains to society and tackles the implications of the results for the future of media landscape in Tunisia and in Egypt.

Specifically, the study aims at answering the following research questions:

1. How were the protests represented in AJA and BBA news coverage of the TR and ER?
2. How were the protesters represented in AJA and BBA news coverage of the two revolutions?
3. How were the President Ben Ali of Tunisia, President Mubarak of Egypt and their governments were represented in AJA and BBA news coverage of the revolution?
4. Given any differences between the news coverage of the two outlets, what are the discursive and socio-political practices that can explain these differences?
5. What are the implications of the two Revolutions for the future of the media situation in Egypt and Tunisia as well as the Arab region?

To answer these research questions, the following sub-questions are addressed to provide a textual and discursive analysis of the coverage:

1. What kind of lexicalisation and predication are utilised in the coverage of AJA and BBA?
2. Which verbal processes can be depicted in the news coverage of AJA and BBA?
3. What types of presuppositions are used in the news coverage of AJA and BBA?
4. What kind of intertextuality is employed in the news coverage of AJA and BBA?
5. What are the collocations of the important words: ‘Protestor/s’, ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’?
Significance of the Study

The so called the ‘AS’ is one of the most important events in the modern history of Arab world. During the first 60 days of the uprising which started in Tunisia in December 2010, two Presidents among the most influential Arab rulers have been forced to step down. Thus, The Tunisian Revolution (TR) and the Egyptian Revolution (ER) are among the most remarkable social and political events in the history of both countries. During Ben Ali and Mubarak terms in power, their government restricted the freedom of expression including the strict regulations and monitoring on the media (Cooper, 2008; Elmasry, 2011). International media outlets enjoy significantly more freedom compared to state-owned media. In this regard, understandably, the Western media outlets were among the earliest to offer an alternative source of news and information to the Arab audience. BBC for instance, has more than 80 years of long history commitment with the Arab societies. When Aljazeera was found in 1996, the outlet has immediately become another important source of news to the Arab audiences. Aljazeera has been regarded as one of main alternative to the non-Western media discourses. The outlet also offered counter-discourse to many Arab states’ official media, hence caused a tense diplomatic relationship between Qatar; the host country of Aljazeera and the Arab nations including Tunisia and Egypt (Seib, 2008).

When the protests started in the remote areas of Tunisia, media outlets reported the events with different ideological stances. Thus, the significance of present study is to compare and contrast between two international media institutions: Aljazeera representing the media outlet from the Arab world (Qatar in particular) and BBC representing the British media. Many studies (Fornaciari, 2011; Yehia, 2011; Barkho, 2011; Al-Jaber & Gunter, 2013) have compared between the two media outlets previously, however, not many focused on the outlets’ online news texts particularly the modern Standard Arabic news texts which published on their
respective official news portal. This online news was aimed at the Arab audiences globally. Besides, many non-Arabic native speakers (who learned Standard Arabic as a second language) benefited from this online news, particularly those in the Muslim world (Ismail & Mohammad, 2009). Both outlets proudly stated on their website that their news portals have been attracted more than ten million visitors monthly and the number increased significantly during the so called ‘AS’ (Aljazeera, 2017; BBC 2017). Hence, indicates the significance of the present study in selecting and analysing the data of the study.

Analysing the Arabic online news articles of Aljazeera and BBC provide a good spectrum for a comparison between the two international well-known media institutions, representing two sides of the media world; the Qatari media which represents one outlet of the Arab world and the British media again, one outlet of the Western world. BBC is among the oldest and biggest media institutions in the world. Moreover, BBC Arabic has been offering news and information for the Arab audiences since 1938. Aljazeera on the other hand, not only famous for its controversial coverage of the Arab world issues, but also the first Arab semi-independent news outlet which attracts the vast majority of viewers in the Arab world (Seib, 2007). This is significant as it adds to the body of research on the two media outlets and casts light on the content of online news as one the critical sources of news in the Internet age (Salwen, 2005).

The present study aims to add to the body of Arabic sociolinguistics qualitative research with interdisciplinary approaches. Hence, the study helps in bridging the gap between the linguistic, in one hand, and the media, political and social, on the other hand, in the researches pertaining the Middle East. Therefore, the study investigates hegemonic and counter-hegemonic discourses of the Revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt and highlights the implications of the media coverage as the result of the Revolutions. Thus, the analysis in this study examines
the interrelation between political change and media change in post-revolution event, which is

go beyond a linguistic description of news stories.

The study also offers additional insights to previous studies of media coverage of the
AS. Despite the different aspects have been address in the literature of AS, only a few studies
have focused on the first two months of the event in which many still underestimated the
significant impact of the uprising. Yet, during these two months, two presidents among the
most influential leaders in the Arab world have been ousted. Moreover, only a few studies
opted to examine the Arabic online news articles of the Revolutions. When both Aljazeera and
BBC decided to utilise the internet services in reaching their audiences in late 1990s, online
news was the initial content of their news portals. Online news portal which offers all the
advantages of traditional printed newspaper with much more interactive features were the most
convenience news sources among many internet users (Ahmad, 2017). Hence, the analysis of
online news is significantly important despite the emerge of the social media and the online
access to the televised news broadcasts. Besides, not many studies focused on investigating the
Modern Standard Arabic online news texts particularly those produced by non-Arab
international news outlets such as BBC. Thus, the present study fills a gap in the literature of
the ‘AS’.

In term of the theoretical approach and the analysis framework, previous researches on
the AS have utilised CDA approaches. However, not many studies broaden their theoretical
perspective with the benefit from other critical theories such as Discourse Theory of Laclau
and Mouffe, Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, Foucault’s theory of power and Althusser’s
theory of ideology. All these theories offer more comprehensive insights into the news
discourse around the ‘AS’. Moreover, the application of corpus linguistics analytical tools on
Arabic texts is still limited. Besides, the use of corpus tools to enhance the CDA analysis of
Arabic news discourses were numbered. Thus, the present study which combines the CDA with
other critical theories and enhances the CDA analysis framework with corpus tools aims to fill a gap in the research of Arabic linguistics pertaining the media coverage of the ‘AS’.

Why Aljazeera Arabic and BBC Arabic?

The success of democratic uprising of the AS in Tunisia and Egypt was associated with many factors, including the mass media which played a critical role in shaping the event as it unfolds (Aday et al., 2013; Wolfsfeld et al., 2013; Malik, 2014). The way the media represents the event of these revolutions, reflecting their own ideologies and prospects for future events has affected other subsequent revolutions across the Arab world. Hence, it is safe to say that the Tunisian revolution in which the wave of the AS started triggered the following Egyptian revolution and so on in a predictable fashion (Bayat, 2013; Malik, 2014). Thus, the present study attempts to indicate how the Arab and the Western media particularly the Qatari and British media outlets covered the two versions of the so-called the ‘AS’ in the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. The Arabic media is represented by Aljazeera of Qatar, the media outlet which is by many regarded as the most influential Arab media network (El-Nawawy and Iskander, 2002; Miles, 2005; Zayani, 2005; AlHumaidi, 2013). On the other hand, the Western media is represented throughout this study by the British media of BBC, which is one of the oldest and most professional news channels in the world (Barkho, 2006; Miladi, 2006; Barkho, 2008, Lahlali, 2011).

Aljazeera is one of the prominent news networks in the Arab world since its establishment in 1996 despite many controversies around it. The network based in Qatar, was the first Arab network to provide 24-hour news service to its viewers. Aljazeera has been recognised as the most popular Arab news channel according to different polls, reports, and recognition from influential institutions (Pareene, 2011; Wikileaks/Twitter, 2011). Aljazeera in Arabic literary means ‘island’ or ‘peninsular’, it can be symbolically referred to the Arabian Peninsula in
general or it refers to Qatar, a peninsula itself within the Arabian Peninsula. Besides, Al Jazeera may refer to the network as an island of professional journalism tradition (Al Jazeera, 2015). Hence, since the beginning of Al Jazeera’s operation, the network has adopted a Western-style journalism. The network provides their audiences with news addressing issues which Arab official medias considered ‘red lines’ (El-Nawawy, 2003; Dresner, 2006). As a result, Arab governments accused the network of being an agent of the CIA, serving American interests in the region (Zayani & Ayish, 2006). Besides, Al Jazeera has been controversial in the Western world. During post September, 11 terrorist attacks, particularly pertaining Al Jazeera’s comprehensive coverage of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. has accused Al Jazeera of anti-Americanism and aiding terrorists (Mekay, 2004; Pintak and Ginges, 2008; Fahmy and Johnson, 2007).

Al Jazeera launched Arabic language news website on the internet on 1st January 2001, after the beta version was initiated in 1999. Since then, it continues to be the source of information for millions of people worldwide (Al Jazeera, 2013). During the AS particularly in the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions, Al Jazeera’s online website provide comprehensive coverage of the events as they unfolded and saw a remarkable increase in page views and search attempts (Aouragh and Alexander, 2011). As a result, the network continues to receive bad treatment from the governments. For instance, on 29th December 2010, the Tunisian Parliament condemned the network’s coverage of the protests in Sidi Bouazid and urged a severe punishment to be taken against the news outlet. The outlet’s situation in Egypt was even worse, as Al Jazeera was the only Arab or Western news outlet whose journalists and offices were attacked, and its transmission interrupted by Egyptian authorities. In comparison, other Arab and Western news outlets which also have a significant present in Egypt such as Al-Arabiya, CNN, and BBC did not go through the same hardships as faced by Al Jazeera (Hussain, 2011).
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is globally well-known for being the world’s largest media cooperation. It is regarded as among the oldest media outlet which continues to broadcast information to both local British and global audiences on television, radio and the internet since its foundation in October 1922. BBC services reached about 372 million audiences around the globe per week (BBC, 2017). In addition to nine UK local stations, BBC operates 11 international television channels under one of the outlet arms known as ‘BBC World Services’. Among these international channels are BBC World, BBC America, BBC Canada, BBC Earth, BBC Knowledge, BBC Lifestyle and BBC Arabic. As among the leading global news corporation, BBC broadcasts news in 33 languages to its audiences worldwide. One of these languages is Arabic which started in 1938 through the BBC Arabic Radio Service. In 2008, BBC launched BBC Arabic television station to become the first BBC’s non-English television channel (BBC, 2012). BBC Arabic Television channel was founded by the UK government to compete against the Pan-Arabic channel particularly Aljazeera of Qatar. Despite being funded by the UK government, the channel insists on its independence from the control of the government. Hence, BBC emphasised that its editorial board are free from the UK government influences and are independence in producing the channel’s outputs (Aly & Baumann, 2013). However, many critics criticised BBC World services for being the UK’s government mouthpiece since it was funded by the UK Foreign Office (Jarrah, 2008). Hence, one might argue that the professional of BBC media outlet may be politically biased toward the interest of UK’s foreign policies.

The most unique feature of BBC Arabic service compared to other Arabic outlets is BBA highlights topics which are being avoided by most of the Arab counterparts. Among these topics which were given comprehensive coverage by BBA service were democracy, human rights, freedom of expression, minority rights and culture and social change. Thus, BBA service provided significant source of information when the wane of uprising hit Arab countries in
2011. Moreover, BBA has been providing the Arab audiences with news and information for almost eight decades. Hence, it has been highly regarded by the Arab audiences for the brand name and its culture (Pintak, 2007). Another important feature of BBA which made it attractive to the Arab audience is BBA follows the Western media tradition which emphasised on the impartiality, fairness, professionalism and objectivity (Lahlali, 2011). Furthermore, the BBA’s journalists provided special attention to the Arab audiences’ interests and desires in line with the Western reporting style which promote the freedom of expression (Al-Jaber & Gunter, 2013).

Similar to Aljazeera, BBA address the same audiences inside and outside the Arab region. By broadcasting in Arabic language, BBA tried to build its own constituency in the Middle East and Northern Africa region (MENA) which compete directly with other pan-Arab and local Arab media outlets in very crowded global media arena (Seib, 2010). BBC Arabic in general refers to three Arabic language services provided by the BBC World Service. These services are: First, the Arabic radio station which was very long history among the Arab audience since its foundation in 3rd January 1938. Secondly, BBC Arabic satellite TV channel which was established in 2008. Last but not least, it refers to the website which provides Arabic language news portal which was founded in 1998. Today, the BBC Arabic news portal (www.bbcarabic.com) not only provide online news articles but also provides online access to both the BBC Arabic TV and radio broadcasts. After celebrating its 80 years of broadcasting in January 2018, BBC Arabic proudly declared that the outlet has a weekly reached of 43 million audiences globally (BBC, 2018). The website serves more than 4 million unique browsers each month which equally to around 30 million pages views every month (ibid). During the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ event across the Arab world in 2011, BBC Arabic has been regarded as one of the trusted of news information sources in the Arab world. Hence, BBC
Arabic’s audiences rose dramatically from 21.6 to 36.2 million in 2011-2012 and continue to grow significantly three years after the events unfold (BBC, 2018).

Both AJA and BBA do not provide ample information on the journalists or authors in most of the news articles involved in the current study. However, the official outlets' news portal does provide names of important persons who were in charge of monitoring and producing online news from 2008 up until 2013 (Aljazeera, 2014). It is worth noting that many AJA staff had gathered their experiences in BBA before joining AJA when it was established in 1996. Ahmed al-Sheikh, the chief editor of AJA for instance, was working with BBA before joining AJA in 1996 (Aljazeera, 2017). Similarly, Mostefa Souag, AJA Managing Director has gained experience in the journalism from BBA (Aljazeera, 2018). Other important names in the AJA's team include Mohammed Mukhtar Al-Khalil who was the founder member of the outlet's online news portal (Aljazeera.net). He then was promoted to become the Arabic editor – in chief in June 2010. Salah Negm, who was the director of news, is another crucial personal in AJA. He was responsible for the production of news in the outlet (Aljazeera, 2018).

*Aljazeera* is full of controversies, particularly in term of its coverage of AS. The same also applies to its journalists who have been facing various restrictions by the authorities. Mahmoud Hussein⁵, for instance, has been detained without trial in Egypt since 2016. Moreover, Alaa Omar Sablan and Ibrahim Mohammed Helal were sentenced to death in absentia after being found guilty of breaching Egyptian national security (The Guardian, 2016). Other controversial members of AJA include Faisal al-Kasim whose talk show known as ‘The Opposite Direction’ is popular (Aljazeera, 2016). Al-Kasim strongly supported the AS through

---

⁵ He was the Chief Editor of AJA in Egypt during the AS and moved to AJA headquarters in Doha in 2013 after the authority closed Aljazeera’s office in Cairo. He was detained without trial in Egypt since 2016, and the outlet has since launched an extensive campaign to release him (Aljazeera, 2020).
his program, his blog, and his news writing. Ghassan Bin Jiddo is another well-known figure in AJA as he was popular among the audience for his TV program ‘Open Dialogue’.

BBA journalists also are not exempted from facing restrictions by the authority during their coverage of AS. Mohamed Taha, Assad Sawey and Shaima Khalil were among the outlet’s journalists who have been arrested and beaten by the Egyptian authority (BBC, 2011). Other BBA vital staff included Mustafa Kadhum who was responsible for launching the BBA online news service in1998 (Khadum, 2018). He was later appointed as Senior Online Editor who takes the responsibility of monitoring BBA journalists in London and Cairo. Kadhum works closely with Mohamed Yehia, the Head of Multimedia Output who in charge of managing the news portal (ibid.). Moreover, Samir Farah, who joined BBA since 1996 has produced many ground-breaking documentaries related to the MENA region (BBC, 2016).

Erfan Arab is another member of BBA who has the responsibility of writing and presenting news of the Arab current affairs since 2006 (Khadum, 2018). He works closely with Edgard Jalal and Tony el-Khoury who joined the outlet in 2007 (ibid.). Faris Couri was the Lead Editor of BBA during the AS, and he was assisted by many news editors including Bassam Andari the Senior News Editor since March 2010 and Akram Shaban Abdou the Assistant Editor (Couri, 2013). Ahmad Elkady, who was worked as Senior Broadcast Journalist and the Senior News Producer, had gained his experience by working with AJA in 2000 – 2007 before joining BBA (Khadum, 2018).

---

6 However, he resigned in April 2011, two months after President Mubarak stepped down.
7 Shaima later appointed as BBC world service Middle East Regional Editor in 2012. She received the Association for International Broadcast Award for her outstanding works in 2014.
8 He was very popular with his program ‘Niqtat Hewar’ (Point of Discussion) and was later appointed as Head of BBA in 2016 after holding several essential tasks during the ‘AS’. 
In Chapter Two I discuss the theoretical framework for the study and the discursive practices that govern the production of discourse with particular focus on the Tunisian and Egyptian context. I focus in particular on Fairclough's three-dimensional framework, adopted in the study, and discuss the analytical tools that are used to examine the data textually and discursively. Since the analysis is multilayered in that it goes beyond micro-textual analysis to explain organizational routines of discourse production and sociocultural practices, which constitute the larger-scale macro-analysis, I address three notions that are central in CDA studies: ideology, power, and hegemony. In addition, these three notions particularly the notion of hegemony have been linked to the concept of hegemonic intervention introduced by Laclau and Mouffe to provide wider understanding of the investigated discourses. Chapter Two also discusses the methodology for the study, including data collection, sampling, building corpus data and translation of news texts from Modern Standard Arabic into English.

Chapter Three onwards focus on the analysis results and discussion. Hence, in Chapter Three, the discussion focuses on the result of the archive search, concordance and content analysis. After that, I analyse the data textually by explicating how linguistic concepts such as, lexicalisation, predication, presuppositions and verbal processes were used by the two outlets to represent the protests and the antagonists. Thus, Chapter four concentrates on the lexicalisation and presuppositions. While Chapter Five focuses on the analysis results of verbal processes, I analyse the data discursively, in Chapter Six by explaining how intertextuality was strategically used in the coverage of AJA and BBA. Specifically, I explain the inclusion and exclusion of different voices throughout the event, and explain how different types of reporting such as, direct reporting, indirect reporting, and strategic reporting were used with each side differently. Throughout my textual and discursive practice analysis in Chapter Four, Chapter
Five and Chapter Six, I attempt to observe whether or not the use of different features was consistent in each outlets' reporting or whether there were points in time during the uprising where there were shifts in using different features. I expand the insights of textual and discursive practice analysis in Chapter Seven to investigate the wider socio-political context. After addressing the 'how' in my analysis, I turn to the 'why': why did Aljazeera and BBC address the Egyptian and Tunisian Revolution the way they did? What are the social and political aspects that help understand discourse? I specifically address textual and discursive group polarisation characteristics in the reporting of the two outlets in light of van Dijk's (1995) ideological square and Laclau and Mouffe (1985) hegemonic intervention. In my critical analysis, I examine the socio-political context to explain discourse. In the Conclusion Chapter, I summarise the study’s findings and highlight the main factors that contributed to the contrast between the Qatari and British international online media discourse. I also point out the study’s limitations and implications for future research.

**Literature Review**

My discussion on the literature review is divided into two sections. The first section focuses on media and power relation particularly in the underlying role of media on gaining political purposes. The second section of my literature review discusses more specifically on the ‘Arab Spring’ and the media. Finally, I highlight the gap between these literatures which the current research aims to fit in.

**The political role of media**

Many studies have studied the role of media in achieving political goals particularly in achieving and using power. Media can be used as a tool to shape people’s opinion and
perspectives in which help improving someone’s status or increasing his power or vice versa. Hence, in this section, I highlight the most-related literature which discussed the role of media in affecting people politically. These literatures are divided into three themes based on their focus, namely: First; The role of media in promoting political participation, secondly; the role of media in election processes and finally; The role of media in shaping people’s opinion towards government’s policies.

In the first theme pertaining the use of media for encouraging political participation has attracted a lot of attention among the researchers. Among them, McLeod et al., (1999) who studied the role of mass media on political participation. This study focuses on the role of community integration and interpersonal communication in forecasting two types of local political participation namely: institutionalised acts of participation and taking part in forums. The result showed that the newspaper readership obtained a strong impact on institutionalised participation, compared to the interpersonal discussion. The study also revealed that television news did not directly affect any of the two types of political participation. All in all, the study emphasised that communication played a vital role in enabling and triggering local political participation.

In a related study which focus on the media in German from 1994 to 1998, Eilders (2000) examined the role of media as political tools, particularly in the involvement of political processes. The study suggested that by focusing on specific issues the media outlets indicate their political stand to the audience and highlight a distinct ideological profile of the outlets. However, the result of this study revealed that the effect of such editorials on the political system was related to the overall degree of the issue which has been mentioned by other outlets within the media system. Thus, the study assumed that when different newspapers covered the same issue differently, the political system is likely to respond effectively to the issue highlighted by the media. One of the main finding from this study is there were notable
differences between newspapers which focused on specific politics issues and policies throughout the media system compared to other typical newspapers. In another study, Mutz (2001) investigated the role of media in facilitating communication across political difference. The study utilised United States survey data to examine the various sources of political information which led people to various political views. The result shown that despite the lack of diverse perspectives is a common complaint against American news media, individuals are more likely exposed to more various political views through media compared to interpersonal political discussions. Hence emphasised, the role of media in promoting diverse political views.

Showing that the media has been used by political institutions to serve their ideas. Schudson (2002) examined how the news media can be utilised as political institutions. The study argued that political science has tended to overlook investigating the news media as political institutions, although there are a lot of party-owned newspapers and throughout history an increasing “medialisation” of politics. The study examined this issue within three main approaches. Firstly, the study examined where the political and economic perspectives by looking at the patterns of media ownership and the behaviour of news institutions in relatively liberal versus relatively repressive states. Secondly, the study investigated the social organisation of news work and related news content based on the interaction between journalists and their sources. Finally, the third approach looked at the news as a form of culture which incorporates general belief systems, assumptions, and values into news writing. The result of study revealed that in certain cases media is a representation of the political authorities. This can be observed in many Arab countries including Egypt and Tunisia where media is totally controlled by the authorities.

The relationship between media freedom and political participation among voters has been examined by Leeson (2008), who studied the connection between media freedom and three political aspects namely: political knowledge, political participation, and voter turnout.
Hence, the study examined the media freedom and political knowledge in 13 European countries using data from Freedom House's Freedom of the Press report and the European Commission's Candidate Countries Eurobarometer survey. On the second link between, the media freedom and political participation the data comes from 60 countries extracted from the World Values Survey. Finally, in the third link between the media freedom and voter turnout, the study utilised data of the same 60 countries but this time is taken from the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance. The result revealed that where government controlled the media by holding a control share of media outlets, regulates the media industry more, and control the news content more, people are more politically ignorant. In contrast, when the media is less controlled by government and the media industry become more privatised people are more knowledgeable with political aspects. The study concluded, that less media freedom resulted in poor political knowledge, minimum political participation, and less voter turnout. However, in the countries where the media enjoyed higher media freedom, their people knowledge and participation are better. Hence, recorded higher number of voters turned out.

In more recent study when the social media emerged as the important media tools, Howard and Parks (2012) examined the role of social media in the political change. The study suggested a working definition of social media and discussed other related term proposed by the concerned scholars in their studies. The results of study indicate that the social media is consisted of the information tools which are used to produce and distribute content. This content initially has an individual value but also reflects shared values influenced by the surrounding. Thus, the content which originated from personal messages, news, and ideas, have becomes cultural products, produce and consume by many in the network of social media.

Specifically pertaining the media and the political of Arab world, the Arabic media is playing significant role toward the democratisation and political change in the Middle East.
(Lahlali, 2011). The process has started back in 1950s with the emergence of Arabic unity discourse and Arab national identity, which being further enhanced in 1990s with the start of the Arab transnational television broadcasting (Aldawood, 2004; Amin, 2001; Sakr, 2007). Previous literatures have highlighted the features of Arabic transnational media outlets by focusing on bias and independence of such media (Zayani & Ayish, 2006; Miladi, 2006; Fandy, 2007; Volkmer, 2008; Mellor, 2011). Although, these Arabic media outlets claimed that they are privately-owned, hence, totally independent and free from government control, these outlets have been used as political tools. Thus, Arabic transnational media is associated directly or indirectly with certain agendas and ideologies. Moreover, these ideologies are rooted in regional conflicts within the Arab world (Fandy, 2007). Mellor (2011) tracked how Arab media outlets managed to move from working under firm governmental grip to become commercially oriented media institutions, but still cannot totally avoid from the governmental influence. Hence, there is a little room for criticising these governments particularly those related to sensitive national and international issues. On the positive side, the Arabic transnational media like Aljazeera, Al-Arabia, Al-Hurra, BBC Arabic and CNN Arabic have offered the Arab audiences with a variety choice of content and presentation (Elareshi & Gunter, 2010; Al-Jaber & Gunter, 2013). As a result, these media outlets have created a challenge to the dominant of Arabic state media. Besides, the Arabic transnational media promoted the freedom of expression through their discussions and current affairs programmes (Miladi, 2006).

Moving into the second theme of the literatures around the political role of media which focuses on the role of media in election processes showed many studies have been carried out to examine the relationship between media and the process of election. To begin with, Weaver (1996) examined the aspects the voters learn from media when choosing for a candidate they vote for. He argued that the media can be used to manipulate political perspectives during an election process. Thus, voters’ perspectives can be manipulated by newspapers news,
television, and televised debates. The study revealed, among learned by the voters from media were the awareness over specific questions, issues, and the characteristic of election candidates. This study that certain position of candidate and his political party on certain issues are also indicated less likely to be benefited or manipulated by media. Furthermore, the result of this study showed that media exposure only exhibits minimum relationship to certain important aspects including the voters' images of candidates; prior political stands and educational levels which considered as much stronger predictors of these perceived images. This study highlighted that the exposure to the television coverage of elections, helps to strength the interest in both politics and voting turnout among the voters. Interestingly, the result of Waver’s study showed that the newer forms of media at that time like radio and television talk shows, have notably weaker connections to the voter’s obtaining of information on the election process.

In the same vein, Pinkleton and Austin (2001) in their study investigated the political disaffection related to media reporting among the registered voters in Washington. They argued that mass media have been blamed for distancing people from the political process through augmenting voter apathy and cynicism. Hence, the study carried out a telephone survey of (592) registered voters in Washington State, to examine the relationships between perceived media importance, political involvement, and political disaffection. The study found that political involvement was positively correlated with the perceived media importance particularly from radio talk shows and newspapers, which were, in turn, negatively correlated with cynicism but positively correlated with efficacy. In addition, the efficacy was positively correlated with involvement. The study also revealed that involvement is a very important variable in the process of political decision making. Accordingly, media can be made as a catalyst to encourage people’s participation in decision making. Finally, the study suggests that those researchers working on the relationship between political involvement and mass media must give high attention to the motivational context individuals bring to the media when addressing on the
impact of the mass media in the process of political decision making.

Still related to the election process in the United States and the media particularly the online media, Kenski and Stroud (2006) in their study highlighted the connection between the online exposure about the presidential campaign and political efficacy, knowledge, and participation. Hence, the study examined data from the 2000 National Annenberg Election Survey. The result showed that the online in information the presidential campaign are significantly correlated with political efficacy, knowledge and participation. Additionally, the study argued that many associations between internet exposure with political efficacy, knowledge, and participation can be found even when taking socio-demographic variables, political interest, party identification, partisan strength, and other media exposures variables into consideration. The study also emphasised that the concerns that the internet would give a negative effect on knowledge, and democratic participation are mostly exaggerated. However, the positive correlations between the internet variables and the dependent variables were limited. Thus, the study concluded that the internet is not the only solution for the issues of political efficacy, knowledge and participation.

In a related study, Gerber, et al., (2009) studied the role of media in election process particularly the role of newspapers in manipulating voters’ views during the 2005 Virginia gubernatorial election in the U.S. Based on an assumption that there was compelling evidence indicated that media sources have learned toward certain political direction. The study however, argued that there have been few researches highlighting the effects of media on political views of media bias or access. The study selected the voters in Washington DC area as the subject of study which were having access to two newspapers, namely: the Washington Times and the Washington Post. Then, the respondents (voters) were randomly assigned into three groups: either to receive a free subscription of Washington Post, or Washington Times, or to joint a control group. Following that, survey was carried out after the 2005 Virginia
election. The result show that the voters who were assigned to the Washington Post group were 8% more likely to vote for the governor candidate from Democratic compared to those who were into the control group. However, the result show minimum evidence of in public opinion shift certain issues highlighted by the two newspapers during the 2005 election.

In the third theme of the literatures around the political role of media, gathered the most relevant studies which examined the way media has been used to shape people’s perspective of certain policies. Analysing the news coverage of the Persian Gulf War in 1990s, Pan, et al., (1994) investigated the exposure of news media and during the Persian Gulf War by making a comparison of two probability surveys: the first was conducted immediately after the War, whilst the second, was conducted a year and half before the war. The result showed that the exposure to media makes one familiar with the war events. However, the study also revealed that different people prefer different things, hence, they were different in their general knowledge based on their interest. In term of different type of exposure, the study highlighted that the exposure to news input from network TV news might be used to accure “image-oriented” information, while exposure to were mostly related to learning more abstract and complex information about the war.

Moving into another study which focused on much more smaller contact in investigation the role of media in shaping people’s opinions of a local government policies, Besley and Burgess (2001) examined the role of mass media in rendering the Indian local governments responsive to the citizens’ needs in 1958-1992. The study emphasised that the role of the mass media on issues of public interest does not attack much attention from the researchers. The study suggested a theoretical example of the media’s role in boosting and enhancing the government’s responsiveness based on of information from local and national government. Following that, the data has been analysed the investigate which Indian local governments responded to critical issues such as food shortages through the public distribution
of food. In addition, it correlated these critical issues with the work of media and political issues. The data analyses showed that states which are more responsive to the people’s needs have a high level of literacy, voters turnout and newspaper circulation. The analysis also revealed that richer states do not show a tendency to be more responsive compared to poor states. Thus, the study explained the important of media in highlighting the responsiveness of one state to people’s requirements. Thus, the responsiveness of government to their citizens’ needs can be enhanced with the help from mass media. By utilising the full potential of media, governments can have better understand on how they can work more effectively in offering services to their citizens. At the same time, it is vital to have strong media institutions which support prominent role of government serving people’s needs.

Closer to the Arab and Islamic world, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2004) in their study argued that the United States has a bad image within the Islamic and Arab World after the September 11th attack. The study revealed that merely 1% of the people in the Middle East, expressed positive opinions of the United States. The study gathered research data from nine Muslim countries to investigate how such beliefs come as a result of on exposure to news media and levels of education. The result show that the intensity of media use and level of education have a weak correlation with people’s beliefs. The result also revealed that the sources of news sources have strong effects on beliefs. Hence, individuals watching Arab news channels or educated in schools with little Western influence are less likely to agree that the September 11th attacks were carried out by Arab terrorists compared to those who have minimum media exposure or schooling. In contrast, those who exposed to western media and western education are more likely to agree that the attacks were made by Arab terrorists.

To summarise, these literatures have emphasised that media played very important role in shaping political views. The previous studies have provided evident of media has been used as a tool to manipulate people’s perspectives towards specific issues including elections local
government issues, political awareness and violence behaviours. Hence, media significantly influenced people’s life and beliefs. Which led them into certain actions. Thus, the mass media had a vital role during the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’ particularly in shaping certain incidents and orienting people’s perspective towards certain issues, as will be discussed in the following section.

**Arab Spring and the Media**

In this section, I highlight the important literatures which addressed the role of the media in the so-called Arab Spring (AS) events. Since the breakout of the uprising in the Arab region in late 2010, the AS has attracted attention many researchers to analyses the events from different perspective. However, my discussion in this section limits only on the studies investigated the connection between media and the AS. Thus, the relevant literatures are divided into four themes namely:

a) Social media and the Egyptian Revolution (ER)

b) Social media and the Tunisian Revolution (TR)

c) Social media and the Arab Spring as a whole

d) Comparison between Aljazeera’s coverage of the Arab Spring events with other media outlets.

Before mentioning the detail of these literatures, it is worth to note that many studies have highlighted the role of social media (*Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Weblog*) during the AS compared to the traditional media (printed newspapers, radio broadcast and non-satellite television). Hence, literatures on the role of social media will be given more focus in this section of literature review and they are separated from each other based on their focus of the Arab country which severely affected from the AS.

The Egyptian Revolution (ER) received the most attention by the researchers compared
to the revolutions in other Arab countries. Among the earliest study highlighted on the role of media in the AS, Storck (2011) investigated the Arab Spring revolutions in Egypt by focusing on the use social media in facilitating the uprisings. Thus, Storck examined how the Egyptian activists utilised social media networks (namely: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and weblogs) to organise and spreading awareness of political mobilisation, during Egyptian uprising in early 2011. The study also utilised of the well-established theories of communication, to position the use of social media within a wider context of communication. The study also used the theory of communicate to explicate how the inherent characteristics of social networking which were relevant to the aim of Egyptian activists. The result found of study showed that various potential of social media could be used to facilitative political mobilisation. Similar to Storck (2011), Bhuiyan (2011) also investigated the role of (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and weblogs) in the ER. This study revealed the social media enhanced people’s desire for democracy and improvement of in Egypt socio-economic. The study also highlighted social media has been used to allow Egyptian to ignore the government censorship, break the barrier of fear, and spread the call for political reform. Finally, the study showed how social media has been utilised to mobilised millions of Egyptians to participate in political action and emerged as organisational power structures.

Always on the Egyptian revolution, Abdallah (2011) claimed that the role of the media before and during the revolution was shaped by the Egyptian society. The study revealed that media highlighted the opposition movements’ activities and helped to uncover the regime’s abuse of power, corruption and injustice. Moreover, media created awareness among the Egyptians on their rights by promoting the oppositions’ calls, led towards emerging new human rights activists and helped in strengthening the Egyptian youth movements. In contrast, the state-controlled media were justifying the government’s misdeeds which caused a back fire as played a significant role it help the other uncontrolled media to build a close relationship with
its audience. Another important finding is the observation that anti-state media focuses much on people in education sector which are supposedly become the leaders of change in the society. At the end of the study, it summarised that both traditional and new media contributed significantly toward the political change during the uprising in Egypt. They continue to positively contribute towards the democracy after the revolution. In relation to Abdallah (2011), another study by Frangonikolopoulos and Chapsos (2012) investigated the impact of social media in the Egyptian Arab Spring. The study emphasised that although the social media not the only factor causing the uprisings, it played a significant role in establishing what the people call for during the event. Hence, the social media has successfully igniting public mobilisation, enabling civic engagement, and strengthen the collaboration between activists’ event outside their own country. Thus, the study concluded that social media was one of the important catalysts facilitated people to work together to bring down the existing regimes during the revolution.

Based on the survey among the protestors who participated in the mass protests in Tahrir Square of Egypt, Tufekci and Wilson (2012) investigated how social media affected the decision to participate in political protest during Egyptian Arab Spring. The study conducted a survey on participants in Tahrir Square protests, to demonstrated that social media particularly Facebook, has become new sources of information which the regime could not totally controlled. Hence, the social media was very important in shaping how people made decisions to participate part in protests, the study also revealed that Egyptians learned about the protests through Facebook, phone contact, or face-to-face conversation. While, Twitter and blogs, were used by protestors to communicate about the demonstrations as they unfolded. Furthermore, the study indicated that printed media was used for acquiring general information on a protest but not for communicating about it. Overall, the results of study highlight the vital role of social media, Facebook and Twitter, in particular during the protests which overthrown President
Mubarak in February 2011.

Different slightly with other studies on the ER which concentrated on the social media, Aouragh and Alexander (2011) investigated the Arab Spring in Egypt in relation to the internet revolution. The research highlighted the debate around role of the internet in triggering political and social change. The study data of derived from interviews and observations conducted during the 2011 revolution. The result concluded that it is crucial to go beyond three sets of polemics. Firstly, the study emphasised the idea which transcending the debate between utopian and dystopian perspectives on the role of the internet in political change. Secondly, the study suggested a change from perspectives isolating the Internet from other media particularly social media and satellite broadcasters during the Egyptian revolution. Thirdly, the study established that understanding the dialectical relationship between online and offline political action is very important to figure out the role of internet during the revolution.

Moving into a quantitative study of the ER, it found that Kavanaugh (2012) examined statistical data on the use of social media during the Arab Spring. To complete the data analysis, this study compared the findings with survey data of among Egyptian students, in June 2011. The study indicated that social media had a strong impact beyond its general adoption rates based on to the age distribution of the social media user particularly among the youth protestors. The result showed, despite it is quantitatively marginal, Twitter users were most likely opinion leaders. Hence the use of Twitter most probably leads towards larger social impact.

In the second theme of the literatures on the AS showed that studies focusing specifically on the connection of social media and the Tunisian Revolution (TR) attracted a lower number of researches compared to those focusing on the Egyptian Revolution (ER). Analysing the ways the demonstrators dealt with the Tunisian regime’s suppression in the virtual world, Champagne (2012) indicated that the Tunisian police did completely competence in dealing with social media. The study furthermore stated that the internet surveillance software
provided by a European company to the Tunisian secret service was not yet fully functional at that time. Champagne (2012) furthermore explained that it was possible for the local police to act against the protestors as most of the time, the Facebook accounts which were used to distribute information on the uprising were set to public access to attract the largest possible number of users. As a result, during the first three days of the Tunisian protest a total of 200 persons, were detained for uploading videos, and pictures of the local uprising to their Facebook accounts. Accordingly, Facebook and internet users started to hide their real names to protest themselves from governmental prosecution being arrested by the authorities. Then, the authority shut down were shut down Facebook accounts which contain information of the protests, and new ones were opened using different name. In respond to that, the authority slowed down the speed of data internet connection to prevent the spread of information among local activists. As a result, user unable to upload videos of uprising events to Facebook. This action has forced the activists to send the videos to their friends abroad using emails and their friends then uploaded it for public access. In short, this study revealed how local authorities during the AS dealt with the increasing use of social media by prosecuting those using social media services to go against the authorities.

In a different study which concentrated on Sidi Bouzid, the Tunisian town where the AS started, Wulf (2013) examined the use of Web 2.0 and other social media services during the uprising. The results revealed four main findings:

1) Web 2.0 helped to spread the leaked Tunisian official documents initiated by Wikileaks in which challenged the legitimacy of Ben Ali’s government.

2) Web 2.0 helped in connecting the Tunisian local activists with Arab cable and satellite networks, which then broadcasted the detail of the revolution events to the viewers around the world.

3) Social media linked young activists in Sidi Bouzid with other activists in different Tunisian
cities. Hence, helped to widespread the protests into other Tunisian towns including Tunis the capital city of Tunisia.

4) Social media also helped the protestors to organise the resistance inside Sidi Bouzid and the surrounding area.

The third theme of the literatures in this section studied the relationship between social media and the AS without specifically focus on certain Arab country. However, my discussion in this section will give more priority to the AS events in Tunisia and Egypt which are the main focus of the current study. To begin with, Ghannam (2011) examined how the social media led to the widespread of Arab Spring. The study highlighted that the social media has changed the nature of news and community engagement among the society. The social media continues to evolve with the combination merging of social media and satellite broadcasts, as seen in many Arab countries like Tunisia and Egypt. Specifically on the role of social media on the Arab people, Ghannam argued that social media has relatively bring changes in term of freedom of expression. This is being achieved by enhancing the collective and individual capacities to communicate, mobilise, and gain technical knowledge and experience which are expected to eventually lead to even greater voice, political influence, and participation among Arab people. Thus, Ghannam claimed that such changes in the freedom of expression among people in the Arab countries have been accelerated rapidly in early 2011, hence caused the spread of AS in many Arab countries.

In a wider perspective, Khondker (2011) analysed the role of the new media during the AS in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. The study argued that the new media is regarded as one of the important factors in triggering social revolution in the region. The new media played a principled role in getting information particularly in the absence of democratic media and a civil society. Specifically, regarding the revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia, the study emphasised that the social media tools particularly Facebook and Twitter
played a prominent role in expanding the political movements in the two Arab countries. However, the study revealed that the role of conventional media, especially Aljazeera television channel, was crucial, during the uprising. Nevertheless, the most important factor according to this study was indeed the inability of the state systems to contain the revolutionary upsurge as well as the presence of revolutionary conditions. Which mainly led toward the revolution. Thus, the social media is only a tool of causing the revolution track, then social media was a vital tool—a necessary condition—especially in the face of a muzzled conventional local media, but a tool, nevertheless.

Similarly, Howard, et al., (2011) addressed the role of social media during the Arab Spring, particularly in shaping political debates. Hence, social media facilitated the spreading of democratic ideas across the international borders. In relation to the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions, the research builds a database of information collected from the sources of social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. Besides, the research created maps of important Egyptian political websites, highlighted the political debates in the Tunisian blogs, collected out more than three million Tweets and figuring out which countries thousands of individuals tweeted from during the revolutions. All of these to prove that the social media played critical role in the AS.

Moving away from Facebook and Twitter and focusing on the Arab bloggers during the Arab Spring, Benkirane (2012) investigated the role of the social networks in Tunisian and Egyptian societies during the uprising. The study argued that the emerge of many Arab bloggers during the uprising was the social outcome of several decades of continuous struggles demanding for their rights to be fulfilled. Thus, the social networks and new media had a catalytic role within the Tunisian and Egyptian uprising. By accelerating the social reactions, synchronized different levels of revolutions and provided a coverage of events through sharing real-time footage to attack public opinion globally. Finally, the study concluded that the
emerging ‘Intelligence Technology’ could promote the path towards liberation. However, at the same time it can be used as spying technology might become a powerful tool for control and repression against the people themselves. In a more recent study, Alshareif (2017) examined the Western media representation of the revolution in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya. Based on the interview conducted on the staff and student of a Libyan university, the result showed that the Western media is trusted for its dispassionate observation. Besides, the Western media is considered as neutral and professional without much emphasise on the political propaganda.

In the fourth theme, there are many studies examined the media discourse in the Arab region. These studies utilised various theoretical frameworks like CDA and framing analysis to investigate how certain news events have been described by the media and revealed the ideological stances of media outlets (Sefsaf, 2004; El-Nawawy, 2006; Lynch, 2006; De Graaf, 2008; Fornaciari, 2011; Yehia, 2011; Castells 2011). As a leading international media outlet in the Arab region, most of these studies opted to examine Aljazeera network and its contents particularly the network’s news, talk shows and Aljazeera online services. Moreover, these studies focused on how Al-Jazeera portrayed important events of the Arab region such as the conflict of Israel and Palestine (De Graaf, 2008) the so-called the AS of Egyptian Revolution in 2011 (Fornaciari, 2011 and Yehia, 2011). Furthermore, Castells (2011) highlighted on the important role of Aljazeera in Arab Spring events. The study mentioned that Aljazeera collected information widely spread on the internet particularly by organised groups on Facebook, then retransmitting free news through mobile phones to their audiences. As a result, Aljazeera helped in creating a new system of mass communication which built from a mix of an interactive television, internet, radio and mobile communication systems. This study argued that communication technologies did not resulted into the insurgency. However, the rebellion
was born because of the poverty and social exclusion that afflict much of the population in the fake democracy at the time.

Most studies made a comparison between Aljazeera as a leading media outlet in the Arab world with its equivalence from prominent Western media outlets namely CNN and BBC. These studies aimed to depict how Aljazeera offered counter hegemony discourse to the Western media. To begin with, past research criticised Western media institutions arguing that they cannot replace pan-Arab media (Rugh, 2004). They claimed the Western media promote ‘Western agendas’ through news and entertainment rather than finding solutions to issues surrounding the Arab nations (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002). Hence, the Arab audiences considered the Western media as propaganda tools which advocates the ideologies of Western power which may not fit with the Arab culture (El-Nawawy, 2006; Lynch, 2006; Sefsaf, 2004; Ferjani, 2009).

In contrast, other studies indicated that Arab audiences find the Western media outlets are more credible and more attractive than the local Arab media (Khalil, 2004). The news services provided by Western media are considered as important source for gathering public opinion (Anderson, Gillespie, & Mackay, 2010; Elareshi & Gunter, 2010; Kassman, 2007). Moreover, with the benefit of social media, these news services have developed new ways of engaging their Arabic viewers through citizen journalists, hence, provide a good platform to communicate with the Arab audience globally (Ferjani, 2009; Gillespie, 2013). Despite this argument, international audiences are sophisticated enough to consume information from multiple media sources even if they disagree with the outlet’s agendas (Rugh, 2004). In times of crises, audience tends to find fresh news from various sources to triangulate on a topic which help in building a clear picture (Heil, 2007; Rugh, 2004). More specifically on the Arab audience, Lynch (2012) highlighted that young Arabs may follow news and entertainments from various media sources regardless of their political agendas.
In relation to this, Fornaciari (2011), in his study argued that the Anglo-American media outlets such as CNN and BBC dominated the journalism internationally. Hence, Aljazeera provided an alternative voices which challenged the hegemony of Western media discourse. Furthermore, Aljazeera has a clear advantages compared to the Western media outlets among the Arab people, as the outlet emphasised on the Arab identity which closely related to the local culture and region. In contrast, the Western media does not pay great attention to the local values and in fact tries to promote Western cultures to the Arab audiences. In another study, Aljazeera was compared to Al-Hurra news network an American network offers news services in Arabic language.

Using CDA framework, Abdel Samei (2010) compared how Aljazeera and Al-Hurra covered certain international events in their news services. The result revealed that Aljazeera and al-Hurra represented two different ideologies, hence portrayed the same event differently. Aljazeera emphasised on the pan-Arabian identity which rooted on the Arab’s history, language and religion. In contrast, al-Hurra promoted liberal voices and marginalised the role of history and religion among Arab people. Furthermore, the study revealed Aljazeera gained much more popularity among the Arab audience as the outlet widely highlighted about the Arab’s concerns unlike al-Hurra. Al-Hurra tended to dismiss the discussions on certain United States policies of the region which go against the local culture and believe. Thus, the study argued that Aljazeera has become a threat to the American public diplomacy in the Arab world. Hence, al-Hurra failed to deliver the United States voice to the region as the outlet faced a huge challenge presented by Aljazeera.

Focusing on Aljazeera media discourse during the so-called the ‘Arab spring’ it is found that most of the studies opted to focus on the Egyptian revolution compared to other Arab countries which also resulted in power change in 2011 such as Tunisia and Libya. Most of the studies focused on the role of social media and the so-called the ‘new media’ of Facebook,
Twitter, Youtube and Weblog during the uprising. Other studies however opted to compared how the Arab and Western media outlets portrayed the revolution. Using content analysis approach, Fornaciari (2011) investigated how Aljazeera English framed the Egyptian Revolution compared to BBC. The results showed Aljazeera English tended to cover on Egyptian issues by distancing itself. Hence, Aljazeera English coverage on the Egyptian Revolution does not take a stand on the power struggles during the uprising and does not provide solutions to the unfolding events. In contrast, BBC clearly stated its stand towards the issues. Hence, the outlet’s coverage of the events distinguished between the winner and loser of the conflicts. BBC also provided solutions to the Egyptian issues reported during the 2011 revolution.

In another study, Yehia (2011) compared between Aljazeera Arabic and CNN framing of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. The results however contradicted Fornaciari’s findings on Aljazeera English coverage of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. Yehia (2011) in his study found that Aljazeera Arabic strongly supported the protestors. Moreover, Aljazeera Arabic framed the revolution based on protestors’ point of view. Hence, supported the demand to overthrow Mubarak. In contrast, CNN framed the Egyptian Revolution based on the United States official statements particularly on the future of democracy and power in Egypt. Therefore, CNN was reluctant to support the protestors’ demands at the beginning of revolution but shifted to support the protestors after Mubarak stopped down.

All in all, the Fornaciari (2011) and Yehia (2011) studies on the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, indicated that international medias accommodate their target audiences by providing different framings on the same event. Thus, the Aljazeera discourses of Egyptian Revolution are various based on the outlet services language which aimed to serve different group of audiences. Barkho (2011) for instance, revealed that Aljazeera English portrayed the Gaza war differently compared to BBC. In reporting the war events, Aljazeera English tried to
distance itself from the centers of power. Thus, more focus was given to the people affected by the war. Furthermore, both the Israelis and the Palestinian sides were treated equally on the discursive and social levels. In comparison, BBC coverage of the same event, clearly distinguished power differentials. Hence, the protagonists were given the prominent appearance in the BBC discourse. However, Loomis (2009) in his study revealed that *Aljazeera* English not always take a different side to the Western media. Therefore, Loomis (2009) found that *Aljazeera* English covered international events in the same way as the other Western international media outlets like BBC, CBS and CNN did. Although, *Aljazeera* English provided not much positive narratives toward the United States compared to the Western outlets, there was no difference in term of news contents among these international media outlets. Despite, the Brakho’s (2011) findings contradicted Loomis’s result (2009), the two studies indicated that *Aljazeera* English do not challenge the hegemonise discourse of Western media.

Further studies comparing *Aljazeera* Arabic and *Aljazeera* English produced inconsistent results. De Graaf (2008) in his study compared *Aljazeera* English coverage on the Jewish settlers’ withdrawal from the Gaza Strip in August 2005 with CNN coverage of the same event. The study used CDA approach and the result indicated that *Aljazeera* English provided a counter-ideology discourse to challenge the hegemonise of Western news discourse. Moreover, the outlet practiced group polarisations in its coverage of the event. The Palestinians were considered as the ‘in-group’, while the Israelis were the ‘out-group’. In contrast, CNN considered the Israelis as the ‘in-group’ and the ‘out-group’ were the Palestinians. Thus, the study concluded that *Aljazeera* English portrayed the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in a similar way to *Aljazeera* Arabic in which both provided counter-ideology to the domination of Western news. Moreover, Samuel-Azran & Pecht (2014) argue that news layout of *Aljazeera* Arabic and *Aljazeera* English is not the same. The study found that the Arabic version is more aggressive in dealing with the US affairs. In comparison the English version tends to be edited
through making changes, exclusions and shifting speech from direct to the indirect, aims to meet the satisfactions of a different target group.

Other studies also utilised CDA and framing analysis to examine the Arab national media coverage of the AS. Hamdy and Gomaa (2012) utilised framing analysis to compare Egyptian national media with independent and social media coverage of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. The results revealed that the government-controlled media framed the revolutions as a conspiracy against Egypt. Hence, heavily backed the Egyptian government. In contrast, the social media portrayed the revolution as a path towards freedom and justice. While independent media framed the event using intermediate frame by combining the frames of social media and the Egyptian national media. In a related vein, AlHumaidi (2013) utilised CDA approaches in examining Al-Ahram of Egypt coverage of the 2011 Egyptian uprising events. The study found that Al-Ahram strongly backed President Mubarak and practiced group polarisation in the coverage of the uprising events. Thus, Al-Ahram was considered as the mouthpiece of Mubarak’s government before switched to back the protestors after Mubarak stepped down.

To summaries, the so-called the AS has attracted many researches to investigate the historical event from wide array of perspective. Among these researches are the studies which examined the role of media during the AS. In this regard, many studies have highlighted the role of social media (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Weblog) during the AS compared to the traditional media (printed newspapers, radio broadcast and non-satellite television). Moreover, the Egyptian Revolution (ER) received the most attention by the researchers compared to other Arab countries. In term of methodological approach, many studies have utilised CDA framework to analyse the media discourses of the uprisings. As among the leading media network in the Arab world, many studies have examined the network’s coverage of the AS. These studies compared Aljazeera’s coverage with other Arab official media outlets, while
other studies compared Al Jazeera with other prominent international networks such as BBC and CNN.

Therefore, the present study aims to fill the gap in these literatures by offering additional insights to previous studies of media coverage of the AS. To begin with, despite many studies have examined the Al Jazeera’s coverage of the AS, but only a few focused on the outlet’s online news texts. Most of the previous studies focused on the Al Jazeera’s televised news broadcast. Despite both the televised and the online news mostly carry the same news, the online news texts have a different layout (i.e. headline, subtopic, still image and caption) which almost similar to the traditional printed newspaper. Moreover, the online news texts are the most critical content of the outlet’s official news portal. Besides, not many studies focused on investigating the Modern Standard Arabic online news texts particularly those produced by non-Arabic international news outlets such as BBC. Thus, the present study fills a gap in the literature of the ‘AS’.

Previous studies also have examined different part of the AS based on certain locations, nations and period of time. However, only a few concentrated on the first phase of the uprising when the massive impact of the uprising is still yet to be determine. Hence, the present study opts to focus on the first two months of the event in which many still underestimated the significant impact of the uprising and many other still intact to the old regime. Yet, during these two months, two presidents among the most influential leaders in the Arab world have been ousted. In term of the theoretical approach and the analysis framework, the present study widen the CDA theoretical framework with the benefit of other critical theories such as Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe, Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, Foucault’s theory of power and Althusser’s theory of ideology. Moreover, the study utilises corpus tools to enhance the CDA qualitative analysis of Arabic news discourses with quantitative evidences.
2.1 Introduction.

The present chapter deals with the essential part of the research focusing on the aspect of the theoretical framework and the methods utilised in this study to answer the research questions. The theoretical framework is based on two major theoretical approaches in discourse study: The Discourse Theory (DT) of Laclau and Mouffe (1985) and the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) of Fairclough (1989, 1992, 1995, 2005). The main goal of this theoretical framework, which combines two approaches is to achieve better theoretical understanding of the nature, concept, significance, limitation and potential consequences of discursive construction and struggle around the two versions closely related of the so-called the ‘AS’ namely the Tunisian Revolution (TR) and the Egyptian Revolution (ER). Following my discussion on the theoretical framework, I further elaborate on the research methodology used in this research. The main approach of this study is based on the qualitative study by utilising the Critical Discourse Analysis framework. In providing more accurate results and mitigating researcher's bias through ‘cherry-picking’ of certain discourse elements and structures, corpus technique has been deployed to provide statistical insights into the invested discourse.

2.2 Theoretical Framework

My discussion on the theoretical framework is divided into two major parts, the first focuses on the Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe, and the second introduces the textual-oriented type of Critical Discourse Analysis proposed by Fairclough. The chapter begins with a brief explanation on Discourse Theory by focusing on the critical analytical concepts, particularly
the new concept of hegemony introduced by DT, which been developed from Antonio Gramsci's (1971) ideas.

A brief introduction to the essential pillars of Critical Discourse Analysis is allocated at the beginning of the second part of this chapter. Then, the discussion gives more emphasis on the textual-oriented CDA of Fairclough. Fairclough proposes a more systematic analytical framework compared to other CDA approaches. Fairclough's framework connects micro-analysis of texts with the macro-level of discourses through his three dimensions textual analysis of text, discursive practice and social practice. This three-dimensional analysis furthermore is being accomplished with the concepts of intertextuality and interdiscursivity which link between text and discourse.

Although Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe and Critical Discourse Analysis of Fairclough have many differences particularly in terms of their very individual epistemological stances, some of the analytical concepts proposed by Laclau and Mouffe can be matched with Fairclough's. Besides, Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe is more towards providing my research with the ground theories and concepts but lacks a practical systematic analytical framework. Thus, Laclau and Mouffe's concepts can be effectively beneficial by combining them with Fairclough's systematic Critical Discourse Analysis through the concepts of intertextuality and interdiscursivity.

2.3 Discourse Theory (DT)

The main aims of this section are to present the simplified version of Laclau and Mouffe's Discourse Theory and highlight some of its essential concepts, especially those concepts which can be used in the discursive analysis of texts. Thus, the discussion in this section is divided
into two main sections: First, the social theory of discourse, which derives Laclau and Mouffe’s ideas and secondly, the theory of hegemony and hegemonic intervention.

The Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe which is being presented here is heavily based on their book *Hegemony and Socialist Strategy* (1985) and other works individually carried out by Laclau or Mouffe for instance (Laclau, 1990, 1993 and 1996) and (Mouffe, 1993, 2008). The discussion on DT in this section will also be complemented with various discussions, commentaries and critiques on Laclau and Mouffe’s works by other scholars and researchers namely: Torfing (1999), Philips and Jorgenson (2002), Sjolander and Payne (2011) and Rear (2013). The discussion on Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe cannot be completed unless other social theorists such as Gramsci (1971), Althusser (1977), Lacan (1971), Foucault (1972, 1984) and Zizek (1989, 1994) have been brought forward.

**Discourse in Social Theory**

Laclau and Mouffe's Discourse Theory is a result of intensive comment and critiques on Marxism that comes from Marxist social theory and Structuralism, which is based on Saussure's linguistics ideas. Marxism provides Laclau and Mouffe with ideas about social phenomena and Structuralism inspires them to discover the theory of meaning. They critically read Marxism and Structuralism before combining it with both post-Marxist social thought and post-Saussarian linguistics concepts to form their theory of the social world (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985). Laclau and Mouffe themselves were among Marxist supporters before 1985 and with the publication of their famous book *Hegemony and Socialist Strategy* (1985), which marks their change to join other post-Marxist scholars.

The first part of Laclau and Mouffe's DT, which focuses on social issues, is derived from Marxism. Marxism gives Laclau and Mouffe a starting point to study social phenomena. However, they heavily critique the fundamental base of Marxism, which focuses entirely on
the material-economic base. Karl Marx (1961) introduced the concept of historical materialism to distinguish between a base and a superstructure in its description of society. Material condition and the ownership of the means of production belong to the base. However, the superstructure such as educational system, mass media, religious authorities and judiciary bodies are owned by the state. Furthermore, the economy is regarded as the core that explained everything. Historical materialism sees that base is entirely determent of the superstructure. Thus, the economy determines everything, including what people say and think. Post-Marxist theorist, in particular, Gramsci (1971) has relooked at the concept of historical materialism and found that economy is not the only factor that determines the relationship between the base and superstructure as mentioned by Marx. Gramsci has been able to soften the Marxist extreme economic determination with his famous hegemony theory. It is no longer the economy that determines what people say and think.

The most important element of DT is the concept that sees all social phenomena are mediated through discourse, and their meanings can never be fixed permanently (Rear, 2013: 5). According to Discourse Theory, there are vast arrays of discourses and each of them structures reality in a different way (Torfing, 1999: 113). At the same time, all these discourses compete with each other to define what is ‘true’ within a particular aspect of the social world. Furthermore, what people understand from this particular aspect of the social world is bases upon the continuous struggle between discourses, together with perceptions of society and identity always open to new representations. This is because meanings are altered continuously and reconfigured through constant contact with competing discourses (Rear, 2013: 5). However, it is not the aim of discourse analysis in DT's perspective to reveal the ‘truth’ about reality, but the main goal is to describe how discursive struggle constructs their reality to appear as natural and neutral.
For instance, discourse analysis only focuses on its analysis about how people perceive their identities within society through discourses, rather than finding out which group of people do exactly exist within the society. This concept of discourse analysis can be linked to Foucault's idea (1984) of genealogical, which comes after his first archaeological project. Foucault has previously emphasised that the genealogical project does not work to define which is ‘true’ or ‘false’, but it is a task for the genealogist to immerse in the myriad of power struggle that shapes historical forms of discourse (Torfing, 1999). In other words, it is safe to say that the primary goal of discourse analysis sets by DT is inline with Foucault's works. Both DT of Laclau and Mouffe and Foucault's genealogical works agree that discourse analysis only aims to describe how discursive struggle builds their reality and appears as command-sense among people. Thus, discourse analysis will not search for the reality behind the discourse in order to find out what people mean with their words.

We will now move to the second source, which inspired the construction of DT. The second part of DT proposed by Laclau and Mouffe is based on critical reading on De Saussure idea of Structural Linguistic. Laclau and Mouffe depend on the theory of meaning introduced by De Saussure in his structural linguistics ideas (1960). They then modify the theory with inputs from post-Structuralists that view language as not permanently fixed but alterable through daily interaction of social actors. Philips and Jorgensen (2002: 25) suggest that Saussure’s Structuralist concept of language can be easier to understand by using the metaphor of a fishing-net.

The basic unit of language is known as the sign, which arbitrarily joins a particular sound-image relation, which links between the signifier (sound) with a particular concept (the signified). Signs get their meaning from their difference from one another. According to the metaphor of a fishing-net, each individual sign has its place as one of the knots in the net. When the net is stretched out, the knot is fixed in position by its distance from the other knots in the
nets, like the sign is defined by its distance from the other signs (Philips and Jorgensen, 2002: 11). Thus, a sign gets its specific meaning from being different from another sign. For example, the word ‘fish’ is different from other words such as ‘hen’, ‘and ‘dog’. Therefore, the word ‘fish’ is part of a network of other words from which it differs. This means the word ‘fish’ gets everything (in meaning) that is not related to the meaning of other words such as ‘duck’, ‘cat’, ‘dog’ and ‘horse’.

Post-Structuralists such as Derrida (1967) and Foucault (1972) agree that signs acquire their meaning by being different from each other. However, they looked much more in-depth, especially in the ongoing language use and found that we can put the signs in different relations to one another, so that it may acquire new meanings. Thus, post-Structuralists reject the idea that views language as a stable, unchangeable and totalising structure. It means that the meaning cannot be fixed so unambiguously and definitively. For them, language use is a social phenomenon; it is through conventions, negotiations and conflicts in social contexts that structures of meaning can be fixed and challenged (Philips and Jorgensen, 2002: 25).

The rejection of the original idea of De Saussure by post-Structuralists is supported by Laclau and Mouffe (1985), and they go against the study of language as a fundamentally synchronic entity. Thus, they believe signs cannot be fixed definitively into position. In real language usage, the position of signs is always up for negotiation. Furthermore, the result from this continues negotiation also affect the contingency of discourses and its meaning in the social life itself. It is worth mentioning that despite these heavy critiques and rejections toward Saussure's Structuralist linguistics, Laclau and Mouffe do not reject all Saussarian principle ideas. They, however, reserve the notion of signs in the language usage, which termed by Saussure as ‘la parole’ in contrast with other term called ‘la langue’ (Rear, 2013: 5). These two essential concepts are the main focus in structural linguistics study.
Although the fixing of signs into particular meaning is ultimately impossible, Laclau and Mouffe (1985) argue that discourses attempt to fix signs into certain positions in a similar sense to that suggested by Saussure. This means we continually strive to fix the meaning of signs by placing them in particular relations to other signs. In the fishing-net metaphor, we can say that we always try to stretch out the fishing net in order to make the meaning of each sign locked into a specific relationship to the others. Therefore, it is the same process with those constant attempts to fix the meaning of the discourse analysis that never completely succeed.

In a nutshell, discourse analysis in Laclau and Mouffe’s perspective aims to map out the process by which the meaning of signs is struggling to be fixed (or at least relatively fixed) and the processes by which some fixations of meaning become conventionally natural. These processes can be analysed and described by using analytical concepts and tools introduced by Laclau and Mouffe in their DT, which will be outlined in the next section.

Also, these main concepts of Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe which been inspired from the critical reading of Marxist social theory and Structuralist linguistic theory are essential to the research as they provide the starting point and the theoretical background to discover the discursive constructions on the Arab Spring in modern Arabic news articles.

**Hegemony and Hegemonic Intervention**

The concept of discourse as structuring of meaning within a particular terrain leads Laclau and Mouffe to their critical reading of Antonio Gramsci's (1971) concept of *hegemony*. The concept of hegemony has also attracted much attention among other researchers working with discourse analysis, particularly Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). Gramsci's ideas have become a significant source of inspiration for Laclau and Mouffe to launch their attack on Marxism. As previously mentioned, Gramsci has successfully introduced the idea to decrease the grip of
economical rigid determinism in every aspect of social life, including what people think and say.

Gramsci's theory of hegemony highlights that the processes of meaning creation take place at the level of the superstructure. This understanding is a crucial instrument for the stabilisation of power relations. Through the production of meaning, power relations can be naturalised and become part of common sense. Thus, hegemony in Gramsci's theory referred to social consensus, which masks peoples' interests. This social consensus, however, is not achieved by violence or coercion, but it is achieved through articulation, like the concept of discursive closure.

Hegemony in Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe can be defined as “the expansion of a discourse, or set of discourses, into a dominant horizon of social orientation and action by means of articulating unfixed elements into partially fixed moments in a context crisscrossed by antagonistic forces” (Torfing, 1999: 101). Although Gramsci has rejected the totalism of economic determinism and proposed his theory of hegemony, he is still locked in social class struggle idea, which roots from Marxist thought.

Being different from Gramsci, Laclau and Mouffe (1985) however, do not view society as the only field of hegemonic struggle. They have widened the concept of hegemonic struggle as it can take place over and within many domains of social life. Hence, Laclau and Mouffe's concept of hegemony also covers various struggles of social relations such as gender and race. When discourses successfully become hegemonic, the social practices they structure can appear so natural. As a result, people fail to see that because they are the result of hegemonic political practices. Discourses then reach the level of common sense, which refers to their origins and intrinsic contingency are almost totally forgotten (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985). Mouffe mentions this by saying "The practices of articulation through which a given order is created, and the meaning of social institutions is fixed, are what we call "hegemonic
practices”...What is at a given moment accepted as the ‘natural order’, jointly with the common sense that accompanies it, is the result of sedimented hegemonic practices” (Mouffe, 2008: 4).

The term ‘objective’ in Discourse Theory refers to all discourses that contingency has become invisible and threatened as common sense. Philips and Jorgensen (2002) give an example of how modern Western societies treat and understand children as a group with certain distinctive characteristics compared to adults has become a matter of common sense. However, it is not that same condition of understanding and treatment in the Western communities a few hundred years ago. There was a time when children were treated and understood by their society as small adults in the West. Thus, Western society’s view of children has been constituted through historical struggle over meaning has long been forgotten. Therefore, this certain view of the children by the West and the discourse which represents it may be termed as objective. This is because this particular view has been threatened as a command sense and the processes which successfully build it has been forgotten.

In the following part, the discussion will move to another concept of hegemony termed as the hegemonic intervention. The concept of hegemonic intervention emerges as a result of the Discourse Theory’s understanding which views that no single discourse can become dominant permanently. Even though the contingency of discourses can become invisible and treated as common sense, no single discourse is capable of completely hegemonising a field of discursivity. This means that the domination of a particular discourse is not permanent. Mouffe has highlighted this by saying, “every hegemonic order is susceptible of being challenged by counter-hegemonic practises which attempt to disarticulate it in order to install another form of hegemony” (2008: 4). Counter-hegemonic practices can be done on purpose. For instance, it is specifically and strategically being carried out by certain interest groups to challenge or transform the existing discursive dominance. On the other hand, counter-hegemonic may be
done naturally through daily communication practices, which might challenge or change the dominance discourses.

In the next paragraphs, the discussion will be focused on how the DT of Laclau and Mouffe understand the concept of ideology as the construction of hegemony is not complete without ideology. The concept of ideology within the DT is closely related to objective disclosure. Laclau defines ideology as "the non-recognition of the precarious character of any positivity, of the impossibility of any ultimate suture" (Laclau, 1990: 92). For Laclau, ideology constituted in a discourse which aims to build society as a decidable discursive form within a totalizing horizon or in his own words "the will to totality of any totalizing discourse" (ibid.). Laclau and Mouffe reject the Marxist concept of ideology that views it as ‘false consciousness’ simply because we cannot access the ‘real world’ other than through a discursive system of representation. According to Laclau and Mouffe (1985), ideology and objective discourse cannot be separated easily as they both hide the political processes which transform a social order to seem like common sense.

Even though people will try to distance themselves from the totalising ideological representations, it, however, continues to function through common daily social actions, which reproduce those ideological representations regardless of our knowledge of their distortedness. Zizek (1989) referred to this social behaviour as ‘ideological fantasy’. This is to say; people do not live in a vacuum without being influenced or influence others. Thus, they cannot totally escape from being attached to a certain view. Furthermore, ideology works through common daily social activities which seem to be as a command sense and people hardly notice it as a result of being influenced by a certain ideology.

Zizek (ibid.) gives us a clear and easy to understand example for this, which refers to money as the primary form of wealth. People continue to believe that having a lot of money is an essential indicator of wealth, despite being completely aware that the money itself (made
from paper) has no intrinsic material value. Furthermore, our modern life nowadays is hugely influenced by the power of advertisements through mass media. Ideology fantasy can be archived easily when we allow ourselves to accept the influence of advertisement even though we know that they are highly manipulative (Torfing, 1999).

Overall, the new concept of hegemony as proposes by Laclau and Mouffe, which extends the older concept Gramsci's hegemony is very relevant to the research topic. The concept of hegemony and hegemonic intervention will cast a light for the research to discover the competing discourses on Arab Spring in modern Arabic news articles which struggle to achieve hegemony. The concept of hegemony intervention also will provide theoretical tools to discover how certain dominant discourse can be challenged by other discourses to fix meaning.

The concept of ideology is going to be given more explanation in the following section by relating it to other important concepts introduced by Laclau and Mouffe, namely the concept of identity, myth and social imaginaries.

The Concept of Identity, Myth and Social Imaginaries

Laclau and Mouffe build their theory of identity on the works of Louis Althusser (1971) and Jacques Lacan (1977). It is no doubt that they also looked at Foucault’s works that push forward Althusser’s ideas and Zizek’s works on Lacan’s theory of identity. In addition to that, Laclau and Mouffe also borrow the post-Marxist concept of interpellation (Philips and Jorgensen, 2002: 41). Before the Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe starts to analyse identity, Foucault has provided the starting point for discourse analysis understanding of the subject. For him, subjects are created in discourses and are decentred (Foucault, 1972: 55). It is clear with this view that he was influenced by his teacher Althusser, who introduced the concept of
interpellation. However, this understanding of the subject is different from the common Western understanding, which views the subject as an autonomous and sovereign entity. Althusser suggests that individuals are placed in certain positions by particular ways of talking. For instance, if the children call 'teacher' and the adult response, then the adult has become interpellated or placed with a particular identity that regularly attached to a 'teacher'. It also carries particular expectation about the adult behaviour that generally related to the teaching profession.

In order to understand more about Althusser’s theory of ideology, we must first look at what he defines as ideology and the concept of interpellation. We must understand that his structural Marxist approach is closely linked between subject and ideology. Althusser defines ideology as a system of representations that masks our true relations to one another in society by constructing imaginary relations between people and their social formation (Althusser, 1971). Interpellation, on the other hand, refers to the process through which language builds a social position for the individual and transforms him to become an ideological subject (ibid.).

Thus, Althusser views ideology as a distorted recognition of real social relations, and all aspects of society are controlled by ideology. Althusser furthermore assumes that there is no chance of resistance to this process as we always accept the subject positions allocated to us, which subsequently make us subject of ideology (ibid.). For him, individuals are placed into certain subject position by an ideology that has been developed by superstructural institutions in society such as the education system, the mass media and the family (ibid.).

Let us return to the Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe; we can observe that they only reject part of Althusser's ideas particularly those ideas which carry the elements of economic determinism largely influenced by Marxist structural theory. Laclau and Mouffe however, take the concept of interpellation from the post-Marxist and combine it with the

In contrast to Althusser, Lacan does not view subject as only interpellated in one specific way or single specific position. For Lacan, subjects can be placed in different positions by many temporary, contingent and event competing and contradictory discourses. This is to say, Lacan rejects Althusser's idea that views subject only restricted to a certain position. Lacan has widened the understanding of the subject by suggesting that subjects can be placed in various positions through difference discourses.

By combining ideas from Althusser and Lacan concerning the concept of interpellation of post-Marxist, Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe arrive to define identity as an identification with certain subject positions (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985). It is termed by Lacan (1977) as ‘Master Signifiers’ and by Laclau and Mouffe (1985) as ‘Nodal Points of Identity’. Even though these nodal points or master signifiers are empty signifiers, they construct their meaning through chains of equivalence that link together signifiers and establish identity relationally (Rear, 2013: 10). Besides, the chains of equivalence play a vital role in the formation of group identity.

The discussion on the identity and the concept of interpellation leads us to another important concept in Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe called ‘Myth’. The myth refers to a complex type of floating signifier that seeks to construct society as a totality with a positive and fully stitched identity. According to Laclau (1990), a myth emerges at times of dislocation when events occur that cannot be symbolised and integrated into existing discourses, thus causing their destabilisation. The formation of a myth, therefore, can be understood as an attempt to overcome the dislocation by suturing the dislocated space into a new structure. Since the process of myth formation involves the forming of new objectivity through rearticulation of dislocated elements, it can be categorised as a hegemonic process (Laclau, 1990: 61). It is
worth mentioning that; the concept of myth not only is limited to its literal meaning which is closely related to a vision of ideal social order like Marxism, Socialism or Capitalism. The myth also can be applied to any floating signifier that refers to society as a decidable totality, for instance ‘the people’, ‘the country’, Europe, Asia and Africa.

Myth carries many similarities with nodal points. They are both essentially devoid of meaning and can function as a ‘surface of inscription’ for different social demands and dislocations. Myth can reach the level of ‘social imaginary’ when it succeeds in neutralising social dislocations and constitutes the hegemony of one particular vision of social order. Laclau (1990: 63) himself defined this as a ‘horizon’, which put the “absolute limit which structures a field of intelligibility”. In other words, myth can transform from something out of people mind to become command social vision. This transformation process will make people see myth as real or something that appears natural for them.

Despite these similarities, the differences between myth and social imaginary can be easily observed because they work at different levels of society. According to Laclau (1996), myth works at the level of the interests of a particular group. In contrast, social imaginary can only be achieved when a group can move beyond its interests into a universal terrain of bigger groups in broader society. This idea seems to be inspired by Gramsci’s concept of hegemony. Gramsci previously mentioned that the working classes could only become hegemonic if they go beyond the economic class struggle into account of interests of other social groups and combining them into a single vision of society (Rear, 2013: 11).

Furthermore, Laclau and Mouffe add that the constitution of social imaginaries is done through the ‘logic of equivalence’. It plays critical roles in eliminating the boundaries between social groups or different interest by "relating them to a common project" (Mouffè, 1993: 50). In contrast, the ‘logic of difference’ works in the opposite direction to the ‘logic of equivalence’. 
It works by building of emphasising the boundaries that separate social groups with their different interests.

The constitution of national identity is a clear example of the construction of social imaginaries. For instance, the construction of imagined communities (Anderson, 1983) takes place around an empty nodal point, which represents the pure and perfect but impossible identity of a certain community. Besides, through contrast with ‘other’, an otherwise diverse national community can be combined into a single collective identity (Rear, 2013: 11). Consequently, where the logic of equivalence predominates, the social division will tend toward a dichotomisation of political space that leads to separate social communities into two opposing camps. Therefore, we can see that people are divided between the groups of workers and owners. We can observe how the Western people are being seen as opposed to the East and Capitalist versus Communist by merely looking at the differences between them and the others. Hence, the process of contrasting with the ‘other’ is among the best way to build a single collective identity for the community.

**Figure 1.1: Transformation Process between Social Imaginary and Myth.**

The transformation from myth to social imaginary is reversible, as shown in figure 1.1. Even a well-established social imaginary among society can be challenged as well as other hegemonic discourses. A study done by Celik (2000) has shown to us how "Kemalism" the most dominant and very well-defined identity in discourse of modern Turkey for almost 80
years became increasingly dissolved during the 1990s. The discourse of Kemalism, rooted in the ideas of Mustafa Kemal – the founder of modern Turkey in the early 1920s – was articulated around the nodal points of republicanism, nationalism, populism, statism, secularism and revolutionism. Surprisingly, after almost 80 years of its domination in the discourse of modern Turkey, Kemalism faced tough challenges from the competing discourses of Islamism, Kurdishism, the Green movements and women's rights organisations. All these lead Celik (2000: 201) to argue as a clear example of the transformation of a hegemonic discourse that was performed as an imaginary horizon among the society, into a discourse struggling for hegemony and striving very hard to survive in the political arena.

If the construction of social imaginary and the transformation from myth to social imaginary is based on the ‘logic of equivalence’, the ‘logic of difference’ plays a crucial role in shifting the social imaginary back to myth. It works by eliminating the illusion of unity amongst social groups or one particular group but with different interests. The logic of difference also creates a more sophisticated articulation of elements and separates social space into two collective groups of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ (Rear, 2013: 11-12).

In a nutshell, the construction of identity is closely related to the concept of myth, and social imaginaries as a myth can transform to become a social imaginary when it has successfully become hegemony. However, the transformation from myth into social imaginaries can be challenged by another hegemonic discourse through the concept of logic of differences and logic of equivalences. Thus, the researcher finds the concept of identity, myth and social imaginaries which associate with the concept of logic of equivalence and the logic of difference are relevance to the research topic as they can become useful tools in analysing discourse construction on the Arab Spring. The concept of myth and social imaginaries, in particular, can be used to investigate the competing discourses which struggle to build an identity that represents Arab Spring in a certain way.
2.4 Critical Discourse Analysis

In this second half of the chapter, the discussion is focused on Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) by highlighting its main principles and approaches. CDA, in general, attaches to different leading scholars or a group of scholars with various backgrounds. Among CDA’s prominent scholars are Norman Fairclough, Ruth Wodak, Teun van Dijk, Paul Chilton, Margaret Wetherell, Michael Billing, Gunther Kress and many more. Each of these scholars has different backgrounds which lead to a different version of CDA. For instance, Fairclough has a background in systemic-functional linguistics inspired by Halliday; van Dijk has expertise in text linguistics and cognitive-linguistic; Wodak in interactional studies and Chilton in linguistics, semiotics and communication studies (Blommaert, 2005: 21).

The discussion on CDA will start by comparing and contrasting between the general principle of DT and CDA. It is essential before building a link to combine between the two theories. The discussion then will expand into the general overview of CDA, particularly concerning different approaches within CDA tradition. After that, the discussion will become more focused on the textual-oriented version of CDA proposed by Fairclough. The discussion will give more focus to the textual analysis framework, which offers excellent potential to bridge between DT of Laclau and Mouffe with the CDA.

The Similarity and Differences

It is worth highlighting in this following section fundamental differences and similarities between Discourse Theory (DT) of Laclau and Mouffe and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) of Fairclough before building a bridge to link between both theories. Both DT and CDA agree that the functioning of discourse, including discursive practice is a social practice that shapes the social world. The concept of social practice involved both individual actions and context-bound together with institutional activities that socially anchored.
Fairclough's CDA focuses on the concept of discourse on text, talk and other semilogical systems such as gestures and fashion. Laclau and Mouffe, on the other hand, does not distinguish between discursive and non-discursive dimensions constituted by discourse. This concept reminds us of the historical materialism of the Marxist theory. Historical Materialism is exceptionally obsessed with economic determinism; therefore, they emphasised that discourse is being entirely constituted by economic materialism.

In emphasising the contingent nature of discourses, Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) have argued that Laclau and Mouffe have overestimated the ability of social groups to bring changes through the re-articulation of elements into new social orders. Furthermore, Chouliaraki and Fairclough found that DT "unable to explain which social forces share a greater capacity to effect articulatory changes and why" (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999: 125). In CDA's view, not all groups have equal access to key discourse genres capable of creating such hegemonic intervention. Besides, social actors are subject to constraints that originate from structural relation of dependencies such as class, ethnicity and gender. These structural relations, however, are not emanating from the discursive level.

Zizek (1994) also highlighted the lack of DT in providing a good explanation of how political interests are constituted through discourse. If social identities are built through discourses, we cannot explain how the articulation of interests related to a social actor's social position. Ultimately, Zizek distances himself from Laclau and Mouffe by establishing the notion of class struggle and economy determinism which is the core of Marxist theory in determining political interests and identities. This is to say, Zizek argues by totally rejects the notion of class struggle, and economic determinism, Laclau and Mouffe's DT may not be able to provide a clear description of discourse analysis particularly in political discourses.

It is possible to separate between discourses that are ideological, and those are not in CDA. This is because CDA views ideology as it is closely related to the maintenance of unequal
power relations. According to Fairclough, ideology is "a system of ideas, values, beliefs oriented to explaining a given political order, legitimising existing hierarchies and power relations and preserving group identities" (Chiapello and Fairclough, 2002: 187).

In a different approach within CDA, van Dijk (1993: 280) views ideology from the social cognitive perspective. For him, ideology is a manipulative activity that operates through structures and strategies which manipulate our mind in such a way. This manipulative activity lets preferred social cognitions such as attitudes, ideologies, norms and values tend to be developed ultimately in the interest of the dominant group. Thus, van Dijk views ideology operating on both discursive and non-discursive levels. This concept leads to understanding discourse as a "way of talking about and acting upon the world which both constructs and constructed by a set of social practices" (Candlin and Maley, 1997: 202). In line with Fairclough, van Dijk accepts the overall premise within CDA that discursive and non-discursive worlds exist in a dialectical relationship, each constituted by and constitutive of the other.

The Concept of Discourse in Critical Discourse Analysis

Discourse can be generally defined as "language in use" or situated text and talk (Hall, 1996). However, CDA used the term in more developed senses as the discourse analysis within CDA moves from a micro to a macro perspective. At a macro level, discourses are particular ways of representing certain aspects of the physical, social and psychological world. They include political discourses like a liberal, conservative or social-democratic, which represent social groups and their relations in a society in different ways (Fairclough, 2005: 925). This level of discourses, also known as ‘big D’ discourses for their ‘grand’ or ‘mega' discourses. Discourses at the micro-level, on the other hand, draws on the ‘grand D’ (big D) discourses at the macro level to produce talk, writing and interaction. Therefore, among the crucial goals of CDA is to
link the micro discourses with the macro to uncover the way we talk, write and interact and vice versa.

According to Fairclough (1992), there are three aspects of the constructive effects of discourse which derive from three important functions of language, namely ‘identity’, ‘relational’ and ‘ideational’. He defines all these three functions as follow:

The identify function relates to how social identities are set up in discourse, the relational function to how social relationships between discourse participants are enacted and negotiated, the ideational function to ways in which texts signify the world and its processes, entities and relations (Fairclough, 1992: 64)

Thus, Fairclough underlines three essential functions of discourse as he views discourse as an essential element in constructing ‘social identities’ and ‘subject positions', interpellating social actors in a certain way. Secondly, discourse contributes to the construction of social relationships among people. Thirdly, discourse helps in the construction of a system of knowledge and belief. These ideas of discourse's effect are in line with Foucault theory of discourse (1972). They are also can be linked with Halliday's concept of Functional Grammar (1994).

Halliday, for instance, views texts as stretches of spoken or written language. It can reproduce, sustain, threaten or overturn hegemonic notions of identity, social relations or systems of ideas and belief. Furthermore, texts can give some "physical impact on the social world (Halliday 1978, 1994). We also can discover the evidence of a struggle between competing social actors, interest groups and their different ways of viewing the world. On the same idea Foucault says, discourses "is not simply that which translates struggles or system of domination, but it is the thing for which and by which there is a struggle, discourse is the power which is to be seized" (Foucault, 1984: 10). We can match Foucault's idea about this with Fairclough's in his book ‘Discourse and Social Change’ as he mentions discourse "is not the only site of power struggle, but also a stake in a power struggle" (Fairclough, 1992: 67).
We can conclude the textual and discourse concepts of Foucault, Halliday and Fairclough by saying that the study of texts is not only about simple lexico-grammatical description. Instead, it is an analysis of a key tool in the reproduction of the broader social world. The best example for this is by looking at the texts of political figures speeches, policy papers, reports and news articles that widely produced and circulated in the political arena. They are primarily aimed to achieve the hegemony of a particular point of view and subsequently aim to create change within other non-discursive aspects of social practice. In this context, critical discourse researchers can describe how hegemonic practices are being achieved through discourses, and they are also may contribute to the dissolution of those same hegemonic practices by producing texts by themselves (Rear, 2013: 15).

**Principal Tenets of CDA.**

Generally, CDA is a type of discourse analytical research that mainly studies the way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context (Blommaert, 2005: 23). The study aims to understand, expose and ultimately resist social inequality, which can be tracked back in Fairclough’s book *Language and Power* (1989). The book is commonly being labelled as the starting point for other works on CDA (Blommaert, 2005: 23). CDA also somehow related to “critical” developments in sociolinguistics, psychology and social sciences since the early 1970s (Dijk, 2006: 360). Although the current focus on language and discourse was initiated with the Critical Linguistic that emerged in Australia and UK at the end of the 1970s, some earliest indicator of CDA can already be found in the critical theory of Frankfurt School before Second World War (Dijk, 2006: 361). Within Critical Linguistic tradition which based on Halliday's (1978, 1985) functional linguistic theory, the study of media language is one of its main focuses.
The Critical Linguistic furthermore being developed by a group of critical linguists at the University of East Anglia in the 1970s (ibid.). CDA typically studies how context features influence the ways members of dominated groups define the communicative situation in preferred context models and how discourse structures influence mental representation. Some other studies not conducted under the label of CDA, but there are dealing with various issues of power, domination and social inequality. Among these studies are (Dijk, 2006: 362):

1) Gender inequality – Feminist work has become paradigmatic for much discourse analysis.

2) Media discourse – The massive power of media has inspired many critical studies.

3) Political discourse – since it is directly related to the enactment, reproduction and legitimization of power and domination.

4) The study of the role of discourse in enactment and reproduction of ethnic and racial inequality has slowly emerged in CDA.

5) Many other studies also critically examine various genres of institutional and professional discourse, i.e. text and talk in the courtroom, educational and scholarly discourse, corporate discourse etc.

In sum, CDA deal with the relationship between discourse and power. There are some gaps between methodological and theoretical in this approach. Even though a lot of empirical studies on discourse and power has been carried out, the details of the multidisciplinary theory of CDA are still not clear. Besides, there is still a gap between more linguistically oriented studies of text and talk and various approaches in social research. Integration of various approaches is critical to achieving a satisfactory form of multidisciplinary approaches of CDA.
CDA Textual Analysis Framework

The framework for textual analysis of CDA can be found in Fairclough’s books namely: *Language and Power* (1989), *Discourse and Social Change* (1992), *Critical Discourse Analysis* (1995a), *Media Discourse* (1995b), *Discourse in Late Modernity* co-written with Lille Chouliaraki (1999) and *Analysing Discourse* (2003). In these books, Fairclough highlights the importance of systematic analysis of texts, which include spoken or written language. Furthermore, he suggested a three-dimensional framework for texts analysis that could be employed to relate communicative events with broader aspects of social practice.

Even though Fairclough uses linguistics details in texts analysis, he blames linguistic approaches for limiting their analysis exclusively on linguistic elements of the texts and for working with a simplistic and superficial understanding of the relationship between text and society. He instead, insists on an interdisciplinary perspective that can combine between textual and social analysis. For him, textual linguistic analysis alone is not sufficient for discourse analysis because it does not look into the links between texts and society and their cultural process and structures (Fairclough, 1992). The understanding of discourse as both constitutive and constituted is central to Fairclough's theory. He conceives that the relationship between discursive practice and social structure is complex and variable across time.

According to Fairclough (2003: 24), social practice can be analysed by using the construct of ‘*order of discourse*’. The concept of "order of discourse" refers to the sum of all genres and discourses that are in use within a specific social domain or institution such as media, school, hospital, judiciary etc. (ibid.). Every communicative event contains three dimensions of text, discursive practice and social practice (Fairclough 1995b: 58-61). All these three dimensions must be analysed accordingly:

1) Text. The analyse of texts should focus on linguistic features such as cohesion, grammar, lexicalisation and text structure.
Discursive Practice. The analysis looks at the processes related to the production and consumption of the text, which includes the force of utterances, coherence, intertextuality and interdiscursivity.

Social Practice. It refers to the institutional circumstances of the discursive event and the constitutive effects of discourse.

Fairclough’s approach is a text-oriented form of discourse analysis. He tries to unite three traditions (1992:72):

1) Detailed textual analysis rooted in linguistics, particularly Michael Halliday's Functional Grammar.

2) Macro-sociological analysis of social practice inspired by Foucault’s ideas.

3) The micro-sociological interpretative tradition within sociology that includes conversation analysis. This tradition treated everyday life as the product of people's action that followed by a set of shared "common-sense" rules and procedures.

At the first dimension, Fairclough suggests that textual analysis should examine how discourses are realised linguistically. At the second dimension, discursive practice will analyses how producers of texts apply already existing discourses to create a text and on how recipients of text use available discourses to interpret them. The second level of analysis mediates the link between text and social practice by showing how texts both shape and shaped by social practices. Finally, at the third dimension, the social practice focuses on how texts reproduce or challenge broader aspects of society, particularly how they relate to the "production, reproduction or transformation of relations of domination" (Fairclough, 1992:87).

Furthermore, Fairclough, in his book *Critical Discourse Analysis* (1995a: 97) summarised that his textual analysis method is based on three components, namely: description, interpretation and explanation. The first component of description refers to the process of describing linguistic elements in the text. Then, in the second component, the
relationship between the process of productive and interpretive of discursive practice and text in interpreted. Finally, the third component of explanation refers to the process which the relationship between discursive and social practice is explained.

Despite epistemological differences between CDA of Fairclough and DT of Laclau and Mouffe, Fairclough highlights his regard to several concepts and ideas provided by Laclau and Mouffe. In his book (co-authored with Chouliaraki) *Discourse in Late Modernity* (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999), they clearly mention that: “...we regard Laclau and Mouffe as providing valuable conceptual resources for the analysis of change in discourse, in particular, their conceptualism of “articulation” and “equivalence/difference” (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999: 124).

Fairclough borrows these three key concepts from DT of Laclau and Mouffe: First the concept of ‘articulation’ which closely related to the concept of hegemony, secondly the concept of ‘equivalence’ and finally the concept of ‘difference’. Fairclough then creatively adopts these three keys concept to fit with CDA's main principles. For example, Laclau and Mouffe (1985) view the social practice as the product of the co-articulation of different elements. Therefore, they see social practices as fully discursive, which leads them to analysis all processes of articulation in term of discursive logic. However, Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) distinguish between discursive and non-discursive elements within the process of articulation. Thus, they suggest that articulation brings together shifting elements of the social and stabilises them into more or less relative permanences as moments of social practice (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999: 21). Moments are themselves transformed through articulatory processes by being brought into new combinations with each other

The CDA’s key concept of articulation not only borrow it terminology from DT of Laclau and Mouffe, it also reserves Laclau and Mouffe’s interpretation of Gramsci’s hegemony particularly “in term of the relative permanency of articulations of social elements”
(Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999: 25), Later on, Fairclough introduces the term ‘nodal discourses’ to define terrains of hegemonic struggle (Fairclough, 2005). Like the term of articulation before, the term ‘nodal discourses' is slightly different in Fairclough's terminology compared to Laclau and Mouffe's definition. For him, ‘nodal discourses’ are the organising relations between other constituent discourses. He furthermore gives an example of the discourse of "new public management" or "total quality management" (ibid.).

Hegemony in Fairclough's understanding is always be articulated and rearticulated (2003: 45). However, it is not an easy process, as Laclau and Mouffe seem to assume. The continual interaction between diverse practices and discourses means that outcomes are never entirely predictable and that resources for resisting hegemony are always available (Rear, 2013: 19). As a result, hegemony is never stable, but it is, however, changing and incomplete. Fairclough views that the concept of hegemony gives us the means to analyse how discursive practice is part of a more extensive social practice involving power relations. Discursive practice can be seen as an aspect of the hegemonic struggle that leads to the reproduction and transformation of the order of discourse.

Fairclough also benefits from the concepts of equivalence and difference proposed by Laclau and Mouffe in building his texts analysis framework (Rear, 2013: 20). He uses these concepts without any substantial modifications to the one used by Laclau and Mouffe. The concept of ‘logic of equivalence' as previously mentioned plays its roles in eliminating differences among a group of particular interests. Which resulting in discursively unified camp. In contrast, the ‘logic of difference’ breaks down that unify and instead, built differences to threat among hegemonic society. As a result, society is divided into two opposing camps: ‘Us’ and ‘Them’.

Thus, we can observe that the key analytical concepts introduced by Laclau and Mouffe can be practically utilised by combining it with Fairclough's systematic analytical framework.
of CDA. Therefore, the researcher finds that it is beneficial to combine between these two discourse analysis approaches of DT and CDA in examining the discursive construction and struggle around the Arab Spring in through critical discourse analysis of modern Arabic news articles. The following section will elaborate more about this combination between DT of Laclau and Mouffe and Fairclough's CDA, particularly concerning the concept of *interdiscursivity* and *intertextuality*, which can become a fundamental link between DT and CDA.

**The Concept of Interdiscursivity and Intertextuality**

Interdiscursivity occurs when different discourses are articulated together in a communicative event (Fairclough, 2003:124). When new articulations of discourses happen, the boundaries between both orders of discourse and between different orders of discourse are changed. This leads to the term known as 'creative discursive practices' (Rear 2013: 21). The term refers to new and sophisticated ways of discourse combinations. It is also a sign of discursive and socio-cultural change. In contrast, discursive practices "which discourses are mixed in conventional ways are indications of the stability of dominant order of discourse and the dominant social order" (Jorgensen and Philips, 2002:73). According to Fairclough, discursive reproduction and change can be discovered through an analysis of the relations between different discourses within an order of discourse and between different orders of discourses (Fairclough, 1995a:56).

Intertextuality, on the other hand, refers to the condition whereby all communicative events draw on earlier events (Fairclough, 1995b: 78). It is almost impossible for one to avoid using words and phrases that others have used before. Therefore, texts somehow draw on other texts, for instance, through citation. Thus, in this view, interdiscursivity is a form of intertextuality. A text can be seen as a link in an intertextual chain (Fairclough, 1995a:77) which refers to a series of texts in which each of it incorporates elements from another.
Intertextuality also refers to the influence of history on a text and to a text's influence on history. It shows how a text responds to and reworks past texts. Thus, it helps in making history and contributes to broader processes of social change (Fairclough, 1992:102). Links between texts can be established in three ways (Krzyanowski and Wodak, 2008:205). Firstly by continuing reference to atopic or main actors, secondly through reference to the same events; and finally by transferring of main arguments from one text into the next.

According to Sjolander (2011:15), a round table discussion between lead scholars or DT and CDA was organised in October 2008. During the discussion, discourse theorists express their resistance against the stepwise approach in text analysis proposed by Fairclough. However, at the end of the meeting, they have come out with more positive overall conclusion that "in the end, when it comes to the actual analysis of text, the differences between the perspectives were not that great" (Sjolander and Payne, 2011:35).

Sjolander and Payne furthermore in their book *Tracking Discourses: Politics, Identity and Social Change* (2011) present some empirical studies which combine between DT and CDA key analytical framework to the analysis of various kind of texts, primarily related to the education policy, news articles, business and corporate reports and interview excerpts. The concept of intertextuality and interdiscursivity for Sjolander and Payne are the bridge that links between DT and CDA (2011: 36). Laclau and Mouffe concept of articulation can be related to the concept of intertextuality and interdiscursivity of CDA. Both constructs on the fundamental idea that discursive practice builds on prior patterns and at the same time questioning them. In comparing between both concepts, Sjolander and Payne (2011: 38) point out that intertextuality can offer more precise and concrete guidelines for what to focus upon within a text compared to the concept of articulation.

**Critical Discourse Analysis of Media Texts**
In order to strengthen the link between CDA and DT particularly in analysing media texts around the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’, Van Dijk (1995) analytical framework of media discourse offers practical analytical tools for the current study. Van Dijk framework distinguishable from other approaches for his emphasises on both textual and reception process of media discourse (Boyd-Barrett, 1994). Therefore, Van Dijk analyses the textual and structural level of media discourse before looking at the production and comprehension level of the investigated discourse. Relevance to this study is his call to integrate between textual media analysis and the media production processes which include journalistic and institutional practices of news making and the economic and social practices which are essential to create the media discourse. These elements once again are closely related to the structures of media discourse.

In the 1980s, Van Dijk started to apply his developed discourse analysis theory to media texts, which represent the minorities and ethnic groups in Europe. In this work, the grammatical, morphological, phonological, and semantic levels are not only what can uncover the underlying message of the speaker. The higher-level properties of the text including coherence, overall themes and the whole schematic forms and rhetorical dimensions of texts, to name just a few, are instead counted as important and significant in revealing the secrets of the text. Van Dijk's analysis of media attempts to illustrate the relationships between the levels of news text production and their concomitant relationships with the broader social context in which these processes and relationships are enveloped or integrated within (Sheyholislami, 2001). Moreover, Van Dijk indicated that in order to identify these relationships, the analysis has to focus on the semantic relations between propositions, syntactic, lexical and other rhetorical elements of coherence in the text. Furthermore, other rhetorical elements such as quotations, direct or indirect reporting which give factuality to the news reports must be addressed as well.
Relevant to my study, Van Dijk media discourse-analytical framework highlighted the importance of analysing media texts by looking at four linguistics elements namely: lexicalisation and predication, presupposition, verbal process and intertextuality through the use different type of quotations and direct or indirect reporting. The brief discussion on these elements is as follow:

**Lexicalisation and Predication**

The analysis of lexicalisation involves studying the denotations and connotations of lexical items. Such analysis is significant because “words convey the imprint of society and value judgments in particular” (Richardson, 2007: 47). Since two or more expressions do not convey precisely the same meaning, or at least have different connotations, “vocabulary encodes ideology, systems of beliefs about the way the world is organised” (Fowler, 1987: 69). A classic example of the interrelation between lexicalisation and ideology is the use of 'freedom fighter' vs 'terrorist' (Kress, 1983) or in this study between the use of ‘martyr' vs ‘suicide'. Thus, naming is one of the lexicalisation strategies used in media discourse. It refers to how social actors are referred to which "can signal the type of relationship between the namer and the named” (Richardson, 2007:49).

Reisigl and Wodak (2001) explain that referential strategies establish an identification of ingroups and outgroups through membership categorisation devices. Fowler, Hodge, Kress, and Trew (1979: 200) state that “the different possibilities [of naming] signify different assessments by the speaker/writer of his or her relationship with the person referred to or spoken to, and of the formality or intimacy of the situation.” As a result, the ingroup is often described in detail, while the outgroup is marginalised by providing little or no detail in their description. Members of the ingroup are also sometimes referred to using terms of politeness.
that “indexes a particular social status” (Blommaert, 2005: 11). For instance, President Ben Ali was described in detail about his achievement in developing Tunisia to become a prosperous moderate country in the region. In contrast, there is almost no detail provided about the Tunisian opposition leaders who criticised Ben Ali's political policies.

My analysis also focuses on predicational strategies which “appear in stereotypical, evaluative attributions of positive or negative traits and implicit or explicit predicates” (Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 27). Reisigl and Wodak (2001: 55) identify specific forms through which predications are realised which include: forms of reference, attributes, predicates or predicative nouns/adjectives/ pronouns, collocations, and explicit comparisons, similes, metaphors and other rhetorical figures. Labelling implies categorisation based on ideological grounds and also involves a dichotomy between the ingroup and outgroups. Thus, describing different social actors negatively or positively gives insights into group affiliations. For instance, the Islamic preachers who encouraged the Egyptian protesters during the Friday prayers have been referred with the title ‘sheikh'. Hence, they acknowledged their religious and social status, which eventually authorised their voices. Relevant to the distinction between the ingroup and outgroup in terms of referential and predicational strategies is van Dijk’s ‘ideological square’ which is based on positive self-presentation and negative other-presentation; thus, positive referential and predicational strategies are associated with Us, and negative ones are associated with Them (van Dijk, 1998).

Presupposition

Presuppositions are what encoders treat as common ground and are known by decoders. In making presuppositions, a speaker/writer asserts the content of the utterance and considers it unchallenged and taken for granted. Wodak (2007: 214) argues that "presupposed content is, under ordinary circumstances, and unless there is a cautious interpretive attitude on the part of
the hearer, accepted without (much) critical attention (whereas the asserted content and evident implicatures are normally subject to some level of evaluation).” Therefore, an analysis of presuppositions reveals encoders’ beliefs as well as what they want their recipients to take as a given (van Dijk 1998).

Fairclough (2003) terms presuppositions as assumptions, and he lists three types of assumptions, namely: existential, propositional, and value-laden. Existential assumptions are about what exists; propositional assumptions are about what will happen; while, value-laden assumptions are about what is considered right or good. It is important to note that ideological presuppositions are considered as value-laden as they make judgments and express values. Furthermore, Reah (2002) and Richardson (2007: 63) provide linguistics elements which help to analysis presuppositions linguistically. Reah (2002) lists three linguistic structures which indicate to presupposed meaning. Firstly, the linguistic structure which cues to presupposed meaning is words such as change of state verbs (stop, begin, continue) or implicative verbs such as (manage, forget). For example, the sentence 'The government continued suppressing the protesters' presumes that the government used to suppress the protesters. The second linguistic structure is the definite article ('the ----), and possessive articles ('his/her ----) indicate presuppositions. For example, 'the Egyptian Revolution' presupposes that the Revolution exists and acknowledges it. Third, 'wh-questions' also indicate presuppositions; for example, a question like 'Which group is responsible for destruction?' presupposes that there is destruction. Finally, Richardson (2007: 63) adds the fourth linguistic structure which trigger presuppositions; adjectives or nouns that are used to quantify nouns. For example, in the sentence: 'the old way of suppressing protesters,' employing the adjective 'old' presupposes that protesters used to be repressed.

In addition to these four linguistic structures, Levinson (1983) provides other presupposition cues like referential expressions, factives, and cleft sentences. As to referential
expressions, the use of the expression *inciters* in 'The inciters of the protests were arrested' presupposes that there were inciters. An example of factives is 'Ghonim regrets the killing of innocent protesters' which presupposes that protesters were killed, and involves sympathy with those protesters as they are described as innocent. Finally, cleft sentences are employed to trigger presuppositions by focusing on the agent and taking the action for granted. For example, 'It was the security forces who started the clashes' presupposes that there were clashes.

**Verbal Process**

In the analysis of the verbal process, I explain how the two online news outlets AJA and BBA reported on the two sides of conflict namely the government (protagonist) and the antagonists with an attitude; that is, how the two news outlets employed positive, neutral, and negative verbal processes differently. Halliday (1994) states that different processes in the transitivity system represent experiential meanings. Under his system of transitivity, Halliday identifies six process types: material process, behavioural process, mental process, verbal process, relational process and existential process. Relevant to my analysis in this section is a verbal process which relates to “any kind of symbolic exchange of meaning” (Halliday,1985:129). Furthermore, Halliday (1994: 140) identifies three participants in a verbal process: the Sayer, the Receiver, and the Verbiage – the function that corresponds to what is said.

For example, Aljazeera reported: “Barack Obama, the US president, said the move was the beginning, not the end, of the transition to democracy in Egypt”. *(Aljazeera English, Feb. 11, 2011).* According to Halliday, the three participants in a verbal process in this sentence is:

a) **Sayer:** Barack Obama, the US president

b) **Verbal Process:** Said

c) **Verbiage:** the move was the beginning, not the end, of the transition to democracy in Egypt
An analysis of verbal processes in media discourse is vital in that it shows how reporters utilise verbal processes to emphasise certain meanings and marginalise others and push readers' understanding of verbiage in a certain direction. Thus, verbal processes not only introduce what is said but also reveal the reporter’s attitude toward what is said. As Fowler (1991: 231) put it: “Critical analysis should pay particular attention to how what people say is transformed: there are clear conventions for rendering speech newsworthy, for bestowing significance on it.”

Chen (2004, 2005) developed a comprehensive analytic tool of verbal processes. She classified verbal processes into three sub-types: positive, negative, and neutral. Chen furthermore provides some examples of positive verbal processes such as: pointed out, announced, explained, declared, indicated, and urged; negative verbal processes include: denied, claimed, admitted, insisted, and complained; and neutral verbal processes include: said, told, described, asked, and commented (Chen, 2004). In the present study, I examine how different verbal processes – positive, negative, and neutral – played out in the discourse of the two media outlets of Modern Standard Arabic online news AJA and BBA during the Tunisian Revolution and Egyptian Revolution.

**Intertextuality**

“In its simplest form” Blommaert (2005: 46) explains “intertextuality refers to the fact that whenever we speak we produce the words of others, we constantly cite and recite expressions, and recycle meanings that are already available.” The analysis of intertextuality falls under the second dimension of Fairclough’s framework: discursive practice. Fairclough distinguishes between two types of intertextuality: manifest intertextuality, overtly drawing on previous texts, and constitutive intertextuality or interdiscursivity, which means that texts are composed of heterogeneous elements: generic conventions, discourse types, register, style
(Blommaert, 2005). Analysing how reported speech is selected and included in texts is an essential aspect of manifest intertextuality (Baynham and Slembrouck, 1999).

Texts are composed of fragments of previous texts and cannot be produced or consumed in isolation from these texts (Richardson, 2007). Bell (1991) describes the production of a news story as layered and embedded in that earlier versions of a news article is embedded in newer ones. There are many stages through which a news article is produced starting with a journalist, a translator, or a news agency (e.g. Associated Press or Reuters) to which a media organisation is subscribed and ending with the chief editor. In each of the stages of production, earlier versions are recontextualised across what Fairclough (1995) calls “a chain of communicative events which links source events in the public domain to the private domain consumption of media texts” (p. 49). This process of transformation and recontextualisation is responsible for the different ways in which a news item - that could be taken from the same source - is reported in different ways, with different emphases on different events.

Therefore, a full understanding of a text is only possible when relating it first to other texts and other social practices. Intertextuality is vital in media discourse, particularly news coverage, because it involves constructing "fragmentary and ill-defined happenings” (Fairclough, 2003: 84). News reporting involves a narration of events taking place, comments on these events from different sides, background information about the events, and opinions and views about them; thus, news articles are composed of fragments of other texts. Sourcing, or reported speech, is an essential aspect of news reports. By including and excluding voices reported and selecting what is to be reported, reporters control the framing and ideologies expressed in reports, even if they were distancing themselves from the content by downplaying their voice.

Van Dijk (1998b) considers sourcing as a means through which hegemony is achieved. News outlets allow access only to dominant groups and “represent leaders or speakers of
movements as unreliable sources in newsgathering” (ibid: 260). Moreover, the voices of the ingroup are legitimised by attributing them with authoritative quality such as titles and credentials that renders what they say reliable and unquestioned. The outgroup, on the other hand, is not reported as frequently as the ingroup, and when members representing the outgroup are reported, the aim is “to criticise them or discredit them” (Rojo, 1995: 54). Richardson (2007: 102-06) identifies five ways of reported speech that are most relevant to the study of news journalism. First, reporting speech through direct quotation. In this typical kind of reporting the exact words of the reported person, entity, or institution are included in quotation marks. The readers’ interpretation of the directly reported speech will be most influenced by the kind of verbal process employed, as explained earlier. Second, reporting speech through strategic quotation, known as ‘scare quotes.’ This kind of speech reporting is used with phrases or expressions that are "contentious." News outlets distance themselves from the content of certain expressions by reporting them using scare quotes. Examples of such use include the reporting of controversial terms like “terrorism”, ‘martyr’ and “freedom” which may mean different things for different groups. Relevant to this kind of reporting is the use of expressions like the so-called, the so-described, what they call, and others, which are also employed to keep a distance from the content of the reported speech.

Third, reporting speech through indirect reporting. In indirect reporting, the reporter provides a summary of “the content of what was said or written, not the actual words used” (Fairclough, 2003: 49). Thus, it is difficult to distinguish between “the representing discourse and the represented discourse – between the voices of the reporter and the person reported” (Fairclough, 1995: 81). Fourth, reporting speech through transformed indirect quotation. What distinguishes transformed indirect quotation from indirect reporting is that it drops reporting clauses such as said, accused and alleged. Moreover, replaces it with transitive action (e.g. discovered) or mental state verbs (e.g. believes) (Richardson, 2007: 104). Finally, reporting
speech through ostensible direct quotation. This kind is different from a direct quotation in that it is made up to propose that “the view is too direct, extreme, or outlandish to have come from the source involved” (ibid: 105).

In this study, the analysis of intertextuality will help depict the way reporters of AJA and BBA produced their news stories regarding selecting what to report and whom they considered newsworthy. It would also reveal which group they identified as the in-group by referring to its members as authoritative social actors and which group they identified as the outgroup using marginalisation and delegitimisation. Moreover, even if news reports appear “balanced” and “objective” in the sense that they include both sides of the conflict, “it is often easy to divide voices into protagonists and antagonists” (Fairclough, 2003: 82).

2.5 Research Methodology

This section addresses the methods used to achieve the objectives of this research and the rationale for their operation. This chapter contains the following section: the data sources used in the linguistic analysis, the Arabic online news selected and criteria for their selection, the analysis procedures and finally the analysis framework aimed to answer the research questions.

Data Sources

The modern standard Arabic online outlets in this research are represented by two prominent international online news outlets namely: Aljazeera Arabic (AJA) and BBC Arabic (BBA) (BBC stands for British Broadcasting Cooperation). Both AJA and BBA are prestigious news outlets with worldwide circulation focusing on both international and the Arab region affairs by relying on news sources on their own correspondents as well as from other news agencies. Firstly, AJA offers comprehensive coverage of world events through their worldwide
network of correspondents, reporters, photographers, journalists and editors. Hence, AJA provides news of Arabic and international affairs, business, sciences and technology, culture, society, arts and religion. Thus, its sections are varied to suit the comprehensive range of online news topics which it covers. Secondly, Similar to AJA, BBA not only provides coverage of events in the Middle East but also offers comprehensive coverage of world events through their global network of news editorial teams. BBA provides various news sections to satisfy a different group of readers, namely: arts, cultures, economy, businesses, women, education, politics and many more.

Not only Arabic online news outlets offer a complete collection of news articles which has been published for more than five years. In contrast, both AJA and BBA offer an easy to access of their online news archives through their respective official online news portal; www.aljazeera.net/Arabic for AJA and www.bbcarabic.com for BBA. Both AJA and BBA online archives offer a comprehensive collection of their online news articles up to eight years from their first date of publication. Hence, the two online news outlets have been selected in this study. In addition to the viability, the selection of ‘international’ news outlets, as opposed to the local Tunisian or Egyptian news outlets, is based on the more extensive international coverage of the uprising events. As the present study focuses on the uprising events in both Tunisian and Egyptian, local Tunisian news outlets might not offer comprehensive coverage on the Egyptian uprising and vice versa. This is to say, local Tunisian or Egyptian news outlets focused more on providing details on their local uprising, while AJA and BBA provided coverage of the events without limitation to specific Arabic country compared to local news agencies. Furthermore, when the so-called AS started in the remote area of Tunisia known as Sidi Bouzid, local news agencies marginalised the news values of the events, while the foreign media particularly Aljazeera and has started to provide comprehensive coverage of the event for day one.
With regard to the selection of ‘online news' rather than ‘printed news' is mainly based on the advantages of online news compared to the traditional printed news or newspaper. Among these advantaged are the widespread news access globally and the instant update on the latest development of the events. Hence, making online news is the popular choice among the readers compared to the traditional printed newspapers. Most importantly, the ‘online services' via an internet connection is the primary catalyst for the widespread of the ‘Arab Spring' wave which influenced people of other Arab nations to start their own version of Arab Spring in their country.

2.6 The Sampling Procedure

The sampling procedure for obtaining the materials for this study was done according to the theories and studies which have utilised Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) in analysing the language of online news articles.

Specification of the Period

My analysis focuses on the Arabic online news articles published by AJA and BBA during the most crucial time of the 2011 revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt. This crucial time is chosen because it is the time when most of the clashes and struggles happened between the ruling powers in Tunisia and Egypt and their antagonists. This crucial time also is the perfect time frame for analysing the different discourse strategies utilised by the two online news outlets and tracking changes of discourse concerning the power struggles in Tunisia and Egypt during the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’. Therefore, I identify that the most crucial time during the 2011 TR is the early stage of the uprising when the people of Sidi Bouazid in a remote area of Tunisia went down to their street and voiced out their protest against the local authorities. This protest came as a result of Bouazizi ‘strange’ act of protest by putting fire on himself on 17th December
2010. Hence, the textual analysis will focus on the Arabic online news articles published by two online news outlets of AJA and BBA from 17\textsuperscript{th} December 2010 until 28\textsuperscript{th} January 2011. This time frame which constitutes the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 TR has been extended to add an extra of two weeks (fourteen days) after President Ben Ali left Tunisia on 14\textsuperscript{th} January 2011. These ‘additional days’ are essential in order to give enough time to trace the discourse change. In other words, the time of crisis for the 2011 TR has been slightly expanded in order to track if the two online news outlets have changed their discourse strategies after the change of power took place in Tunisia after President Ben Ali flew the country and live in exile in Saudi Arabia.

Moving into the period for Egypt, the most crucial time during the 2011 ER began from the early stage of the uprising when the people of Egypt started to march on their streets and voice their protest against President Mubarak and his government. Thus, my analysis examines the Arabic online news articles published by AJA and BBA from 11\textsuperscript{th} January 2011 until 25\textsuperscript{th} February 2011, which constitutes the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 ER. It is noted that the period has been extended to add an extra fourteen days after Mubarak resignation on 11\textsuperscript{th} February 2011 and fourteen another days before the mass gathering started in Tahrir Square the capital city of Egypt. This extension of the time frame is essential in order to give enough time to trace the discourse change. This means that the time of crisis for the 2011 ER has been slightly expanded in order to track how the two online news outlets have changed their discourse strategy after the change of power took place in Egypt after the resignation of Mubarak. This extra two weeks before the start of first mass gathering at Tahrir Square also been added to the ‘time of crisis’ of the 2011 ER to provide comprehensive coverage of the Egyptian Revolution which was influenced by the change of power in the 2011 TR which happened on 14\textsuperscript{th} January 2011. Furthermore, this extension allows the two revolutions to be deal together as a continuous event which carries a significant impact on the modern history of Tunisia and Egypt. It is observed that the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 ER started almost immediately after the 2011 TR
reached its peaks when president Ben Ali of Tunisia flee to Saudi Arabia on 14th January 2011. No doubt that the success of 2011 TR in bringing down president Ben Ali from his power after ruling Tunisia for almost 23 years has inspired Egyptian to start their uprising against president Mubarak who was in charge of ruling Egypt for almost 30 years.

To summaries, the period from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011 (70 days) is the period specified for analysis which showed that the protests have been able to remove two influential presidents in the region from their power. The period also represents the first two months of the so-called the ‘AS’ in which the impact of the uprisings is still uncertain. It starts on the day Mohamed Bouazizi burn himself which marked the start of the Tunisian Revolution and ends on 25th February 2011 two weeks after Mubarak declared his resignation. Hence, showing the success of the Egyptian Revolution in dethroning Mubarak's regime which holds 30 years of power dominant approximately after a month in which Ben Ali of Tunisia has been forced to face the same fate. For a contextualisation of the specific period and event, the research adds additional time to the original period when the two revolutions happened. Thus, the periods subjected to the analysis in this research are as follows, starting from the broad to specific.


b. Period II – from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011, the selected online news articles from this period were involved in CDA.

Criteria for Selection of Online News Articles

The research focuses on the two versions of the so-called ‘Arab Spring,’ namely the 2011 Tunisian Revolution (TR) and the 2011 Egyptian Revolution (ER). Hence, the relevant modern standard Arabic online news articles were those describing these two significant events in Tunisia and Egypt in 2011. These online news articles come with reference to the people of
Tunisia and Egypt, and their respective governments during the uprising, namely Ben Ali's regime of Tunisia and Mubarak's regime of Egypt. As the ‘revolution' mainly involve struggle of power, the selected online news articles are mainly focused on politic, economic and social issues. Thus, the search in the archives of AJA and BBA are centred on (following keywords but no limit to): ‘Ben Ali', ‘government', ‘minister', ‘authority', ‘Mubarak', ‘President', ‘opposition', ‘Protest' and ‘Protestors'. By focusing on these keywords and other closely related theme associated with the revolution events, other online news articles which have been reported by AJA and BBA are excluded from the study. The excluded online news articles are those related to arts, culture, sports, weathers, and tourism which do not directly relate to the two revolution events of Tunisia and Egypt. Also, news articles in which reported on the other version of Arab Spring, particularly those happened in Libya, Algeria, Morocco and Syria are disregarded as they do not serve the purpose of this research.

The number of analysed article

The Arabic online news articles involved in this study are divided into two groups of corpus data. First is the big corpus data of 1.2 million words which contains all the online news articles involved in the archive search. Secondly, the online news published during the ‘time of crisis’ (from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011) has been extracted from the big corpus data to form the sub-corpus data for the CDA analysis, as well as the concordance and content analysis. The following tables provide detail on the number of online news articles involved in this study. To begin with, the total online news articles gathered from the archive search for the period of December 2008 until December 2012 (Period I) are presented in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>602,616</td>
<td>55.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>516,985</td>
<td>44.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2107</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,119,601</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The Number of Online News Articles Published between December 2008 and December 2012 Collected from the Archive Search
Secondly, the detail of online news articles gathered for Period II from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011 which will be used for the CDA analysis is stated in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>177,285</td>
<td>50.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>181,458</td>
<td>49.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>817</td>
<td>352,743</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The Number of Online News Articles Published between 17th December 2010 and 25th February 2011 Collected from the Archive Search

2.7 Procedures of Analysis

Stage I – Archive Search from Nov 2008 – Dec 2012 (Period I).

This archive search aims to provide a general overview of the topic under the current study, contextualise the events of the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions and provide the referent online news articles for the analysis. The interest of international online news outlets particularly AJA and BBA on Tunisia and Egypt can be observed from the number of news articles and its topics covered by the outlets beginning from November 2008 until the end of 2012 which has been specified as (Period I) for the archive search. In addition, a contextualisation of the Tunisian and Egyptian revolution events can be made by comparing the number of online news articles during the time of crisis (Period II: 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011) with the number of news articles in the succeeding and proceeding months as specified in Period I (November 2008 – December 2012).

Procedures

The AJA official website www.aljazeera.net/Arabic retrieved on 3/4/2014, and an archive search is done with ‘Ben Ali’ as the main keyword search word for Tunisian's contents
and ‘Mubarak’ for the Egyptian's. The research is enhanced by using supportive search words, namely: ‘government’, ‘minister’, ‘opposition' and 'protestor' to gain a more extensive result. The search is being specified with the period mentioned in this research and the results obtained are arranged chronology. The AJA's archive provides a ‘preview' of the online news articles containing the search word. This preview offers brief information on the news articles, namely: the titles, date of publication and summary of articles. It also offers additional information such as a line or two of the news article which content the search word, (The search word being highlighted by different font colour or being underlined) and the news section which the articles have been located, for example: The headline, main news, latest updates, International, Arabic word, economy and etc.

BBA website www.bbcarabic.com was retrieved on 2/8/2014 for a similar archive search on BBC Arabic online news articles. The archive search in BBA’s archive used the same keywords of ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’ followed by supportive search words of ‘government’, ‘minister’, ‘opposition’ and ‘protestor’. Not much different from AJA’s archive, BBA’s also provides brief information on the related articles resulted from the archive search such as the news titles, date of publication (online) and summary of the news articles.

The number of online news articles on Tunisia and Egypt in the period of 50 months from November 2008 until December 2012 is compared. Then, the number of online news articles on Tunisia and Egypt during ‘the time of Crisis’ 70 days from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011 is compared to those published from November 2008 until December 2012.

The Outcome

---

9 The results and discussion of the archive search will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three of the present study.
a) The interest of AJA and BBA had given to Tunisia and Egypt from November 2008 until the end of 2012 is measured.

b) The events of Tunisian Research and Egyptian Research are contextualised.

c) The total number of 2,107 online news articles from AJA and BBA which consist of almost 1.2 million words resulted from the archive search, constitute the raw material from which selected online news articles are drawn for furthers in-depth analysis.

Stage II: Concordance Analysis.

Concordance is "a collection of the occurrences of a word – form, each in its textual environment. In its simplest form, it is an index. Each word-form is indexed, and a reference is given to the place of each occurrence in a text." (Sinclair: 1991, 32). Besides, it provides word collocations.

a. Purpose

Initially, the purpose of concordance analysis in this research is to give evidence to the first intuitions of the researcher. It gives the evidence that is going to be explained through linguistic analysis (description). In other words, the researcher's first intuitions about the portrayal of the protests, protestors and the governments in AJA and BBA can be emphasised, modified or altered by the results of the concordance analysis. Accordingly, the concordance analysis is an asset rather than a liability as it does not mirror our first intuitions but provides new evidence and therefore, new explanations that might change our first intuitions. In this way, the concordance analysis and the linguistic description are complementary to each other. Sinclair (1991: 36) asserts: "The computer is not a device which will produce sensible categories without guidance but, on the other hand, a linguistic description which is not supported by the evidence of the language has no credibility."
Secondly, this program used for numerical or statistical purposes provides essential clues for the subsequent analysis of articles as shown from the words of high frequencies. Importantly still, frequency counting provided by this program is useful in measuring long-run trends in image changes as revealed by writers. According to Budd et al., as quoted in Mousa (p.56), "a trend refers to the increase or decrease of the frequency of given symbols (or content) over a period of time." Thirdly, this computer program provides collocations of essential words, for example: ‘Protestor/s’, ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’ the significance of which are essential in this research.

b. Instrument

The selected online news articles published by both AJA and BBA are subjected to a text analysis computer software known as (AntConc 3.4.3, September 2014).

c. Procedures: Analysis steps

A total of 70 online news articles (see appendix 3) were selected for the concordance computer analysis. These news articles were taken from the articles founds in the archive search, particularly those published ‘during the time crisis' (Period II) (17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011). The 70 online news articles consist of 35 articles from AJA and another 35 articles from BBA. The steps of converting the two corpora of AJA and BBA into a readable format for the AntConc software are:

1- Selection of texts for study: thirty-five news articles from AJA and another thirty-five news articles from BBA based on the fact that they were published in Period II, taken from various sections, related to the two revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt in the topic, and exhibited frequency of the word "protestors".

2- Recreation of the selected texts as not all the features of a text are coded in the concordance computer program used for the analysis. Their format is changed into very simple text formats (plain text) in which texts are long strings of letters, spaces and punctuation marks.
The text to the program becomes as “a long succession of nondescript characters marked off in pages and lines.” (Sinclair, 1991: 28)

3- Compiling the texts of the same publication together and categorising them into two sets (of corpora); one of AJA and the other of BBA.

4- Processing the two corpora by the concordance program one at a time.

5- Questions to be asked before and while doing the concordance analysis:
   a. What are the words of high frequency in the texts? What do this /these/they signify? What are the contexts in which they occur? What are their collocations?
   b. What is the frequency of the significant words ‘Protestor/s’, ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’? What are their/ its collocations?
   c. What are the verbs and words associated with them?

6- The concordance analysis of the two corpuses provides: the frequency of words in a list arranged in an alphabetical order, a full KWIC (keyword in context) that provides a whole line of a text with the word under examination highlighted in the middle and collocations of words till the 5th right and the 5th left words.

7- Finding explanations that fit the evidence (frequencies and collocations found); the results of the concordance analysis, and not evidence that fits our pre-set explanations is one of the goals of the following content and critical discourse analyses which are greatly illuminated by the findings of this concordance analysis.

d. The outcome^{10}:

The following observations are made:

^{10}The results and discussion of the concordance analysis will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three of the present study.
1- Words of high frequencies, their contexts and collocations.

2- Collocations of the words ‘Protestor/s’, ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’.

3- The content, theme and context of articles could be inferred from the words of high frequencies.

**Stage III: Content Analysis.**

**a. Purpose**

The content analysis aims at analysing certain content features in the selected articles and their effect on the portrayed image of the antagonists and protagonists throughout the Revolution events.

**b. Procedures/Analysis Steps.**

Out of seventy online news articles involved in the previous Computer Concordance Analysis, twenty news articles were subjected to content analysis. They are ten news articles from each AJA and BBA. These articles are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marches in Tunisia…</td>
<td>18/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demands to Release the Sanction…</td>
<td>20/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ali Warns the Troublemakers…</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports for Protestors…</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ali Sacks his Governor…</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qardhawiy Calls…</td>
<td>25/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElBaradei Calls…</td>
<td>27/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubarak Dissolved His Government…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Urges…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElBaradei: The Regime is Shaking…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The detail on Ten News Articles of Aljazeera Subjected for Content Analysis

While, the news articles from BBA are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Killed and Injuries…</td>
<td>24/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fights Continues…</td>
<td>26/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ali: The Protests…</td>
<td>28/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ali Make Changes…</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia: Ben Ali Promises…</td>
<td>13/12/2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4: The detail on Ten News Articles of BBC Arabic Subjected for Content Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Egypt: Protests Continue…</th>
<th>28/1/2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Egypt: The West Demands…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Friday of Anger…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Egyptian Situations…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Egypt: Appointment of Vice President…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The content analysis of these twenty online news articles focuses on themes, referents, contexts, and the image of antagonist and protagonist portrayed in the articles. Then, the result obtained is compared and explained.

c. The outcome.11

The results obtained lead to the identification of the following:

1. The themes tackled;
2. The contexts of the articles and
3. The sources used.

**Stage IV: CDA**

A total of 817 modern standard Arabic online news articles which consist of more than 350,000 words were involved in the qualitative CDA analysis. These news articles were published during the 70 days of the ‘time of crisis’ beginning from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011 (Period II) as mentioned before. It is important to note that the data is in Arabic (modern standard Arabic); hence, relevant news extracts were first translated into English and then analysed.12 Although both *Aljazeera* and BBC provided online news in English, the present research chooses to translate the Arabic news texts rather than examining the online news texts of *Aljazeera* English and BBC English in which both offered online news originally in English data. The main reason for that is the previous studies (Fornaciari, 2011; Yehia, 2011) have revealed that *Aljazeera* English, for instance, does not merely provide their audience with

---

11 The results and discussion of the content analysis will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three of the present study.
12 The Arabic online news texts presented in this study are taken exactly as it is from their respective outlets. It may contain grammatical, pronunciation and writing errors.
the English version of the outlet's Arabic news contents. Moreover, these studies indicated that *Aljazeera* English has its independent editorial board which serves a different target audience. Similarly, BBC Arabic, which has a working studio in Egypt, has its own editorial board. Thus, its news contents focus on a different group of crowds compared to BBC news services which provided news originally in English. Since the focus of my study is on the online news produced mainly for the Arab audience during the two Revolutions, the original data written in modern standard Arabic were translated into English.

The textual and discursive practice features examined in the research consist of four tools namely: lexicalisation and predication, presupposition, verbal process and intertextuality. The first three tools relate to textual analysis are the focus of Chapter Four and Five. While the intertextuality is concerned with discursive practice analysis, hence needs a separate chapter, will be discussed in Chapter Six. Finally, Chapter Seven focuses on the third dimension of Fairclough's framework, namely the critical dimension of social relation.

The textual analysis is the first dimension of Fairclough’s three-dimensional framework. To address this aspect, I first examine how the two outlets used lexicalisation and predication in their coverage to refer to the antagonists and describe them. It is assumed that each outlet employed editorial strategies in referring to both sides of the conflict; depicting such strategies gives insights into how AJA and BBA stand with the government or protesters during the revolution. Second, I discuss how presuppositions were employed to serve the ideological stance of each online news institution; mainly, I show how taken-for-granted propositions were strategically utilised to support or challenge power dominance during the two Revolutions. Hence, raised questions of: what ideology does a given presupposition serve? Is it intended to challenge power relations or defend the authority? Following that, I discuss how verbal processes were used by the two outlets in their online news coverage. The analysis of verbal processes aims to cast light on how social actors on both sides of the conflict were
reported throughout the revolution event. In the second dimension, which focuses on the
discursive practice, I discuss how certain voices have been given comprehensive access to the
construction of news discourse, while other voices have been silenced or marginalised. I also
explain how different types of reporting, such as direct reporting, indirect reporting, and
strategic reporting, were used with each side differently. The aim is to show how hegemony is
achieved by allowing certain groups access to media discourse, hence, treated as the voice of
‘in-group’. While the other groups were considered as unreliable sources. Thus, their voices
have been side-lined.

The third dimension of Fairclough's three-dimensional framework deals with social
practice. Based on the results of the textual and discursive analysis, my discussion continues
to examine the broader socio-political context of the event, aims to reveal features which
contribute toward power abuse and social inequality. Thus, I critically analyse the background
and historical information of the events by looking at the economic, social, and political aspects
which potentially provide a better understanding of how the two online news outlets reported
the revolutions and portrayed the antagonists and protagonists.

2.8 Conclusion

To conclude, this chapter provides the theoretical framework of this research based on the ideas
of DT and CDA. The combination of DT and CDA has provided an analytical framework for
analysing online news discourse around the so-called 'Arab Spring' in Tunisian and Egypt.
Moreover, the present study benefited from other critical theories such as Gramchi’s theory of
hegemony, Althusser’s theory of ideology and Foucault’s theory of power. To enhance the
CDA qualitative analysis results, corpus linguistics tools are deployed to provide statistical
evident which guide the analysis and results discussion. Based on the theoretical framework,
this chapter also highlights the research methodology utilised in this study, starting with the
sources used for data collection, the sampling procedures, the analysis stages and the analysis model used. The data for the present study involved modern standard Arabic online news texts from *Aljazeera* Arabic and BBC Arabic. The data is in Arabic; hence, it was translated into English before conducting the analysis procedures. Thus, this chapter is considered as the backbone of research and the guidance map for reaching research objectives.
CHAPTER THREE:
RESULTS OF PREPARATORY ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

The Chapters Three, Four, Five, Six and Seven present the results of the analysis which answer the research questions and justify the conclusion at the end of the research. These chapters provide a discussion on the analysis results in line with the findings of the theoretical part and literature review. The main research question in this study is to analyse how the two Arabic online news outlets, Al-Jazeera Arabic (AJA) and BBA Arabic (BBA), covered the 2011 TR and ER by investigating how the outlets represented the protests and portrayed the antagonists and protagonists. To find the answer to this central question, three pre-analysis stages were carried out before conducting the CDA linguistic analysis. The results of three pre-analysis stages are discussed in this chapter (Chapter Three), while the Chapters Four to Seven focused on the results and discussion of CDA analysis.

3.2 Preparatory Analytical Stages.

The pre-analysis stages involved three preparatory analytical stages before conducting qualitative CDA, namely:

1) The Archive Search,
2) The Concordance Analysis and
3) The Content Analysis.

The results of these pre-analysis stages are as follow:
3.3 Results of Archive Search.

The results of the archive search provide a contextualisation of the uprising events in Tunisia and Egypt. It also gives critical information surrounding the two events. The archive search focused on the frequency of articles written on political issues in Tunisia and Egypt before and after the 2011 events. This analysis is fundamental as it considered as a preliminary stage in the analysis of articles qualitatively using CDA approaches. These results are as follows:

Archive Search of News Articles on the Tunisian Revolution

A total of 67 Arabic online news articles around President Ben Ali have been collected from (AJA) and (BBA). These online news articles are dated between November 2008 and October 2010 are being collected from the news archives after both news agencies had published it on their respective official websites. The details of these online news articles can be found in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19,559</td>
<td>55.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10,420</td>
<td>44.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>67</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,979</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: The number of online news articles before the 2011 Tunisian Revolution found in the archive of AlJazeera and BBC Arabic.

Table 1 shows many useful background information on the online news articles collected from the archive search represent online news coverage before the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. The table indicates the number of online news articles collected from each news agency and the total words in the news articles, which also indicates the total size of news articles. Furthermore, the table also reveals the proportion of online news articles for each online news agency. The collection of Arabic online news articles from AJA and BBA between November
2008 and October 2010 consists of 67 online news articles. The archive of AJA online news provided 37 news articles (55.22% of the total number of articles) which is significantly higher proportion compared 30 online news articles (44.78%) provided by BBA within the same period. AJA news articles also contain an almost double number of words compared to BBA online news articles.

Looking into more detail on this collection of online news articles, particularly by looking at the date of the news articles or the date it has been published reveals interesting information about these online news articles. All these online news articles are distributed according to the date when it appeared in their respective news outlet's website. The detail on this can be seen in the graph below:

![Graph 3.1: The distribution of online news articles according to the month of publication from November 2008 until October 2010.](image)

The graph indicates that between November 2008 and October 2010, the average number of online news articles collected from the archives of AJA and BBA is three articles per month. The number of online news articles from AJA is higher than BBA in almost every month except for the months of Mei – June 2009, March- April 2010 and July- August 2010 when BBA has recorded a slightly higher number of online news articles compared to AJA. It is also worth to note that the total number of online news articles hits the lowest number of (one article by AJA) in the months of September and October 2010. In contrast, the total number of online articles hits the highest level in September and October 2009. The total of 26 online
news articles have been collected for months of September and October 2009. These 26 news articles represent the most significant proportion at 43.28% out of total online news articles collected between November 2008 and October 2010. Besides, out of these 26 news articles, AJA provided the biggest proportion of 18 online news articles compared to eight online news articles from BBA.

The total number of online news articles also slightly higher than average during the months of July - August 2009 and November - December 2009. In July - August 2009, a total of 13 online news articles were collected, which consist of eight news articles from AJA and five news articles from BBA. These 13 news articles represent 19.4% of the total number of both AJA and BBA in November 2008 until October 2010. Meanwhile, another 10.45% of the total number of online news articles was published by AJA and BBA in November - December 2009. AJA has provided five news articles, and BBA has two news articles making a total of seven online news articles have been collected from these two months. The increasing number of online news articles from July to December 2009 indicates the increase in online news coverage by AJA and BBA on Tunisian political issues during these months. The apparent reason for that is the 2009 Tunisian General Election which was held on October 2009. Therefore, since July 2009, AJA and BBA have reported on various events happened in Tunisia which related to 2009 Tunisian General Election such as presidential candidate nomination, electoral campaigns and pledges, electoral rally and predictions of election results. The number of news articles hit its highest level in the months of September - October 2009 when the election campaign entered the final stage and election results widely speculated in the online news. As a result, 43.28% out of total online news articles collected between November 2008 and October 2010 from AJA and BBA achieves has been published in the months of September - October 2009. Moreover, although the number of online news articles started to go down slightly in November and December 2009 when the election was completed, the total number
of online news for these two months is slightly higher than the average number of articles in other months. Most of the news articles during November and December 2009 from AJA and BBA discussed on post-2009 Tunisian General election by mainly highlighting the overwhelming success of Ben Ali and his Democratic Constitutional Rally (DCR) party in the 2009 election result.

To conclude, the total of 46 out of 67 (68.66%) online news articles from AJA and BBA published between November 2008 and October 2010 have been published during the 2009 Tunisian General Election. Thus, the months of July until December 2009 and the 2009 Tunisian General Election are the most crucial milestone in the online news discourse before the 2011 Tunisian revolution. In short, before the 2011 Revolution, Tunisia in general and Ben Ali in particular, do not gain much attention by AJA and BBA except some essential and remarkable events take place in Tunisia. Thus, the result of the archive search indicated that the two outlets were focusing on the 2009 Tunisian general election. In this general election, President Ben Ali and his party Democratic Constitutional Assembly (DCA) continue their domination on Tunisian politics by winning both parliament and presidential election with a vast majority.

The 2011 Tunisian revolution resulted in more online news coverage on Tunisia compared to the pre-revolution period. Both AJA and BBA have intensified their online news report on almost every event happen in Tunisia related to the Revolution. Hence, a total of 583 online news articles have been collected from the archive of AJA and BBA. These online news articles are dated between November 2010 and December on 2012, as stated in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>205,968</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>121,315</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>683</td>
<td><strong>327,283</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: The number of online news articles on the 2011 Tunisian Revolution published between November 2010 and December 2012.
It was evident that the number of online news articles published by AJA and BBA has recorded huge jump from November 2010 until December 2012 compared to the online news before the revolution from merely 67 news articles to 683. This massive jump in the number of news articles indicates the massive shift by both news agencies to report more intensively on essential events in Tunisia from November 2010 – December 2012. AJA, for instance, from November 2010 to December 2012 published 446 online news articles compared to only 37 online news articles from November 2008 to October 2010. BBA also published a total of 237 online news articles between November 2010 and December 2012, which is almost eight times more than merely 30 online news found in the outlet archive dated between November 2008 to October 2010. Despite recorded a massive increase in the number of online news articles, the total number of BBA news articles between November 2010 to December 2012 is only half compared to the total number of news articles published by AJA within the same period.

Moving into the detail on this collection of online news articles, particularly by looking at the date of the news articles reveals exciting information about these online news articles. Hence, indicated the period when the online news outlets gave more attention to events that happened in Tunisia. All these online news articles are distributed according to the date of its first published in their respective news agency website can be seen in the graph below:

Figure 3.2: The distribution of online news articles according to the month of publication between November 2010 and December 2012.

It is important to note that the number of news articles published by AJA and BBA has recorded a significantly high level above than average several times from November 2010 to
December 2012. Firstly, the number of online news articles reaches its highest level in January-February 2011 with a total of 236 news articles which 34.55% of total online news articles published by AJA and BBA between November 2010 and December 2012. Out of these 236 online news articles, AJA provided 124 news articles which are 27.8% out of the total number of AJA’s news articles, while BBA has 112 news articles (47.25% of total BBA’s articles). Secondly, in May – June 2011, the total number of news articles once again reached a significantly high level of 58 news articles which constituted 8.5% of the total number of news articles during the 2011 Tunisian revolution published by AJA and BBA. During May – June 2011, AJA published 37 online news articles (8.3% of total AJA’s news articles), while BBA published 21 news articles (8.86% of total BBA’s news articles). Thirdly, in September – October 2011, the total of 79 online news articles have been collected from the outlets’ news archive which makes these two months recorded the second-highest number of online news articles published between November 2010 and December 2012. These 79 online news articles represent 11.56% out of total online news articles. Once again, AJA provided a slightly higher proportion of news articles (49) compared to BBA with 30 news articles.

These three phases of time when the number of online news articles reached significantly higher levels between November 2010 and December 2012 indicated the three most important milestones during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. It is also marked three significant events that happened in Tunisia, which gain a lot of media attention by AJA and BBA. The first milestone is the start of the protest, demonstration and chaos, which lead towards the fall of Ben Ali’s regime in Tunisia beginning from December 2010 until February 2011. It is also marked the first phase of the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, which recorded the massive scale of people uprising against Ben Ali’s regime, which ultimately forced Ben Ali to left Tunisia. The second milestone, which also marks the second phase of the 2011 Tunisian Revolution happen between May and July 2011. Between May and July 2011, saw an almost
complete fall of Ben Ali’s regime in Tunisia. Ben Ali’s political party Democratic Constitutional Rally (DCR) has been dissolved, many of his associates have been forced to step down, and many others have been detained. The months of May and July 2011 also recorded massive online news coverage by AJA and BBA on the beginning of the trial against Ben Ali and his associates in Tunisian military and civil courts for various serious allegations. The third phase of the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, which also marks the third important milestone in the online news discourse is centred around the 2011 Tunisian Constitutional Assembly Election. The election was held on 23rd October 2011 after several delays. In this third phase of the 2011 Tunisian revolution, a new government has been elected to replace Ben Ali’s regime via a more clean and transparent election after the fall of Ben Ali.

In a nutshell, the number online news articles around the 2011 Tunisian revolution published by AJA and BBA between November 2010 and December 2012 has recorded enormous increase compared to pre-2011 Tunisian Revolution period of November 2008 until October 2010. Besides the increasing number of online news articles, AJA and BBA news articles cover more broad topics and themes during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution (between November 2010 and December 2012) compared to November 2008 until October 2010 which primarily focused on the 2009 Tunisian General Election. The online news articles published by AJA and BBA during the revolution (between November 2010 and December 2012) on the other hand covered various events in Tunisia beginning from Bouazizi strange act of protest by putting flame on himself on 17th December 2010, followed by series of demonstrations and protests days later which ultimately lead towards the dissolved of Ben Ali’s government and force Ben Ali to left Tunisia on 14th January 2011. Furthermore, the online news articles also reported the formation of Tunisian interim government which combine several Ben Ali’s ministers and opposition leaders. This interim government was in charge of governing Tunisia until the first election was held after the fall of Ben Ali's regime in October 2011 to elect the
member of Tunisian Constitutional Assembly. Since Ben Ali left Tunisia and live in exile in Saudi Arabia, AJA and BBA also intensively reported on various accusations and charges against Ben Ali and his associates which followed the trial against all their misconducts in both Tunisian military and civil courts beginning from June 2011.

The Results of Archive Search on the Egyptian Revolution

The result of the archive search of AJA and BBA on the 2011 Egyptian Revolution was divided into two sub-corpus data. The first sub-corpus data consists of online news articles published between November 2008 and December 2010. This first sub-corpus data represents the collection of online news before the revolution. The second sub-corpus meanwhile, consists of news articles published by AJA and BBA between January 2011 and December 2012. The following sections explain detail on these online news archive search results.

News Articles before the Revolution (November 2008 – December 2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>39,293</td>
<td>36.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>63,855</td>
<td>63.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>103,148</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: The number of online news articles collected from the archive of Al-Jazeera and BBC Arabic before the 2011 Egyptian Revolution.

The collection of Arabic online news articles from AJA and BBA between November 2008 and December 2010 contains a total of 229 news articles. Out of these 229 online news articles, the archive of AJA provided 83 news articles which represent 36% of the overall number of this news collection. In comparison, the BBA archive provided a slightly higher number of news articles compared to AJA. A total of 146 online news articles were taken from BBA archive, which constitutes almost 64% of the total news collection of AJA and BBA.
published November 2008 until December 2010. Moreover, all these online news articles were distributed according to the date of its first published in their respective outlet websites, as stated in the graph below:

The graph shows the distribution of 229 online news articles collected from the archive of AJA and BBA for the news published between November 2008 and December 2010 to represent the collection of online news articles before the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. From the graph, we can observe that these collections of online news contain a relatively low number of news articles during the beginning of the period between November 2008 until December 2010. Thus, each of AJA and BBA only provided no more than five online news articles every two months for the period between November 2008 until August 2009. However, the number of online news articles from AJA and BBA started to rise beginning from November – December 2009 until December 2010. BBA online news articles recorded the highest level of 39 news articles in November – December 2010. Before that, 21 online news articles were found for May- June 2010 and another 22 news articles for September- October 2010 in the BBA archive. In comparison, the AJA news articles reached the highest level of 17 news articles during September - October 2010. AJA also has the second-highest number of news articles during July- August 2010 with 15 news articles.

It is important to note that the number of news articles from AJA and BBA has recorded a significant increase between November 2008 and December 2010 in the three most
remarkable milestones. These three milestones also reflect the three significant events which dominated the online news coverage by AJA and BBA within this period. These three significant events are First, wide media speculation on Mubarak successors. Secondly, Mubarak receiving intensive treatment in Germany, which also sparks more speculations on his successor and finally the 2010 Egyptian Parliamentary Election. It begins from the speculation on the next president of Egypt after Mubarak reached another level of high interest by AJA and BBA during September and December 2009. It is when the member of NDP – the most dominant Egyptian political party- gathered during their annual conference in preparation for the next parliamentary and presidential election scheduled to begin before the end of 2010. Thus, in these collections of 229 online news articles, AJA has a total of 8 news articles, while BBA has 14 news articles published between September and December 2010.

Another important event in Egypt between November 2008 and December 2010 which received comprehensive news coverage by AJA and BBA is the news around Mubarak receiving intensive treatments in Germany. In 2010 Mubarak was 82 years old and had been in power for almost 30 years. Thus, his health issues have been caused great concern by the Egyptian for many years. However, when Mubarak travelled to Germany on 5\textsuperscript{th} March 2010 for having intensive treatment on his health problems, both AJA and BBA have intensified their news coverage on the event. Furthermore, this intensive treatment also resulted in broader speculation on Mubarak's successor, particularly the debate on the plan to inherit Mubarak presidency to his son Jamal. The importance of event surrounding Mubarak receiving treatment in Germany has reflected by the increase of online news articles collected from the archive of AJA and BBA for March until June 2010. As a result. A total of 15 news articles were collected from AJA, while BBA provided more than double of AJA news articles with 40 online news articles.
Moving into the most significant event in Egypt which gained the most coverage by AJA and BBA between November 2008 until December 2010 was the 2010 Egyptian Parliamentary Election. This election was crucial because the parliamentary election result will generally affect the Egyptian Presidential Election scheduled to be held several months after the parliamentary election. Thus, the Egyptian political parties, particularly the ruling party of National Democratic Party (NCP), must do their best in the 2010 Parliamentary Election in preparing for the upcoming Presidential election. Ultimately, the 2010 Egyptian parliamentary election recorded a landslide victory for Mubarak's NDP party and a massive defeat for Muslim Brotherhood-linked opposition party before.

The first round of this 2010 Egyptian Parliamentary Election was started on 28th October 2010 followed by the second round on 5th December 2010. However, the process of nomination and election campaign started much earlier in July 2010. Thus, both AJA and BBA have intensified their news coverage on the 2010 Egyptian Election since June 2010. The news coverage on the 2010 election constituted the most significant proportion of the 229 online news articles collected from AJA and BBA news published from November 2008 until December 2010. AJA news, for instance, provided a total of 43 online news articles during the months of 2010 Egyptian election from July to December 2010. BBA furthermore provided 66 news articles during the same months. Thus, a total of 109 news articles were collected from the archive of AJA and BBA concerning the 2010 Egyptian election, which represents 47.6% of the total 229 news articles. It is also worth to mention that both AJA and BBA number of news articles reached the highest level during the months of 2010 Egyptian election. AJA recorded the highest number of news in this collection of online news articles were published in September – October 2010, while BBA provided the highest number of news articles for November – December 2010.
Although the number of online news articles taken from AJA and BBA shows an uprising pattern during the months of 2010 Egyptian election, there is a drop in the number of articles taken from AJA for November – December 2010 despite the election itself was held during these two months. The reason for that may originate from various restrictions faced by foreign (non-Egyptian) media agencies in reporting the events around the 2010 Egyptian election. Secondly, the decrease in online news reports particularly during the time election was held by AJA comes in line with the call made by Egyptian oppositions to boycott the election which they claimed has been excessively manipulated by Mubarak government. All in all, the massive success of Mubarak's NDP party during the 2010 election came not more than two months before the huge protest started in Egypt, which caused the fall of Mubarak.

To conclude, the total of 109 out of 229 (47.6%) online news articles from AJA and BBA published between November 2008 and December 2010 are dealing with the 2010 Egyptian Parliamentary Election. Thus, the months of July until December 2010 and the 2010 Egyptian Parliamentary Election are the most critical milestone in the online news discourse before the 2011 Egyptian revolution. Secondly, the speculation of Mubarak' successors were the second major topic highlighted by AJA and BBA between November 2008 and December 2010. During this period, the discussion on the next Egyptian president after Mubarak in AJA and BBA was at a high level at least during two occasions. First, it was during the annual gathering of NDP party during September and December 2009 and in the months of March until June 2010 when Mubarak received an intensive health treatment in Germany.

**News Articles during the 2011 Revolution (January 2011 – December 2012)**

Moving into the archive search of online news articles published between January 2011 and December 2012 recorded a tremendous increased in the number of news articles provided by both outlets. These online news articles offer a contextualisation of an event slightly before
the first protest started in Egypt up until Morsi, the new President of Egypt after Mubarak was elected and formed his new government.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Jazeera</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>337,796</td>
<td>53.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>321,395</td>
<td>46.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>1128</strong></td>
<td><strong>659,191</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: The number of online news articles published between January 2011 and December 2012.

Table 3.4 shows detail descriptions of the online news articles gathered from the archive of AJA and BBA published between January 2011 and December 2012. A total of 1128 online news articles were collected for this news collection, almost five times higher compared to 229 online news articles found in outlets archive of news articles before the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. In contrast to the collection of online news before the 2011 revolution which saw BBA provided a significantly higher proportion of online news articles compared to AJA, it is the turn for AJA to provide a more significant number of news articles than BBA. Hence, 607 news articles were collected from AJA (53.81%) compared to 521 news articles (46.19%) owns by BBA. Moreover, these 1128 online news articles were distributed according to the date of publication in their respective outlet websites as illustrated in the figure below:

Figure 3.4: The distribution of online news articles according to the month of publication between January 2011 and December 2012.
The graph revealed that the number of news articles published by AJA and BBA had recorded significantly higher level above than average several times between January 2011 and December 2012. Firstly, the number of online news articles reaches its highest level in January-February 2011 with a total of 579 news articles. These 579 news articles represent 51.33% of total news articles taken from the archive search. Out of these 579 online news articles, AJA provided 287 news articles which are 47.28% out of 607 total number of outlet’s news articles. In comparison, BBA has a higher number of news articles, 292 news articles for the same months. This represents almost 56% out of the total number of BBA's online news articles (521 news articles).

Secondly, the number of online news articles jumped in May – June 2012, which saw the total number of news articles reached the second-highest level. A total of 173 news articles which constituted 15.34% of the total number of news articles for this archive search. During May – June 2012, AJA published a higher number of online news articles (109 news articles, 18% of the total AJA’s news articles) compared to BBA which provided 64 online news articles, represent 12% out of the outlet total number of news articles. Thirdly, in March – April 2012, a total of 84 online news articles have been collected from the news achieve of AJA and BBA which make these two months after the 2011 revolution, recorded the second-highest level for the total number of online news articles. These 84 online news articles represent 7.5% out of total online news articles published during this time of the Egyptian Revolution. Once again, AJA provided a slightly higher proportion of news articles (54) compared to BBA 30 news articles. The number of online news articles from AJA and BBA also high in March – April 2011 and January – February 2012. Fifty online news articles were collected from the archive of AJA, and another 47 news articles were sourced from BBA to make a total of 97 online news articles were collected for March – April 2011 which the two months slightly after the uprising which toppled Mubarak’s regime. Furthermore, a total of 52 online news articles
were gathered for January – February 2012, in which 33 of them come from AJA and another 19 were published by BBA.

These five phases of time when the number of online news articles reached a significantly high level between January 2011 and December 2012 indicate significant milestones during the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. It is also marked four significant events that happened in Egypt, which gain a lot of media attention by AJA and BBA between January 2011 and December 2012. The first significant event is the start of the protest, demonstration and chaos against the Mubarak's regime in Egypt beginning from the middle of January 2011. It is widely known by 18 days of mass protest beginning from 25th January until 11th February 2011. These massive protests in major Egyptian cities have forced Mubarak to step down and transfer his power to the Vice President of Egypt and the Egyptian Arm Forces on 11th February 2011.

Mubarak resignation which followed by the mass resignation of other key figures in his government marked the fall of the regime are considered as the second major event happened slightly after the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. The third major event which received intense coverage in the online news by AJA and BBA is the historical trials against Mubarak, his families, particularly his two sons and his associates. It is all started slightly after Mubarak resignation, which leads towards the detention of several key ministers in Mubarak's regime. Ultimately, Mubarak and his two sons Gamal and Ala, were detained for intensive investigation on 13th April 2011. Subsequently, the trial against them was started on the 3rd of August 2011. Although the trial of Mubarak and his two sons Gamal and Ala during 2011 and 2012 takes a long process, the online news coverage by AJA and BBA was intense during January – February 2012, which recorded the full details of this historic trial.

The fourth major event in the 2011 Egyptian Revolution is centred around the 2012 Egyptian Presidential Election. The first round of the election was held on 23rd- 24th May 2012,
while the second round was conducted on 16th – 17th June 2012. Before these dates, the online news of AJA and BBA provided full details on the election processes since the formal nomination process was opened on 10th March 2012. Ultimately, on 24th June 2012, Morsi was declared as the new President of Egypt, which marks the new beginning for Egypt after the fall of Mubarak. Thus, the number of online news articles from AJA and BBA was rocketed high from April until June 2012.

All in all, the archive search of AJA and BBA has resulted in a collection of corpus data consists of the Arabic online news articles published by the two international outlets between November 2008 and December 2012. This corpus data consists of almost 1.2 million words gathered from 2,107 online news articles which provided a contextualisation to the 2011 Revolution events in Egypt and Tunisia. It is noticed that AJA provided a slightly higher proportion of news articles (1173 news articles which represent 56% out of the total number of online news articles) compared to BBA. The archive of BBA has provided a total of 934 online news articles which is 44% of the total number of articles in this corpus data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Articles %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al Jazeera</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>602,616</td>
<td>55.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BBC Arabic</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>516,985</td>
<td>44.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2107</td>
<td>1,119,601</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: The Total Number of Online News Articles Collected from the Archive Search

In short, the results of the archive search showed that Tunisia does not receive much media attention from the outlets before the revolution started compared to Egypt. It also revealed that the number of online news articles jumped dramatically from December 2010 until March 2011 covering the events in both Tunisia and Egypt. This is due to the intensive coverage provided by the two outlets on the protests and political struggles during the revolutions. Finally, AJA and BBA continue to provide comprehensive online news coverage on Tunisia and Egypt even after the fall of President Ben Ali of Tunisia and President Mubarak of Egypt. The news coverage after the revolution mainly focused on the process of power
transition in Tunisia and Egypt and the formation of the new governments through a series of elections.

3.4 Results of Concordance Analysis.

70 Arabic online news articles of AJA and BBA are subjected to the computer-assisted concordance Analysis (Antconc Concordance Analysis Software). The analysis focuses on the words of high frequency particularly the thematically important words, lexical collocations of significant words associated with the antagonists and protagonists (‘Protestors' vs ‘Ben Ali' for Tunisian Revolution and ‘Mubarak' for ER). By taking into consideration the frequency of words and their keyword in context (KWIC) reveals the following results:

1- Theme: The theme of the seventy Arabic online news articles subjected to this concordance analysis is political. This is based on the finding which showed the word ‘political’ showed the highest frequency in both AJA and BBA compared to other words which indicating other themes. The highest frequency recorded for word ‘political’ also showed that the context of these online news articles is political as well. In addition to ‘political’ the word frequency results also showed other thematically. Words which recorded much lower numbers of frequencies compared to ‘political’. These words are ‘economic’, ‘social’ and ‘religion’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Word</th>
<th>AJA</th>
<th>BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Frequency of words showing different themes in AJA and BBA

The above table shows the total frequency of words showing different themes in AJA and BBA Arabic online news. The political theme recorded the highest frequency in both AJA and BBA,
while the ‘religious' theme recorded the lowest. Meanwhile, the ‘economic' and ‘social' themes recorded an almost similar number of frequencies in both AJA and BBA news articles. Hence, most of the online news articles carry the political theme, follow by economic and social themes. While the ‘religion' theme only manages to record a significantly low number of frequencies. Looking into the details on this thematically words frequency result by focusing on the news coverage of each TR and ER, shows the following results. The following table shows the frequency of words showing different themes in AJA and BBA coverage of TR.

Table 3.7: Frequency of thematic all words in the news article of TR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Word</th>
<th>AJA</th>
<th>BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the political theme recorded the highest frequency in both AJA and BBA news articles on TR. However, the theme of ‘economical’ is significantly higher in AJA online news articles compared to BBA. In contrast, BBA online news article on TR carry a higher number of thematic call words of ‘social’ compared to AJA.

Table 3.8: Frequency of thematic call words in news articles of ER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Word</th>
<th>AJA</th>
<th>BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the result of thematic call words frequency for the news articles on TR, the ‘political’ theme recorded the highest number of frequencies in both AJA and BBA. In contrast, the ‘religion’ theme was recorded the lowest number of frequencies in the two news outlets. This
indicates that most of the news articles in AJA and BBA were related to the political issues in Tunisia and Egypt.

2- Lexical Collocations of Significant Words.

In the analysis of lexical collocations, it focuses on two crucial linguistic elements, namely: the verbs following of significant word and the associated words of the significant word. As the study focuses on how the antagonist and protagonist being portrayed in the Arabic online news, the important words are ‘protestor', which represents the antagonist, while ‘Ben Ali' represents the significant words for the protagonist of TR and ‘Mubarak' as the ER protagonist.

**Verbs Collocation.**

In AJA's articles on TR, the verbs following 'protestors' as a subject were found mostly to be dynamic verbs (action verbs) with positive connotations such as ‘asked', ‘raised', ‘gathered', ‘protected', ‘negotiated', ‘shouted' and ‘run'. In contrast, the verbs following ‘Ben Ali' were static verbs which usually refer to a static state or unchanging condition. For example:

- _Ben Ali_ ‘denies’ the accusations.
- _He (Ben Ali)_ 'promises’ Tunisian a major reform.
- _Ben Ali_ ‘understands’ the people demands. and
- _He (Ben Ali)_ ‘recognised’ the need for change.

Furthermore, it is found that many verbs following ‘Ben Ali’ are promoting negative connotations such as: fired, ignores, dismissed, accused, fought and prohibited. The concordance analysis on BBA online news articles of TR, on the other hand, showed that the verbs following ‘Ben Ali’ as a subject were found using action verbs with a positive connotation. For instance, verbs: ‘released’, ‘investigated’, ‘elected’, ‘contacted’, ‘discussed’, ‘monitored’, ‘worked’, ‘launched’ and ‘produced’. In contrast, the action verbs associated with the ‘protestor’ come with negative connotations such as: ‘clashed’, ‘burn’, ‘struggled’,

Moving into the AJA online news articles on ER, the concordance analysis also found that the verbs following ‘protestors’ as subject mostly dominated by dynamic action verbs with positive connotations. Hence, the collocation of word ‘protestors’ is associated with verbs: ‘gathered’, ‘joined’, ‘raised’, ‘controlled’, ‘concorded’, ‘gained’, ‘repeated’, ‘protected’, ‘challenged’, ‘prayed’, ‘marched’, ‘participated’ and ‘took over’. In contrast, the verbs following ‘Mubarak’ as a subject were static verbs such as: ‘worried’, ‘sad’, ‘promised’, ‘ignored’, ‘understand’, ‘recognised’, ‘denied’ and ‘dismissed’ which mostly promote negative connotations on Mubarak. In addition, the dynamic verbs which indicate verb of action attached to ‘Mubarak’ come with negative connotations, namely verbs: ‘step down’, ‘departed’, ‘manipulated’, ‘lied’, ‘rejected’, ‘clinging (to power)’, ‘tremble’, ‘suppressed’ and ‘warned’.

In comparison, the concordance analysis of the verbs following ‘protestors' as the subject in BBA news articles reveals that is was associated with action verbs promoting negative connotations. Hence, the verbs following ‘protestors' in BBA articles are: ‘fight', ‘arrested', ‘surrounded', ‘burned', ‘smashed', ‘attacked', ‘chased', ‘assaulted', ‘teased', ‘injured' and ‘killed'. This is in the opposite when compared to the verbs following ‘Mubarak' as a subject which was dominated with dynamic action verbs which promoting positive connotations.

Hence, the verbs ‘answered', ‘full-filled', ‘appointed', ‘selected', ‘released', ‘protected', ‘investigated', ‘explained', ‘elaborated', ‘visited', ‘discussed', ‘welcomed' and ‘supporters' are promoting positive meanings on ‘Mubarak'.

In AJA, ‘Protestor’ are almost subjects of the sentences, for example:

- The ‘protestors’ continue to march against the regime.
- The ‘protestors’ chanted the slogan supporting the demands.
- The ‘protestors’ send a clear message to the government.
- Millions of ‘protestors’ gathered in Tahrir Square.
However, when the ‘protestors’ are objects of the sentences, they are mostly victims, as an act of violence was carried out against them. For instance,

- The Army sticks with the order for not using violence on the protestors anymore.
- The government was supporting the hidden hands which depressed the protestors.
- The military unit has prevented the protestors from entering Tahrir Square.
- Several protestors have been killed as a result of a violent clash.
- A report said that the police had shoted several protestors.
- During the operation, some of the protestors have severely injured, and others have been arrested.

Other verbs which follow the word ‘protestors’ as objects are: ‘negotiated’, ‘dialogue/talk to’, ‘understand’ and ‘listen to’ which encourage the subject to deal with the object (protestors) peacefully and adequately. In comparison, concordance analysis of ‘Ben Ali’ and ‘Mubarak’ as an object in the AJA showed that the associated verbs mainly provide a meaning of putting pressures on them to fulfill the protestors’ demands. Hence, the verbs: ‘demanded', ‘asked', and ‘ousted' are working with ‘Ben Ali' as an object in the sentence. While verbs: ‘advised', ‘urged', ‘departed', ‘stop', ‘must end' and ‘left' are working with ‘Mubarak' as the object in sentences. It is worth to note that the verb ‘departed' recorded highest frequency (18 times) when ‘Mubarak’ is an object in the sentences.

Moving into BBA by focusing on the following verbs when the ‘protestors’ are the object in the sentences, shows mostly the Tunisian authority has taken a proper way in dealing with the protestors. Hence, the verbs following the ‘protestors' are: ‘released', ‘prevented', ‘controlled', ‘deal', ‘advised', ‘called upon', ‘offered', ‘intercepted' and ‘objected'. However, in BBA news articles on ER, it is found that the ‘Egyptian’ protestors have become victims when they are objects in sentences. For example:

- The police shoot rubber bullets towards protestors.
- The fight happened between police and protestors near one of the mosques in Cairo.
- Egyptian army prevented protestors from entering the building of the Egyptian Home Ministry.
- Casualties have been reported among the protestors after the clash.
- The Egyptian government will take serious action in dealing with protestors.
- The police used tear gas to dismiss the protestors.
In the BBA online news report, ‘Ben Ali’ is mostly subject in sentences. However, it is not a case for ‘Mubarak’ which appears as subject and object in the news articles. When ‘Mubarak’ become the object, the verb ‘depart’ occurred most frequently. The verb ‘depart’ occurred nineteen (19) times, in the news articles for concordance analysis, 14 times of it attached to ‘Mubarak’ as the object, while another five times the subject is ‘the regime’ as a whole. Other verbs follow ‘Mubarak’ as a subject in sentences are: ‘urged’, ‘emphasised’, ‘encouraged’, ‘increased’, ‘called upon’ for example:

- The United States increased pressure on Mubarak for reform.
- The oppositions called upon Mubarak to step down.
- The European leaders encouraged Mubarak to listen to his people.

Associated Words

The word ‘protestors’ repeated 20 times in AJA news articles on TR and mostly associated with moderate words which centred around their demands. Hence, the words ‘rights’ repeated 18 times, ‘unemployment’ (12 times), march (11 times), demand (11 times), corruption (seven times), slogan (six times) and freedom (five times). Other associated words which recorded slightly lower number of frequency are: ‘dialogue’, ‘cost (living)’, ‘unions’, ‘youth’, ‘streets’, ‘leaders’, ‘violent’ and ‘casualties’. In contrast, the word ‘Ben Ali’ repeated 37 times and mostly associated with words of negative impression. For instance: ‘injustice’, ‘restriction’, ‘(lack of) freedom’, ‘punishment’ and ‘unbalance (development)’. Other associate words are words related to Ben Ali as the head of Tunisia, for example: ‘government’, ‘country’, ‘(national) television’, ‘speech’, ‘election’, ‘(political) party’, ‘authority’, ‘minister’ and ‘law’.

Moving into BBA news articles on TR, it found that the word ‘protestors’ repeated 32 times. In contrast to AJA, the associated words of ‘protestors’ are mostly promoting negative impressions. Hence, the word ‘disorder’ repeated (18 times), ‘violent’ (13 times), ‘chaos’ (12 times). Other associated words which promote negative impressions are: ‘stone’, ‘glasses’,


3.6 Results of Content Analysis.

The content analysis is an extension of the concordance analysis in stage II of the preliminary analysis. This is done by selecting 20 news articles out of 70 involved in the concordance analysis. Those 20 news articles which constitute ten news articles from each news outlets are distributed equally between the two revolutions. The contents analysis focuses on linguistic features, namely: the themes, referents, contexts and sources used to construct the online news. These linguistic features help to determine the journalist attitude toward the uprising events in
Tunisian and Egyptian. To begin with, the results of content analysis on five online news articles from AJA of TR are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Referents</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Marches in Tunisia…</td>
<td>18/12/2010</td>
<td>Protestors demands</td>
<td>Sidi Bouzid residents</td>
<td>Economy and social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Demands to Release the Sanction</td>
<td>20/12/2010</td>
<td>Stiff action against Protestor</td>
<td>Sidi Bouzid residents</td>
<td>Politic and Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Ben Ali Warns the Troublemakers</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>Ben Ali’s response to the Protestors</td>
<td>Security force Protestors and government</td>
<td>Politic and Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Supports for Protestors…</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>The widespread of Protestors</td>
<td>Opposition and protesters</td>
<td>Politic and Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Ben Ali Sacks his Governor…</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>Changes in the government</td>
<td>Government and Protestors</td>
<td>Politic and Social</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Results of the analysis of themes, reference and context in Five AJA articles on TR.

In comparison, the results of content analysis on five online news articles from BBA on TR are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Referents</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Killed and Injuries…</td>
<td>24/12/2010</td>
<td>Violent Protests Caused Casualties</td>
<td>Protestors and police</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) The Fights Continues…</td>
<td>26/12/2010</td>
<td>Violent continue</td>
<td>Protestors and police</td>
<td>Politic and social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Ben Ali: The Protests…</td>
<td>28/12/2010</td>
<td>Ben Ali condemned the protests</td>
<td>Protestors</td>
<td>Politic and social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Ben Ali Make Changes…</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>Full filling protestors’ demand</td>
<td>Government and protesters</td>
<td>Politic and social</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10: Results of the analysis of themes, reference and context in five BBA article on TR.

**Themes:**

As mentioned in the table (3.8) above, the AJA’s articles are centred around the protests and protestors (article 1,2 and 4) by reporting their demands, actions taken against them and the widespread of protests. Another theme of AJA online news focuses on the Tunisian government
actions as a result of protests. In contrast, the articles (1,2 and 3) of BBA focus on the negative sides of the uprising events by highlighting the casualties and violent during the protests. While articles (4 and 5) reported on the government efforts to fill the protestors’ demands.

**Referents:**

In general, the main refers in news articles of AJA and BBA are the Tunisian’s protestor and the Tunisian government. However, AJA specifically refers to Sidi Bouazid’s residents in their news articles during the early stage of the revolution. Other refers are included, the Tunisian opposition and Tunisian security forces.

**Context:**

The political context dominated all ten articles of AJA and BBA as started in the tables above. Besides, the news articles also refer to social issues in addition to political issues. However, the article (1) of AJA highlighted the economic and social issues without many refers to political issues.

Moving into the outlet's articles on ER, by focusing on the content analysis results of five news articles of AJA as detailed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Referents</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) ElBaradei: The Regime is Shaking.</td>
<td>25/1/2011</td>
<td>Egyptian opposition united against Mubarak</td>
<td>Mubarak and oppositions</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Obama Urges…</td>
<td>27/1/2011</td>
<td>International pressure on Mubarak</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Mubarak Dissolved His Government…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>Changes in government after Protests</td>
<td>Egyptian government and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Qardhawiy Calls…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>Call for Mubarak to step down</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) ElBaradei Calls…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>Calls for Mubarak to step down</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11: Results of the analysis of themes, reference and context in five AJA articles on ER.
In comparison, the results of content analysis on five news articles of BBA focusing on ER are detailed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Referents</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Friday of Anger…</td>
<td>28/1/2011</td>
<td>Enforcement of Emergency law to prevent mass protestors</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Egypt: Protests Continue…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>Change in government after protests</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Egypt: The West Demands…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>International pressures on Mubarak</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Egyptian Situations…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>International pressures on Mubarak</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Egypt: Appointment of Vice President…</td>
<td>29/1/2011</td>
<td>Change in government after protests</td>
<td>Mubarak and protestors</td>
<td>Politic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12: Results of the analysis of themes, reference and context in five BBA article on ER.

**Theme:**

It is found the online news articles of AJA and BBA on ER share many similarities in term of theme particularly on the two themes, namely: The international pressures on Mubarak and secondly, changes in the Egyptian government as a result of protests. However, articles (4 and 5) of AJA focus on the call for Mubarak to step down, which is one of the main demands made by the Egyptian protestors. On the other hand, the articles (1) BBA focuses on the enforcement of emergency law by the Egyptian authority to prevent the widespread of protests.

**Referents:**

The news articles from two outlets mostly shared the same referents, namely Mubarak and the protestors. In addition to that, AJA articles have referred to the Egyptian opposition and the Egyptian government.
Sources:
In term of the sources used in the online news articles and their quoting technique, the content analysis revealed another exciting result. The following tables illustrate the use of sources and quoting technique utilised in AJA and BBA.

a) AJA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Quoting Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Marches in Tunisia…</td>
<td>1) Eyewitness 2) Oppositions</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Demands to Release the Sanction…</td>
<td>1) Oppositions 2) Labour Unions</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ben Ali Warns the Troublemakers…</td>
<td>1) Ben Ali 2) Ruling Party 3) Oppositions</td>
<td>Indirect &amp; Scared Quote Indirect &amp; Scared Quote Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supports for Protestors…</td>
<td>1) Oppositions 2) Unions</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect Direct &amp; Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ben Ali Sacks his Governor…</td>
<td>1) Ben Ali 2) Oppositions</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Qardhawiy Calls…</td>
<td>Qardhawiy</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ElBaradei Calls…</td>
<td>ElBaradei</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mubarak Dissolved His Government…</td>
<td>1) Mubarak 2) Oppositions 3) Ruling Party</td>
<td>Indirect &amp; Scared Quote Direct &amp; Indirect Indirect &amp; Scared Quote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Obama Urges…</td>
<td>1) Foreign Leaders 2) Arab Leaders 3) Foreign Media</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect Direct &amp; Indirect Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ElBaradei: The Regime is shaking.</td>
<td>ElBaradei</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.13: The use of sources and the quoting technique in AJA.

In comparison, Table 3.12 below details the analysis results on the use of sources and quoting technique used in BBA news articles.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Quoting Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Killed and Injuries…</td>
<td>1) Tunisian authority 2) Unions</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 The Fights Continues…</td>
<td>1) Tunisian authority 2) Oppositions</td>
<td>Indirect &amp; Strategic Quote Indirect &amp; Scared Quote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ben Ali: The Protests…</td>
<td>1) Ben Ali 2) Tunisian authority 3) Unions</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Ben Ali Make Changes…</td>
<td>1) Ben Ali 2) Unions</td>
<td>Indirect &amp; Strategic Quote Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Tunisia: Ben Ali Promises…</td>
<td>1) Ben Ali 2) Tunisian authority</td>
<td>Direct Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Egypt: Protests Continue…</td>
<td>1) Egyptian authority 2) Foreign Media</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Egypt: The West Demands…</td>
<td>1) Western Leader 2) Arab Leaders</td>
<td>Direct &amp; Indirect Direct &amp; Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Friday of Anger…</td>
<td>1) Mubarak 2) Foreign Media 3) Eyewitness</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Egyptian Situations…</td>
<td>Western Leader</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Egypt: Appointment of Vice President…</td>
<td>1) Egyptian authority 2) Foreign Media 3) Bedouin Protestors</td>
<td>Indirect Indirect Indirect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.14: The use of Source and Quoting Technique in BBA.

It is found that AJA prefers to utilise sources from the antagonists rather than the authorities’ sources. This approach is used by the outlet in their news coverage of both the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions. Hence, in news articles ‘March in Tunisia' the source from Tunisian opposition was used to provide details on the events. The sources from Ben Ali has been used in two news articles, namely ‘Ben Ali Warns the Troublemakers’ and ‘Ben Ali Sacks Governor of Sidi Bouazid'. In the new articles of the Egyptian revolution, the sources from Mubarak and his party have only being used through indirect quotations. In comparison, the voices of Qardhawiy and ElBaradei who loudly called for Mubarak to step down have been quoted directly. Similarly, the sources of foreign leaders, particularly President Obama, has been quoted directly.
BBA, on the other hand, prefers to utilise the authority sources rather than the antagonists. Hence, the voice of Tunisian authority, particularly President Ben Ali, Tunisian ministers and security forces have been quoted directly and indirectly. However, the voice of Tunisian unions which show their support to the protestor has only been reported using indirect quote. The thing has slightly changed in BBA news articles on the Egyptian revolution. While, the sources from Egyptian authority such as President Mubarak, Egyptian ministers, Egyptian arm force and the police still have been used through direct and indirect quotation, the sources of foreign leaders and foreign media have been used to balance the authoritative sources. Most of the time, the sources of foreign leaders were used to put pressures on Mubarak and his government to listen to protestors’ demands.

The following table lists the number of quotes based on the source categorisation in AJA before comparing it with BBA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Categorisation</th>
<th>Number of Quotes</th>
<th>Direct Quoting</th>
<th>Indirect Quoting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antagonists</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Leaders</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyewitness</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Media</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>112</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
<td><strong>76</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.15: Categorisation of the sources used in news articles of AJA.

The above table shows that antagonist's sources dominated the sources categorisation in AJA news articles. It is also the most reported using a direct quotation. Hence, provided the authority to the ideas which are mainly the protestors’ demand to be discussed by the outlet’s journalists in the news articles. The voice of antagonist furthermore being emphasised through the sources of foreign leaders, foreign international media and eyewitness sources. For comparison, the following table lists the number of quotes based on the source categorisation in BBA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Categorisation</th>
<th>Number of Quotes</th>
<th>Direct Quoting</th>
<th>Indirect Quoting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antagonists</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Leaders</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyewitness</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Media</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>136</strong></td>
<td><strong>33</strong></td>
<td><strong>103</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.16: Categorisation of the sources used in the news articles of BBA.

The above table shows that the authority sources recorded the highest number of quotes followed by the source of foreign leaders. In contrast, the source of eyewitness and the source of antagonists recorded the lowest number of quotes at nine and sixteen total number of quotes, respectively. This shows that BBA prefers to utilise the voice of authority who hold the recognised political positions rather than the voice of antagonists. It is also worth to note that BBA pays much attention to the source of foreign leaders by reporting on them using mostly direct quotation (19 times out of a total of 32 times). Thus, showed the outlet was including the international sources in reporting on the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions.

### 3.7 Conclusion

The present chapter shows the result of three preparatory analysis namely, the archive search, the concordance analysis and the content analysis. Firstly, the archive search offers the contextualization of the investigated discourses which focus on the online news discourse of the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. The result of archive search revealed that the two revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt have attracted vast media attention by both media outlets. Hence, AJA and BBA have provided comprehensive news reports of the revolutions’ events. Secondly, the concordance analysis furthermore provides the evidence which is going to be
explained through the linguistic analysis of CDA. Thus, the portrayal of the social events (the
protests), and the social actors (the protestors and the governments) in AJA and BBA can be
emphasised based on the results of the concordance analysis. Finally, the content analysis
focuses on themes, referents, contexts, and the image of antagonist and protagonist portrayed
in the online news articles. All in all, the results of concordance analysis and content analysis
revealed that both outlets have distinctive linguistics features which differentiate between their
news coverage of the revolution events.
CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS ANALYSIS OF LEXICALISATION AND PRESUPPOSITION

4.1 Introduction

The chapter aims to answer the sub-research question two (SR2), which deals with the strategies in discourse construction around the Arabic online news coverages on the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ of Tunisia and Egypt. The SR2 is related to Question One, Two and Three of the present research. Drawing on Fairclough’s (1992) theoretical framework which is based on three dimensions: text, discursive practice, and sociocultural practice, the study first examines textual and discursive practice features to analyse the data textually and discursively. Then, my analysis will focus on the third dimension of the critical analysis, which is discussed separately after retaining the details of textual and discourse analysis. The choice of textual and discursive practice features that are examined in the study is based on the findings of an initial pilot study which was carried out on August 2015 that showed that three textual strategies and one discursive practice strategy provided the most interesting results. Thus, the tools for textual analysis include:

a) lexicalisation and predication

b) presupposition

c) verbal processes and for discursive practice:

d) intertextuality.

Accordingly, the results and discussion on items a) and b) on lexicalisation and presupposition are discussed in the current chapter (Chapter Four), while Chapter Five focuses on the verbal processes. Furthermore, Chapter Six discusses the results of intertextuality, and finally, Chapter
Seven discusses the sociocultural practice. Thus, in the following, I will begin with the textual analysis by focusing on the lexicalisation and predication.

**4.2 Lexicalisation and predication**

The analysis of lexicalisation involves studying the denotations and connotations of lexical items. Such analysis is significant because "words convey the imprint of society and of value judgments in particular" (Richardson, 2007: 47). Since two or more expressions do not convey precisely the same meaning, or at least have different connotations, "vocabulary encodes ideology, systems of beliefs about the way the world is organised" (Fowler, 1987: 69). A classic example of the interrelation between lexicalisation and ideology is the use of 'freedom fighter' vs 'terrorist' (Kress, 1983) or in this study between the use of ‘martyr' vs ‘suicide'. Thus, naming is one of the lexicalisation strategies used in media discourse. It refers to how social actors are referred to which "can signal the type of relationship between the namer and the named" (Richardson, 2007:49).

Reisigl and Wodak (2001) explain that referential strategies establish an identification of ingroups and outgroups through membership categorisation devices. Fowler, Hodge, Kress, and Trew (1979: 200) state that "the different possibilities [of naming] signify different assessments by the speaker/writer of his or her relationship with the person referred to or spoken to, and of the formality or intimacy of the situation." As a result, the ingroup is often described in detail, while the outgroup is marginalised by providing little or no detail in their description. Members of the ingroup are also sometimes referred to using terms of politeness that "indexes a particular social status" (Blommaert, 2005: 11). For instance, President Ben Ali was described in detail about his achievement in developing Tunisia to become a prosperous
moderate country in the region. In contrast, there is almost no detail provided about the Tunisian opposition leaders who criticised Ben Ali's political policies.

My analysis also focuses on predicational strategies which "appear in stereotypical, evaluative attributions of positive or negative traits and implicit or explicit predicates" (Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 27). Reisigl and Wodak (2001: 55) identify specific forms through which predications are realised which include: forms of reference, attributes, predicates or predicative nouns/adjectives/ pronouns, collocations, and explicit comparisons, similes, metaphors and other rhetorical figures. Labelling implies categorisation based on ideological grounds and also involves a dichotomy between the ingroup and outgroups. Thus, describing different social actors negatively or positively gives insights into group affiliations. For instance, the Islamic preachers who encouraged the Egyptian protesters during the Friday prayers have been referred with the title ‘sheikh’. Hence, they acknowledged their religious and social status, which eventually authorised their voices. Relevant to the distinction between the ingroup and outgroup in terms of referential and predicational strategies is van Dijk's ‘ideological square’ which is based on positive self-presentation and negative other-presentation; thus, positive referential and predicational strategies are associated with Us, and negative ones are associated with Them (van Dijk, 1998).

4.3 Naming Strategy in the 2011 Tunisian Revolution

The analysis in Chapter Sixth, Seventh and Eighth will be more focus on the Arabic online news articles published by AJA and BBA during the most crucial time of the 2011 revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt. This crucial time is chosen because it is the time when most of the clashes and struggles happened between the ruling powers in Tunisia and Egypt and their antagonists. This crucial time also is the perfect time frame for analysing the different discourse strategies
utilised by the two online news outlets and tracking changes of discourse concerning the power struggles in Tunisia and Egypt during the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’. Therefore, the researcher identifies that the most crucial time during the 2011 TR is the early stage of the uprising when the people of Sidi Bouazid in a remote area of Tunisia went down to their street and voiced out their protest against the local authorities. This protest came as a result of Bouazizi ‘strange’ act of protest by putting fire on himself on 17th December 2010. Thus, in this section, the textual analysis will focus on the Arabic online news articles published by two online news outlets of AJA and BBA from 17th December 2010 until 28th January 2011. This time frame which constitutes the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 TR has been extended to add an extra of two weeks (fourteen days) after President Ben Ali left Tunisia on 14th January 2011. These ‘additional days’ are essential in order to give enough time to trace the discourse change. In other words, the time of crisis for the 2011 TR has been slightly expanded in order to track if the two online news outlets have changed their discourse strategies after the change of power took place in Tunisia after President Ben Ali flew the country and live in exile in Saudi Arabia.

Based on Fairclough's (1992) theoretical framework and the additional details provided by Reisigl and Wodak (2001), the textual analysis of AJA and BBA online news report during the time of crisis reveals many distinctive differences in utilising naming strategy. These differences revealed the ideology practised by the outlets, which also reflected by their choice of side during the Tunisian conflict. Thus, the following section will highlight the comparison between the naming strategy used by AJA and BBA in details.

1) Ben Ali vs the Antagonists

There are several political groups and non-political movements in Tunisia which are widely being reported by AJA and BBA during the 2011 TR. However, these groups and movements
can be divided into two main groups based on their position during the time of crisis in the TR (Ismail et al., 2018). The first group was led by Ben Ali and his political party of CDR, the ruling party of Tunisia during the uprising. In addition, CDR received great supports from other Tunisian legalised political parties such as Unionist Democratic Union (UDU) and Popular Unity Party (PUP). In contrast, the second group is dominated by Tunisian opposition (mostly banned political parties) namely Ennahda Movement, Progressive Democratic Party (PDP), Congress for the Republic (CPR), Ettakatol or Democratic Forum for Labour and Liberties (FDTL) and Tunisian Workers Party. This second group also consists of several non-political movements such as: Tunisian Labour Union, teacher's union, lawyer's union and many more. Beside these opposition parties and non-political movements, there are the protestors who consist of ordinary Tunisian participated in the mass protests against the government. In short, during the 2011 TR, the ‘first group' which consists of Ben Ali and his allies from the ruling party have faced severe challenges from the ‘second group' of pro-revolution. In other words, the 2011 TR had revealed the clash between two Tunisian main political forces, mainly when the Tunisian oppositions started to utilise the uprising to launch their attacks against Ben Ali and other CDR party leaders. Thus, AJA and BBA have chosen their side between these two forces which can be revealed from analysing the naming strategies used by both online news outlets.

AJA tends to highlight on the banned Tunisian oppositions by associating their party or movement names with the word ‘banned’ (Maḥzūra). In comparison, BBA was keened to highlight the ruling party of Tunisia CDR and other associated political parties which enjoy an excellent relationship with President Ben Ali. Thus, BBA always mentions CDR as ‘the ruling party’. Furthermore, if AJA associates Tunisian opposition names with the ‘banned' term, BBA, in contrast, associates Tunisian political parties closely link to Ben Ali
with ‘legalised’ (shar’iyya) و‘شرعية’ For example, AJA reported about the CPR party and labelled it as the ‘banned party’:

وكان حزب المؤتمر من أجل الجمهورية المعارض – وهو حزب محظور قد دعا إلى إضراب وطني (The pro-Republican Congress Party for the Republic has called for a national strike) 20/12/2010

Similarly, when reporting about the Ennahda Movement, AJA stated the party as ‘banned party’. For instance, AJA report dated 20th December 2010:

Ennahda also warned of the repercussions of the events

Tunisian Workers Party also being labelled as the ‘banned party’:

من جهته أدان حزب العمال الشيوعي التونسي المحظور بدوره The outlawed Tunisian Communist Workers’ Party, in turn, condemned the ban

In contrast, Tunisian legalised oppositions have been labelled as ‘close to the authority’ to indicate that the parties were working closely with CDR party the then ruling party of Tunisia. Hence, these opposition parties were allowed to politically active in Tunisia, while other opposition parties which constantly criticise Ben Ali and his government have been barred. AJA, for example, described Unionist Democratic Union party (UDU) as:

اعتبر حزب الاتحاد الديمقراطي الوحدوي (مقرب من السلطة) Considered the Unionist Democratic Union Party (close to power) 20/12/2010

BBA, on the other hand, labelled these opposition parties which enjoy special privilege because of their cooperation with the Tunisian government as the ‘legalised party’. BBA reported, for example:

وانتقد الحزب الاجتماعي الليبرالي من المعارضة الشرعية والذي يمثله ثمانية نواب في البرلمان He criticized the Liberal Social Party of the legitimate opposition, which is represented by eight deputies in parliament. 26/12/2010

In another report, the ‘legalised’ Tunisian oppositions have been mentioned in BBA’s online news report with a description on them:

وكذلك انتقدت أحزاب معارضة شرعية أخرى ليست ممثلة في البرلمان Other opposition parties which do not representator in parliament also criticised. 26/12/2010
The difference in labelling these two opposing groups of the ‘legalised' and the ‘banned' during the 2011 TR indicates the struggles between the two opposing groups for power to achieve hegemony. Ben Ali, his allies from CDR party and other associated parties, including the ‘legalised oppositions' were the dominant power in Tunisia for almost 23 years. In the 2011 TR, the ‘banned' oppositions have managed to gain their strange in order to challenge the hegemony of Ben Ali. From the naming strategy used by two online news outlets, it is found that AJA selects to be with the ‘banned' opposition groups by highlighting the term of ‘banned' when mentioning about the Tunisian oppositions. AJA not only tried to show their sympathy to these Tunisian oppositions but also to highlight the political restrictions in Tunisia under the rule of President Ben Ali (Ismail et al., 2018). Hence, the Tunisian oppositions were not allowed to practise their political rights. In contrast, BBA focuses on the ruling party and ‘legalised' Tunisian oppositions to emphasise that these are the recognised political groups in Tunisia, while others are considered as outlaws. Thus, revealed that BBA has opted to be with the Tunisian government's side, while AJA selected to support the Tunisian antagonists.

2) Mohamed Bouazizi vs Unemployed young man

Mohamed Bouazizi was a Tunisian street vendor and considered as a vital name during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution (TR). On 17th December 2010, he put fire on himself to show his protest against the restrictions forced on him by the Sidi Bouzid local authorities. His action has inspired many Tunisian, particularly other unemployed young men and university graduates, to show their protest on the issues of unemployment. Although Mohamed Bouazizi is considered as among the critical figure during the 2011 TR and his act of protest has inspired others to start the TR, AJA and BBA have different strategies in referring and labelling Mohamed Bouazizi himself and his action on 17th December 2010. Hence, these differences
signal different assessments by the outlets' journalist of his relationship with the person referred to in the news texts. Moreover, it indicates the formality or intimacy of the situation.

Looking at the Arabic online news texts from AJA and BBA published during the time of crisis (from 17th December 2010 until 28th January 2011) revealed the differences between AJA and BBA in referring to Mohamed Bouazizi and naming him. Since the very beginning of Tunisian uprising, AJA referred to Bouazizi by his full name “Mohamed Bouazizi” when reporting about his injury caused by his protest on his local authorities after been restricted from his selling his goods. For instance, AJA reported on 20th December 2010:

Protests broke out last Friday after a young man, Mohamed Bouazizi, 26, set himself on fire in front of the city's governorate headquarters in protest of being beaten

This news extract indicates that AJA providing detail information on Bouazizi by mentioning his name in full and his age. Similarly, in another news report, Bouazizi is being referred with his name.

Ultimately, when Bouazizi died on 4th January 2011, AJA immediately proclaimed him as the inspiration of the widespread protest and anger in Tunisia which lead to the 2011 TR.

Instead of referring to Bouazizi by his name, BBA, in contrast, preferred to label him with his status ‘Tunisian graduate’ or his job ‘street vendor’. Sometimes, Bouazizi being referred anonymously by BBA as ‘a young man’. For instance, BBA stated in the online news report dated 24th December 2010:

وتشهد ولاية سيدي بوزيد اضطرابات اجتماعية منذ 19 ديسمبر/ كانون الأول إثر محاولة اقتحام أقدم عليها جامعي تونسي
Bouazizi in this news report only referred to as a ‘Tunisian graduate’, without mentioning any other additional information to refer to Bouazizi himself specifically. In another news report, Bouazizi was referred by his job (part-time job) as a street vendor.

Besides, BBA also labelled Bouazizi as an unemployed Tunisian university graduate. For instance, news report dated 26/12/2010:

These news extracts strongly indicate that BBA does not pay much attention to Bouazizi and undermine his action of protest by merely referring to him anonymously without precisely referring to Bouazizi himself. Hence, BBA considered Bouazizi as unimportant, and his incident was a remote case took placed in the remote area of Tunisia which does not deserve much attention in their online news reports. This is to say, BBA has side-lined the protest made by Bouazizi, hence refused to provide many details on the incident although it was a significant event which marked the beginning of the 2011 TR. As a result, BBA on 24/12/2010 reported that the incident in Sidi Bouazid is a ‘remote case' and does not deserve much media attention.
Once again on 27/12/2010, BBA once again tries to dismiss the importance of protests in Sidi Bouazid and try to accuse the antagonists, particularly the Tunisian oppositions for exploiting the incident for their benefits.

(Tunisia last week reduced the clashes of Sidi Bouzid and accused its political opponents of exploiting the incident for political purposes and excitement.)

By refusing to provide details on Bouazizi indicated that BBA was treating Bouazizi as a member of the ‘out-group' which deserved to be marginalized in the online news report. Furthermore, by referring to Bouazizi with his social status, mainly using the label of ‘unemployed Tunisian graduate' signalled that the outlet does not treat him with respect. Hence, revealed that BBA was considered Bouazizi as the ‘out-group'. BBA only started referring to Bouazizi by his name on 29/12/2010 after President Ben Ali visited him at the hospital.

However, BBA preferred to mention only his surname (Bouazizi), rather than stating his name in full, as being done by AJA. For instance, BBA reported on 5th January 2011 immediately after Bouazizi pass away:

(AJA on the other hand, since 17th December 2010, utilised Bouazizi and his act of protest by referring to him specifically with his full name (name and surname). This indicated the outlet's interest in him by portraying him as a prominent figure which catalyst the protests during 2011 TR. By referring to Bouazizi with his full name and providing details on him indicated that AJA was treating Bouazizi with respect and considered him as the member of ‘in-group'. Thus, the outlet acknowledges the importance of his act of protest by burning himself, which ignite the wave of mass protest in Tunisia.
Comparing between the outlets' strategy in referring to Bouazizi with the official Tunisian government reports as stated by the Tunisian government-owned television channel *Tunisie*\(^{13}\) and the Tunisian Ministry of Interior\(^{14}\) revealed that BBA's strategy mirrors the official government report (www.tap.info.tn). During the early stage of protest in Sidi Bouazid, the Tunisian official provided very few details of the event, including the detail on Bouazizi\(^{15}\). The name Bouazizi only emerged when the government media (including *Tunisie7*) reported on Ben Ali visiting Bouazizi in hospital on 28\(^{th}\) December 2010 (Gana, 2013). Thus, BBA strategy in referring to Bouazizi without his proper name during the early stage of the protest is similar to the Tunisian government report.

### 3) Protest vs Suicide

Both online news outlets not only differ in term of referring to Bouazizi himself, but they are also different in naming his ‘strange’ action on 17\(^{th}\) December 2010 which not only caused a lot of media attention on him but also caused his death. A protest by setting self on fire is rare not only in Tunisia but also in the whole Arab region in the Middle East and Northern Africa dominated by Muslims (Ismail *et al*., 2018). Islamic teaching prohibits suicide or self-immolation. By intentionally putting fire on oneself, it can be considered as suicide, and the latter is a great sin in Islam. Thus, AJA carefully labelled Bouazizi action on 17\(^{th}\) December 2010 as a ‘protest’ (iʿḥtijāj) of the local authority after being prohibited from his business activities. In contrary, BBA labelled Bouazizi action as a ‘suicide’ (iʿntiḥār) which leads to his death.

AJA from the early stage of the 2011 TR has consistently named Bouazizi's action as a ‘protest’. For instance, AJA reported:

---

\(^{13}\) The channel changed its name to ‘Watania1’ in 2011 as the result of the Revolution (www.watania1.tn).

\(^{14}\) Please look for instance the Tunisian Government statement at (http://opendata.interiur.gov.tn/2011)

\(^{15}\) *Tunisie7* provided only short news of the event during the 8p.m newscast.
Mohamed Bouazizi, 26, burned himself in front of the city's governorate headquarters in protest of being beaten 20/12/2010

AJA in this news extract labelled Bouazizi's action by putting fire on himself as a 'protest'. Similarly, in another online news report, AJA once again named Bouazizi's action as a 'protest' after being assaulted by the authority.

He is currently in a Tunis hospital for treatment following a burning attempt to set himself on fire in protest against being beaten. 29/12/2010

In contrast, BBA from the early stage of the uprising has termed Bouazizi’s action as a ‘suicide’. For example:

The governorate of Sidi Bouzid has been plagued by social unrest since December 19 following a suicide attempt by Tunisian universities 24/12/2010

BBA in this news extract has labelled Bouazizi's act as trying to commit suicide. In another news report, BBA also mentioned that Bouazizi was trying to commit suicide.

The province of Sidi Bouzid has been plagued by social unrest since December 19, two days after a street vendor attempted suicide. 26/12/2010

Ultimately, after he died on 4th January 2011, BBA directly mentioned that Bouazizi had committed suicide. BBA reported, for instance:

The number of victims of the unrest, which erupted on December 17 after a young man's suicide, rose “dramatically” 11/1/2011

It is noticed from this news extract, after the death of Bouazizi, BBA no longer named Bouazizi's action as ‘trying to commit a suicide’ but the outlet has directly named his action as a ‘suicide’. This was different from AJA's approach, which strategically highlighted Bouazizi's
action as the inspiration for the wave of protest in Tunisia immediately after his death. AJA once reported in detail on Bouazizi's action, which caused the wave of mass protest:

 wieder der junge Mann, Mohamed Bouazizi, 26, gossen Petroleum auf sich und setzte sich vor dem Sidi Bouzid-Gouverneurhaus in Brand. Die Auseinandersetzung fragte eine Welle von Protesten.

Again, the use of term 'suicide' by BBA in referring to Bouazizi's action matched the Tunisian government report of the incident. Tunisie7 the television channel owned by the government, for instance, used the same wording of suicide in portraying Bouazizi's action which caused his life (www.watania1tn). The same wording also can be traced in the Tunisian government statements released by the Interior Minister of Tunisia (http://opendata.interiur.gov.tn/2011). By labelling to Bouazizi action on 17th December 2010 as a ‘protest’, AJA focused on the aim of his action which is to show his protest and dismissed about the details which may indicate negative connotation (setting self with fire) of his actions in showing his dissatisfaction against the local authority. On the other hand, BBA opted to highlight Bouazizi action by causing his death after setting fire on himself and did not pay much attention to the reason and aim of his ‘strange' action (according to the local culture). Furthermore, the use of ‘protest' by AJA in referring to Bouazizi's action was aimed to defend by reasoning his brutal and strange action.

Thus, AJA selected to be with Bouazizi's side by defending his action against the local authority as Bouazizi has suffered too much and he does not have any other way to show his anger except setting fire on himself. BBA, in contrast, opted to be with the local authority side by naming Bouazizi act as ‘suicide'. By framing Bouazizi's act as suicide, BBA not only portrays the ‘strange' action as wrong but also unacceptable among the Arab and Muslim communities. Also, the word ‘suicide' not only carry a huge negative connotation as it is clearly against the Islamic teaching and Arab culture but also indicates Bouazizi's action on 17th December 2010 was useless and worthless. Thus, by naming Bouazizi action as a ‘protest' and
provide details on the reasons for his action, which sacrificed his life, AJA has treated Bouazizi as the ‘in-group’ while BBA has considered Bouazizi as the ‘out-group’ by not only dismissing the importance of his action in causing the wave of mass protest in Tunisia but also by promoting a negative connotation of his action.

4) The protest, Demonstration vs Chaos, Clashes, vandalism and Violent

No doubt that both Arabic online news outlets of AJA and BBA have widely reported on the 2011 TR particularly during the time of crisis from 17th December 2010 until 28th January 2011, which is the focus of my analysis. However, each online news outlet has its strategy in reporting the events. AJA named Tunisian mass gathering in various cities of Tunisia during the 2011 TR at least during the early stage of the 2011 TR as ‘demonstrations’ مظاهرات and ‘protests’ احتجاجات. In comparison, BBA prefers to label the same events during 2011 TR with ‘chaos’ فوضى, ‘clashes’ مصادرات, ‘vandalism’ أعمال الشغب and ‘violent’ عنف.

By labelling the event with ‘demonstrations’ and ‘protests’, AJA opted to soft-toned the events with more positive names. This reflects AJA supports for the Tunisian people for having their right to voice out their opinions through peaceful demonstrations and protests. Moreover, AJA also named the events as ‘people protest’ احتجاجات شعبية and ‘society/community protests’ احتجاجات اجتماعية to show that the events were originated and participated by the people of Tunisia themselves. Completely differs from AJA, BBA since the beginning of mass protests in Tunisia used more negative terms to label the mass gathering of Tunisian to show their anger during the 2011 TR by utilising terms such as ‘chaos’ فوضى, ‘clashes’ مصادمات, ‘turmoil’ اضطرابات, ‘vandalism’ أعمال الشغب, ‘fights’ اشتباكات and ‘violent’ العنف. If AJA used the term of ‘society protests' to indicate that the people of Tunisia participated the protest, BBA,
in contrast, used the term ‘society turmoil’ which indicated that the society has suffered from disorders and disturbances caused by the mass protests and demonstrations.

AJA, for instance, positively portrayed the protests in Tunisia as ‘popular movement’:

"(Demonstrations supporting popular movements in Sidi Bouzid entered its eleventh day)"
28/12/2010

Similarly, the outlet labelled the demonstrations as ‘protests’ which have reached many Tunisian cities. The outlet reported in 28/12/2010:

"(There were also demonstrations in the cities of Kasserine in the central region of Tunisia.)"

Furthermore, the demonstrations have been described positively by AJA using the predicate of ‘peaceful’. Hence labelled the uprising event in Tunisia as ‘peaceful demonstrations’. AJA reported, for example:

"(Opposition politicians have warned against the dangers of resorting to force to suppress peaceful demonstrations) 28/12/2010"

Besides, AJA also termed the uprising in Tunisia as ‘popular protests' and ‘society/community protests’. AJA reported:

"(The incident triggered a wave of social protests in several parts of the country.) 9/1/2011"

In another news extract, AJA named the protests as ‘popular protests’:

"(Immediately begin a thorough and impartial investigation into the deaths and injuries that occurred during the popular protests) 7/1/2011"

In the opposite direction, BBA has opted to highlight the negative side of the uprising events by focusing on the adverse impact of the mass protests. Hence, BBA was keen to describe the event as ‘violent' and ‘chaos'. For instance:

"("Irresponsible parties" resort to violence and chaos) 26/12/2010"
BBA opted to highlight the casualties among the protestors and the police, who have been wounded and killed. Hence, named the protests as ‘clashes’ and ‘fights’:

(Killed and wounded in clashes between protesters and police in Tunisia) 24/12/2010

With the sharp increase in the number of casualties during the protests, BBA named the protests as ‘violent clashes’ as being reported by the outlet two days later (on 26th December 2010)

(Violent clashes resumed Saturday night in Sidi Bouzid province) 26/12/2010

In contrast to AJA, which named the protests as ‘society protests', BBA selected to name the protests as ‘social unrest'.

(Sidi Bouzid's state has been plagued by social unrest since 19 December) 24/12/2010

Besides, BBA named the protests as ‘riots' and highlighted that Tunisia was free any riot until the uprising started in Tunisia. BBA, for example, mentioned in the online news report:

(Riots are rare in Tunisia) 27/12/2010

It is worth to note that after almost three weeks of peaceful demonstration and protests, it is noticed that AJA has started to use the term ‘violent clash' when the peaceful protests have turn into violent, and many people have been killed. Thus, on 7th January 2011, AJA used the term ‘violent clashes' to indicate that the peaceful protest has turned ugly.

(That violent confrontations took place last night and continue until now.)

Furthermore, on 9th January 2011, AJA once again used the term ‘violent clashes' in its online news report:

اندلعت مواجهات عنيفة بين قوات الأمن التونسي ومنتظهرين بولاية القصرين
(Violent clashes broke out between Tunisian security forces and demonstrators in Kasserine state)

Ultimately on 14th February 2011, AJA used another the term which is ‘turmoil' to portray that the protest has turned into the worst.

(At the same time, he called for a ceasefire on the protesters in an attempt to stop the unrest in Tunisia a month ago.)

It is also found that based on the statically evident, AJA utilised positive names more frequently to name the protest events compared to BBA. The following table lists the frequency of the positive names which have been used by the outlets to label the protests in Tunisia:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Frequency in AJA</th>
<th>Frequency in BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful protests</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular protests</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society protests</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: The Frequency of Positive Names Associated with the Protests

The table shows that AJA has utilised positive labels to name the protests such as ‘peaceful protests' and society protests' while BBA avoided using the same labels. Also, the name ‘popular protests' was used more frequently in AJA compared to BBA. In contrast, BBA utilised negative names more frequently to name the protest events compared to AJA. The following table (Table 6.2) lists the frequency of the negative labels which have been used by the outlets to label the protests in Tunisia:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Frequency in AJA</th>
<th>Frequency in BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clashes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaos</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmoil</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fights</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: The Frequency of Negative Names Associated with the Protests
Hence, the table indicates that BBA has used negative names such as ‘turmoil’, ‘violent’ and ‘fights' and their derivatives more frequently compared to AJA. It is also revealed that the label of ‘turmoil’ was the most common name used to term the protests followed by ‘violent’.

All in all, by utilising positive names to label the protests in Tunisia, indicated that AJA has showed support to the Tunisian antagonists and considered them as the ‘in-group’. Hence, the outlet has provided positive names and labels to promote positive connotations on the protests and the protestors. BBA, on the other hand, opted to highlight the dark side of the protests, which caused many unrest situations in Tunisia. Thus, BBA frequently used negative names to label the protests, which revealed that the outlet has considered the Tunisian antagonists as the ‘out-group'. Hence negatively described in the online news reports.

5) Protestors, Demonstrators vs Troublemakers, Attackers and Anger Youths

Once again AJA shows its supports to the people of Tunisia who come down to the street showing their protests during the 2011 TR by purposely labelling them as ‘protestors’ muḥtajjūn ﻣﺤﺘﺠﻮن and ‘demonstrators’ mutazahirūn ﻣﺘﻈﺎھﺮون. By using these labels, AJA has recognised the right for the people of Tunisia in expressing their voice through the peaceful gathering. Furthermore, AJA wanted to highlight that these group of people who participated in the mass rally, were merely involved in showing their protests and critics towards the authorities. In contrast to AJA, BBA opted to be with the Tunisian authorities and negatively labelled the group of people who involved in the mass gathering during the 2011 TR as ‘troublemakers’ muthīrū al-shaghāb ﻣﺜﯿﺮو اﻟﺸﻐﺐ, ‘attackers’ muḥājimūn ﻣﮭﺎﺟﻤﻮن, ‘angry youth’ shabāb ghaẓibīn ﺷﺒﺎب ﻏﺎﺿﺒﯿﻦ. It is also found that based on the statistic evident, AJA utilised positive names more frequently to name the protestors compared to BBA. The following table lists the frequency of the positive names which have been used by the outlets to label the protestors in Tunisia:
The table shows that AJA has utilised more frequent positive labels to name the protestors compared to BBA. Hence, the word ‘protestors’ and ‘demonstrators’ and their derivatives occurred in AJA news reports almost double compared to BBA. In contrast, BBA utilised negative names more frequently to name the protestors compared to AJA. The following table lists the frequency of the negative labels which have been used to label the Tunisian protestors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Frequency in AJA</th>
<th>Frequency in BBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>troublemakers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attackers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angry youth</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: The Frequency of Negative Names Associated with the Protestors

Hence, the table indicates that BBA has used the label ‘angry youth' more frequently compared to AJA in naming the Tunisian's protestors. It is also revealed that the label of ‘troublemakers' was the most common negative name used by BBA to term the protests followed by ‘attackers’. While AJA has avoided using these two names to label the protestors. Hence, AJA positively named the protestors as ‘youth protestors' as mentioned in the online news report dated 20th December 2010:

(Sporadic clashes in the city on Sunday saw sporadic clashes between young protesters and security forces) 20/12/2010

In another news report dated 28th December 2010, AJA named the protestors as ‘demonstrators’:

(Demonstrators demanded opportunities for development and the guarantee of the right to work)

In contrast, BBA labelled the protestors as ‘troublemakers':
On Sunday, two rioters were killed in Kasserine, and three others were wounded.

9/1/2011

In another news report, the protestors were labelled as ‘anger youth’:

Violent clashes were reported Saturday night and continued Sunday between security forces and hundreds of angry youths.

19/12/2010

The protestors also being named as ‘attackers' who started to attack the security personnel who forced to defend on themselves.

"After seeking to deter the attackers, the security guards were forced to resort to weapons as part of legitimate self-defence," the statement said.

24/12/2010.

This is to say; BBA utilised the negative side of the uprising events to make a negative generalisation not only on the people who participated in the demonstrations but also on the series of peaceful demonstration events during the 2011 TR itself. By focusing on the negative side of Tunisian uprising events, BBA has distracted from reporting the primary purpose of holding the demonstrations or the reasons for doing it. In addition, BBA was focusing on the destruction, and chaos resulted from the demonstrations rather than demonstrators demands to portray the protest and the protesters negatively at least during the early days of 2011 TR. AJA, on the other hand, detailly reported on the demonstrations by focusing on the demands of protestors, especially for the issues of unemployment among the youth and the resignation of Ben Ali later on. Thus, AJA was focusing on their online news reports on the reasons for the people of Tunisia went out to the street and voice out their dissatisfaction towards the government. Hence, once again revealed that AJA had treated the protestors as the ‘in-group' by not only using positive names to label them but also provided details on their actions and listed all their demands. On the other hand, BBA considered the protestors as the ‘out-group'
thus labelled them with negative names and highlighted the wrongdoings practised by several protestors during the mass protests. Hence, it promotes negative connotations on the protestors.

4.4 Naming Strategies for the Egyptian Revolution

The most crucial time during the 2011 ER was the early stage of the uprising when the people of Egypt started to march on their streets and voice their protest against President Mubarak and his government. Thus, this section will examine the Arabic online news articles published by two online news outlets of AJA and BBA from 11th January 2011 until 25th February 2011 this time frame which constitutes the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 ER has been extended to add an extra fourteen days after Mubarak resignation on 11th February 2011 and fourteen another days before the mass gathering started in Tahrir Square the capital city of Egypt. This extension of the time frame is essential in order to give enough time to trace the discourse change. This means that the time of crisis for the 2011 ER has been slightly expanded in order to track if the two online news outlets have changed their discourse strategy after the change of power took place in Egypt after the resignation of Mubarak. The extra two weeks before the start of first mass gathering at Tahrir Square has also been added to the ‘time of crisis' of the 2011 ER to provide better coverage of the Egyptian Revolution which was influenced by the change of power in the 2011 TR.

It is observed that the ‘time of crisis’ for the 2011 ER started almost immediately after the 2011 TR reached its peaks when president Ben Ali of Tunisia fled to Saudi Arabia on 14th January 2011. No doubt that the success of 2011 TR in bringing down president Ben Ali from his power after ruling Tunisia for almost 23 years has inspired Egyptian to start their uprising against president Mubarak who was in charge of ruling Egypt for almost 30 years. Thus, it is no surprise for the online news outlets of AJA and BBA to make some changes in their
reporting strategies for the events in 2011 ER based on the result from the 2011 TR. BBA, in particular, has slightly changed their naming strategy to slightly become more neutral without showing any apparent bias in taking side with either one of the two large opposing groups in the vast power clash during the 2011 ER. As a result, the Arabic online news produced by AJA and BBA during the time of crisis for the 2011 ER showed many similarities in the naming strategies utilised by both Arabic online news outlets. The details on these similarities between AJA and BBA are as follow:

**The Clash of Two Powers.**

The social actors during the time of crisis for 2011 ER can be divided into two large opposing groups. The first group consisted of Mubarak and his allies. Mubarak's main allies namely are his cabinet members, his family particularly his wife, his two sons Alaa and Gamal and the NDP party. The NDP party is the largest political party in Egypt during the time of crisis and hold the power of governing Egypt from 1981 until 2011. Although protests and demonstrations are quite often in Egypt before the 2011 ER, particularly during the 2010 Egyptian Parliament Election, Mubarak and his allies faced a considerable challenge which something unseen before from his antagonists during the ‘time of crisis'. These group of antagonists during the ‘time of crisis' for ER mainly consists of Egyptian who marched against Mubarak during the uprising, the Egyptian oppositions particularly the largest Egyptian opposition group Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and its political wings of Liberal and Justice Party, various Egyptian political and non-political movements which loudly criticise Mubarak and NDP such as National Council for Change, Kifayah Movement, The 6th April Movement and the 6th April Youth Movement, We are Khalid Said Movement, human rights, law and social activists and many more.
In a nutshell, during the time of crisis in Egypt, Mubarak and his allies faced severe challenges over their dominant power from the Egyptians who showed their protests and asked Mubarak to step down. Concerning this, the reference strategy (naming strategy) utilised by both online news outlets of AJA and BBA can be critical analyses to reveal the stand of each news outlets during the time of crisis in Egyptian Revolution. Thus, the Arabic online news articles published by AJA and BBA related to the uprising events in Egypt can be examined to identify the position of each online news outlets during the crisis whether they are supporting Mubarak or choose to be with the Egyptian antagonists against Mubarak or taking a neutral stand. 

Slightly different from the naming strategies utilised by both online news outlets in their news coverage of the 2011 TR, the online news reports on the 2011 ER by AJA and BBA shared at least two common features in labelling the details of the event. Hence, revealed similar naming strategy used by the online news outlets. These two features are: First, naming the protestors and the protests. Secondly, labelling the critical figures of the revolution.

**Naming the Protests and Demonstrations in Egypt**

From the Arabic online news articles published by AJA and BBA during the time of crisis, it is found that AJA and BBA named the mass gathering participated by the Egyptian in Cairo and other Egyptian towns as such as Alexandria, Tanta and Damanhur as ‘protests’ ihtijājāt احتجاجات and ‘demonstrations’ muzāharāt مظاهرات. AJA, for instance, reported: 

"**تعم المظاهرات والاحتجاجات جميع أنحاء مصر**"  
("Demonstrations and protests pervade all over Egypt) 28/1/2011

AJA named the protests as ‘protests’ and ‘demonstrations’. Similarly, the term ‘demonstration’ has been used to name the event in another news report:

"**نجح التدخل الأمني في إجهاض العديد من المظاهرات بمحافظة الإسكندرية**"
(The security intervention succeeded in thwarting many demonstrations in Alexandria Governorate) 26/1/2011

On the same approach, BBA also opted to use the same terms. For instance, BBA reported that the ‘protests’ and ‘demonstrations’ have continued after the Friday prayer:

(Protests continued in many Egyptian cities after Friday prayers) 28/1/2011

Similarly, both ‘protests’ and demonstrations’ have been used in BBA’s news report dated 29th January 2011:

It is also found that BBA has already used the name ‘protests' to label the mass protests since the first day of the 2011 ER. This can be found in the online news report on the first mass protests in Egypt dated 25th January 2011:

The similarity between the two outlets continues as both AJA and BBA labelled the people who participated in that mass gathering during the Egyptian Revolution as the ‘protestors’ and the ‘demonstrators’. For instance, AJA reported:

BBA also named the Egyptian protestors as ‘protestors' and ‘demonstrators'. BBA, for example, mentioned:
(Police responded to the demonstrators with tear gas canisters) 1/2/2011

In another news report by BBA, the name ‘protestors’ has been used:

(Protesters have since continued their massive demonstrations daily) 1/2/2011

It is noticed that BBA has changed their naming strategy in their online news reports for the events during the time of crisis in Egypt to become not much different from AJA by labeling the mass gathering as ‘protests' and ‘demonstrations' rather than ‘turmoil', ‘chaos', ‘riots' and ‘clashes' as BBA did in their news reports of the Tunisian Revolution. BBA shared with AJA in naming the antagonists which gathered to show their protests against Mubarak as the ‘protestors' and the ‘demonstrators', rather than labelling them as ‘troublemakers', ‘anger youth' and ‘attackers' which have been used by BBA in labelling the demonstrators in the 2011 TR news coverage.

Labelling the Key Social Actors of the 2011 ER

Furthermore, BBA utilised the same naming strategy with AJA in referring to key figures from both sides of two opposing groups during the 2011 ER. This is significantly different from both news outlets naming strategy found during the TR. AJA was keener in highlighting their sympathy and support towards the Tunisian opposition banned groups, whereas BBA opted to show their support towards the Tunisian ruling and legitimised groups. In the 2011 ER, both AJA and BBA choose to use a neutral approach to refer to the members of two opposing groups by not using any distinctive label to differentiate any of these two groups further. For instance, both outlets were using the same label to refer to Mubarak as the ‘Egyptian President' and mentioned his name as ‘Hosni Mubarak'. AJA reported:

ٍتعهد الرئيس المصري حسني مبارك بتكلف حكومة جديدة اليوم
BBA also reported in the same date:

An منصب رئيس الجمهورية شاغر منذ تولي الرئيس المصري حسني مبارك الحكم.
(The post of President of the Republic has been vacant since Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak took office) 29/1/2011

For instance, both outlets were using the same label to refer to Omer Suleiman, the then Vice President of Egypt. AJA, for instance, reported on the formation of the representative of Egyptian opposition to meet with Suleiman:

وشكلوا وفدًا ل مقابلة عمر سليمان نائب الرئيس.
(They formed a delegation to meet Vice President Omar Suleiman) 4/2/11

The same title of Suleiman position (the Vice President) has also being used by BBA. For example:

أعلن نائب رئيس الجمهورية المصري عمر سليمان.
(Egyptian Vice President Omar Suleiman announced) 4/2/2011

The same approach also being applied in referring to other Mubarak’s cabinet members. For instance, his Defend Minister Hussein Tantawi. AJA once reported:

بعث الرئيس المصري حسني مبارك وزير دفاعه محمد حسين طنطاوي إلى واشنطن.
(Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak has sent his defence minister, Mohamed Hussein Tantawi, to Washington) 28/1/2011

BBA also addressed the then Egyptian Defend Minister with the same title of his position in Mubarak’s government.

واحتفظ عدد من الوزراء بمناصبهم وهم وزراء الدفاع محمد حسين طنطاوى.
(Several ministers have retained their posts, likes Defense Minister Mohamed Hussein Tantawi) 1/2/2011

The same also applied in referring to the critical figures in the antagonist's group. For instance, ElBaradei has been referred to as ‘the Egyptian Opposition' by AJA and BBA. AJA, for example, reported:

يرى المعارض المصري والمدير العام السابق للهيئة الدولية للطاقة الذرية محمد البرادعي.
(The Egyptian opposition and former Director-General of the International Atomic Energy Agency Mohamed ElBaradei sees) 25/1/2011
BBA also refer to him with the same information by describing him as the Egyptian Opposition and former Director of IAEA.

Egyptian opposition leader Mohamed ElBaradei and the former director-general of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) said in press statements," he said) 29/1/2011

However, BBA and AJA have utilised slightly different naming strategy when it comes to labelling the Islamic groups in Egypt. BBA seems to limit the use of predicate 'banned' to label the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) only as can be seen in the online news reports on 2nd February 2011

Six opposition groups and representatives of the banned Muslim Brotherhood movement took part in the talks

Another example from the online news text can be found in the article dated 6th February 2011:

The opposition group, the banned Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, has announced its acceptance of dialogue with the government

In comparison, AJA does not highlight the 'banned' on MB as been found in the online news report on the same date as BBA (6th February 2011)

The Muslim Brotherhood renewed its commitment

In another example dated 4th February 2011, the label of ‘banned’ has not been applied to MB. AJA reported:

That the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood Abdel Moneim Abul Fotouh

The differences between AJA and BBA in naming the so-called the ‘Islamist groups' further expand at least during the early stage of uprising. This is the time when AJA pays more attention compared to BBA in naming the Islamic scholars and preachers who have a huge influence in motivating the protestors. Thus, AJA always uses the title ‘sheikh' al-Shaykh
before mentioning the name of Islamic scholars or preachers such as El-Qardawi, Mohamed Jibrail, El-Himlawi and Muzhir Syahin as can be seen from these examples:

أكد الشيخ جبريل أن المتظاهرين سيقرون في ميدان التحرير (Sheikh Jibril confirmed that the demonstrators would remain in Tahrir Square) 25/2/2011

دعاء رئيس الاتحاد العالمي لعلماء المسلمين الشيخ يوسف القرضاوي (The President of the World Federation of Muslim Scholars called Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi) 29/1/2011

ودعا خطيب الجمعة في ميدان التحرير الشيخ مزهر شاهين المتظاهرين إلى الصبر (Friday's preacher in Tahrir Square, Sheikh Mezher Shahin, called on the demonstrators to be patient) 4/2/2011

In contrast, BBA not always uses the same title to refer to these scholars and preachers. For instance, BBA in the news report dated 19th February 2011, does not use the title ‘sheikh’ when referring to El-Qardawi:

لم يعبر كثيرون عن قلقهم علينا من حضور القرضاوي شخصيا (Many have not publicly expressed concern about Qaradawi’s personal presence)

The title of ‘sheikh' according to Modern Arabic Dictionary refers to the honorific title in Arabic language (Omar, 2008). The term means a man of vast power and nobility, and it is used strictly for the royal families of the Middle East, particularly in the Arabian Gulf countries.

The title can be used religiously by Muslims to designate a learned person, as an Arabic word it is mostly independent of religion. BBA, on the other hand, only uses the title ‘sheikh' to refer to Sheikh of El-Azhar who holds the highest position in El-Azhar university. For example, BBA reported:

كما أصدر شيخ الأزهر بيانا دعاه إلى وقف إرادة الدماء. (He also issued a statement calling for an end to the bloodshed) 29/1/2011

In another online news report, BBA also used the title of ‘sheikh’ to refer to Sheikh of El-Azhar:

قد حمل شيخ الأزهر أحمد الطيب الشرطة والجيش مسؤولية (Al-Azhar Sheikh Ahmed al-Tayyib has blamed the police and the army for responsibility) 25/2/2011

Similarly, AJA also utilised the same title to address him. For example, AJA reported:
El-Azhar is a well-known Islamic institution not only in Egypt but also in the Islamic world. It is worth to note that the Mubarak government has recognised the position of Sheikh of El-Azhar. Thus, BBA only uses the ‘sheikh' title to refer to someone that has been recognised by the Egyptian government. AJA on the other hand, not only limit the title to the Head of El-Azhar but also extend the used of this title to Islamic scholars from the antagonists' group who preached Egyptian to rise against Mubarak. Hence, revealed that, although BBA shared similarities with AJA in naming and labelling the critical figures of the 2011 ER, AJA tends to show apparent support toward the so-called the Egyptian ‘Islamist groups' compared to BBA. Meanwhile, BBA opted to exclude these ‘Islamist groups' which have a good relationship with MB. Thus, the outlet only focuses on the groups recognised by the Egyptian authority. Therefore, revealed that BBA was reluctant to include these ‘Islamist groups', their scholars and MB in the outlet ‘in-group'. AJA, on the other hand, not only provided details on these groups but also acknowledged their essential rules in the Egyptian's uprising. Hence, indicated that AJA was treating these ‘Islamists groups' as the ‘in-group'.

Despite these similarities between AJA and BBA in the naming strategy for the mass gathering, the people who participated in the protests and the label used to describe the two clashed groups the Egyptian authorities and the antagonist, the two online news outlets have many differences in utilising the strategy which indicated the different in ideology for each of online news outlets. Hence, revealed that each of online news outlets had taken their side between the two clash groups during the 2011 ER. My discussion on the differences in naming strategy utilised by AJA and BBA are as follow:
1) Revolution vs Protest

Although both AJA and BBA named the mass gathering in many Egyptian towns during the time of crisis as ‘protests' and ‘demonstrations', AJA went another step further by labelling the events as the ‘revolution’ al-Thaura since the beginning of the mass protests in Egypt on 25th January 2011. BBA, on the other hand, was reluctant to name the event as ‘revolution' and preserved to label it as ‘protests'. Thus, the term ‘revolution' occurred in AJA corpus data for the time of crisis 434 times compared to only 199 times in BBA. The evidence on this can be seen from the following examples:

وﻻ يعلم على وجه التحديد إلى أيّن ستفضي الثورة الشعبية في مصر
(He does not know exactly where the popular revolution in Egypt will lead) 28/1/2011

وأشارت إلى أن البرادعي يعتبر أحد قادة الثورة الشعبية المائدة في مصر
(She pointed out that ElBaradei is considered one of the leaders of the inflammatory popular revolution in Egypt) 2/2/2011

وهم يحملون الإعلام المصري ولائحة التضامن مع الثورة المصرية
(They carry Egyptian flags and signs of solidarity with the Egyptian revolution) 5/2/2011

In contrast, seven days after the first mass gathering was held (the first mass gathering was on 25th January 2011) to protest against Mubarak, BBA still looking for the possibilities either the protests might turn to ‘revolution', which indicated that BBA had taken a safer approach in their naming strategy of the event by not showing their full support to the protestors demand for Mubarak to step down because the demand might not be fulfilled. BBA, for instance, reported on 29th January 2011:

إذا ما تحولت الاحتجاجات إلى ثورة تطحيح نظام الحكم في مصر
(If the protests turn into a revolution that topples the regime in Egypt) 29/1/2011

BBA is looking either the protests will turn into a revolution, which will result in power change in Egypt. Three days after that (1st February 2011) BBA once again are struggling to look after the possibilities if the protest will turn into revolution in Egypt:

إذا انقلب الإضطرابات في مصر إلى ثورة، فإنها قد توجه ضربة قاسية إلى عملية السلام
(If unrest in Egypt turns into a revolution, it could deal a severe blow to the peace process)
By not naming the events as 'revolution' and opted to wait for the result of the protests to be fulfilled shows that BBA doubts that the protests in Egypt will result in huge power change as been seen in Tunisia. As a result, BBA chooses to wait for a suitable moment to change their naming strategy and show their support to the protestors' demands. The use of the term *Revolution* implies a massive social movement in which people of the different social class participate "to alter drastically or replace totally existing social, economic, or political institutions" (Defronzo, 1991: 8). Furthermore, the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia, which ended several days before the beginning of Egyptian uprising has successfully toppled down President Ben Ali of Tunisia. Using the 'revolution' term as in Tunisia acknowledges the massiveness of the protests and their demand for grassroots social change and triggers the recent Tunisian model in Egypt.

All these are something BBA want to avoid or at least has less confident that it will happen in Egypt. BBA only started to change its naming strategy by changing from 'protests' into 'revolution' when Mubarak received enormous pressures from the Western countries several days before his resignation (6th February 2011 and afterwards). Finally, on 11th February 2011, after the 'revolution' has successfully forced Mubarak to step down, BBA ultimately used the 'revolution' label the protest.

وترددت أصداء انتصار الثورة المصرية في معظم العواصم العربية

*(The victory of the Egyptian revolution was echoed in most Arab capitals)*

BBA changed to name the protests as a 'revolution' on 11th February 2011 after the fall of Mubarak regime. Furthermore, a day after that (12th February 2011), the outlet labelled the Egyptian protests as the ‘biggest revolution’ in modern Egyptian history.

كما عُقدت حلقات الرقص والدبكة في الشوارع والساحات فرحا بـ "أضخم ثورة تشهدها البلاد في تاريخها الحديث."

*(Dance and dabke were held in the streets and squares in the joy of "the largest revolution in the country in its modern history")*
Hence, revealed the shift in naming the event from ‘protests' and ‘demonstration' to reluctant in naming it as ‘revolution and finally BBA has labelled the event as the ‘biggest revolution' recorded in Modern Egypt.

In contrary to BBA, AJA since the success of first mass gathering in Tahrir Square and other major cities of Egypt on 25th January 2011 has named the protests in Egypt as the ‘revolution’. This can be observed on the online news report starting from 27th January 2011. Thus, AJA has shown their support to the protestors' demands asking for a major change of power in Egypt and opted to be with the protestors' side in the conflict. Furthermore, by using the term ‘revolution', AJA not only promoting power change in Egypt but also indicates AJA's confident of fulfilling the protestors' demands as happened in the Tunisian Revolution. Hence, revealed that the outlet was looking for power change in Egypt as it has happened in Tunisia before.

2) Milyūniyya vs Few Hundred Thousand

The series of mass gathering during the 2011 ER has grown in term of participants and events locations from the success of first mass gathering in Tahrir Square on 25th January 2011. As a result, AJA used the term *milyūniyya* مَليونيِة, which derived from the Arabic word of مِليون, million. Hence, the word and its derivative appear in the sub-corpus data of AJA during the time of crisis 127 times. In Arabic Modern Dictionary, the term ‘milyūniyya’ مَليونيِة referred to the call to assemble the largest number of people in a certain place and a certain time to demonstrate (Hazm, 2013). Therefore, AJA used the term to label the mass gathering based on the huge number of participants in the event. It is aimed to portray that the gathering has succeeded in attracting millions of supporters. Thus, AJA wanted to give a positive picture by showing that the mass gatherings have received an overwhelming response from the people of Egypt. By naming the mass gathering with ‘milyūniyya' AJA once again used their naming strategy to show their support for the people of Egypt and their demands for power change in
Egypt which was the main target from organising the ‘milyūniyya’ events. For instance, AJA reported:

(On Tuesday, about eight million people demonstrated in Cairo and across Egypt, in the most massive protests) 2/2/2011

Subsequently, the term ‘milyūniyya’ has been used to label the mass protests:

(Friday million demanding the departure of Mubarak) 4/2/2011

(Amid calls from the demonstrators for the demonstrations of millions on Sundays, Tuesdays and Fridays) 4/2/2011

In contrast, BBA refused to use the ‘milyūniyya’ term at least during the early stage of the Egyptian uprising. Hence, the word and its derivative only being used in the sub-corpus data of BBA 33 times. During the early stage of mass protest in Egypt, BBA opted to stick with the use of ‘protests’ and ‘demonstrations’ in referring to the mass gathering. BBA mentioned in their online news reports dated 2nd February 2011 that the protests were participated by ‘few hundred thousand’ which contradicted with AJA’s reports on the same day indicated the event had gathered eight million protestors. BBA reported:

(Hundreds of thousands of Egyptians gathered in protests across the country) 2/2/2011

Similarly, on 4th February 2011, another ‘hundred thousand’ have gathered in Tahrir Square

(Hundreds of thousands of protesters gathered in Tahrir Square in central Cairo)

Up until 9th February BBA still described the mass protests have only managed to attract ‘hundred thousand protestors.

(Hundreds of thousands of Egyptian protestors had gathered) 9/2/2011

3) The Fridays

Another term directly associated with the mass gathering events during the 2011 ER is the series of ‘Fridays’. It is referred to the mass protest events held on Friday, particularly after the
Friday prayer. Friday also has been set by the organiser of mass protest events as a due date or time limit for Mubarak to fulfil the protestors' demands. It is also the central theme or aim of organising the mass protest. Also, the mass protests held on these Fridays can be considered as special events or the peak events of other mass protests held days before the ‘Fridays’. The are several ‘Fridays’ reported by both AJA and BBA during the time of crisis for the 2011 ER namely: the ‘Anger Friday’ 28th January 2011, ‘Departure Friday’ 4th February 2011, ‘Friday Crawl’ 11th February 2011, ‘Friday of Success’ 18th February 2011 and ‘Friday of Clearance’ 25 February 2011.

For example, AJA mentioned about these Friday’s protests in its news reports:

And the attacks affected yesterday during Friday anger (The attacks affected yesterday during Friday anger) 29/1/2011

AJA directly name the protest on the first Friday as the ‘Anger Friday’. Then, for the following Friday, AJA once again directly labelled the second Friday's protest as the ‘Departure Friday’:

Where protesters called on the people to demonstrate on Friday (Protesters called on the people to demonstrate on Friday) 4/2/2011

BBA, on the other hand, does not name these Friday protests directly but opted to mention these names as the antagonists named it. Hence, indicated that the outlet had distanced itself from naming these events. For example:

Tellingly for the invocation of the opposition parties for the government to escalate their movement in what was called "Friday of anger." (At the invitation of the opposition forces, the government escalated their movement in what was called "Friday of anger.")28 /1/2011

This news extracts indicated that BBA opted to mention that the Egyptian oppositions named the mass gathering of protest as the ‘Angry Friday’. Similarly, the name of the next mass protest after this first Friday protest also mentioned in BBA news report as the opposition termed it:

Where students did not stop from their preparations for what was known as the "Friday of departure" (Thousands of them spent the night preparing for what became known as the "Friday of departure.")4/2/2011
It is noticed from these examples of online news from both online news outlets, AJA directly used these name of ‘Fridays’ in their reports on the events which revealed their support towards the protestors and the organizer of mass protest events. AJA was trying to promote the events by using the exact name as it is used by the mass gathering's organisers (the Egyptian’s antagonists). BBA, on the other hand, preferred not to label the mass protest with any particular term neither the protest which was held on Friday nor other days of the week. In several occasion, BBA indirectly mentioned about these Fridays but refused to use these unique names of ‘Fridays protests' directly. Instead, BBA mentioned that these different names of ‘Fridays protests' are made up by the Egyptian oppositions.

Thus, it is revealed that by using the exact terms promoted by the protests’ organisers for the series of Friday protests during the 2011 ER, AJA has shown their supports to the antagonist and their demands for a revolution to take place in Egypt. The use of the specific term to refer specifically to the mass protest events which was held on every Fridays during the time of crisis also indicated that AJA try to highlight that the Friday events are essential and need special attention because they are the climax of series of another protest which was held days before the Friday events.

4) Martyr vs Killed

AJA and BBA differ in their naming strategy to refer to the people who died during the mass protests of 2011 ER. BBA used the term ‘killed’ qatīl and its derivatives, including ‘victims’ ḍahāyā in referring to the people who have been killed during the event. In comparison, the term ‘martyr’ shahīd, which has a positive religious connotation, used by AJA to refer to the person who has been killed in the same event. Hence, the term and its derivatives have been used 36 times in the AJA sub-corpus data. In contrast, the same word repeated 11 times
in the BBA sub-corpus data, and most of it was found in online news articles after the resignation of Mubarak.

(Considering that the president denied in his speech to the blood of the martyrs.) 11/2/2011

BBA, on the other hand, labelled the person who died during the mass protests as ‘killed' or ‘victim'. BBA mentioned this in the online news report dated 29th January 2011:

(A total of 38 people were killed in Friday's protests, the agency said) 29/1/2011

Similarly, BBA also terms the person who has been killed in the protests as ‘victims':

(The protesters in Tahrir Square called for the shrouds of the victims of the demonstrations) 31/1/2011

(BBA strategy in using the wording of ‘killed’ is closely related to the Egyptian government source as reported by Al-Ahram the news agency controlled by the Egyptian government. For instance, Al-Ahram reported on 5/2/2011:

... to avoid the tragedy that Egypt witnessed last Wednesday in which ten were killed

Similar to BBA, Al-Ahram only started to refer to those who killed during the uprising as Martyr after Mubarak has stepped down. Al-Ahram, for instance on reported on 12th Feb 2011 a day after Mubarak resignation:

... our hero martyrs

... photos of the martyrs of the latest events
There are significant differences between the term of ‘killed’, ‘victim’ and ‘martyr’. The word شهيد in Arabic, which translated to martyr in English carries a distinctive meaning from the word of ‘killed’. A martyr carries an ideological connotation and means one who sacrifices his life for the sake of principle or someone who willingly accepts being put to death for adhering to religious beliefs. Thus, the use of ‘martyr’ to refer to people who have been killed during the 2011 ER by AJA indicated that the online news outlet tries to exploit the religious meaning of the word which cannot be achieved from the word ‘killed' or ‘victims'. This is to say, by naming the people who died during the mass protests as ‘martyr’, AJA tried to portray them as religious warriors who have been killed during the holy war for defending their beliefs or protecting their rights. According to Islamic teaching, the ‘martyr’ and his family not only received higher regard by the Muslim society, but the martyr’s body received special treatment compared to the ordinary death body. In short, by naming the people who killed during the mass protests of 2011 ER with the unique title of ‘martyr', AJA has given their special recognition to the people who fall as a victim in the event which eventually show the strong support from AJA to the people of Egypt who rise against Mubarak.

5) The Activists

Another significant difference between AJA and BBA in the naming strategy for the Egyptian Revolution is the label of the active participant during the time of crisis. AJA labelled those who actively participated in the mass gathering as ‘activists' nushatăً or in singular form ناشطّ activist’ and its derivative. Hence, the term repeated 63 times in the sub-corpus data with 46 of them in the plural (activists) while another 17 times the singular form of the word (activist) has been used.
Activists in Alexandria, Luxor and Mansoura said the activists would take to the streets in huge demonstrations to demand the fall of Mubarak after Friday prayers.) 5/2/11

In singular form:

Human rights activist Issam Sultan accused the current minister of transport of running what he called an operating room from under the Cairo subway. 3/2/11

Political activist Nawara Najm from Tahrir Square on the island said protesters would not be afraid of the thugs 4/2/11

Again, BBA (at least during the early stage of the uprising) in contrast, does not use any specific term or name to label this group of participants in the mass protests in order to differentiate them from other ordinary participants. However, BBA has started to intensify the used of the term ‘activist' after Wael Ghonim, one of the internet activists who worked with Google, has been released from detention on 7th February 2011. For example:

A crowd of protesters in Tahrir Square welcomed Wael Ghoneim, an activist who "disappeared" by Egyptian security forces 12 days ago and was released yesterday.) 8/2/11

Subsequently, the term once again has been used to report on Mubarak final speech before his resignation. Hence, indicated the acknowledgement of the existence of this group of participants during the mass protests.

The word ناشط nashīt activist has positive connotations in Arabic; the Dictionary of Contemporary Arabic defines it as someone who works hard to achieve something (Omar, 2008). Furthermore, the term refers to one who is politically active in the role of a citizen or campaign for change (ibid.). Thus, the labelling presents opposition groups positively as advocates of political change, implicitly legitimising their actions. As a result, in recognising
the critical role of this group of people during the mass protest events, AJA opted to use the specific name in order to highlight the importance of this ‘activists’ group compared to other typical participants.

Therefore, by using this specific term which positively refers to this group of protestors, AJA showed that they are taking side with the antagonists in their struggle against Mubarak. It is worth to note that, most of these ‘activists’ are the front liners which are responsible for organising the mass protest events and coordinating the protestors. They are also actively promoting the event to the Egyptian in order to attract more crowd to join the protest. As a result, these ‘activists’ have been detained by the Egyptian police for various charges, particularly for disobeying the emergency laws.

In short, the analysis has revealed that BBA has slightly change its naming strategy for the outlet’s coverage of the ER. BBA has started to name the protestors with the term ‘demonstrators’ and ‘protestors’, and dropped the negative terms such as ‘troublemakers’ and ‘angry youth’ which have been used previously to refer to the Tunisian protestors. However, unlike AJA, BBA was reluctant to use the term ‘revolution’ during the early stage of uprising in Egypt. Moreover, AJA paid a lot of attention to the Islamist groups and the Islamic scholars by providing detail description on them.

### 4.5 Presupposition Strategy

**Introduction**

Presuppositions are what encoders treat as common ground and are known by decoders. In making presuppositions, a speaker/writer asserts the content of the utterance and considers it unchallenged and taken for granted. Wodak (2007: 214) argues that "presupposed content is,
under ordinary circumstances, and unless there is a cautious interpretive attitude on the part of the hearer, accepted without (much) critical attention (whereas the asserted content and evident implicatures are normally subject to some level of evaluation)." Therefore, an analysis of presuppositions reveals encoders' beliefs as well as what they want their recipients to take as a given (van Dijk 1998). Thus, the analysis of Arabic online news from AJA and BBA during the time of crisis has revealed that the two online news outlets have strategically employed presupposition strategies in their coverage either by reporting on the other sources or in authorial voice. In the following section, the discussion will focus on the presupposition strategy employed by AJA for the Tunisian Revolution first, before comparing it with the same discourse construction strategy utilised by BBA. After completing the discussion on the presupposition strategy used by two online news agencies for the coverage of 2011 Tunisian Revolution, the discussion will move into the result of analysis in the use of presupposition strategy for online news coverage of 2011 Egyptian Revolution.

4.6 Presupposition Strategy in the online coverage of the Tunisian Revolution

The two online news outlets utilised a distinctive strategy in using presupposition to report on the 2011 TR events. Although AJA and BBA have strategically used presupposition strategies to assert the content of the utterance, each of the outlets has utilised the strategy for different purposes. Hence, presuppose different meaning according to the journalists' beliefs. Thus, my analysis of presupposition strategies in the 2011 TR online news coverage will reveal how presupposition has been utilised by AJA and BBA to report on their own ‘in-group' and ‘out-group'. Hence, revealed the online news outlet's side during the time of conflict in Tunisia. In the following section, I will highlight how the presupposition strategies have been utilised by AJA to positively portray the Tunisian antagonist, while the Tunisian government under the leadership of President Ben Ali has been described negatively. The analysis then will move to
focus on how BBA utilised the presupposition strategies in the opposite direction to AJA by treating the Tunisian antagonists as the ‘out-group' hence negatively described in the news report, while the Tunisian authority has been positively portrayed and consider as the ‘in-group'.

**Presupposition strategies in AJA online news coverage.**

AJA has strategically utilised presupposition strategies to support the protestors and promote the protests during the 2011 TR. Hence, presupposition strategies have been used by the outlet's journalists to portray the Tunisian antagonists positively. On the other hand, presupposition strategies have been used by the outlet's journalist to provide a negative impression on President Ben Ali and his allies. Thus, revealed that the outlet has considered the Tunisian antagonists as the ‘in-group'. My discussion in this section will begin with the outlet’s strategic used of presupposition strategies on its ‘in-group'. Then my analysis will move to the use of presupposition on the ‘out-group'. It is found that AJA utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose positive statements on the Tunisian antagonists in four elements, namely:

1) Positive descriptions on the protestors and the protests.
2) A widespread of the protests all over Tunisia.
3) Tunisians were practising their rights through the protests.
4) Promote sympathy to the casualties among the protestors.

In general, AJA employed presupposition strategy to positively describe the protestors and the protest events, which lead to the power change in Tunisia during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution (TR). The Tunisian government, particularly President Ben Ali, on the other hand, have been negatively portrayed by AJA using presupposition strategy. As a result, AJA used presupposition strategy to describe the protests and protestors positively. In another news
report, AJA utilised presupposition to presume that the protestors are determined and committed with their demands, hence provided a positive description of the protestors:

وأكدت الحملة عزمها مواصلة الاعتصام والاحتجاج

The campaign confirmed its intention to continue the sit-in and protest
7-1-11

Closely related to this, presupposition strategy also has been used to presume that the protests have successfully achieved its target. Hence the protestors are determined to continue their protest until their demands have been fulfilled.

إن الإضراب الذي دعا إليه الاتحاد التونسي للشغل حقق نجاحاً كبيراً، مؤكدا استمرار الحركة الاحتجاجية

The strike called for by the Tunisian Labor Union was a great success, confirming the continuation of the protest movement (3-1-11)

In another news report, AJA utilised presupposition to presume to the readers that the protests have been held since the last two weeks and the protestors are determined to continue with their protests:

أن التحركات الاحتجاجية استمرت لما يقارب الأسبوعين

The protest movements continued for nearly two weeks (1-1-2011)

Secondly, the presupposition strategies have been used to presuppose that the protests have been widespread all over Tunisia. Hence, it shows that the protests no longer take place in the remote area of Tunisia (limited in Sidi Bouazid area only) but also has reached many Tunisian cities. It also highlights that the protests have successfully attracted many Tunisian to participate in the mass protests. For example, AJA utilised presupposition strategy to presuppose that the protests have been held previously and continue to attract many participants in most Tunisian cities:

تواصلت التحركات الاحتجاجية أمس الثلاثاء في معظم ولايات البلاد،

Protest movements continued on Tuesday in most of the states of the country. (29-12-10)
Similarly, the verb ‘continue’ has been used in another news extract reported by AJA to presuppose the meaning that the protests have already reached many Tunisian cities and districts:

َتواصلت المظاهرات في عدة ولايات ومدن تونسية.

_Demonstrations continued in several Tunisian states and cities._ (30-12-2010)

Besides, AJA employed the presupposition strategy to promote protest events positively. This is done by positively describe the success of protests in gathering a massive number of participants during the first ten days of the uprising in Tunisia (the first demonstration started on 18/12/2010). Therefore, the presupposition was used to give an assumption that the success of protests will continue in the events of the upcoming protests in gathering more crowd. Furthermore, the protests have been framed by AJA as widely spread all over Tunisia, and the protest has entered the capital city of Tunis. For example, AJA reported on 29/12/2010 almost ten days after the first demonstration was held in Tunisia, which marked the beginning of the Tunisian Revolution by saying:

َتوسعت الاحتجاجات التي تشهدها تونس منذ اندلعت شرارةها الأولى في ولاية سيدي بوزيد وسط البلاد

_Protests in Tunisia have expanded since its first spark in the central province of Sidi Bouzid_

Further news report by AJA, more than a week, later also employed the same presupposition strategy to positively promoting the protest events by triggering the presupposition on the success protest events. For instance:

َإن الإضراب الذي دعا إليه الاتحاد التونسي للشغل حقق نجاحاً كبيرا، مؤكداً استمرار الحركة الاحتجاجية

_The strike called for by the Tunisian Labor Union was a great success, confirming the continuation of the protest movement_ (6-1-2011)

Another example from AJA news report two days later also indicated the same presupposition.

َأكد الاتحاد العام التونسي للشغل (منظمة نقابية) اليوم الجمعة أنه سيواصل تنفيذ الإضراب العام الذي دعا له في وقت سابق لموازنة التحركات الاحتجاجية

_The Tunisian General Labor Union said Friday it would continue to carry out a general strike called earlier in support of protest movements._ 8-1-2011
Thirdly, it is presumed from AJA online news report of the 2011 TR that the protests since the beginning of uprising on 17\textsuperscript{th} December 2010, merely an option for Tunisian to practice their human rights by freely express their opinions through the peaceful gathering. The presupposition strategy further assisted by predictions such as ‘peaceful’, ‘popular’ and ‘people’ protests to positively framed the protest events as being held peacefully and participated by a vast crowd of Tunisian people. For instance, AJA reported:

\begin{quote}
ومع استمرار المظاهرات انطلق مئات التونسيين في مسيرة سلمية
\end{quote}

\textit{As the demonstrations continued, hundreds of Tunisians embarked on a peaceful march}
31-12-10

Furthermore, AJA employed the presupposition strategy to positively framed the protests as its aimed for Tunisian to raise their voice in order to achieve their legal rights, enjoy a better life and the freedom in expressing their opinions. For example, AJA reported on 7/1/2011:

\begin{quote}
ودعاء جميل الشعب التونسي للاستمرار في رفع صوته عاليا لدليل حقوقه المشروعة في العمل والعيش الكريم وحرية الرأي
\end{quote}

\textit{Jameel called on the Tunisian people to continue to raise their voices to gain their legitimate rights to work, to live a decent life and to freedom of opinion.}

Thus, it is presumed that the protest will continue with its noble aims to fight for Tunisian legal rights and enjoy a better life for their future. The predication of ‘high' and ‘legitimated' was used to give very positive connotation on the aims of organising the protest events which reflect the full support for the protestors' demands. Furthermore, the predication 'legitimated' give the impression that the protestors' demands are legally recognised and should be accepted.

Finally, the presupposition strategies have been used to promote sympathy to the victims of the mass protests, particularly the casualties among protestors. As mentioned before, AJA utilised the predications of ‘peaceful' and ‘popular' to describe the protests. Hence, presuming to the readers that the protests received massive support from the majority of Tunisian. Moreover, presuming that the protests have been held peacefully. Thus, it denies the allegation made by the Tunisian authority that the protests were participated by ‘troublemakers’ which aimed to make ‘chaos’ and ‘vandalism’. In return, AJA presupposed that the protests
have become ugly when the police started to shoot at the protestors as happened in the city of Menzel Bouziane. AJA stated in its online news report:

Social protests culminated on December 24 when police opened fire on demonstrators in the town of Menzel Bouziane. 28-12-2010.

Hence, it is presupposed that before the Tunisian police started to shoot at the protestors, the protests are calm and peaceful. It is also presupposed to the readers at least three things. First: acknowledge the shooting has happened. Secondly, the protestors have been shot, and finally, the shooters are the Tunisian police. Later on, AJA further reported that the protests had been completely changed from peaceful protest into huge chaos and police killed many people using live bullets.

As police bullets killed ma people, the situation began to descend into chaos. 11-1-2011

The presupposition was employed by using the change of verb 'begin' which give an assumption that the protest was peaceful or at least not so bad previously. The presupposition is further emphasised by the use of predication 'more' to give strong connotation on the increasing number of casualties caused by the police action. Thus, the presupposition strategy has been utilised to describe the protests positively and promoted sympathy for the protestors, because they have been treated violently by the Tunisian police.

All in all, the ‘in-group’ in AJA’s news report which being positively described by using the presupposition strategy consisted of the protestors which participated in the demonstration to raise their demands which subsequently challenge the domination of Ben Ali. On the other hand, the ‘out-group' namely President Ben Ali and the Tunisian government have been portrayed negatively by the strategic use of presupposition strategy. It is found that Ben Ali and his allies have been negatively prescribed using presupposition strategies in the following aspects:
1) Presuming the social and political issues which caused the uprising.

2) Highlighting the restrictions forced by the government on the Tunisian.

3) Acknowledging the violent approaches in dealing with the protestors.

As a result, AJA employed the presupposition strategy to negatively highlight on the social and political issues which derive the 2011 TR. Thus, the issues of unemployment, poverty or low income, high inflation, corruption, misconduct and limitation of political freedom in Tunisia have been presented by AJA using the existential assumptions as they are taking place in Tunisia. The following examples of AJA news showed the use of presupposition strategy to provide negative assumptions on social and political issues in Tunisia.

(a) Demonstrators demanded opportunities for development and the guarantee of the right to work, condemned what they called corruption, and the authorities' use of security in dealing with protesters. 28/12/10

(b) The group criticised Al-Jazeera's coverage of protests in the country against widespread unemployment, corruption and "unfair development." 29/12/10

(c) Bouazizi died Tuesday after burning himself to protest against marginalisation and unemployment. 6/1/11

(d) Meanwhile, protests against unemployment and the cost of living in Tunisia have escalated today. 7/1/11

It is observed from the examples (a) to (d) of AJA's news extracts mentioned above, the social and political issues surrounding Tunisia during the revolution have been presented by using the existential assumptions to give an assumption that the issues exist, and they have been acknowledged. For instance, in the example (a) which highlighted the issues of unemployment, corruption and mishandled of peaceful protest have been described using the definite article (the). Hence, acknowledge the existence of these issues in Tunisia. Thus, promoting to the readers to take it as taken for granted without much questioning. The example (b), (c) and (d) provide assumptions that the problems of unemployment, injustice, unbalanced development,
and high inflation are the serious issues in Tunisia which reflect the failure of the Tunisian government and President Ben Ali in particular. These issues have been stated using the definite article ‘the'. Hence, presuppose the existence of these problems in Tunisia even before the uprising has started. Thus, the Tunisians went out to the street, demanding for a change.

Secondly, AJA employed the presupposition strategy to negatively describe the unfair policy forced by the Tunisian government on the people of Tunisia. For instance, AJA presupposed negatively of the policy of security closure and the policy of threatening, which widely being practised by Tunisian authorities. Thus, AJA reported on 7-1-2011:

The campaign confirmed its intention to continue the sit-in and protest to expose what it called the policy of security siege on the Tunisian people.

Moreover, the use of predication ‘being forced' on Tunisians provide connotations that the policy has been used by forced and struggle, which does not suit people demands. Another example from AJA shows that the presupposition was employed to provide an assumption that the Tunisian authorities practised the approach of threatening Tunisian with severe punishment to shut their mouth. However, this policy is not useful anymore when the revolution started. Hence, the phrase ‘no longer success’ presumes that the approach has been used before to prevent Tunisian from criticizing the government. AJA reported on 15-1-2011:

The menacing policies have not worked, and people have not concealed the rising death toll.

The Tunisian government also being negatively described in AJA using presupposition for prohibiting fair media access, limiting freedom of speech and internet monitoring. Ultimately, the Tunisian government and Ben Ali, in particular, have been given a negative assumption for his approach of political closure aimed to eliminate his political enemies. For example, AJA reported on 14-1-2011:

ودعا الحكومة التونسية إلى احترام حرية التعبير، وإطلاق سراح المعتقلين من المدنيين والصحفيين وسجناء الرأي.
He called on the Tunisian government to respect freedom of expression and the release of bloggers, journalists and prisoners of conscience.

The online news report negatively presupposes that the Tunisian government does not allow freedom of speech. In addition, the news report also presupposed that many journalists and bloggers had been detained for having different views from the government. Another news report by AJA dated 14-1-2011 pointed directly to President Ben Ali, as he w negatively described for his political closure and the limitation of political freedom and democratic practices in Tunisia.

The verb ‘to stop' has been strategically utilised in this news extract to presuppose the acknowledgement of the political restriction in Tunisia. In the same news report, AJA provided further details on the restrictions and limitation forced by Ben Ali's government on Tunisian people which presumed that the issues of political closure, the limitation of democratic practices, the limitation of media access and internet monitoring really exists in Tunisia and have been acknowledged by the Tunisian government themselves. Thus, the presuppositions were strategically employed by AJA in this news report dated 14-1-2011:

Similarly, the presuppositions also have been used to acknowledge the media restriction in Tunisia, which has been reported using the voice of Tunisian journalists:

Several members of the Tunisian Journalists Syndicate (SJT) said in a statement that they staged a sit-in on Monday in front of the union’s headquarters. 28/12/2010
The limitation of freedom of speech which prevents Tunisian from participating in peaceful protest has been mentioned by AJA using the presupposition strategy:

المتظاهرون حاولوا كسر الحاجز الأمني للتظاهر في قلب العاصمة

The demonstrators tried to break the security barrier to demonstrate in the heart of the capital 28/12/2010

By strategically using the definite article in ‘the media restriction' and ‘the safety barrier' indicated to the readers that the Tunisians have been prohibited from having the freedom of speech and have been receiving limited media access.

Thirdly, AJA strategically utilised presuppositions to presuppose that there are civilians been killed and the number of casualties is increasing. The Tunisian government not only being negatively described by AJA for their ‘undemocratic' policies and ‘unfair' restrictions which limit the freedom of Tunisians but also being blamed for using violent approaches in dealing with ‘peaceful' protests. For instance, AJA reported dated 13-1-2011:

وأعربت في بيان لها عن بالغ قلقها إزاء ارتفاع عدد القتلى المدنيين، وارتفاع حدة العنف الذي تمارسه الحكومة.

In a statement, it expressed grave concern at the high number of civilian deaths and the high level of violence by the Government.

Furthermore, the news report also presupposes that the Tunisian government was practising violent on the protestors before and level of violent approaches used by the authority is increasing in more recent protest events. In another online news report, AJA reported that the foreign authority (Norway) is monitoring closely on the situations in Tunisia, which caused many lives every day. At the same time, Norway gives their grave concern on the increasing number of casualties with the ongoing chaos and protests taken place in Tunisia.

أن الخارجية النرويجية تراقب عن كثب من خلال التقارير أحداث العنف التي تمر بها تونس، وسقوط عشرات القتلى والجرحى بشكل يومي، والخوف من زيادة العدد مع تواصل الاضطرابات والاحتجاجات.

The Norwegian Foreign Ministry is closely monitoring reports of violence in Tunisia, daily scores of deaths and injuries, and the fear of increasing numbers as unrest and protests continue. 14/1/2011
The news report presupposes that the violence has happened in Tunisia, which caused many casualties during the mass protest. Furthermore, the use of the verb ‘increase’ and ‘continue’ acknowledge the victims of violent incidents during the protests and presume that the chaos is widespread in Tunisia. Furthermore, AJA also blamed President Ben Ali for not taking serious action to handle the protests from the very beginning which leads into more chaos and many civilians were killed during almost a month of long protest against Ben Ali’s government:

أَنْهَ كَانَ يَتَعِينُ عَلَى الْرَّئِيسِ التُّوْنِسِيَّ أَنْ يُتَخَذَ مَبْكِرًا إِجْرَاءَاتٍ أَكْثَرُ جَرَأَةً ﺑِحْقٍ لِلْدَمَاء

The Tunisian president should have taken bolder measures early on. 14/1/2011

It is presupposed that Ben Ali failed to take proper action to deal with the protestors’ demands which could avoid many people being killed during the demonstration. The predications of ‘early’ and ‘more’ were used to indicate the action taken by Ben Ali was too late, and he was taking the protest and the protestors’ demands so lightly by not providing a rapid response to their demand or an appropriate solution on the issues raised by the protestors. Thus, it is revealed that AJA strategically employed the presupposition strategy to presuppose negative descriptions on Tunisian government, particularly President Ben Ali himself, which make Ben Ali and the Tunisian authority as the ‘out-group’. In contrast, the ‘in-group’ which consists of the antagonists, mainly the protestors were treated as the ‘in-group’ which received positive description by using presupposition strategy.

**Presupposition Strategies in BBA’s online news reports**

Moving into BBA online news reports on the 2011 Tunisian revolution, it is found that in the opposite direction of AJA, BBA strategically utilised the presupposition strategy to positively describe Tunisian government and President Ben Ali while negatively presuppose the protestors and their mass protest events during the Tunisian revolution. Thus, BBA has opted to make Ben Ali and Tunisian government as the ‘in-group’ which received positive
descriptions by using presuppositions. On the other hand, the ‘out-group’ which consists of the protestors who participated in the mass protests against the Tunisian government have been described negatively by BBA at least at the beginning of uprising up until 14/1/2011 when President Ben Ali left Tunisia and marked the fall of his government. Hence, the outlet utilised presupposition strategies to describe the protests and the protestors as:

1) Breaking the laws

2) Caused violent, chaos and vandalism

In presuming to acknowledge that the protestors are lawbreakers, BBA has employed the presupposition strategy to describe the protests and protestors negatively. This has been done by presuming the dark side of the protest. For instance, after a week since the beginning of protests in Tunisia, BBA reported on 25/12/2010 by saying:

*But on Monday night, hundreds of demonstrators again defied the curfew*

In this news report, BBA uses presupposition to presume that the protestors have previously broken the law by disobeying the restriction and once again continue to break the law and challenge the government action to safeguard the place. The presupposition strategy further being enhanced by the use of predication ‘once again’. Hence, it gives an assumption that the protestors have challenged the Tunisian authority on the enforcement of restriction before. Thus, the protestors are continuing to disobey the laws. The online news report further continues by mentioning:

*The government's efforts to get the country back on track have run into an "open strike" for primary and lower secondary teachers*

It is noticed that the news report cleverly employed presupposition strategy to provide a positive image to the Tunisian government and at the same time give negative descriptions on the protestors. Presupposition in the news extract was used to provide an assumption that Tunisia was a peaceful country before the revolution, and the Tunisian government has tried
very hard to bring back ‘peace’ to Tunisia. However, the government faced obstacles from the
protestors who launched ‘open riot’ which also can be assumed as trying to fail the
government's efforts and caused ‘chaos’ into Tunisia. Hence, presupposes that the situations in
Tunisia were awful since the beginning of the protests. It is also noticed that the government
effort in bringing peace to Tunisia is expressed by using the metaphor of bringing back Tunisia
in to ‘the track' which refers to the ordinary situation in Tunisia where people live in peace and
harmony.

Secondly, presupposition strategies also being deployed by the outlet to presume that
protests and the protestors were the cause for the widespread of violent, burglary, chaos and
vandalism all over Tunisia. Examples of an online news report which revealed the strategic use
of presupposition strategy to provide negative descriptions on the protestors and the protest
events are as follow:

a) 
وتذكرت الإنباء ان مئات من قوات الشرطة وصلت الى مدينة سيدي بوزيد الاغد لتعزيز الإجراءات الأمنية واعادة الهدوء

Hundreds of police reportedly arrived in the city of Sidi Bouzid on Sunday to reinforce security
and restore calm to the city, fearing the situation could explode again at any time.
19/12/2010

b) 
السلطات الجهوية وعدتنا بالتدخل والافراج عن المتقاتلين شرط انتهاء العنف

The regional authorities promised us to intervene and release the detainees, provided that the
violence was ended.
19-12-10

c) 
تجددت المواجهات العنيفة ليس السبت الاغد في ولاية سيدي بوزيد في وسط تونس

Violent clashes erupted overnight in the central province of Sidi Bouzid
26/12/2010

d) 
وتجددت في ثلاث مدن هي الفصيرة وتالله والرقاب (وسط غرب البلاد) أعمال العنف والشغب التي تشه تونس منذ منتصف
ديسمبر/ كانون الأول

Violence and riots have rocked Tunisia since mid-December in Kasserine, Thala and Raqab
(center-west).
10/1/2011

e) 
وهذ خطاب بن علي الى إنهاء الاضطرابات الاجتماعية التي تواصلت لمدة شهر

Ben Ali's speech aimed to end the month-long social unrest
14/1/2011
Example (a) was aimed to presuppose that the protestors have caused troubles and chaos in the city of Sidi Bouazid, which forced the government to send more police and security unit to safeguard the place. At the same time, it is presupposed that the government has already reacted by sending security men to the place, but the situation is getting worse and needs more security troops to be employed there. Thus, the government has doubled its effort in dealing with the chaos caused by the protestors. These presuppositions were done by using verbs ‘to enhance’ and ‘bring back' and the phrase ‘once again'. The example (b) and (c) further provided assumptions that the protestors have caused ‘violent'. In example (b), it is presupposed that many protestors have been arrested after involving in violent activities during the protests. Thus, the government is ready to release the detainers if the violence has stopped. Hence, the verb 'stop' presupposes that the violence has happened during the protests. Not only provide an assumption to the readers that the protestors have caused the violent, but BBA also presupposed that the protestors had caused ‘burglary' and ‘vandalism' on public properties as can be seen in the example (d). This has been done through the strategic use of the verb ‘renews'. Thus, presumes to the readers that the burglary and vandalism had occurred previously in three big Tunisian cities. Furthermore, it is also mentioned that the burglary, vandalism and violence have occurred since the middle of December 2010 which indicated that the protests in Tunisia since the very beginning (18/12/2010) only bring troublers into Tunisia.

On the other hand, BBA strategically utilised the presupposition strategies to presume positive descriptions on the ‘in-group' which mainly consist of the Tunisian government and President Ben Ali. Thus, Ben Ali and his government have been positively portrayed using presupposition strategies in three main aspects, namely:

1) Tunisia was a better country compared to other Arab countries.
2) Ben Ali and his government have done a lot of good things for Tunisia.
3) The Authority was responding to the protestors in the right way.
First thing first, BBA presupposed that Tunisia is a quiet and peaceful country as protests and riots rarely happened in Tunisia before the revolution started compared to other neighbouring countries. BBA, for instance, stated in an online news report dated 11/1/2011:

Tunisia was usually quieter than many Arab countries

Not only the presupposition was used to give an assumption that the protests only bring chaos and trouble into Tunisia, but the news example also utilised the predication of ‘normally’ and ‘more’ which give strong connotation that Tunisia is better than other Arabian neighbouring countries most of the time. Thus, Tunisia has jumped into trouble, and the situation in the country become worse than other Arabian countries when the protests started.

Secondly, BBA has strategically employed presupposition strategy to give the assumption that President Ben Ali has made a lot of reasonable efforts to tackle the most prominent issue raised by the protestors since the beginning of the revolution which is the issue of unemployment. For instance, BBA reported on 19/12/2010 a day after the first demonstration started in Sidi Bouazid:

One of the biggest challenges for the Tunisian government, which is seeking to create more job opportunities in a country where unemployment is as high as 14 per cent, is to create job opportunities for graduates.

Hence the word ‘more' has been strategically utilised in the news extract to presuppose that Ben Ali's government has already provided job opportunities to the Tunisian youth. A similar news report was found in the BBA news report dated 28/12/2010 when the protests were spread into many Tunisian cities. BBA reported that:

Nevertheless, at the same time, he promised more government measures to boost job creation in the country.

In these two examples, it is presupposed that the Tunisian Government (in the first example) and President Ben Ali (in the second example) have previously done many initiatives to tackle
the issue of unemployment. The presuppositions also supported by the predications of 'more' and 'new' to emphasise that many efforts have been provided. Moreover, the government will continue to give more to overcome the issue of unemployment. Another related example can be found in the BBA's news report dated 10/1/2011, which presupposes that the continues efforts made by Ben Ali to provide more job opportunities in many different fields had already begun:

Ben Ali explained: "doubling the operating capacity and the creation of livelihoods and diversification of fields and support in all disciplines"
10/1/2011

Furthermore, BBA reports on President Ben Ali promises have been done by strategically utilised presupposition strategy to positively portray Ben Ali and his government. For instance, the BBA online news report presupposes that Ben Ali had already welcomed freedom of speech and works effortlessly to support democratic practices in Tunisia long before the demonstration started. For instance, BBA reported on 13/1/2011:

In this context, he said, "we will open the way for freedom of political expression and further work to support democracy and activate pluralism".

In the same news report, BBA further used presuppositions to provide an assumption that President Ben Ali has already practised democratic approaches in Tunisia. Therefore, Ben Ali offers his promise to continue with his excellent policy by providing more open policies and opportunities which encourage the democratic practices in Tunisia. In another news report by BBA:

Observers say President Ben Ali's speech was conciliatory and pledged more openness and democracy.
13/1/2011
Thirdly, BBA also utilised the presupposition strategy to presuppose that the Tunisian government since the beginning of the Tunisian Revolution has always listened to the protestors' demands. BBA, for instance, reported on 12/1/2011:

"He also stresses that the government has shown since the outbreak of "events in preparation for listening to the grievance, stressing that it reached the message.""

BBA not only provide presupposition to support Ben Ali and Tunisian government policies and approaches but also utilised the presupposition to defend the stiff actions taken by Tunisian police or security unit in dealing with the protestors. As a result, BBA gives a positive description of the security forces' actions while providing negative connotation on the protestors. For instance:

"The security officers confronted the attackers to prevent them from storming the two positions they were besieged and were repeatedly warned to shoot in the air," the source said. 11-1-2011

The news report presupposes that the Tunisian security has previously warned the protestors from breaking into the two police stations, but the protestors disobey the order. It is also presumed that the protestors have tried and managed to capture the two police stations, which is against the law. Predication of 'more' was used to provide that the security forces had made several warnings before more straight action was taken to deal with the protestors who started to attack the security man. Hence, the presupposition strategies have been strategically utilised by the outlet to acknowledge that the Tunisian security has taken a stiff action against the protestors who disobey the warning for not attacking the police stations. Thus, provide a good impression on the Tunisian security while the protestors have been negatively portrayed in this news report.

4.7 Presupposition strategy in the Egyptian Revolution Coverage.
Both AJA and BBA have strategically utilised the presupposition strategies in their online news reports of the 2011 ER. This strategic use of presupposition in the online news aims to assert the content of the utterance, hence make the readers believe that it is unchallenged and considered it as real or true. Therefore, my analysis of presupposition strategies in the 2011 ER online news coverage will reveal the journalist's beliefs (also his/her online news agencies' believe). The analysis also will highlight what the journalists and their news agencies want their readers to take to utilise without too much critical attention. Thus, AJA and BBA continue their presupposition strategies to portray their 'in-group' positively. While providing negative images on the ‘out-group'. In the following section, I will discuss in detail the presupposition strategies utilised by AJA to show their support to the Egyptian antagonists, while the Egyptian government which was treated as the ‘out-group' by the news outlet was negatively portrayed in the online news coverage by using presupposition strategies. The analysis then will move to examine the presupposition strategies used by BBA to support their ‘in-group' while the news outlet was giving the 'out-group' bad images.

**Presupposition strategies in AJA online news coverage.**

It is found that AJA continues to strategically utilises the presupposition strategies to show their support to the protestors and promoting the protests as being found in the online news reports of TR. Hence, the outlet has utilised the presupposition strategies (PS) to positively portray the Egyptian antagonists during the 2011 ER, particularly the protestors, activists and the Egyptian oppositions. Thus, AJA considered them as the ‘in-group'. In contrast, the Egyptian government, particularly President Mubarak and his supporters were treated as the ‘out-group'. Hence, presupposition strategies have been strategically used by AJA to portray them negatively. My discussions in this section will focus first on the online news outlet strategic use of presupposition strategies on their ‘in-group', before moving into the discussion
on the use of same discourse strategy on their ‘out-group’. The ‘presupposition strategies' in
the AJA online news coverage were used to provide positive statements on the Egyptian
antagonists in four aspects, namely:

1) Portray the protestors and the protests positively
2) Promoting for more and bigger protestors.
3) Highlight the protestors’ demands.
4) Refute the Egyptian government’s allegation.

On the other hand, AJA strategically used presupposition strategies to negatively portray the
Egyptian government by focusing on four main elements:

1) Social and Economic issues in Egypt.
2) Various restriction forced on Egyptian by the Mubarak’s regime.
3) The bad policies of Mubarak's regime.
4) The way in dealing with the protestors and their demands.

To portray the protestors and the protests positively, AJA provided positive statements on the
protestors and the protest events by using the presupposition strategies. It is aimed to pursue
the readers to believe that the protestors are good and innocent people, and the protests are
being held peacefully to voice out their demands. For instance, AJA reported on 29th January
2011

_Demonstrators continued to stay in the streets until the early hours of the morning, launching
calls to take to the street again today, as long as the interruption of telephone communications
and Internet services continue._

In this news extract, the verb ‘continue' was strategically being selected to presuppose the
meaning that the protests since the beginning are being done peacefully as the protestors
selected to remain calm and stay at the Tahrir Square until morning. Furthermore, the word
‘again' presupposes that the protestors since day one were committed with their demands and
encourage more people to join the protest. Similarly, in another news report, AJA strategically utilised presupposition strategies to positively portray the protestors for their continuous effort and determinations in calling for the resignations of Mubarak despite having to face violent action by the authority and Mubarak supporters. AJA reported:

They reiterated their adherence to the demand for Mubarak stepping down from power 2-2-2011

In a different example, the word ‘continue' has been used to presuppose that the protest has been held in other Egyptian cities for four days. Hence, provide a positive impression on the protestors for their determination to voice out their demands and the protest will only stop after their demands have been fulfilled.

AJA also strategically used presupposition strategies to promote more people (Egyptian in particular) to join the protest by presupposed that the protests have successfully attracted more crowd. Hence, proved that the protests had put more pressures on the Egyptian government to fulfil the demands of the protestors. For instance:

Crowds of protesters have continued to arrive at Tahrir Square in central Cairo in increasing numbers since the morning 2-2-2011

It is found that the presupposition strategies have been used to portray that the protestors had gathered at Tahrir Square before, and they continue with their protest to raise out their demand.

Concerning this news extract, two days later, AJA reported on the 4th February 2011 that the number of participants who join the mass protest at Tahrir Square had increased dramatically since early in the morning.

Also, the use of verb ‘continue' was aimed to presuppose that the protestors have been gathered at Tahrir Square to voice out their demands. Then, they once again gathered at the Square with
much bigger participants. Hence, indicated that the protests successfully attracted many Egyptian to join the protests and support the demands of the protestors. Ultimately, AJA reported on 11th February 2011 (several days before Mubarak stepped down) that the ‘people revolution' has spread all over Egypt since the first mass protest started at Tahrir Square on 25th January 2011.

The Egyptian popular revolution has continued for more than two weeks after thousands of demonstrators marched to besiege the presidential palace in Heliopolis.

In this news extract, there are three words which have been used to presuppose positive meanings on the protest, namely; the verb ‘spread', secondly ‘continue' and finally ‘since'. These three words were carefully selected by the journalist to presuppose that the continues protests have transformed into a revolution. Furthermore, the word ‘revolution' has been used using the definite article (the revolution) which once again presuppose that ‘the Egyptian Revolution' exists and the AJA want the readers to acknowledge it. Besides, the word ‘Revolution' has been attached to the predication of ‘populist' of the Egyptian people. Hence, presupposes that the Egyptians have successfully started a revolution to bring massive change for their country. All in all, these presuppositions were strategically being employed to positively promote the protests in Egypt as it was successfully attracted massive crowds and eventually will bring massive reforms for Egypt after the protestors' demands being fulfilled.

In other news extracts, AJA utilised presupposition strategies to show support for the protestors, particularly those who have been killed during the clash with the authority. AJA reported ‘Ghanim regrets the killing of innocent'. In this news extract, it not only presupposes that the protestors have been killed but also by describing the protestors as ‘innocent', the journalist tried to involve a sense of sympathy with those protestors who lost their lives. Hence, revealed the journalist attitude towards the protestors by supporting and showing his sympathy.
for them. In contrast, those who killed the ‘innocent protestors' are guilty of committing the crime of killing ‘innocent people’.

The presupposition strategies were strategically utilised to highlight the protestors' demands. In general, the online news reports presuppose that the protestors are insisted with their demands from the first day of the mass protests until Mubarak declares his resignation. Hence, revealing the online news outlet attitude towards the protestors and their demands. AJA, for instance, reported.

Protesters in Egypt complain about high prices and the widening gap between rich and poor and demand a new political order. 31-1-2011

It is noticed from this news extract that presupposition strategies were strategically being utilised to presuppose that the protestors' demands of tackling the inflation, and minimise the enormous gap between poor and the rich are taken for granted as it the issues are real and have been acknowledged. Also, the word ‘new political system' presupposes that the ‘old regime' is terrible and need to be replaced. In another news extract of AJA's report on the event.

However, the pressure for reform has grown, and everyday prices are high. 30-1-2011

In addition to the use of definite nouns to strategically presuppose that protestors' demands on the issues of inflation, lack of economic chances and political freedoms are taken granted, the verb ‘become' has been used to acknowledge these issues. Therefore, the protestors were right to went down to the street and voice out their demands. Furthermore, the verb 'increase' and the word ‘the pressure' which comes with definite form presuppose that the protests had happened before and continue to gain its massive wave during the revolution. Hence, caused massive pressure for the Egyptian government to fulfil the protestors' demands. Concerning this, AJA reported on 25th January 2011:

The street has become the only way to achieve popular aspirations
The verb 'become' has been strategically used to presuppose that going down to the road and voice out their demands happened in Egypt. On top of that, the expression 'the only way' presupposes that the protest is the only tool for the government to hear protestors' demands. In contrast, the 'other' ways done previously have led to failure. Furthermore, it is noticed that the protestors' demands have been mentions as 'the populist vision' which not only utilises the definite form but also used the predication of populist. Hence, presuming to the readers to acknowledge the demands of the protestors and accept it as the Egyptian vision.

With the increasing number of protestors during the time of crisis in the Egyptian revolution, AJA reported that the Egyptian government understand the demands of Egyptian youth.

However, the number of protesters and the continued demonstration called on the ruling party leaders on Thursday to issue a statement. 28-1-2011

Once again the verb ‘continue’ and definite article for the word ‘the protest’ presuppose that the protests have been held and continue to gain support from many Egyptian which caused the government to immediately announce that they are listening to the protestors' demands, particularly the demands made by the Egyptian youth. Ultimately, AJA positively reported that the revolution would continue in other Arab countries after it has successfully brought power change in Tunisia and Egypt:

The demonstrators stressed that the revolution is continuing and will not stop with Egypt 11-2-11

The word 'the revolution' and verb 'continue' were strategically being used in this news extract to acknowledge the revolution in Egypt and presuppose to the readers that the revolution had happened previously in Tunisian and it is happening in Egypt. Then it will continue to cause a change in power in other Arab countries. It is worth to mention that the change of power by dethroning Mubarak and his allies is one of the main priority in protestors' demands. Hence,
when the protest has transformed into revolution, it shows that protestors' demands of the fall of Mubarak's regime have been fulfilled.

Finally, the presupposition strategies have been used by AJA to refute the allegation made by the government against the Egyptian antagonists. In other words, the presupposition strategies have been strategically being utilised in the news report to defend the antagonist group from the allegation made by the Egyptian government. Most of these presupposition strategies have been reported using the voice of Egyptian opposition leaders. For example, AJA reported on ElBaradei's word as he defends the MB from being labelled as violence and terrorism by the Egyptian government.

وأوضح أن الإخوان ابتدوا عن العنف منذ نصف قرن ويرتكبون على الإصلاح والتغيير وليس على الوصول للسلطة،

He pointed out that the Brotherhood has moved away from violence for half a century and focuses on reform and change, not on reaching power. 25-1-2011

In this news extract, presupposition strategies have strategically been utilised to portray the MB positively. For instance, the verb ‘distanced' which come in the form of 'past tense' presuppose that MB may involve in violent before but now has avoided it. Furthermore, the phrase ‘since half-decade' provide a connotation of a very long time ago, in which the MB has stopped from being ‘violent'. In contrast, the MB, according to ElBaradei, focuses on ‘the reform' and ‘the change'. Again, both word ‘reform' and ‘change' were used with the definite article ‘the' to presuppose for the reader to acknowledge the efforts made by MB for the ‘reform' and ‘change' in Egypt.

In a similar example, MB once again has been positively portrayed by AJA using presupposition strategies. This time the online news was reported using the voice of one Egyptian opposition leader. AJA reported:

دعا المعارض المصري للتوقف عن "شبهنة الإخوان وتخليص المصريين بين أمرين كلاهما خطاً ما قمع نظام حسني مبارك وفوضي الحكم الديني المتخصص.

He called on the Egyptian opposition to stop "demonising the Muslim Brotherhood and forcing the Egyptians to choose between two things, both of which are wrong: the suppression of Hosni Mubarak's regime and the chaos of religious fanaticism." 25-1-2011
The verb ‘stop’ in this news extract as being reported by AJA, was strategically being selected to presuppose that the Egyptian government had started to spread the propaganda to tarnish the image of the Muslim Brotherhood. Hence, the opposition calls for this propaganda to be dismissed.

Presupposition strategies not only being used to positively portrayed AJA's out-group. This has been done to presuppose that the economic and social issues in Egypt during the time of crisis are real, and the readers must take it for granted without too much critical questioning. Hence, negatively portrays President Mubarak and his government for their failure in governing Egypt and caused people to protest against the government. It is worth to note that most of these economic and social issues have been highlighted during my discussion on the strategic used of presupposition strategies to report on the protestors' demands. Thus, the following examples of news extracts from AJA will focus only on the use of presupposition strategies to presuppose that these issues are real, hence leads the readers to acknowledge it unchallenged. For instance, AJA reported on 30th January 2011:

وَكَلَّ يَوْمٍ أَصِبْتَ الْأَسْعَارُ اﻟْمُرْتَﻔِقَةُ وَالْرَكْوَدُ اﻟْاِﻗْتِﺻﺎدِيُّ وَالسُّياَבסיסِيُّ وَالفَقْرُ وَالْبَطَالَةُ وَالْفَسَّادُ اﻟْرَسْمِيُّ وَالْوَكَالَةُ أَقْلُ وأَقْلُ اِحْتْماَلًا

Every day, high prices, economic and political stagnation, poverty, unemployment, official corruption, and surveillance are becoming less and less likely.

In this news extract, the presupposition strategies have been by using the verb ‘become’. The use of the definite article ‘the’ for every issue mentioned in the news report also indicates presupposition. Finally, the strategic use of the phrase ‘more’ at the end of the news extract also indicates presupposition. The verb ‘become’ presuppose that these issues are happening, and the definite article ‘the' furthermore acknowledge the existence of issues, namely inflation poverty, unemployment, corruption. Hence, Egyptian have lost their patience with the government and started to participate in mass protest. Finally, the word ‘more resistance’ presupposes that the resistance happened, and the challenge to the government increased during the revolution. In another news reported, AJA on 28th January 2011 reported that Mubarak said:
Mubarak said that he will continue the political reform measures and will continue in new steps in this direction, noting that new measures will be taken to help the poor.

Although this news extract mentions on Mubarak's promises to the protestors to calm their waves of anger, it is, however, has been strategically to presuppose that the issues of lack of political freedom and poverty which have been raised by protestors are real. In other words, Mubarak himself has acknowledged that Egypt needs political reform and seriously deals with the issue of poverty. This has been done by strategically reporting Mubarak's speech using presupposition strategies of the verb 'continue'. The verb presumes that the steps towards political reform have been carried out in the past and it is to be taken more seriously this time. Furthermore, the adjective ‘new’ in ‘new steps' for the political reform and ‘new procedure' in dealing with poverty presupposes that the old steps and procedures carried out by Mubarak and his government previously have failed to overcome the issues. All in all, these presuppositions not only presuppose that Mubarak himself acknowledges the lack of political freedom and issue of poverty in Egypt but also lead the readers to assume that the protestors were rights in their demands calling for the government to bring political reform and seriously deal with the poverty. Hence, the presupposition strategies have been strategically being utilised to positively portray the protestors, while Mubarak's regime has been negatively painted in the online news report.

The outlet’s journalist also carefully selected the presupposition strategies to negatively report on various restrictions and limitations forced by the regime on the Egyptian, particularly during the time of crisis. For instance, AJA reported:

As long as the interruption of telephone communications and Internet services. 29-1-2011

In this news extract, the presupposition strategies have been utilised to presuppose that the telephone communication and internet services banned previously and continue to be restricted
during the uprising. In another news report, the presupposition strategies have been used to presuppose the continuity of the implementation of emergency law in Egypt:

وجدت القوات المسلحة في بيان تلقته الجزيرة نسخة منه دعتها إلى ضبط النفس والالتزام حظر التجول. And renewed the armed forces in a statement received by Al Jazeera Net a copy of its call for restraint and commitment to curfew. 29-1-2011

Hence, the verb ‘renews’ presupposes that the implementation of emergency law happened before. Hence, Egyptians continue to suffer from this law, which restricted their movements, and many were detained without trial. In another news report, AJA highlighted the restrictions in Egypt through the voice of an activist of labour union:

قال مقرر لجنة الحريات بمجمع النقابات المهنية المهندس ميسرة ملص إن عهد مبارك هو عبارة عن "ثلاثين سنة من القمع المتواصل لكافة الحقوق والحريات الأساسية للشعب المصري." The reporter of the Committee of Freedoms at the Professional Syndicates Complex, Engineer Maisara Malas, said that the Mubarak era is "thirty years of continuous repression of all the fundamental rights and freedoms of the Egyptian people". 1-2-2011

In this news extract, the presupposition strategies have been carried out by using the phrase ‘continues' and the definite article of ‘the'. Hence, presuppose that the 30 years of Mubarak in power, people have suffered a lot for the lack of freedom and the violation of human rights.

Closely related to this, AJA reported using the voice of the protestors on the violation of human rights:

وإنهاء الظلم والاشتهال بشكل كام. "he said. We demand that the violation of human rights to stop, that the future of the country must be respected, and that injustice and despotism are to be entirely ended, "he said. 25-1-2011

Thus, the use of the phrase ‘to stop' presupposes for the readers to assume that the violation of human rights which restricted Egyptian from the freedom of expression happened in Egypt.

Finally, the outlet also utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose that the Egyptians have lived all this time in depressions and fears caused by various restrictions forced on them by the regime. AJA reported in 30/1/2011:

وبدت شرعية مصر محرورة من مخاوفها القديمة وصحت فجأة على مصيرها المتعثر. Egypt's legitimacy seemed free of its old fears and suddenly corrected its changing destiny.
Hence, the use of adjective ‘old' in this news extract presuppose that the Egyptians live in fears and pressures under the Mubarak's regime. However, the situation has gradually changed as people marched towards reform for their country.

Thirdly, the online news outlet negatively portrayed Mubarak and his government using presupposition strategies by presupposing the acknowledgement of bad policies and wrongdoing practised by the regime. For instance, AJA reported using the voice of the then Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq:

"This comes as the new Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq reiterated on Sunday that Mubarak would remain in office until the end of his term in September which is the next date for presidential elections. 7-2-2011"

The verb ‘renewed' has strategically chosen by the journalist to report on Syafeq's word to presuppose that the regime is clinging to the power. Hence, Mubarak repeatedly refused to step down although the pressure has mounted on him to have immediately. In another online news report, AJA reported using the voice of protestors to highlight on the policy of unjust' violent and autocratic by reporting:

"We call for an end to the violation of human rights and an end to injustice and totalitarianism". 25-1-2011

Again, the definite article ‘the' in ‘the unjust' and ‘the autocratic' presupposes that these harmful policies and practices are being carried out in large by Mubarak's regime. Furthermore, the verb ‘stop' presupposes that ‘unjust' and ‘autocratic' had happened in the past and needed to be ended immediately. Closely related to this, presupposition strategies were used to presuppose that the Egyptian arm force has taken the wrong policies in the past by supporting the regime. Thus, it is time for the Egyptian army to make the right decision and grab the opportunity to fix the crisis in Egypt. AJA, for instance, reported on 3/2/2011:
He considered that the Egyptian army now has a golden opportunity to correct its negative positions in the past days and to make a welcome intervention internally and externally to end the tragedy that is going on in Egypt now.

Ultimately AJA on 30th January 2011 provides a headline mentioning:

Mubarak's dictatorship must end

It is found that the verb 'must' and 'stop' provide a meaning that presupposed Mubarak was governing Egypt with dictatorship, hence, this dictatorship must be stopped. Thus, the headline presupposes that Mubarak is a dictator, and the readers have been directed to acknowledge this fact as taken for granted. Therefore, portrayed Mubarak as a corrupt dictator who needs to be removed immediately.

Finally, the presupposition strategies were strategically being utilised in AJA online news report to presuppose the wrongdoing by the regime in dealing with protestors and their demands. Hence, the outlet highlights on the negative side of the Egyptian government in handling the uprising and the protestors' demands. Thus, it reveals the outlet biased toward the protestors by supporting them while the Egyptian government was treated as the 'out-group' by portraying them negatively. For instance, AJA reported on 2nd February 2011:

Protesters in Tahrir Square saw Mubarak once again providing a slow and belated response to their demands

The news extract indicates the strategic use of presupposition strategies to presuppose that Mubarak has previously delayed his response to the demands of the protestors. This has been done through the use of the phrase 'once again'. Hence, presupposes to the readers that Mubarak does not provide an immediate answer to the protestors' demands as he did it before. Similarly, in another news report, AJA reported on 2-2-2011:

For the second time, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak chooses to wait until late at night to address the people
Again, the strategic use of the phrase ‘for the second time’ by the AJA’s journalist in this news extract was aimed to presuppose that Mubarak has previously used the same strategy by waiting until midnight before addressing his people. Hence, showing that he was delaying in his response to the protestors’ demands. Thus, in these news extracts the presupposition strategies has been strategically being utilised to negatively portray Mubarak by presupposing to the readers that Mubarak has not provided rapid response to the protestors’ demands. In another news report by the outlet presupposition strategies also been utilised to presuppose that Mubarak continues to show that he does not understand the people's anger.

Many people received Mubarak's speech with a mixture of lukewarmness, frustration and rejection. 2-2-2011

Thus, the phrase ‘again’ presupposes that Mubarak had shown his ignorance of the people's anger in the past, and he is using the same strategy when dealing with the protestors' demands. Hence, Mubarak negatively as he is always showing his ignorance of the people's demands.

AJA also utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose negative meaning on Mubarak in dealing with the protestors' demands using the voice of Egyptian oppositions. For instance, AJA reported from the source of opposition leader el-Baradaei on 4th February 2011:

ElBaradei: Whenever Mubarak stubbornly persists, the state of congestion and paralysis in Egypt continues

The use of the verb ‘continues' presuppose that Mubarak had previously shown his stubborn by refusing to listen to people's demands. Hence leads the readers to consider that Mubarak does not listening to his people's needs. Thus, promote negative impression on Mubarak for not taking proper action in dealing with his own people's requests. Last but not least, AJA not only utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose a meaning that Mubarak was not listening
to the protestors' demands, but also presuppose that the protestors always being treated with violence for merely voicing out for their right. For instance, AJA reported on 28th January 2011:

*The violent clashes renewed this morning.*

It is noticed in this news extract that there are at least two linguistic elements have been used to presuppose negative meaning on the Egyptian government. First, the verb 'renewed/continued' promotes in the reader to presume that the clashes had happened in the past. Secondly, by using the definite article, 'the violent clashes' presupposes that the violent clashes which cost many casualties do happen several times during the uprising. All in all, these example of online news extracts from AJA, reveal that the presupposition strategies have been strategically utilised to presuppose that Mubarak and his regime were not taking an immediate action to fulfil the protestors' demands. In contrast, the protestors were treated violently by the authorities and Mubarak supporters which caused many casualties among the protestors. Hence, negatively portrays the Egyptian government for their failure in dealing with the protestors' demands since the early stage of the mass protest. As a result, the protests intensified, and the pressure against the government mounted high.

**Presupposition strategies in BBC Arabic online news report.**

Comparing between the use of presupposition strategies in AJA online news report on the Egyptian Revolution and BBA online news report of the same event reveals that both online news outlets have used a very similar strategy. Hence, presupposition strategies have been used to presuppose positive assumptions on the ‘in-group' and the ‘out-group' was given negative assumptions. However, each of AJA and BBA has their own ‘in-group' and ‘out-group'. This is to say, while AJA considers the Egyptian antagonists as the ‘in-group' and utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose positive things on them, BBA treated the Egyptian
antagonists as the ‘out-group' and presuppose negative connotations on them at least during the early stage of the uprising. Similarly, BBA considers the Egyptian government as the ‘in-group', while, AJA treats the Egyptian government as the ‘out-group' hence presuppose negative meaning on them since the beginning of the uprising. Therefore, my discussion in this section will highlight the use of presupposition strategies in BBA online news report to support their ‘in-group' and ‘attacking' the ‘out-group'.

Furthermore, my analysis will compare the use of presupposition strategies in BBA news with the same strategy used by AJA in their online news report of the Egyptian Revolution. It can be sum up that the use of presupposition strategies in BBA online news provides positive presuppositions on the ‘in-group' are centered on four main themes, namely:

1) The Egyptian government has answered the demands of the protestors.
2) President Mubarak and his government’s policies and approaches.
3) The way government was dealing with protestors.
4) The government efforts in controlling the situation in Egypt.

In the first theme, BBA has strategically utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose that Mubarak and his government has already taken serious actions to fulfil the demands of the protestors. Hence, positively portrays Mubarak and the government for their continued efforts to bring a better life for Egyptian. Thus, revealed the outlet biased towards Mubarak and the Egyptian government by treating them as the ‘in-group'. BBA, for instance, reported indirectly using Mubarak voice on his clear intension not to contest in the next presidential election.

Mubarak reiterated that he did not intend to run for President again or be succeeded by his son Gama. 3-1-2011

It is observed from this news extract, the outlets’ journalist has carefully selected the presupposition strategies in reporting on Mubarak’s intention not to extend his presidency term or to appoint his son as his successor. This has been done through the word ‘again' and ‘once
again’. Hence, presuppose to the reader that Mubarak has previously stated that he will not become the Egyptian President in the next term. Therefore, it indicates that Mubarak is entirely determined that he is clinging to power. Thus, it provides a firm answer to one of the primary demand made by the protestors.

Similarly, BBA reported on 4th February 2011 using the then Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmed Syafeq, highlighting that the Egyptian government has already fulfilled most of the protestors' demands:

Shafiq told the BBC that 80 per cent of the protesters' demands had been met

Again, the presupposition strategies have been strategically utilised through the verb ‘has completed' to presuppose that the Egyptian government has worked continuously to fulfil the demands of the protestors since the mass protests started. Hence, the government has managed to fulfil 80 per cent of the demands.

Moving into the second theme, which revealed that presupposition strategies have being utilised strategically by the outlet to provide a positive impression on Mubarak and his government policies in governing the country. By using the presupposition strategies, it is presupposed that Mubarak and his government have done a lot of changes and reforms in various economic, social and political issues. Hence, acknowledges the governments continue efforts to fix the situation in Egypt. BBA, for instance, reported:

Mubarak vowed to continue reform and fight corruption in Egypt after days of unprecedented protests against his regime, which he said were "legitimate aspirations for more democracy".  

By strategically utilising the verb ‘continue', and definite article in ‘the reform' presupposes that Mubarak had already brought reform and fight corruption in Egypt. Hence, Mubarak will continue his useful approaches to provide a better Egypt in the future. Thus, the presupposition strategies in this news extract have been carefully selected to make the readers acknowledge
the efforts made by Mubarak to reform his country. As a result, Mubarak's reform was taken for granted by the readers. Similarly, BBA reported on 31st January 2011 that Mubarak had set the priority for the ‘new government’ under the leadership of Ahmed Shafeq as the Prime Minister is to bring back peace and stability to the country.

During the meeting, Mubarak set the priorities of the next government, first and foremost, restoring security and stability.

In this news extract, the verb 'bringing back or return' has been strategically selected to presuppose the meaning that securing peace and stability is the main priority for Mubarak and his government. Hence, Egypt was peaceful, and Egyptian can enjoy the stability of their country in the past until the protestors started their mass gathering and ruin the country by bringing chaos and fears. Thus, the presupposition strategies have been utilised to portray Mubarak and his government positively. While the protestors have been represented negatively for bringing troubles to the country.

BBA also reported positively on Mubarak using the presupposition strategies to acknowledge his effort in making Egypt as a democratic country. This utterance has been reported from the word of the then President of America Barrack Obama:

He spoke with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak and urged him to deliver on his promises to working towards greater democracy. 29-1-2011

By using the word ‘more democratic' strategically presuppose to the reader that Obama acknowledges Mubarak efforts in the past for making Egypt a democratic country. Hence, Obama urges Mubarak to continue his excellent policy towards more democratic approaches in Egypt as real without too many critical questionings.

In the third theme, presupposition strategies have been used to presuppose the meaning that the Egyptian authority has taken proper actions in dealing with protestors during the mass
protests. Hence, positively portrayed the Egyptian authority and painted the protesters negatively for breaking the laws and causing chaos and fears. BBA reported for instance,

"It calls on young people to return to their homes so that the state can fulfil their demands without wasting time. 3-2-2011"

The implicative verb ‘to ensure' in this news extracts presupposes that the Egyptian government is eager to fulfil the protestors' demands. Therefore, the authority has urged the protestors, particularly the Egyptian youths, to return home immediately. Hence, the government will have the opportunity to answer the demands of the protestors.

Closely related to the third theme, BBA also utilised presupposition strategies to positively portray the Egyptian government efforts in controlling the intensified of the protests. BBA, for instance, reported on 31st January 2011:

"The Egyptian army is pushing more security reinforcements."

The phrase ‘more' in this news extract was aimed to presuppose that the Egyptian army was controlling the chaos caused by the mass protest by sending more security personnel to a various location where the protestors gathered. Hence, acknowledge the reasonable efforts made by the Egyptian army in overcoming the issues of theft and vandalism during the mass protest. Similar to this, BBA reported that local communities made their efforts in securing houses and properties from being robbed by the protestors. BBA reported, for instance:

"This came as the patrols of people's committees of citizens in guarding houses and property continued for the second day in a row. 31-1-2011"

Again, the verb ‘continue’ was strategically being used in this news extract the presuppose that the local communities previously has set up their security team in their effort to secure their belongings. Hence, acknowledge the local community’s effort to overcome the issue of theft happened during the mass protest in Egypt. In another news report, BBA once again utilised
presupposition strategies to positively portray the Egyptian army for their continues efforts in controlling the critical situation during the mass protests.

After the bloody clashes in Tahrir Square and the surrounding area, the army has stepped up its presence and reinforced force across the field to control the situation and prevent further clashes. 4-1-2011

It is observed that the verb ‘intensified' and ‘enhanced' were carefully selected by the journalist in this news extract to presuppose that the Egyptian army existed at Tahrir Square before. Thus, the army was intensified their control of the Tahrir Square after the considerable clash between the protestors.

All in all, the outlet has strategically utilised presupposition strategies to positively portrayed Mubarak and his government by presupposing the reader to acknowledge that Mubarak efforts in answering most of the protestors' demands and continues Mubarak's good policies in bringing reform for Egypt. Presupposition strategies were also being used to highlight positively on the way the Egyptian authorities deal with the protestors and to presume that the authorities are in control of the critical situation despite the protests have attracted much more crowds indicated.

In contrast to the Egyptian government, the Egyptian antagonists were treated as the ‘out-group' by the online news outlet. This has been done by utilising presupposition strategies to presuppose the negative side of the protests and the protestors. Hence, presupposition strategies in BBA online news reports have been strategically used to highlight four significant issues caused by the protests, namely: 1) Theft and vandalism, 2) Protests severely affected social and economic activities, 3) The protests caused many casualties and 4) The existence of inciters.

By presupposing that the theft and vandalism widely separated in major Egyptian cities during the protests, BBA has highlighted the dark side of the protest events, hence portrayed the
protects and the protestors negatively. Thus, the protestors are being blamed for causing chaos and fears in Egypt. BBA, for instance, reported on this issue using presupposition strategies:

An حالات السلم والنهب استمرت طوال الليل

The looting continued throughout the night 29-1-2011

In another news report, BBA reported that the theft, robbery and vandalism continue in major Egyptian cities.

أثار استمرار فوضى ونهب وتحريب طالب العديد من المراكز التجارية الكبرى وكذلك العديد من المحلات والمنازل في

Continued chaos, looting and smuggling affected many major commercial centres as well as many shops and houses in many areas of Cairo, Alexandria and Suez. 31st January 2011.

Hence, presupposes that theft and vandalism had occurred since the beginning of the mass protest, and now it widely separated into many business centers and houses in the cities of Cairo, Alexandria and Sues.

The second theme, which focuses on the negative effect of the mass protests closely related to the first theme of theft and vandalism. In other word, mass protests have caused theft and vandalism; hence, people live in chaos and fear. As a result, normal daily life activities in Egypt had severely affected by the mass protests, in which schools have been closed, and business have shut their premises. Thus, it made the economic and social condition in Egypt worse than before. Therefore, BBA strategically utilised presupposition strategies to negatively portrayed the protest by presupposing that it has paralysed economic and social activities in Egypt. Hence, acknowledge that the protests have severely affected Egyptian daily life. BBA, for instance, reported on 29th January 2011

وقال مراسلتنا في القاهرة ان مشاهد الفوضى قد أصبحت بادية في المدينة

Our correspondent in Cairo said scenes of chaos had become apparent in the city

The verb ‘become' has been used to presuppose that chaos occurred in Cairo since the mass protest started, and now the chaos has surrounded the Egyptian's capital. Hence, once again presuppose a meaning aims to portray the protest negatively and blamed it for causing chaos and fears which severely affected daily activities in the Egyptian capital city Cairo.
In the different report dated 29th January 2011, BBA utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose that the protests have brought chaos and disorder into Egypt:

\[continuing unrest in Egypt\]

The verb ‘continue’ presuppose that the protest used to cause chaos in the past. Hence, the reader will readily accept that the protests in Egypt have resulted in disorder in the country. BBA once again (in a news report dated 3rd February 2011) reported on this, as the protestors are insisted with their demands by mentioning:

\[continued sit-in means paralysis.\]

Again, in this news extract, presupposition strategies have been used to negatively portray the mass protest by presupposing that the protests have already caused a lot of social and economic activities in Egypt to become portrayed. Hence, the protestors have been blamed for causing much damage to the country.

Moving into the third theme, it is found that the outlet has strategically utilised presupposition strategies presume that the protests have caused many casualties. BBA, for instance, strategically utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose the fight between the protestors and the Egyptian authority had occurred during the protest in a news report dated 2nd February 2011:

\[the clashes continued Wednesday in Tahrir Square and adjacent areas in central Cairo\]

The use of the definite article in ‘the fight’ presupposes the fight between protestors and the authorities has occurred and acknowledge it. The presupposition strategies furthermore being given a stronger impression with the use of the verb ‘continue’. The verb indicates a change of state verb. It is worth to note that this ‘fight’ has caused many casualties, including many, have lost their life. Hence, acknowledging that the protests have caused violent fights is very important in highlighting the negative side of the protest. Therefore, BBA once again utilised
presupposition strategies to negatively portray the protests in Egypt by mentioning that it has caused six people died.

The demonstrations continued on Thursday on the third day of protests, which left six people dead so far. 28-1-2011

Thus, the verb ‘continue' which indicates a change of state verb has been carefully selected by the journalist to presuppose that the protests had occurred previously. Hence, by continuing the protests, many casualties have been recorded as a result of the clash between protestors and the authority as BBA reported on 28th January 2011:

Clashes broke out in Tahrir Square between demonstrators and security forces this morning

Closely related to this, BBA reported on the voice of the United States’s official for his call to all parties of the protestors and the authorities to remain calm. 30th January 2011

White House’s spokesman Robert James had urged continued restraint.

Again, the verb ‘continue' has been used to presuppose that the protestors and the authorities had lost their calm. Hence, a clash between them is inevitable. Thus, Robert James urged all parties to remain calm; otherwise, the fight will resume. BBA also reported that the Egyptian army had intensified their existence at Tahrir Square after the ‘Deadly clashes' between the protestors and Mubarak supporters.

After the bloody clashes in Tahrir Square and the surrounding area, the army has stepped up its presence. 4-1-2011

The use of the definite article in ‘The deadly clashes' in this news extract presuppose that the clashes are real, and many people have suffered severe injuries, and many more have lost their lives. Hence, presume to the readers that the protests have resulted in many casualties. Thus,
revealed the outlet strategic use of presupposition strategies to lead the readers to consider the fact that the protests have caused many casualties as taken for granted.

Finally, BBA has carefully utilised presupposition strategies to presuppose to the reader the existence of ‘inciters' which was widely being blamed for causing chaos and disorder in Egypt. BBA, for instance, reported:

The Egyptian official added that "the President's pledges to the people in his speech on Tuesday evening ... laid a clear roadmap for the implementation of popular demands, which completely blocks the way for the efforts of some parties and forces to continue to ignite the internal situation in Egypt." 2-2-2011

It is observed that the phrase ‘to continue' in this news extract has been utilised to presuppose that the inciters are exits. Hence, acknowledge their rules as they have done it before in promoting violent and disorder among the protestors. Thus, more clashes and fights occurred during the mass protests. Similarly, the definite article 'the' has been carefully selected by the outlet in reporting Omer Suleimen's (the then Vice President of Egypt) words on his advice to the Egyptian youths and urging them to return home and stop the protest.

Addressing the youth, he said, "Egypt's youth, return home and your work and do not listen to attempts to ignite strife, radio and satellite channels that seek to weaken Egypt."

Hence, the use of the definite article ‘the inciters' aims to acknowledge the existence of inciters who work very hard to encourage Egyptian youth to rise against their government. In another news report, the Egyptian authority has emphasised their commitment to punish everyone involved in inciting the recent clashes between the protestors and Mubarak’s supporters:

He added that it was decided to immediately release all young detainees who are not involved in criminal acts, vowing to punish all those involved in igniting the recent clashes. 4/2/11
Again, the definite article in ‘the inciters of recent fights’ presupposes to the readers not only the clashes have occurred, but also the people who work very hard by inciting the people to participate in the fights also exists. Hence, the reader will treat the existence of inciters and the occurrence of fights without too much critical questioning.

In short, BBA has utilised presupposition strategies to cast harmful lights on the antagonist, particularly the protestors by presupposing the existence of the negative side of the mass protest. Hence, the outlet has strategically used presupposition strategies to acknowledge that the mass protest has caused theft, vandalism and resulted in many casualties. Furthermore, presupposition strategies have been used to presume that Egypt has been paralysed after the protestors decided to hold more protests until all their demands have been fulfilled. Finally, the presupposition strategies also being used by the outlet to acknowledge ‘the inciters’ as the leading group who has the responsibility for encouraging people to cause chaos and fears.

Despite the differences between AJA and BBA in using the presupposition strategies to report on the uprising events, both share at least two similarities in utilising the presupposition strategies. Hence, it is found that both AJA and BBA have utilised the presupposition strategies to highlight the restrictions forced by the Mubarak government on the Egyptians. Secondly, the presupposition strategies have been used to acknowledge that the protest has attracted more crowd day by day since the beginning of the mass protest on 25th January 2011. Hence, revealed the similarities between the two online news outlets in utilising the presupposition strategies.

Even though BBA positively portrayed Mubarak's and his government policies and approaches using presupposition strategies, it is interesting to found that, BBA used the same strategy to criticise restrictions in Egypt. This restrictions, according to the outlet's news report, are against human rights. It is also important to note that, most of the critique on the limitation of freedom and violating the human rights in Egypt were reported by the outlet using the voice
of ‘Western's leaders’. For example, BBA reported on the then United Kingdom Prime Minister, David Cameron urging the Egyptian government to bring reform for the Egyptian political system and enhance human right practices in the country. 29th January 2011

"Britain has long urged the Egyptian government to make comprehensive changes to reform Egypt's human rights record, the status of civil society and the rights of various opposition parties," he said.

This news extract presupposed that Egypt has a bad record on human rights; hence, it needs to fix thoroughly. Furthermore, the use of the definite article in ‘the civil society rights' and ‘the opposition rights' presuppose that the lack of civil rights existed in Egypt and acknowledges that the oppositions faced many restrictions in Egypt. BBA also reported on 29th January 2011 using the voice of German Chancellor Angela Markel calling the Egyptian government to allow peaceful gathering:

German Chancellor Angela Merkel also urged the Egyptian government to allow peaceful demonstrations.

The verb ‘allows' which provide a meaning of a change of state verbs presuppose to the readers that the Egyptian was prevented from organising a peaceful gathering. As a result, many have been arrested after participated in the mass protests. Hence, the European Union urged the Egyptian government to release the protestors immediately, as been reported by BBA on 29th January 2011:

In Brussels, EU External Relations Commissioner Catherine Ashton called on the Egyptian government to immediately release the detainees.

It is observed that the use of definite article 'the detainers’ and verb ‘release’ presuppose that there are people that have been arrested and they need to be released immediately. Ashton also criticised the violent approach used by the police against the protestors as reported by the outlet on 29th January 2011:
The continued use of force by police against demonstrators is disturbing,” Ashton said. The verb ‘continue’ used in this news extracts leads the readers to assume that the Egyptian police has previously treated the protestors with violent. Hence, the readers will consider the issue of violent approaches towards the protestors as taken for granted. Similarly, BBA also reported that David Cameron has emphasised on the same issue:

Cameron stressed that confronting peaceful protests with violence was unacceptable and urged Mubarak to take measures to accelerate reforms. 29/1/11

Finally, BBA has utilised the voice of the then President of America to highlight the lack of human rights in Egypt:

Speaking to leaders, Obama voiced his opposition to violence and his call for restraint and support for human rights, including the right to peaceful protest, assembly and freedom of expression. 31/1/11

Again, the presupposition strategies have been deployed to presuppose that Egyptians have been restricted from having their rights. Egyptians are not allowed to hold a gathering or participate in peaceful protests and have been prohibited from voicing out their opinion freely. Furthermore, the phrase ‘his objection of the violent’ presume to the readers that there is violent take place in Egypt, where the protestors have been treated violently.

BBA's news reports on the issues of human rights particularly on the restriction of peaceful gathering and violent approaches against the protestors during the Egyptian uprising showed that the outlet had reduced its support towards Mubarak. Although, the outlet continues to consider Mubarak as the ‘in-group' and the Egyptian antagonists were treated as the ‘out-group', the news report on the issue of human rights revealed that the outlet had not supported the regime in every issue. Furthermore, BBA has utilised the voice of international leaders, mainly from the west to put pressure on Mubarak and his government in bringing reform for
Egypt. Finally, the reports on human rights issues in Egypt which has many similarities with AJA’s reports indicated that BBA is preparing to change side if the mass protests successfully dethrone the regime as happened before in Tunisia. Hence, with the protests have been attracting much bigger crowds and many protestors have been detained after four days of mass protest, BBA has started to include more voice of international leaders criticising the Egyptian government’s approaches against the protestors.

This has led us to another shared feature between BBA and AJA in utilising presupposition strategies. Like AJA, BBA also utilised presupposition strategies to report on the success of protests in Egypt in attracting bigger crowds, day by day since the beginning of first protest on 25th January 2011. For instance, BBA positively reported on the protestor’s determination to continue with their protests against Mubarak: 29th January 2011

Thousands of demonstrators gathered in central Cairo, continuing their protests and demonstrations against the Egyptian government.

Hence, verbs ‘increased' and ‘continue' have been carefully selected to presuppose that the wave of protests existed, and the protestors committed to their demands. BBA also reported that the protests had reached many Egyptian towns:

Protests continued in several Egyptian cities after Friday prayers. 28-1-2011

Again, the state of change verb ‘continue' has been strategically used in this news extract to presume that the protests had reached many Egyptian cities outside Cairo when the protests resumed after the Friday prayer. In another report by BBA, the protests have been described as successful in bringing together thousands of Egyptian to protest against Mubarak’s government.

Thousands of Egyptians rallied in Tahrir Square in central Cairo, continuing their protests against the regime of Egyptian President Mubarak. 31-1-2011
The news extract presupposes that thousands of Egyptians have already gone down to the street in Cairo, demanding the regime to dissolve.

In short, the analysis of presupposition strategies in BBA revealed that the outlet has slightly reduced its support to Mubarak and his government. This reduction in support has been made by using the presuppositions to highlight the issues of restrictions in Egypt. Presuppositions have also been used to promote that the protests gained positive momentum through the increasing number of participants in every protest organised by the protestors.

4.8 CONCLUSION

The present chapter deals with the first dimension of the Fairclough’s analysis framework which focuses on the textual level. Specifically, the chapter analyses two linguistics features; First, lexicalisations and predication and second the presupposition. The textual analysis of the two outlets online news coverage on the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions revealed a consistency practice of group polarisation into two opposing groups namely: the ‘in-group’ and the ‘out-group’. Hence, the outlets have strategically utilised ideological structures such as negative and positive lexicalisation and prediction, detailed description, attribution to personality and argumentative support in reporting the two revolutions events. For instance, the naming of Tunisian opposition parties during the uprising can be seen as an example of the structure of group polarisation. The Tunisian opposition parties which opposing Ben Ali such as Ennahda and the Tunisian communist party have been mentioned in the news texts with the label ‘banned party’. While the Tunisian opposition parties which worked closely with Ben Ali carry the label of ‘legalised’ political party. Moreover, BBA labelled the protestors with negative names such as ‘troublemakers’, ‘criminals’ and ‘outlaws’ which indicated that the outlet was treated the protestors as the ‘out-group’. In contrast, AJA named the protestors as ‘demonstrators’ and ‘protestors’.
AJA also provided details description on the Tunisian and Egyptian opposition leaders such as, Marzouki, Rasheed Ghanouchi, Najeb Sheby, ElBaradei, Ayman Nour and the leaders from MB. In contrast, BBA opted to provide detail story on Ben Ali’s achievement of developing Tunisia to become an example of moderate country in the region. Besides, BBA also highlighted the detail on Mubarak critical role in the peace process between Israel and Palestine. Moreover, BBA described the protestors as violators of norms and values. The Tunisian protestors, in particular, have been described by the outlet as making troubles and breaking laws, causing destruction, turmoil and chaos. This never happened before as the mass protest rarely occurred in Tunisia before the revolution. The Egyptian protestors also being negatively described as disobeying the enforcement of emergency law, halting traffic movements in Cairo and the other Egyptian cities, throwing stones and glasses at security forces, causing fire, damaging government offices, looting and robbery and threatening the security of local resident. Unlike BBA, AJA emphasized on the peaceful nature of the protests and portrayed the protestors as practicing their right for freedom of expression.

The analysis of presuppositions also revealed the group polarisation in the outlets’ news coverage of the events. BBA utilised the presuppositions to promote the continues of chaos, violent, clashes, disruption and turmoil during the protests. Moreover, it highlights the continues efforts taken by Ben Ali and Mubarak to fulfil the protestors’ demands. All these indicated that BBA was treated the government of Ben Ali and Mubarak as the ‘in-group’, while the protestors were considered as the out-group. In contrast, AJA utilised presuppositions to positively portrayed the protests and the protestors. AJA strategically employed positive presupposition to promote the determination of protestors in expressing their demands. Also, presupposition was used to highlight the wrongdoing and misconduct of the former governments. Hence, revealed that the outlet was considered the former Egyptian and Tunisian governments as the out-group.
CHAPTER FIVE

RESULT ANALYSIS OF VERBAL PROCESS

Introduction

This chapter aims to answer the sub-research question two (SR2) which deals with the strategies in discourse construction around the Arabic online news coverages of the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ in Tunisia and Egypt. This chapter closely related to Chapter Four in examining the data textually by looking at the textual features level. While Chapter Four focuses on two textual strategies; Firstly: lexicalisation and secondly: presupposition, the present chapter will complete the analysis of textual strategies by focusing on the third strategy utilised by the two outlets namely the verbal process. Thus, in the following, I will present the detail textual analysis of the verbal process before moving into analysing the discursive practice of intertextuality in Chapter Six.

5.1 Verbal Process.

In this chapter of analysis which focuses on verbal process, I explain how the two Arabic online news outlets AJA and BBA reported on the two sides of conflict namely the government and the antagonists with an attitude; that is, how the two news outlets employed positive, neutral, and negative verbal processes differently. Halliday (1994) states that experiential meanings are represented by six different processes in the transitivity system. Relevant to my analysis in this section is a verbal process which relates to “any kind of symbolic exchange of meaning” (Halliday, 1985:129). An analysis of verbal processes in media discourse is essential in that it shows how reporters utilise verbal processes to emphasise specific meanings and marginalise others and push readers' understanding of verbiage in a particular direction. Thus, verbal
processes not only introduce what is said but also reveal the reporter's attitude toward what is said (Fowler, 1991)

The Modern Standard Arabic online news of AJA and BBA were analysed, and the three types of verbal process; positive, negative and neutral verbal processes used in the online news texts were recorded. It is important to note that my analysis will be cast more light on the two types of verbal process, namely the positive and negative verbal process compared to the neutral verbal process. The neutral verbal process carries no indication of the author's attitude towards the speaker whose words being reported. In contrast, both positive and negative verbal processes somehow promote in the reader certain impression (either good or bad) on the person whose word is reported. Hence, the positive and negative verbal process will be the centre of my analysis to reveal the two online news outlets' attitudes towards the speaker of the word being reported. Concerning this, individual instances of positive, negative and neutral verbal process were then qualitatively analysed in detail by looking at the context of the online news article in which they occurred. This analysis of verbal processes examines what they revealed about the attitude of the journalist towards those whose words were being reported. Moreover, the analysis looks at how the journalist might be trying to push the reader's perception of a text and of the participants whose words are reported in that text in a certain direction. My analysis also shed light on how the dramatic content of the text, and the sense of conflict and tension between participants, can be enriched and heightened by the journalist choosing certain verbal processes rather than others.

In short, the analysis aims to reveal how the journalist of AJA and BBA encoded their experiences and understanding of reality and their attitudes toward the speakers representing different sides of the conflict, which their word being reported. The claim is that the consistent use of a type of verbal process, whether positive or negative, with a particular group, is a trace of the journalist's stance toward that group and, hence, reflected the online news outlet's
ideology about the government and the antagonists during the time of crisis. Finally, I discuss how verbal processes – neutral, positive, and negative – were used by the two outlets in the coverage; the aim is to shed light on how social actors on both sides of the conflict were reported. Thus, my analysis will reveal how AJA and BBA employed the verbal process differently to positively portray their in-group and negatively portray whom they considered as the out-group.

5.2 Verbal Process in Tunisian Revolution Coverage

It is found that both AJA and BBA strategically utilised the positive verbal processes to positively portray what they considered as the ‘in-group’, while what has been labelled as the ‘out-group’ was negatively portrayed in their news coverage the time of crisis of Tunisian Revolution. BBA opted to consider Ben Ali and his allies of the Tunisian government as the in-group. Therefore, Ben Ali and the Tunisian authorities during the Tunisian Revolution have been positively portrayed by BBA at least from the start of the first protest in Tunisia (19/12/2010) up until 14/1/2011 the day Ben Ali left Tunisia and live in exile Saudi Arabia. Thus, by opting to be on Ben Ali’s side during the time of crisis, BBA was trying to preserve the hegemony of Ben Ali on Tunisia, which received a significant challenge from the antagonists. In contrast to BBA, AJA opted to be on the antagonists’ side by positively portrayed them as the in-group. By considering the antagonists as the in-group and Ben Ali as the out-group, AJA was trying to counter-hegemony on the domination of Ben Ali after being in dominant power on Tunisia for almost 23 years.

Therefore, my analysis in this section on AJA and BBA news reports during the time of crisis will reveal how the two online news outlets utilised the verbal process through the consistent use of a type of whether a positive or negative verbal process with their in-group and out-group. Hence, the analysis will disclose the news agency's ideology about the antagonists
whether to support the hegemony or to launch the counter-hegemony and overcome the dominance of Ben Ali in Tunisia.

**Verbal Process in AJA Online News Reports of the Tunisian Revolution**

The corpus data of AJA news articles during the time of Tunisian crisis shows that the outlet has utilised all the three subcategories of verbal process. Table 7.1 below provides detail information on the total number of occurrences for each subcategory of the verbal process and the total percentage of every subcategory of the verbal process in the outlet news texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>% of total verbal process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1667</td>
<td>67.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>22.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2461</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Spread of verbal process according to its sub-category in the corpus of online news texts.

The neutral verbal process recorded the most occurrences in the corpus data at 1667 out of 2461 total number of the verbal process occurred in the data. While negative verbal process recorded the least with only less than 10% of the total verbal process occurred in the corpus data. Meanwhile, a positive verbal process managed to record 563 number of occurrences which represent almost 23% of the total number of the verbal process occurred in the corpus data. Table 5.2, on the other hand, lists ten most occurred verbal process for each of the verbal process subcategory. The list also provides the total number of occurrences for each of the verbal process. It is found that the neutral verbal process of ‘said' recorded the highest number of occurrences, while the negative verbal process of ‘blamed' only occurred in the corpus data five times. The most occurred positive verbal process in the corpus data is ‘emphasised' followed by ‘announced', ‘ordered' and ‘promised'. In contrast, the verbs ‘refused' ‘warned' and ‘denounced' were the most negative verbal process occurred in the corpus data.
AJA utilised all three types of verbal process positive, negative and neutral in reporting the two sides of the conflict during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. However, the use of positive verbal process associated with Ben Ali and other Tunisian authorities was limited to the news reporting on Ben Ali’s promises during his speeches in order to calm the anger of protestors. In contrast, the use of the negative verbal process is the most dominant on Ben Ali and his allies. For example, AJA on 29/12/2010 reported:

"Ben Ali threatens the troublemakers"

The use of the verb ‘threatens’ in this news report does not give a good impression on the sayer (Ben Ali) as he needs to appear steady and firm in dealing with the so-called ‘troublemakers’. Instead, the negative verbal process of ‘threats’ makes Ben Ali weak, powerless and out of control in handling the situations in Tunisia (massive amount of protests against his government). The same verb also being utilised with Ben Ali in another report by AJA dated 11/1/2011:

"وَتَوَعَّدَ بْنَ عَلِيَّ "كَلَّا مِن يَعْمَدُ لِلْنَّيلِ مِن مُصَالِحَةِ الْبَلَادِ"

"Ben Ali threatened "anyone who deliberately undermines the interests of the country""

Once again, the author opted to use the verb ‘threatened' in this news report by AJA to give an impression that Ben Ali is weak, as he no longer holds the upper hand in dealing the antagonists.
who try to challenge his power. Besides, this negative verbal process also does not make Ben Ali appear like a wise man or someone who capable of governing his country. In another report by AJA, the negative verbal process of ‘accused' was utilised to portray Ben Ali negatively. For instance, AJA reported on 29/12/2010:

Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali accused in a speech - at the backdrop of the protests in the country - political parties and media for employing protests and amplifying their dimensions.

The verb ‘accused' carries negative connotations and gave a bad impression. When the verb attached to President Ben Ali, who is the most crucial person in Tunisia at that time, it gives an impression that Ben Ali is powerless in dealing with the protests against his government. Moreover, Ben Ali being portrayed in this example as does not has a better solution rather than blaming others for the uprising in Tunisia. In another news report by AJA when the protests have spread all over Tunisia, the journalist continues to utilise the same negative verbal process to portray Ben Ali negatively. For instance, AJA reported:

In the first official response for the government on the popular movements which pervade the country, the Tunisian president accused in a speech broadcast yesterday political parties and media...29/12/2010

Thus, it is evident that the verbal process of ‘accused' used in this news reports does not give a good impression on Ben Ali. Ben Ali supposed to look firm in his stance, wise and powerful in dealing with the antagonists, particularly his political enemies, the Tunisian oppositions. Instead, the negative verbal process was utilised to provide an impression that Ben Ali is powerless in dealing with his rivals. These negative impressions cannot be obtained if the author opted to use a positive verbal process such as ‘declared' or ‘announced' which in return gives positive impressions on Ben Ali as the influential, powerful and strong leader of Tunisia. The similar example can be found in another news report by AJA dated 30/12/2010:
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali accused some parties of exploiting the events politically.

In this example once again, Ben Ali appears so weak and unwise through the utilise of the negative verbal process, as he wildly blames other without specifically mentioned or named the side which he accused responsible for the chaos. AJA also utilised the verbal process to portray Ben Ali's associates negatively. For instance, the negative verbal process of 'accused' was used to report on The Green party, which enjoyed a good relationship with Ben Ali’s political party of DCA. AJA reported on 28/12/2010:

The Green Party also accused Al-Jazeera of "exaggerating events and focusing on repeated broadcasts for days.

The negative verbal process of ‘accused’ in this news report provides a negative impression on the actor (The Green Party) by portraying the party only capable of blaming other (Al-Jazeera news) for providing news coverage on Tunisian Revolution. Another related example also can be found from the AJA's news report, which provided a negative impression on different social actors from Ben Ali’s side. AJA on 29/12/2010 reported that the Tunisian Parliament which dominated by DCR representatives and other Tunisian ‘legal’ oppositions ‘criticised’ Al-Jazeera for their coverage of the protests in Tunisia.

The Tunisian House of Parliament and Tunisian political parties have criticised Al-Jazeera coverage of the protests.

The verb of ‘warned’ which give negative connotation also being utilised to negatively portray the Tunisian authority (security personnel) in AJA news report dated 7/1/2011:

Most of the public institution's headquarters have been burned or destroyed, (giving) a warning that these incidents will lead the country to a dark tunnel.

Furthermore, the same negative verbal process of ‘warned’ was also associated with the Tunisian army in the news report dated 15/1/2011:

As a warning to the public, the Tunisian army encourages the landlords to maintain order among the tenants.
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The army also warned residents in the Marche district of shooters onboard rented cars.

Despite these negative verbal processes which aim to portray Ben Ali and his associates negatively, AJA tries to provide balanced coverage on the Tunisian revolution events by utilising some positive and neutral verbal process on Ben Ali’s side. It is observed that the use of the neutral verbal process is more dominant during the early stage of uprising compared to the positive verbal process, while the use of negative verbal process on Ben Ali’s side is still the most dominant as mentioned before. The example of the neutral verbal process associated with Ben Ali is:

قال بن علي في مستهل خطابه إنه يأسف لما خلفته تلك الأحداث

*Ben Ali said at the start of his speech that he feels sorry about the incidents.* 29/12/10

In this news report by AJA on the first official response from Ben Ali after the protests have entered almost every famous city in Tunisia, the author opted to utilise the neutral verbal process of ‘said' which offer neither negative nor positive impression on the sayer (Ben Ali). Instead, the focus on this news example was given to the verbiage, which mentioned that Ben Ali regrets the incidents happen in Tunisia during the protests. The same neutral impression on Ben Ali was also being reported using a verbal process in this second example:

قال بن علي إنه يقدر شعور أي عاطل عن العمل

*Ben Ali said he appreciated the feeling of any unemployed.* 29/12/2010

The neutral verbal process ‘said' in this news report by AJA only provide neutral connotation on Ben Ali, which supposed to be portrayed as an important and strong leader of Tunisia. However, the author of the news chooses only to use the neutral verbal process in his report on Ben Ali. In contrast, if the author utilised positive verbal process such as ‘emphasised' or ‘confirmed' or ‘pledged' it will portray Ben Ali differently as a strong, wise and influential leader of Tunisia. Another example of utilising neutral verbal process on Ben Ali, which provides neither a good nor bad impression on Ben Ali can be found in the example below:

طالب بن علي المسؤولين بالمرؤة في التعامل مع المواطنين

*Ben Ali also called upon the officials to be flexible in dealing with citizens.* 30/12/10
The author of this news report utilised the neutral verbal process of ‘called upon’ which provide neither negative nor positive impression on the sayer (Ben Ali). Thus, the news report was aimed to cast more light on the verbiage without paying much attention to the sayer. Also, the use of the neutral verbal process in this news report gives the impression that Ben Ali was not so serious in asking the Tunisian authorities to deal with the people nicely. In return, the verbal process is not providing enough impression that Ben Ali is taking the matter (protestors' demands) so seriously. Another example which also utilised the neutral verbal process to report on Ben Ali is found the AJA news report dated 10/1/2011 as stated below:

ودعاء الرئيس التونسي نواب الشعب وأعضاء مجلس المستشارين والأحزاب السياسية لتكتöff اتصالاتهم بالمواطنين

*The Tunisian president called on people's representatives, members of the House of Councilors and political parties to intensify their contacts with citizens.*

The neutral verbal process of ‘called' in this news report neither provided an impression on Ben Ali as the influential leader of Tunisia nor an impression of his weaknesses. Thus, the neutral verbal process used in this news report does not portray Bel Ali, neither negatively nor positively.

The use of the positive verbal process in reporting on Ben Ali is rare to found in AJA news report, particularly before 9/1/2011 when the protests almost reached the highest level since the beginning of the Tunisian uprising. On this rare occasion, AJA reported on 7/1/2011:

وعدد الرئيس التونسي زين العابدين بن علي مساء الخميس في خطاب للشعب بإصلاحات ديمقراطية وإرساء الحريات العامة.

*Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali promised Thursday evening in a speech to the people on democratic reforms and the establishment of public freedoms,*

‘Promised’ is a positive verb as it gives a good impression that the actor is strong, powerful and capable of fulfilling his promises. It is also indicated that the actor is taking the matter seriously. Thus, in this among rare example found in AJA news report, the author utilised the positive verbal process of ‘promised’ to give a good impression on Ben Ali that he sincerely wants to bring political reforms in Tunisia and provide more freedom to the Tunisian. At the same time,
this positive connotation on Ben Ali reflected that the protestors have successfully delivered their demands and forced Ben Ali to fulfil his promises.

When the uprising entered its final stage several days before the departure of Ben Ali (9/1/2011 onwards, approximately five days before the departure) the use of positive verbal process on Ben Ali was limited to news reporting on Ben Ali’s promises in his final efforts to calm the anger of protestors. The examples of the use of positive verbal in reporting Ben Ali’s promises taken from AJA’s news report are as follow:

1) وَأَكَّدَ بِنِعَلِيَ تَمْسِكَ حُكْمَتِهِ بِسِيَاسَتِهِ الْعَلْمَيْنِ رَغْمَ صَعُوبَتِ التِّشْغِيل

Ben Ali stressed his government's adherence to its educational policy despite the difficulties of finding jobs. (10/1/2011)

2) وَأَعْلَنَ الرَّئِيْسُ الْتُّنْسِيُّ خَمْسَةَ قَرَارَاتٍ تَمْثِيلُ فِي مَسْعَاطٍ طَائِفَةِ التِّشْغِيلَ وَتَنْوِيَ مِيَاذِينِهَا قَمُلًا عَامِيًا ١٠٠١ و ١٠٠٢

The Tunisian President announced five decisions to double the capacity of job opportunities and diversify the fields of employment in 2011 and 2012. (11/1/2011)

3) كَمَا قَرَّرَ عَقِدَ نَدْوَةً وَطَنِيَّةً قَمُلًا ﻣَنْ شَهْرِ قَمُولَ ﺗَشَارُكُ فِيهَا مُؤْسَسَاتٌ رَسُميَّةٌ ﻭَأَخْرَى أَهْلِيَّةٌ ﻋَلَى مُطْرَحَ ﺗُصُوُّرَاتِهَا ﺑِشَاءِ التِّشْغِيلَ قَمُلًا ﻋَانِسَاتِهَا قَمُلًا.

He also decided to hold a national symposium next month in which the participation of both government and non-governmental institutions will present their views on promoting job opportunities in the coming years. (11/1/2011)

4) وَأَكَّدَ بِنِعَلِيَ فِي خَطَابِ ﺑِثْتِهِ ﺍﻟْتِلْفِزَةِ ﺍﻟْتُنْسِيَّةِ أَنَّهُ ﻻَ ﻓِي ﺍﻟْمَدْرَسةِ ﻟَا ﻳُغيِرُ اﻟْمَدْرَسةِ ﻟِفِي ﺧُوْضَ اﻟْإِنتَخَابِاتِ ﺍﻟْرَّئِيْسَيَّةِ

Ben Ali emphasised in a televised speech that he would not change the constitution to allow him to run for president (13/1/2011)

5) وَوَوَعَدَ بِنِعَلِي ﺑِأَنَّهُ ﻳُسَتَّطِبِلُ ﻣِنْ لَجْنَةِ ﺗَحْقِيقَ ﻣُسْتَقَلَّةِ ﺗَحْقِيقٍ ﻣُسْتَقِلَّةِ ﺗَحْقِيقٍ ﻓِي ﻣُسْؤُولَيَةِ ﺑِذَﻟِكَ ﺍﻟْأَطْرَافِ ﺑَذَﻟِكَ ﺍﻟْأَطْرَافِ ﻣَعِ ﻣُسْؤُولَيَةِ ﺑِذَﻟِكَ ﺍﻟْأَطْرَافِ ﻋَدَّ ﻋَدَّ إِسْتَمْسَانَ

Ben Ali promised that he would ask an independent commission of inquiry to investigate the responsibility of all parties without exception (13/1/2011)

These five examples of the positive verbal process were used by AJA to report on Ben Ali’s promises. In the AJA’s attempt to provide balanced coverage of both sides in the Tunisian conflict, AJA provided good representations on Ben Ali even when the pressure on him was reaching its peak, days before his departure by utilised positive verbal process. From another
perspective, these Ben Ali’s promises have shown that the protestors’ demands have been successfully delivered to the government and President Ben Ali himself has shown his effort to fulfil all the demands. It is noted that there are four positive verbal processes found in these five examples namely: the verb of ‘stressed’ as in example (1) and (4), ‘announced’ in example (2), ‘decided’ in example (3) and ‘promised’ in example (5). The use of positive verb of ‘stressed’ in example (1) positively portrays Ben Ali as he is seriously focused on the education issues which provided an impression that he is the one who holds the authority on the issue by not taking the matter lightly. The same also applied in the example (4) as Ben Ali stressed that he would not change the Tunisian constitution to allow him in clinging to his position. The example (2) furthermore used the positive verbal process of ‘announced’ which optimistically portray Ben Ali as a stable and influential leader because only someone who has the ‘power’ enough is capable of providing more jobs opportunities within one to two years for the Tunisian. Meanwhile, the two verbs of ‘decided’ and ‘promised’ in example (3) and (5) give an impression that Ben Ali is an influential leader in Tunisia by planning to organise a national forum in searching for better solutions to unemployment issues and forming independence body to investigate the misconducts happened during the Tunisian uprising.

AJA also utilised the positive verbal process to show their support to the antagonists and considered them as the ‘in-group’. For instance, AJA reported on the protestors’ demands by saying:

أداّنا وطّلّب المتظاهرون بتحقيق فرص تنمية وضمان الحق في العمل، كما أدانوا ما وصفوه بالفساد،

*The protestors demanded opportunities for development and guaranteed the right to work, and condemned what they described as corruption, 28/12/2010*

The two verbs used in this example ‘demanded’ and ‘condemned’ may seem negative, particularly the second verb as condemnation is usually attached with a negative connotation. However, the two verbs provide positive meaning to the actors by making them look big and forceful in dealing with the pressure from the Tunisian government. In other word, the
protestors are too small in term of number and power which they have compared to the Tunisian government. Despite this deficit, the protestors were portrayed in this news report as being able to demand the government for providing more jobs and condemn corruption. Thus, the two verbs of ‘demanded’ and ‘condemned’ give positive connotations on the sayer (the protestors) by portraying them as big and forceful in dealing with the government which is far more powerful than the protestors.

On the other hand, the two verbal processes used in this news extract have transformed the Tunisian government to look week and under heavy pressure from the protestors’ demands and condemnations. Thus, the two verbs of ‘demanded’ and ‘condemned’ have fulfilled the task to positively portray the ‘in-group’ (the protestors) and negatively portray the ‘out-group’ (the Tunisian government). Besides, these positive meanings given by the author through the utilising of the verbal process will not be fulfilled if the author opted to use a neutral verbal process like ‘said’ or ‘called’ to replace the verbs of ‘demanded’ and ‘condemned’.

AJA also utilised the same strategy to positively portray the banned Tunisian oppositions by making them look significant, robust and influential when dealing with the government. It is worth to note that, before the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, Ben Ali and his political party of DCR were the dominant power in Tunisia. In contrast, many oppositions parties, particularly those who openly criticise Ben Ali, have been barred from any political activity. Thus, before 2011, Ben Ali and DCR enjoy the privilege of power dominant in Tunisia and receive minimum threat from the oppositions. Therefore, it is observed that during the 2011 Tunisian revolution, AJA tries to utilise the positive verbal process to empower the antagonists particularly the powerless Tunisian oppositions by giving an impression which portrays them as big, strong and influential in the fight against the dominant of Ben Ali and DCA party. For instance, AJA utilised the positive verbal process in its news report on Ennahda by saying:
The Ennahda movement - also banned - warned of the repercussions of the events (20/12/2010)

The verb ‘warned’ may seem negative, but in this news extract, it provides a positive impression to the actor (Ennahda movement) in their fight with the Tunisian government. This positive impression will not be achieved if the journalist opted to use a neutral verbal process such as ‘called upon’ or ‘mentioned' which does not have a strong positive impression on Ennahda. Thus, the author chooses to use the strong instructional verbal process aimed to give an impression that Ennahda is significant, robust, vital and has a massive influence over what is happening at that time (the widespread of protests against the government) in Tunisia. After all, not everyone can issue a warning as it required the strong, powerful and influential actor to warn others from doing something prohibited. Another similar example can be found in AJA’s news report when the author tries to give a positive impression to another banned Tunisian opposition known as Tunisian Workers’ Party.

The banned Tunisian Communist Workers' Party, in turn, condemned the growing power of imposing what it called as the ‘real situation’. 21/12/10

Although the Tunisian Workers’ Party is relatively small party compared to Tunisian ruling party of DCR during that time of crisis, AJA has utilised the verbal process of ‘condemned’ to positively portray Tunisian Workers’ Party. Thus, the verb ‘condemned’ gives an impression that the actor (Tunisian Workers’ Party) is strong as it has the strength to condemn the dominant power in Tunisia for imposing people with something against their need. In another example, AJA tries to provide a good impression on the Tunisian oppositions regardless of their political stance as long as they stand against Ben Ali in the 2011 Revolution by positively portrayed them as big and robust coalition against the dominant power in Tunisia. AJA reported on 28/12/2010:

وحنٌّر سياسيون معارضون من مخاطر اللجوء إلى القوة لقمع المظاهرات السلمية، وطلباً بالإفراج عن المعطوبين وفك الحصار الأمني المفروض على سيدي بوزيد والمناطق المجاورة.
Opposition politicians warned of the dangers of resorting to force in suppressing peaceful demonstrations. They also demanded the release of detainees and lifted the security siege imposed on Sidi Bouzid and neighbouring areas.

It is noticed that the author has utilised the two verbs of ‘warned’ and ‘demanded’ to give a positive impression on the actors (politicians from Tunisian oppositions). Thus, the politicians in this news report have been portrayed as someone strong, wise and influential. In this news report, the opposition politicians are influential because they have the strength to warn the government, which has more power compared to them. The politicians are wise because they suggest a better solution in dealing with a peaceful demonstration. The politicians also being portrayed in this news report as influential as they are capable of delivering the Tunisian demands to the government for realising the detainers and lifting the siege imposed on Sidi Bouzid. Furthermore, the verbal processes used in this news extract positively portrayed the Tunisian oppositions by making them appear as one strong coalition as they can agree with each other despite the differences in political stances. Once again, the analysis of verbal process revealed that AJA has strategically utilised the verbal process to positively portray Tunisian antagonists by giving positive impressions on them and in contrast, AJA provides negative impressions on DCA and their allies which are the dominant power in Tunisia during the 2011 revolution.

AJA not only provides a positive impression on Tunisian opposition through the utilise of the verbal process but also use the same strategy to positively portray the Tunisian non-political groups and Tunisian unions during the time of crisis in the 2011 Tunisian revolution. These non-political movements and unions have shown their strong support towards the protestors' demands. It is also worth to note that, these Tunisian non-political groups particularly the Tunisian professional and workers unions such as the Labour Union, the Teacher Union, the Lawyer Union, the Miners Union were among the earliest groups who directly show their support to the protesters. Their supports and active participants in the protest
events can be traced back since the first day of protest a day after Bouazizi burned himself on 18/12/2010 which is far earlier than the participation of the Tunisian opposition in the protest events. AJA, for instance, positively reported on one of the Tunisian unions on 29/12/2010 by mentioning:

The office (the executive office of the National Union) said it condemns "preventing and hindering journalists and assaulting some of them while performing their professional duties

Condemnation may seem negative; however, it can give a positive impression on the sayer for his courage to condemn something, particularly when the verbiage is deserved to be condemned. Thus, in this example taken from AJA online news report, the sayer (The Executive Officer of Tunisian National Workers Union) has been portrayed as wise and strong by using the verbal process of ‘condemned' for having the courage to condemn Tunisian government terrible policies.

On the other hand, the verbiage which referred to the Tunisian government's approaches in prohibiting the media coverage of the protest events was negatively portrayed in the news report. Therefore, the Tunisian government policy in denying the freedom of media access is deserved to be rebuked, hence provides an excellent impression to the sayer as he is a wise person. On the next day (30/12/2010) AJA published more news on the same issue, which deals with the limitation of media coverage on the uprising events.

The Tunisian Journalists Union on Wednesday condemned the "media blackout" that accompanied the beginning of events in the Sidi Bouzid region,

In this news report, AJA reported that the Tunisian Journalists Union also ‘condemned’ the Tunisian authorities for preventing them from doing their job in reporting the events during the Tunisian revolution. Although, the Tunisian Journalists is relatively small in term of number and power compared to the Tunisian authority, the author of this news extract has utilised the
verbal process of ‘condemned’ to provide a positive impression on the sayer (the Tunisian
Journalists Union). The positive impression of strong and firm in their stance will not be
achieved if the author substituted the verb ‘condemned’ with another neutral verb such as
‘called upon’ which does not give a much strong impression on the sayer compared to the verb
‘condemned’.

A similar example which also revealed that AJA strategically utilised the verbal process
to positively portrayed the Tunisian unions who support the protestors’ demands during the
revolution can be found in the news report dated 7/1/2011 as mentioned below:

The Tunisian trade union pointed out that "peaceful popular rallies began peacefully yesterday
to demand employment and fair development," criticising the "severe repression" which led to
violent confrontations.

The positive verbal process of ‘criticise’ used in this news report provides a good impression
on the Tunisian Unions for showing their courage in criticising the Tunisian government for
not taking proper action in dealing with peaceful protests. Because of violent approaches used
by the Tunisian government, the protests have turned into intensive fights between the
protestors and the security personnel. Thus, the use of the verbal process in this news extract
aimed to portray the Tunisian unions positively and considered them as the ‘in-group’, while
the Tunisian authority has been negatively portrayed and treated as the ‘out-group’.

AJA not only utilised the positive verbal process to give an impression which make the
antagonists (as a group) appeared in its online news report as a big, wise and influential group,
but also utilised the same strategy to provide the same positive impression for the leaders (as
an individual) of these antagonist groups. This is to say, AJA not only utilised the positive
verbal process to portray the antagonists as a group positively but also used the same strategy
to portray the antagonists as an individual positively. As a result, these individuals (mostly the
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The president of the Tunisian League for Human Rights, Mokhtar Tarifi, condemned the suspension of lawyer Ayadi.

The el-Tajdid movement called upon for the renewal of the security siege on the city of Sidi Bouzid and the release of the detainees immediately and called for lifting the media blackout.

For its part, the Progressive Democratic Party (PDP) called upon the Tunisian government to withdraw security forces immediately from the city of Sidi Bouzid and its surrounding.

The two examples of (1) and (2) dated 20/12/2010 was taken from among the earliest online news reports by AJA on the protests in Tunisia. Both examples used the neutral verbal process ‘called upon’ in reporting the actors which are from the antagonists for their supports towards the protestors namely the El-Tajdid (Reform) Movement in example (1) and the Democratic Progress Party in example (2). Besides, the example (1) contains two neutral verbal processes ‘called upon' and 'called' to stress on the peaceful nature of the request made by the sayer to the Tunisian authority. Thus, the neutral verbal processes used in these two examples provide an impression that the sayer is trying to deliver his request accurately without any pressure or violent. In other words, the author has utilised the neutral verbal process to give a good impression on the Tunisian antagonists during this early stage of the protest by portraying them as using non-violent approaches in delivering their request to the Tunisian authority. Examples (3) to (9) as stated below, on the other hand, represent the middle stage of the Tunisian revolution because they were reported by AJA approximately ten days after the first protest was recorded in Sidi Bouzid. During this middle stage, the protests have entered the Tunisian capital and all major Tunisian cities. It is noticed that AJA still using the neutral verbal process in
reporting on the antagonist's demands even though the wave of protests in Tunisia has gained massive support by the Tunisian.

3) The protestors called upon for the achievement of development opportunities and ensured the right to work

4) The demonstrators chanted slogans against the extension of the extension, such as "freedom of freedoms .. not a presidency for life,

5) They called upon for the lifting of restrictions on freedom and the job opportunities for the unemployed, calling for "occupation, freedom, national dignity,

6) Journalists from the Union of Tunisian Journalists said in a statement that they gathered on Monday in front of the union headquarters" to protest against the media blackout'.

7) Former Secretary-General of the Democratic Progressive Party Ahmed Najib al-Shabi called upon the authorities to deal with the demonstrators according to the law, not violence and repression

8) The head of the banned Ennahda movement, Rashid Ghannouchi, said it was the duty of political and human rights organisations to take the responsibility

9) The protestors in poor areas, especially from Sidi Bouzid called upon...

Examples (3) to (9) contain many neutral verbal processes, namely: ‘called upon’, ‘said’ and ‘called’. The neutral verb of ‘called upon’ is the most frequent neutral verbal process used in these examples and can be found in the example (3), (5), (7) and (9). The example (6) and (8) on the other hand utilise another neutral verbal process, namely ‘said', while the example
(4) used a neutral verb ‘called’. It is also worth highlighting that the example (3), (4), (5) and (9) showed the neutral verbal processes were used to report on the protestors’ demands, for instance, more job opportunities in example (3) and (5) and demand for more freedom and better human rights in examples (4) and (5). The examples (7) and (8) on the other hand, revealed that similar neutral verbal processes were used in reporting the demands made by antagonist leaders namely Najeb Shabi in example (7) and Ghannouchi from el-Nahdah in example (8). All in all, these examples clearly indicated that the author has opted to preserve the use of neutral verbal processes in reporting the demands made by the antagonists to the Tunisian authority during the uprising, even though the protests have successfully gathered massive crowd from the Tunisian and strongly backed up Tunisian opposition and other Tunisian non-political groups. Therefore, AJA has strategically utilised the verbal process to support its approach to portraying the protests as non-violent protests and the demands made by the protestors are legal and acceptable. Hence, provide positive representations of the protestors and their demands.

It is not surprising to find that AJA sticks to its approach in using the neutral verbal process when reporting on the protestors’ demands event days before the departure of Ben Ali. This is to say, AJA preserved to utilise the neutral verbal process in reporting the protestors’ demands even at the final stage of the uprising. For instance, these news extracts were reported on the day Ben Ali left Tunisia:

14/1/11

The protesters ignored the cold air and raised banners, pictures and Tunisian flags, calling upon Ben Ali to step down

14/1/11

Tens of thousands of protesters rallied in front of the Home Ministry in Tunis, calling upon the departure of President Ben Ali and holding accountable those responsible for corruption.

14/1/11

وشهدت سوسة الواقعة جنوب العاصمة تظاهرة ضخمة عبر المشاركين فيها عن عدم الثقة بالرئيس بن علي وطالبوا برحيله.
Sousse, south of the capital, witnessed a massive demonstration through which participants expressed distrust of President Ben Ali and called upon his departure. 

The Kasserine province in central-western Tunisia also witnessed a significant march calling upon the departure of Ben Ali.

It is indicated from these examples that AJA utilised the neutral verbal process of ‘called upon' to report on the protestors' demands up until the final day before Ben Ali departed Tunisia. It is also found that, during this final stage of protest, the demands were centred on Ben Ali's resignation. Hence, this provides another positive impression on the protestors for being able to unite and peacefully present their demands. Also, at the background of the news on the uprising, AJA utilised the neutral verbal process to report on foreign leaders mainly from the US and the EU. Thus, AJA once again strategically utilised the neutral verbal process on the requests made by the US and EU leaders to the Tunisian government which go in line with the same strategy used by AJA to report on protestors’ demands. Hence, its provide positive connotations that the protestors’ demands not only being supported by the US and EU leaders but also give a good impression that the demands itself can be appropriately realised without chaos or violence. For instance, AJA reported:

14) The American official called on the Tunisian government to protect civil liberties and restraint by all parties in Tunisia.

15) For its part, France called for calm, and the Foreign Ministry spokesman Bernard Valero expressed his regret on the events of violence,

16) The European Union called for the release of the detainees against the backdrop of these events.
Ashton said the EU called for the release of journalists, bloggers, lawyers and the rest of the detainees on the backdrop of the protests.

In line with AJA’s approach in providing a positive representation of the protest and the protestors, the neutral verbal process has been used in reporting on the support shown by foreign leaders to the protestors' demands. Form the examples (14) to (17); it is noticed that the neutral verbal process of 'called upon' was the most frequently used in giving the neutral impression as it can be found in the example (14), (15) and (16). While the example (17) utilised verb ‘said’ in providing a neutral impression on the sayer. All these neutral verbal processes provide neither strong impression nor bad connotation on the sayer as can be accomplished from the use of the positive or negative verbal process. In another word, the neutral verbal process used in these examples provides a neutral impression on the antagonist' demands as the demand itself can easily be seen as harmful and violent particularly if the demand comes from the opposing group to challenge the hegemony of ruling power. Thus, in order to preserved to a positive representation of the protest and the protestors themselves, AJA carefully utilised the neutral verbal process in reporting on the protestors from the early stage of Tunisian revolution until the departure of Ben Ali. By preserving the use of the neutral verbal process, particularly during the final stage of the protests, AJA has portrayed the protests as peaceful events, and the protestors' demands are valid. Hence, highlighted the positive sides of the protests and dismissed the negative issues surrounding the event such as violent clashes between the police and protestors, riots, chaos, many have been killed or seriously injured or have been detained.

Verbal Process in BBA Online News Reports of the Tunisian Revolution
BBA utilised all the three subcategories of a verbal process in reporting the event of the 2011 TR. However, the total number of occurrences for each of these three sub-categories differ, as shown in Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>65.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Spread of verbal process according to its sub-category in the corpus of online news texts.

The subcategory of the neutral verbal process recorded the highest number of occurrences with 1153 of almost 66% while positive verbal process recorded 476 number of occurrences (27%) and the negative verbal process was recorded the least number of occurrences at 137 or 7.8%.

The Table 5.4 furthermore provided ten verbal processes for each of the three sub-categories, which recorded the highest number of occurrences in the corpus data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>announced (152)</td>
<td>said (569)</td>
<td>accused (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emphasised (87)</td>
<td>called upon (131)</td>
<td>refused (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordered (45)</td>
<td>mentioned (84)</td>
<td>insisted (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promised (39)</td>
<td>requested (64)</td>
<td>blamed (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pledged (38)</td>
<td>asked (55)</td>
<td>denied (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decided (37)</td>
<td>indicated (35)</td>
<td>admitted (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explained (36)</td>
<td>pointed out (29)</td>
<td>criticised (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>echoed (18)</td>
<td>described (23)</td>
<td>condemned (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urged (14)</td>
<td>commented (12)</td>
<td>warned (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>declared (13)</td>
<td>told (9)</td>
<td>claimed (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Verbal Processes Found in the corpus of online News text of BBA for the Tunisian revolution according to verbal process sub-category.

The neutral verbal process of ‘said' recorded the highest number of occurrences at 569 times while the negative verbal process of ‘claimed' recorded the least number of occurrences as it only occurred three times. Comparing with the similar list for AJA (Table 5.2) it is found that, the neutral verbal process of ‘said' also recorded the highest number of occurrences in AJA's lists. In contrast, the most occurred positive verbal process in AJA is ‘emphasised’ while the
verb ‘announced’ was the most utilised positive verbal process in BBA's corpus data. Besides, the verb ‘accused’ was the most occurred negative verbal process in BBA's list compared to the verb ‘refused’ which recorded the highest number of occurrences in AJA's corpus data.

Moving into a more specific analysis of the BBA online news reports during the time of crisis for the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, revealed the online news outlet utilised the positive verbal process to positively portray Ben Ali and his allies hence considered them as the ‘in-group’. In contrast, the antagonist, particularly the protestors and the Tunisian opposition, were treated as the ‘out-group’ by using the negative verbal process to report on them. It is also found that the Tunisian authority which consisted of Ben Ali and his allies were the dominant voice in BBA online news reports since the early stage of Tunisian uprising up until 9/1/2011 in line with the online news outlet's approach in retaining the hegemony of existing dominant political power in Tunisia by President Ben Ali during that time. However, this approach was started to change after 9/1/2011, when the protests intensified, and foreign countries particular the US and EU have started to express their concern about the situations in Tunisia. Hence, BBA has started to bring more antagonist’s voice in its report and slightly reduced the dominance voice of Ben Ali and Tunisian authority. Therefore, the period between 9/1/2011 and 14/1/2011 has shown that BBA slightly changes their approaches by trying to provide more balanced coverage on both sides of the conflict. Finally, when Ben Ali left Tunisia on 14/1/2011, BBA changes its side to be with the antagonists and provide more report on them. All these can be seen in detail through the analysis of verbal process utilised by BBA in its online news reports.

Before 9/1/2011, when the voice of Ben Ali and Tunisian authority were the most dominant in BBA's online news reports, BBA strategically utilised the positive verbal process to give a good impression on Ben Ali and his allies. Thus, BBA considered Ben Ali as the ‘in-group’, while the antagonists were treated as the ‘out-group’ and they have been described by using negative verbal process. For instance, BBA positively portrays Ben Ali in his efforts to
deal with the protestors’ demands by using positive verbal processes. BBA reported on 28/12/2010:

At the same time, he promised to take more government measures to boost the creation of new jobs in the country.

In this online news extract, it showed among the earliest official respond by President Ben Ali on the widespread protests in Tunisia. The author opted to use the positive verbal process of ‘promised’ in reporting on Ben Ali respond to the protests. Hence, the author has strategically utilised the positive verbal process to give a positive impression on Ben Ali by portraying him as a wise and influential leader of Tunisia. In addition to the strategic use of the verbal process of ‘promised,’ Ben Ali appeared in this news report as a wise leader because he provided details on his promise to solve the issue of unemployment in Tunisia. Furthermore, it takes the only strong and powerful leader to handle such a big issue of unemployment in Tunisia. These positive impressions of the wise and influential leader of Ben Ali will not be fulfilled if the author opted to use another verbal process such as neutral verbal process like ‘said’ or ‘mentioned’ which does not provide a much positive impression on the sayer compared to the verb ‘promised’. Another example which revealed that BBA consistently utilised the positive verbal process to provide a strong positive impression on Ben Ali can be seen in another news report by BBA dated 29/12/2010 as mentioned below:

In a televised speech Tuesday, Ben Ali stressed that "rioters will be severely punished".

In this second example, the verb ‘stressed’ has been utilised to provide a positive impression on Ben Ali hence portraying him as a stable and influential leader in dealing with the ‘troublemakers’. During the Tunisian uprising, Ben Ali faced a severe challenge from the antagonists, which demanded him to step down. In answering to this challenge and preserving the dominant power over Tunisia of Ben Ali, BBA has utilised the positive verbal process to positively portray Ben Ali as an influential leader who has full control over Tunisia by
emphasising that he will take firm action against anyone who tries to bring chaos into Tunisia.

In another example taken from BBA online news report, Ben Ali was once again being portrayed as a stable and influential leader of Tunisia in dealing with antagonist’s challenge to his power:

Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali declared earlier on Monday: "We say to anyone who deliberately undermines the interests of the country

This news example from BBA reported on one of Ben Ali’s speech to the Tunisian in response to a series of protests against his government. Despite facing a serious challenge from the protestors during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, the author opted to utilise the positive verbal process of ‘declared’ to positively portray Ben Ali as a strong leader who has a firm stance in facing the challenges on his government. In contrast, the right impression of a strong leader with a firm stance will not be achieved if the author substituted the verb ‘declared’ with another verb such as ‘mentioned’ or ‘said’. Hence, the positive verbal process of ‘highlighted’ has been strategically used in this news report to provide a positive impression on Ben Ali and at the same time give bad connotation on the antagonists who try to exploit the situation in Tunisia during the uprising for their political interest.

In addition to Ben Ali, BBA also utilised Positive verbal process to provide good descriptions on Ben Ali’s allies. For instance, Ben Ali’s Prime Minister since 1999, Mohamed Ghonouchi was positively portrayed by BBA through the utilisation of positive verbal process. BBA reported on 11/1/11:

"Ghannouchi asked, "all sides to show patriotism"
The verbal process of ‘asked' has been strategically utilised by the author of the news to provide a significant-good impression on Ghanouchi. As a result, Ghanouchi has been portrayed in the news as a strong and powerful leader in Tunisia. However, these impressions of a strong and powerful leader cannot be fulfilled if the author changes the verb ‘asked' into the neutral verbal process such as ‘called upon' or ‘said'. Therefore, the verb ‘asked' has been strategically utilised in the news to portray Ghanouchi positively, hence revealed BBA's bias toward the Tunisian authority during the 2011 revolution.

Furthermore, the task carried by Ghanouchi, as reported in the news is huge. It takes an extraordinary man who has the capability of asking everybody to remain calm and put their love to Tunisia as the priority in finding a solution during the time of crisis. Thus, Tunisian Prime Minister, during the time of crisis, has been positively portrayed by BBA in this online news report to has these good qualities hence qualified to become a suitable leader of Tunisia. In another example, Ghaonouchi being portrayed as a wise and influential leader in dealing with massive pressure from the protestors.

In this online news report of BBA, the author has utilised a positive verbal process of ‘declared' which provide a positive impression on Ghanouchi. Hence, the use of the verb ‘declared' not only portray the declaration is official because it comes from the Prime Minister of Tunisia, but also it highlights the high position of the announcer (Ghanouchi). After all, it takes the only leader of the highest rank to declare the resignation of Ben Ali's senior minister (his Home Minister) which deals directly with the protestors during the uprising and the release of protestors after being detained by the authority. In the third example below, Ghanouchi was reported during his speech which highlighted his pledge to protect the Tunisian constitution and bring political and social reforms in Tunisia.
Ghannouchi vowed to "respect the constitution" and undertake "political and social reforms".

13/1/11

Again, the positive verbal process of ‘pledged' was used to positively portray Ghannouchi for his promises in dealing with the anger of Tunisian over the government. Thus, during his speech, he pledged to protect the constitution and bring changes to the political and social system in Tunisia. Hence, provided a good impression on Ghannouchi as an influential leader of Tunisia for his determination in bringing back peace into Tunisia and fulfilling the protestors’ demands.

Ghannouchi was not only Ben Ali's minister being positively portrayed by BBA using positive verbal process. BBA was positively reporting other Tunisian ministers. Tunisian Communication Minister during the 2011 Revolution, for instance, has been positively portrayed by BBA in its online news report dated 10/1/2011 as mentioned below:

Tunisian Communications Minister Samir Obeidi told Al-Jazeera television that army units were sent there to protect government buildings

The positive verbal process of 'explained' used in this online news report provides a positive impression on the sayer as a wise leader of Tunisia. Thus, the Tunisian Communication Minister in this news extract has clearly explained the reason for sending army troop to protect the government’s building from being vandalised by the protestors. In another example, the Tunisian Ministry of Education and Ministry of Higher Education were both being positively portrayed by BBA in its news report dated 11/1/2011:

The ministries of education and higher education announced in a joint statement

The verb ‘announced’ which used to report on the two Tunisian Ministries namely: Minister of Education and Minister of Higher Education has provided a good impression on the ministries as the central authorities which have the power in making important decisions related to the
educational system in Tunisia. Both ministers have declared to adjourn the learning session until the situation has returned to calm.

Furthermore, BBA also strategically utilised the verbal process to give positive descriptions of the Tunisian government in general. The examples below show that positive verbally processes were strategically utilised to give a good impression on the Tunisian government during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution:

1) The Tunisian government announced the death of eight people in clashes between security forces and protesting protesters. 9/1/11

2) The Tunisian government decides to close all schools and universities. 10/1/11

3) On Monday, the Tunisian government announced the closure of schools and universities across the country "until further notice." 11/1/11

The verb ‘announced’ was used in the example (1) and (3), while the example (2) utilised verb ‘decided’. These verbs provide a good impression on the Tunisian government despite being heavily criticised by the protestors during the 2011 Revolution. Thus, by providing a good impression on the Tunisian government, BBA has shown its support toward the Tunisian authority and considered them as the in-group. Hence, BBA maintained to positively portray Ben Ali’s government as the legitimate authority of Tunisia. Therefore, the Tunisian government has the authority to officially declare the decision to adjourn the learning process in school and university during the uprising, as mentioned in the example (2) and (3). Also, the example (1) revealed the official number of casualties during the fight between the Tunisian security personnel and protestors. Hence, denying any other number of casualties claimed by different parties, as the Tunisian government has the authority to declare the official number.
Although there is not much being reported on the antagonist's voice by BBA during the early stage of the revolution, it revealed that negative verbal process had been utilised to give a bad impression on the antagonists particularly the Tunisian illegal oppositions. Thus, the oppositions were negatively portrayed using verbal process; hence, BBA considered them as the out-group. For instance, BBA reported that the Tunisian opposition had been blamed for inciting the riots which were denied by them.

The opposition rejects government accusations of fueling the unrest

The opposition in this news report has been portrayed as weak and powerless through the utilisation of negative verbal process of ‘denied’. However, if the author substitutes the verb with another verb which provides strong impression in denying the accusation on the Tunisian opposition such as ‘condemned' or 'criticised', it will give a good impression on the opposition. Hence, the negative verb ‘denied' was strategically utilised by the author to give an impression of weakness to the Tunisian opposition. Concerning this, BBA once again reported on the same issue in its online news by mentioning:

Nevertheless, the opposition rejected the accusations, saying the protests were motivated by unemployment.

Again, the oppositions have been portrayed as weak in dealing with the government of Tunisia because they were not being able to refute the accusation for causing riots in Tunisia. Thus, the author does not provide ample chance for the opposition in this news report to defend themselves by providing less description from the opposition's side while the government was given full details. Therefore, it reveals that the Tunisian opposition was treated as the ‘out-group' by BBA.

The analysis of the utilisation of verbal process by BBA in its online news coverage of 2011 Tunisian Revolution had revealed that BBA continues to use the positive verbal process
in reporting about Ben Ali event after 9/1/11 when the protests in Tunisia almost reached its peak. Thus, BBA continues to show its support to Ben Ali, and the Tunisian government up until Ben Ali departed Tunisia on 14/1/2011. For instance, BBA utilised positive verbal processes to positively portray Ben Ali between 10 January and 14th January 2011, particularly in reporting about Ben Ali’s speeches to Tunisian by saying:

1) 

The Tunisian president pledges to provide 300,000 jobs within a year

2) 

In return, the president promised in a televised address to provide 300,000 new jobs by 2012.

3) 

He stressed that he was committed to his pledge when he came to power in 1987 that "no presidency for life",

4) 

President Ben Ali's speech was conciliatory and pledged more openness and democratic practices in Tunisia.

5) 

Ben Ali, who took office since 1987, ordered a reduction in the prices of some essential foodstuffs.

These five news extracts taken from BBA news report dated between 10th January and 14th January 2011 strategically utilised several positive verbal processes to provide positive connotations on Ben Ali. These positive verbal processes are: ‘pledged' as can be found in the example (1) and (4), ‘promised' in example (2) and (5), ‘stressed' in example (3), and ‘ordered' in example (5). In the example (1) for instance, the positive verbal process of ‘pledged' has provided a good impression on Ben Ali by portraying him as an influential leader of Tunisia for having the authority to work on providing a vast number of job opportunities (300,000) for Tunisian within a year. The same news was also reported by BBA on the next day (11th January
2011) by using another a positive verbal process, namely ‘promised’. Once again, the verb ‘promised’ has provided a positive impression on Ben Ali as only a strong and determined leader can deliver the promise to create 300,000 new jobs for Tunisian. The example (3) furthermore, portray Ben Ali as a wise leader for keeping with his promises. This positive impression has been achieved from the use of the positive verbal process of ‘stressed' which shows Ben Ali's commitment in keeping with is words. However, if the author substituted the verb 'stressed' with a neutral verbal process such as 'mentioned', it will not provide a good connotation on Ben Ali as provided by the use of the verb ‘stressed' found in the news extract. The example (4) and (5) provided more evident which show that BBA continues to be on Ben Ali's side even when the massive pressure on Ben Ali to resign has been build up days before his departure. During these remaining days before Ben Ali's departure, BBA was positively described Ben Ali on his promises for more openness and more democratic practices in Tunisia. BBA also positively portrayed Ben Ali as a leader that has enormous influential power in Tunisia for his excellent efforts to lower the essential foods price, which a task only can be done by an influential leader.

All in all, these examples indicate that BBA opted to be with Ben Ali's side up until the day he departed Tunisia by continue to provide a positive impression on him through the strategic used of positive verbal processes. Even though BBA does not immediately change its policy, we have noticed that BBA has slightly changed its strategy starting from 9th January 2011 by bringing more antagonist’s voice in its report and slightly reduced the dominance voice of Ben Ali and Tunisian authority. Thus, BBA gradually changed its approaches by providing more balanced coverage on both sides of the conflict. This is to say, BBA does not immediately change its side to be on the antagonists' side, but the agency has started to reduce the dominant of Ben Ali and his associates by bringing reports on the antagonists. Hence, from 9th January until 14th January 2011, the antagonist's voices have been reported using neutral verbal
processes. The examples below indicate that neutral verbal processes were used by BBA to report on the process of saying made by the Tunisian antagonists:

1) Protests in Tunisia demand the release of detainees
   
   Teachers' union activist Belkacem Sayhi said that security forces shot at the demonstrators
   
   "We support the demands of the people," said Obeid Braiki, deputy secretary-general of the Tunisian General Labor Union.

2) Teachers' union activist Belkacem Sayhi said that security forces shot at the demonstrators
   
   The US official called on the Tunisian government to protect civil liberties and restraint on all sides.

3) We support the demands of the people," said Obeid Braiki, deputy secretary-general of the Tunisian General Labor Union.

4) The US official called on the Tunisian government to protect civil liberties and restraint on all sides.

5) The demonstrators demanded the creation of a police union and the lifting of grievances they say they have been suffering for years.

These five online news extracts of BBA report on the Tunisian antagonist using neutral verbal process. The verb 'called upon' is found in example (1) and (5), while the verb 'mentioned' is used in example (2), the verb 'said' is used in example (3) and the verb 'called' is used to report on process of saying in example (4). By reporting on the antagonist using neutral verbal process, BBA does not clearly show its support to the antagonist's demands because the neutral verbal process provides neither a positive impression nor negative description on the actor. However, it clearly shows that BBA has started to change its approach toward providing more balanced news coverage of the Tunisian revolution by reducing the dominant of Tunisian authority's voice and bring some of the Tunisian's antagonist voice in BBA news report beginning from 9th January 2011. Hence, BBA reported on the protestors' call to release all the detainers using a neutral verbal process of 'called upon' as mentioned in Example (1). Besides, in the example
BBA also reported on the protestors' request to establish a union for the police and overcome the injustice using the same neutral verbal process of 'called upon'. BBA has started to bring the activist's (from the antagonist's side) voice in its online report. In the example (2) for instance, BBA utilises the verb 'mentioned' to report on one of the activists from the Tunisian Teachers' Union.

Similarly, the example (3) the neutral verb of 'said' was used to provide an unbiased impression on the Deputy Secretary-General of Tunisian Labour Union. Interestingly, at the background of news coverage of Tunisian Revolution, BBA also utilised the neutral verbal process of 'called' in a report on the United States authority's call to protect civil rights in Tunisia as stated in the example (4). This call to protect civilian freedom was in line with the protestors' demand. All in all, although BBA only utilises neutral verbal processes in reporting on the antagonist beginning from 9th January 2011, which does not clearly indicate positive impression on the antagonist, but it can be considered as a significant transition made by BBA in response to the massive pressure on Ben Ali to step down after the protests in Tunisia have gained massive support from the people. Furthermore, the United States and the European countries have expressed their deep concern on the way the Tunisian government handle the protests with violence. Hence, BBA has started to change its approach in preparation for a possibility of change in power happen in Tunisia.

Ultimately, it is noticed that almost three days before Ben Ali's departure on the 14th January 2011, the positive verbal processes have started to emerge in BBA’s news reports on the Tunisian’s antagonists. For example:

1) 
Buraiki urged the government to hold a dialogue with "disaffected" youth

2) 
A union source has said about 50 people have been killed in the last three days in the centre-west of the country
At the same time, BBA has started to utilise the neutral verbal processes in reporting on Ben Ali's side which comes in line with the agency's approach in bringing more balanced news coverage of both sides of Tunisian conflict during these final days before the departure of Ben Ali. The examples below clearly show that BBA has started to use neutral verbal processes in reporting on the Tunisian government, including their president Ben Ali:

1) 
A government statement said five people were killed and three wounded in the clashes in Tala town

2) 
Authorities had previously said police had acted with restraint

3) 
The Tunisian president said the riots were behind "waged opponents"

4) 
"I am addressing you today following the riots in some towns and villages in several local bodies," Ben Ali said

5) 
A parliamentarian called for listening to youth and providing services to citizens.

6) 
The channel talked about the acts of violence committed by "masked gang members" in some Tunisian cities,
The neutral verbal process of ‘said' is the most frequent neutral verbal process mentioned in these examples. It is mentioned in the example (1), (2) and (4). The verb ‘said' provides neither a positive nor negative impression on the sayer. For instance, the example (1) and (2) both are reporting on the Tunisian government and the verb ‘said' provide an unbiased impression on the government. In contrast, if the author changes the verb ‘said' with a positive verbal process like ‘declared', it will give a positive impression on the Tunisian authority as stable government and a reliable source of information.

Similarly, the neutral verbal process of ‘acknowledged' was used in the example (3) which reports on Ben Ali in a balanced voice. If the author replaces the verb ‘acknowledged' with the positive verbal process of ‘stressed', it will provide a positive impression on Ben Ali and portrayed him as an influential leader of Tunisia. The verb ‘called upon' used in the example (5) is another example of a neutral verbal process which provides an unbiased impression on a Tunisian member of parliament regarding his call to listen to the young people's demands. BBC also utilised a neutral verbal process in providing balanced news report about the Tunisian Television Channel (controlled by the government) by using the neutral verbal process of ‘mentioned' as stated in the example (6).

In short, these online news extracts are taken from BBA's news report during the final days before the departure of Ben Ali, clearly, indicate that BBA has begun to change its strategy. When the protest started in Tunisia beginning from 18th December 2010, BBA has shown its full support to Ben Ali. However, several days before the departure of Ben Ali on 14th January 2011, BBA opted to provide more balanced coverage on the Tunisian crisis by not only reducing the dominant voice of the Tunisian authority but also providing more reports on the antagonist. Hence, BBA has begun to utilise unbiased verbal processes to report on both sides of the Tunisian conflict. Thus, BBA has started to reduce its bias to Ben Ali and the Tunisian authority.
Changes in the Strategy of Utilising Verbal Process

Ultimately, when Ben Ali departed Tunisia on 14th January 2011, BBA has switched its support to the antagonist in line with the power change taken place in Tunisia after the fall of Ben Ali’s regime. Hence, after 14th January 2011, Ben Ali was treated by BBA as the ‘out-group’ while the antagonist was considered as the ‘in-group’. Thus, in this section, I will analyse several examples which show how BBA has changed its strategy in utilising the verbal process, hence revealed how the outlet had changed its side as a result of power change in Tunisia. The first group of these news extract taken from BBA at mentioned in Table 5.6 below show that the protestors are being positively portrayed in BBA online news report almost immediately after the departure of Ben Ali.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23/1/11</td>
<td>The demonstrators chanted &quot;The people want the resignation of the government&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/1/11</td>
<td>It also announced that several close allies to former Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali were put under house arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/1/11</td>
<td>However, the demonstrators said on Sunday that &quot;the government must be dissolved as soon as possible&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/1/11</td>
<td>It is evident that the verb ‘chanted' used by the journalist to report on protestors' word can be seen in Example (1) of the above table gives a positive impression on the protestors as strong and united. The verb chanted means saying repeatedly or sing loudly. By choosing this verb, the protestors are being portrayed as working closely with each other to voice out their demand for complete resignation of Tunisian government not only Ben Ali. The example (2) and (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: The Utilisation of Positive Verbal Processes on the Protestor’s Words.
also provide a positive impression on protestors through the use of the verb ‘announced’. By choosing verb ‘announced’ in example (2) for instance, the journalist tried to cast a positive light on protestors and portrayed them as strong for announcing the arrest of Ben Ali’s allies. The example (4) furthermore give another good impression of the protestors for their determination in demanding of Ben Ali’s associates even though having to face the night curfew enforced by the authority to restrict the protestors' from joining the protest. In addition to this, the verb ‘must be’ has been strategically utilised by the journalist in example (3) to promote in the reader a feeling that the protestors are though, highly motivated and determine in bringing down the Tunisian government led by Ben Ali’s allies as soon as possible. These positive verbal processes were not only being utilised to provide a good impression on protestors but also push the reader's perception towards the negative side of the Tunisian government led by the associates of Ben Ali. The positive verbal process also being used to cast a positive light on another antagonist group, particularly the Tunisian opposition and social activists from Tunisian non-political movements. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19/1/11</td>
<td>Speaking to reporters at the airport on his arrival on Tuesday, Marzouki described the new government as a continuation of the dictatorship, saying it must leave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/1/11</td>
<td>Some Tunisian opposition leaders have expressed fears that the collapse of the national unity government could lead to the army's takeover of power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/1/11</td>
<td>Abdulsalam Jarad, secretary-general of the General Union of Tunisian Workers, declared that the organization refused to &quot;participate in the Tunisian transitional government.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

وفي تصریحاته للصحفيين بالمطار فور وصوله الثلاثاء وصف المرزوقی الحكومة الجديدة بأنها استمرار للديکاتوریة، قائلًا إنها يجب أن ترحل.

وكان عدد من قادة المعارضة التونسیة قد أعربوا عن مخاوفهم من أن انهيار حكومة الوحدة الوطنية قد يؤدي إلى استيلاء الجيش على السلطة.

وقد أعلن عبد السلام جراد الأمین العام للاتحاد العام التونسي للشغل أن المنظمة ترفض "المشاركة في الحكومة الانتقالیة التونسیة."
For his part, State Minister for Youth, Sports and Ex opposition Salim Amamou explained in an interview with the BBC that the transitional government’s main task is to prepare for the elections.

However, Ghannouchi added that the leader of the Ennahda movement would only be able to return to Tunisia after the pardon law was passed.

Ghannouchi added that he would not exercise political action

Table 5.7: The Utilisation of Positive Verbal Processes on the Opposition’s Words

The two verbs ‘described' and ‘must' used in the example (1) from the table above provide a good impression on Muncef Marzouki in this online news report on his arrival to Tunisia after living in exile. The verb ‘described’ used by the journalist to report on Marzouki’s word promotes an impression that Marzouki is wise and well-thought, while the verb ‘must’ indicates him as a reliable and influential leader. These positive impressions cast on Marzouki through the choose of the positive verbal process cannot be achieved if the journalist opted to use the verb ‘said' which not only neutral in tone but also does not promote any particular impression on Marzouki. Similarly, in example (2) from the list in the table above, the verb ‘expressed' is strategically being utilised to give a good impression on Tunisian opposition leaders. Therefore, the oppositions are being portrayed in example (2) as wise and well-thought. Hence, the oppositions were able to deliver their view in detail about the risk of a military take over, if the transition government failed to deliver its task. The examples (4), (5) and (6) show other opposition leaders being positively portrayed by BBA through the use of the positive verbal process. The example (4) for instance, clearly portrayed Salim Amamou as a wise, authoritative and benign leader. These positive impressions cast on Amamou has been made

---

16 He was one of the Tunisian oppositions which been appointed as Minister of Youth and Sport in the Tunisian transition government after the departure of Ben Ali.
through the use of verb ‘explained’ which provide ample space for him in the news report to express in detail about his ideas on the main task of the Tunisian transition government\(^\text{17}\).

Moving into example (5) and (6) which revealed another evidence that the positive verbal process of ‘added' has being utilised to cast a positive impression on El-Nahda leader Rasheed Ghanouchi. By using the verb ‘added' to report on Ghanouchi's word as stated in example (5) and (6) the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that Ghanouchi is smart and well-thought for his ability to explain the detail of his idea about his political carrier in the future. In another hand, the example (2) of the above list, shows that the positive verbal process also being utilised by the online news outlet to promote positive feeling on Tunisian activist from non-political groups after the departure of Ben Ali. In BBA's online news report dated 19th January 2011 almost five days after the departure of Ben Ali as stated in example (2), Abdul Salam the Secretary-General of the General Union of Tunisian Workers has been positively portrayed through the use of the verb ‘declared'. By using the verb, ‘declared' the journalist aims to promote in the reader a feeling that Abdul Salam is tough, decisive and determine with the decision not to participate in the Tunisian transition government.

Ultimately, the departure of Ben Ali has resulted in the formation of a new government to fill the power gap left by the former president. This transition government was also being cast positively by BBA using the positive verbal process, as shown in the examples below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19/1/11</td>
<td>Al-Mebazaa promised dialogue with the political forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/1/11</td>
<td>The Tunisian transitional government announced on Thursday recognition of all the banned political parties and movements in the country, including Ennahda.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{17}\) This transition government is widely known as the Tunisian National Unity Government.
In turn, the transitional government pledged financial compensation to the families of victims of human rights violations.

The leader of the Movement and the Higher Education Minister Ahmed Ibrahim emphasised that "We have entered the government to avoid a complete vacuum,"

In an interview with the BBC, Ayad Ben Ashour, head of the Higher Committee for Political Reform in Tunisia, emphasised that there is no intention to exclude the former ruling party definitively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.8: The Utilisation of Positive Verbal Processes on the New Government’s Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In example (1) from the above table (Table 5.8), Fouad Mebazaa who replace Ben Ali as the (acting) President of Tunisia was positively portrayed in this news extract. By using the verb, ‘promised' the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that Mebazaa is an active and influential leader of Tunisia. Besides, the verb ‘promised' provides impressions of authoritative and decisive which qualify him to negotiate will all sides of the Tunisian conflict and bring the best solution for a better Tunisia after the departure of Ben Ali. Another positive verb is found in the example (2) of the above table. In this example, the verb ‘announced' is being chosen to provide an impression that the Tunisian transition government is authoritative, benign and decisive. The decision to recognise all Tunisian political parties is being portrayed as a vast and vital decision made the new government. Only the one with authority can announce to declare the lift of political restriction which was applied on the Tunisian opposition parties. Hence, the reader's perception toward this new government has been pushed away from following the footstep of former Ben Ali's government. Similarly, the transition government also being positively reported in the example (3) when the journalist opted to use the verb ‘pledged' rather than, for instance 'said'. After all, providing financial compensation to the victim families cost a tremendous amount of money and only established, and stable government can carry this considerable task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The verb 'emphasised' was utilised in example (4) and (5) to promote a positive impression on the speakers whose word has been reported in the online news extracts. In example (4) for instance, by using the verb 'emphasised' the journalist tries to promote a feeling to the reader that Ahmed Ibrahim\textsuperscript{18} has the qualities of strength, determination and commitment in the decision to join the Tunisian transition government. Related to this, the same verb has been chosen to portray Ben Ashour, in example (5) positively. In this news report, Ben Ashour has been cast with positive impressions that he has the qualities of toughness and decisive in bringing political reform into Tunisia. However, these positive feeling on Ben Ashour and Ahmed Ibrahim will not be accomplished if the journalist substituted the verb 'emphasised' with the verb 'said' or 'mentioned'. Thus, by utilising the positive verbal process to report on the new transition government of Tunisia after the departure of Ben Ali, BBA has tried to push the reader's perception on the good side of this new government in bringing political and social reform for Tunisia. At the same time, the previous government of Ben Ali is being portrayed as harmful and corrupted with a lot of misconduct and crimes allegations.

All in all, BBA utilised a different strategy of using the verbal process to report on both sides during the Tunisian conflict. During the early stage of the Tunisian Revolution, the negative verbal process was strategically utilised by BBA to report on antagonist's word, which promotes the reader a bad impression on the antagonist. Furthermore, when the protest has been able to gather tremendous support from Tunisian, BBA has slightly changed its strategy by offering more report on the antagonist. It is observed that during this period, the neutral verbal process was widely used to report on antagonist's word. In contrast, when Ben Ali left Tunisia, which marked the success of massive protest against Ben Ali's regime, BBA immediately changes its strategy by utilising the positive verbal process to report on antagonist's word. Thus,

\textsuperscript{18} the Leader of Tajdid Movement which was appointed as the Minister of Higher Education in Tunisian transition Government
the antagonist which previously treated as the ‘out-group' by the outlet, has been considered as the ‘in-group' when Ben Ali left the country. Hence, reflecting the change of discourse construction strategy as a result of the power change in Tunisia.

5.4 Verbal Process in Egyptian Revolution Coverage

Both online news outlets AJA and BBA continue with their approach to strategically utilise a verbal process in reporting the events of the Egyptian Revolution as they did previously during the outlet's coverage of the Tunisian Revolution. Hence, AJA and BBA used the positive verbal process to positively portray whom they considered as the ‘in-group' by providing good and detail description on them. In contrast, the ‘out-group' was negatively being represented by the outlets through the use of the negative verbal process. Looking into detail of each online news outlet's approach in utilising the verbal process for Egyptian revolution revealed that, AJA continues to show its solidarity to the Egyptian's antagonists as previously practised by the outlet during the Tunisian revolution. Thus, AJA once again chooses to acknowledge the Egyptian antagonist particularly the protestors and Egyptian oppositions as the ‘in-group' since the early stage of revolution and maintain with the same strategy event after Mubarak declared his resignation. BBA, on the other hand, opted to be on the Egyptian authority's side at least during the early stage of Egyptian revolution up until 4th February 2011. BBA slightly change its strategy in utilising verbal process on 4th February 2011 onwards after the Western countries, mainly the United States, reduced its support to Mubarak. This once again shows that BBA used the same strategy in altering its approach according to the power changing process as happened previously in Tunisia.

In short, in utilising verbal process at least during the early stage of the Egyptian revolution, both AJA and BBA maintained with the same discourse construction strategy
previously been used in their coverage of the Tunisian revolution. This is to say, by considering the Egyptian antagonist as the ‘in-group' and the Egyptian authority as the ‘out-group', AJA launched counter-hegemony against the domination of Mubarak which hold the dominant power in Egypt for almost 30 years. AJA is doing this through the strategic use of positive verbal process since the very beginning of the Egyptian revolution. In contrast, Mubarak and his government were being negatively reported through the utilisation of negative verbal process. BBA, on the other hand, during the early stage of protests in Egypt, was showing its support to the Mubarak's government by positively portrayed them using positive verbal process. Hence, BBA was aimed to preserve the hegemony of Mubarak power domination in Egypt even though his dominant is under massive threat by the antagonist during the 2011 revolution.

Therefore, my analysis in this section on AJA and BBA news reports during the time of crisis in Egypt will reveal how the two online news outlets utilised the verbal process through the consistent use of a type of whether a positive or negative verbal process with their in-group and out-group. Hence, the analysis will disclose the journalist attitude, which subsequently carries the news agency's ideology about the antagonists whether to support the hegemony or to launch the counter-hegemony against the power dominance of Mubarak in Egypt.

**Verbal Process in AJA Online News Reports of the Egyptian Revolution**

AJA utilised all three types of verbal process positive, negative and neutral in reporting the two sides of the conflict during the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. Although AJA tries to provide unbiased coverage on the event, it is evident that the use of positive verbal process was mostly being used to report on the Egyptian's antagonist which revealed the outlet biased to the protestors' demands. Statistically, the corpus data of AJA still shows that the neutral verbal process was the most occurred verbal process sub-category in the news texts of Egypt.
Revolution at 61%. While a positive verbal process managed to record a total of 1224 occurrences or 26% negative verbal process was the least occurred in the corpus data at only 581 times or 12%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2872</td>
<td>61.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>26.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>12.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4677</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Spread of verbal process according to its sub-category in the corpus of online news texts.

The Table 5.10 furthermore, lists ten verbal processes mostly occurred in the AJA’s corpus data for each of three sub-categories of verbal process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emphasised (293)</td>
<td>said (1192)</td>
<td>refused (124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>announced (176)</td>
<td>called upon (635)</td>
<td>accused (120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>added (in details) (98)</td>
<td>pointed out (234)</td>
<td>blamed (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>echoed (96)</td>
<td>requested (212)</td>
<td>insisted (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decided (69)</td>
<td>mentioned (183)</td>
<td>warned (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stressed (68)</td>
<td>described (137)</td>
<td>condemned (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promised (57)</td>
<td>asked (98)</td>
<td>denounced (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pledged (53)</td>
<td>commented (51)</td>
<td>denied (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issued (48)</td>
<td>indicated (46)</td>
<td>threatened (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urged (37)</td>
<td>told (27)</td>
<td>criticised (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Verbal Processes Found in the corpus of online News text of AJA for the Tunisian revolution according to verbal process sub-category.

Unsurprisingly, the neutral verbal process of ‘said' recorded the highest number of occurrences (1192 times) followed by ‘called upon' (635 times). In contrast, the negative verbal process of ‘threatened' (18 times) and ‘criticised' (16 times) were among the verbal process which recorded the lowest number of occurrences in the corpus data. The verb ‘emphasised' was the most occurred positive verbal process in AJA’s news articles followed by the verb ‘announced'. Meanwhile, in the sub-category of Negative verbal process, the verb ‘refused' was the highest in the list followed by the verb ‘accused', ‘denounced' and ‘blamed'.
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In this section, I will present the examples taken from AJA online news during the time of crisis which reveals how the news outlet has a strategically employed verbal process to give a positive impression on the antagonist while giving a bad impression on Mubarak and the Egyptian authority. This discourse construction strategy is in line with AJA’s stand to consider the antagonist as the ‘in-group’ and the Egyptian authority as the ‘out-group’. As a result, almost all social actors and social groups of the antagonists namely: the protestors, Egyptian activists, the Egyptian oppositions and the non-political movements who showed their protests against Mubarak during the 2011 revolution had been positively portrayed by AJA using positive verbal process.

**Verbal Process on Egyptian Antagonist.**

The antagonist in 2011 Egyptian revolution consists of several groups of social actors, namely: the protestors, the activists, Egyptian oppositions and Egyptian non-political movements. It is found that AJA strategically utilised the positive verbal process to promote good impression on all of these groups who participated actively in the protests demanding Mubarak to step down. Hence, revealed AJA’s biased toward the antagonist and the outlet support the demand for Mubarak to step down. The table below lists examples which show the use of a positive verbal process to give a good impression on the protestors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The protesters shouted &quot;the rule of the father is an invalid mother .. the rule is invalid .. invalid rule son&quot; and &quot;No inheritance.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>The demonstrators chanted slogans demanding change and stressed that the speech does not meet aspirations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>They stressed that the speech does not meet the people’s aspirations because the new government will be formed from the same accused of corruption symbols.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

وصاد المحتشدون "حكم الأب باطل.. حكم الأم باطل.. حكم الأبن باطل" و"لا للتورث.

إن المتظاهرين رددوا هتافات تطالب بالتغيير، وأكدوا أن الخطاب لا يلي الطلعات.

يجب أن تنتهي ديكتاتورية مبارك الآن.
Mubarak’s dictatorship must end now.

The demonstrators stressed that the revolution is continuing and will not stand in Egypt

Table 5.11: Examples which utilise Positive Verbal Process on Mubarak’s Words

These examples of online news reports from AJA show that the positive verbal process has been strategically utilised to promote in the reader with a positive impression on the protestors. The verb ‘shouted’ in example (1), provides in the reader a feeling that the protestors are strong-willed and determine with their demand in rejecting the idea of power inheritance from Mubarak, the father to his son. If the verb ‘shouted’ being replaced with ‘said’ for instance, the clause will be in a neutral tone and carry no indication of journalist's attitude towards the protestors. Concerning this, the verb ‘chanted' used in the example (2) of the above table also being used to give a positive impression on protestors. The verb means a word that is repeated many times, or a phrase being shouted repeatedly in a sing-song tone (Oxford Dictionary, 2017). Thus, by choosing the verb ‘chanted' the journalist tries to promote a feeling that the protestors have the qualities of determination, commitment and confidence. These good qualities cast on protestors will not be attained if the verb has been replaced by the verb ‘mentioned' for instance, which carry a neutral impression on the protestors. Similarly, verb ‘stressed' in example (3) furthermore revealed the journalist's biased towards supporting the protestors' demands. He or she could easily write: ‘The protestors said…' which could carry the same meanings but would have been neutral in his attitude towards the protestors. By choosing the verb ‘stressed' however, the journalist implies that the protestors' demands are essential; hence, it needs to be stressed out. Also, the verb ‘stressed' promotes in the reader impressions of though and strong-willed on the protestors in expressing their demands.

The same also applies for the use of the same positive verbal process ‘stressed' in example (5). Again, the verb in this news extract of AJA promotes in the reader that the protestors have the qualities of determination, commitment and strength. Hence, the protestors
in this news report have emphasised on their determination and confidence that the revolution will continue in other Arab countries after the protest has successfully gained its target in Tunisia and Egypt. Closely related to this, the verb ‘must' used in the example (4) is another example which shows AJA's attitude to positively portrayed the protestors by using positive verbal process. Again, this positive verb has been chosen to cast a positive light on protestors for being though, strong-willed and fully dedicated to their demands for ending Mubarak's dictatorship in Egypt immediately. These positive impressions cast on protestors of the Egyptian revolution will not be attained if the journalist opted to say: ‘The protestors called upon to end the dictatorship of Mubarak now'. This clause not only being delivered in a neutral tone but also carry no indication of the journalist's biased towards the protestors.

The second antagonist group which being positively portrayed by AJA through the strategic use of the positive verbal process is the activists. The table below list examples of news extracts by AJA, which clearly indicate the verbal process has been utilised to cast a positive light on the activist hence treated them as the ‘in-group'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>He (Sheikh Munzhir) emphasised that the young Egyptians reject American and Western intervention in the affairs of Egypt, stressing that the demonstrators have no alliance or guardians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>He (Sheikh Munzhir) also emphasised the popularity and peacefully of the protest movement without any certain ideologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>The General Coordinator of the Muslim Brotherhood Youth Coalition for the Change, Mohamed Abbas, stressed that the youth did not delegate anyone to represent them before the authorities and that they did not sit with any of the symbols of the regime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>Ghoneim had stressed yesterday - in his first statement after his release - that the change is coming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And we confirmed that the youth rejects the intrusion of American and European intervention in the affairs of Egypt, stressing that the demonstrators have no alliance or guardians.

We also confirmed that the popular and peaceful nature of the protest movement without any certain ideologies.

The General Coordinator of the Muslim Brotherhood Youth Coalition for the Change, Mohamed Abbas, stressed that the youth did not delegate anyone to represent them before the authorities and that they did not sit with any of the symbols of the regime.

And we confirmed that the change is coming.
Activist Nawara Najm stressed that the people do not trust Suleiman and that all his promises and the regime are just mirages.

Table 5.12: Examples of utilisation the Positive Verbal Process on Activists’ Words

The verb ‘emphasised’ was chosen by the journalist in example (1) and (2) from the above table to promote in the reader a feeling that Sheikh Munzir is wise, though, determine and confidence of his word. Hence, in example (1) the two positive verbal processes have been selected by the journalist, namely ‘stressed’ and ‘emphasised’ to report on Sheikh Munzir’s word. By choosing these positive verbs, the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that Munzir is tough, confidence and determination in rejecting any Western intervention in Egyptian affairs. Furthermore, in example (2) Munzir also being portrayed as though and confidence. These good qualities cast on Munzir are very much needed in denying the allegation that the protest was influenced by a particular ideology which encouraged chaos and violence in Egypt. The journalist might efficiently deliver the same surface meaning of the clause in example (1) and (2) by replacing verb ‘stressed' with ‘said'. However, it will not promote any positive impression on Sheikh Munzir because the verb ‘said' in neutral in tone and provide an unbiased impression on the speaker whose word being reported in the news. Other social actors from the Egyptian activists also being positively portrayed by AJA through the strategic use of positive verbal process as being shown in example (3), (4) and (5) of the above table.

It is found that, the verb ‘stressed' has been strategically utilised in these three examples to provide an impression in the reader that the person whose word being reported is harsh, strong-willed, determine and committed to his stand. In example (3) Mohamed Abbas from the Egyptian Youth Coalition for Change has been given an impression by the journalist as someone tough and strong-willed in coordinating his youth coalition. These positive impressions cast on Abbas is being fulfilled through the use of the positive verbal process of

---

19 One of the Islamic preachers who delivered his speech during the mass protest in Tahrir Square encouraging the protestors to remain committed with the demand for the end of Mubarak regime in Egypt.
‘stressed’ to report on his word. Similarly, Wael Ghoneim is being promoted with the qualities of toughness, determine and confidence that the change will happen in Egypt as being reported in example (4) slightly after being released from prison. In comparison, these qualities promoted by the journalist on Ghoneim will not be attained if the journalist substituted verb ‘stressed’ in his news report with another verb such as ‘called’ or ‘said’. Finally, one of the female activists Nawarah Najm also being given a positive impression of toughness and determine in example (5). The positive impressions of toughness and determination portrayed on Nawarah have been achieved from the use of the verb ‘stressed’ by the journalist to report on her word which firmly rejects Omer Suleiman orders and promises.

The third group of Egyptian antagonists, which being positively portrayed by AJA, is the Egyptian oppositions. Thus, AJA promotes positive feeling in the reader towards the Egyptian opposition parties and their leaders particularly Morsi from Muslim Brotherhood, Egyptian most enormous opposition and El-Bardai who leads the coalition of oppositions and non-political movements during the Egyptian revolution. The examples of an online news report in the table below show that the positive verbal process has been strategically used to cast a positive impression on Egyptian oppositions.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>The al-Wafd Party later announced its support for the formation of a national salvation government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وقد أعلن الوفد في وقت لاحق تأييده لتشكيل حكومة إنقاذ وطنى 26/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>The party stressed the continuation of what he described as the intifada until the people’s demands are met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وأكد الحزب استمرار ما وصفها بالانفاضة حتى تحقيق مطالب الشعب 29/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Emphasising that the demonstrations were peaceful 100%, but it was the security forces that initiated the use of violence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>مؤكدا أن المظاهرات كانت سلمية 100% إلا أن قوات الأمن هي التي بدأت باستخدام العنف 29/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>وشدد البرادعي على الترحيب الكبير الذي لقيه الجيش من قبل المتظاهرين لدى نزوله إلى الشوراع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وشد البرادعي على الترحيب الكبير الذي لقيه الجيش من قبل المتظاهرين لدى نزوله إلى الشوراع 29/1/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ElBaradei stressed on the great welcome received by the army from the demonstrators during his visit to the streets (where the demonstration took place).

5) وشرح البرادعي تصويره للمرحلة المقبلة في حال تغيير النظام يقول إن الجمعية الوطنية للتغيير التي تضم أطيافا سياسية واسعة في المجتمع المصري وضعت سبعة مطالب أساسية

ElBaradei explained his vision for the next stage in the event of regime change by saying that the National Assembly for Change, which includes broad political cadres in the Egyptian society put seven basic demands

6) وشدد عبد العال على أن المطلوب من مبارك هو الإنصاع لإرادة الشعب والرحيل عن الحكم، من جهته وصف الأمين العام لحزب التجمع المعارض سيد عبد العال

Abdel-Al stressed that what is required of Mubarak is to comply with the will of the people and to leave the government,

7) وأكد مرسى أن "التعديلات التي أعلنها الرئيس المصري جاءت متأخرة للغاية

Morsi stressed that "the amendments announced by the Egyptian president came too late,

8) وأكدا أنها وضعوا عدة شروط لبدء التفاوض، وعلى رأسها تتحي مبارك

He stressed that they set several conditions for the start of negotiations, led by Mubarak resignation,

Table 5.13: Examples which utilise Positive Verbal Process on the Egyptian Oppositions’ Words

These examples show that the Egyptian opposition, particularly ElBaradei and Morsi, were being promoted with impressions that they are wise, benign, tough, decisive, determine and confidence. Hence in example (3), (4) and (5) which reported on ElBaradei's word, the journalist strategically utilised positive verbal process ‘emphasising', ‘stressed', and ‘explained' respectively. In example (3) for instance, the verb ‘emphasising' provides an impression that ElBaradei is robust, reliable and full confidence that the protests in Egypt are peaceful. These positive impressions cast on ElBaradei in the news report will not be achieved if the journalist substituted verb ‘emphasising' with ‘saying'. The verb ‘stressed' used in the example (4) furthermore promotes in the reader a feeling that ElBaradei is strong-willed and determine with the plan to organise much bigger protest after receiving excellent feedback from the protestors during his visit to Egyptian streets. By using the verb ‘explained' followed by detail explanation on ElBaradei's vision of power change in Egypt as stated in example (5), the journalist is trying
to portray ElBaradei as wise, decisive and determined. In contrast, ElBaradei will appear in neutral if the journalist change verb ‘explained’ with ‘said’ which provides an only unbiased impression on ElBaradei. This is to say, while the verb ‘said’ may carry the same surface meaning of the clause in example (5), yet the verb ‘explained’ is powerfully different in promoting a positive impression of ElBaradei. Hence, revealed the journalist attitude towards ElBaradei, which has been treated as the ‘in-group’.

The same strategy also being utilised on Morsi of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB), which can be observed on the example (7) and (8) in the table above. By choosing the verb ‘emphasised' to report on Morsi's word, the journalist tries to promote in the reader that Morsi has the qualities of strength, sturdy, determine and confidence. Hence, Morsi is portrayed as active and determine in rejection of Mubarak's promises as being reported by AJA in example (7). Besides, the verb ‘emphasised' used in the example (8) provides an impression that Morsi is tough and decisive with the opposition's stand which demands Mubarak resignation before any negotiation with authority can properly begin. ElBaradei and Morsi are not only the opposition figures being cast positively by AJA. Other opposition leaders and their political groups also being treated as the ‘in-group' by the online news outlet. For instance, the verb ‘announced' was chosen by the journalist to report on the al-Wafd opposition party, in example (1). The verb ‘announced' in this news extract promotes an impression that al-Wafd party is strict and highly determine the formation of transition government to safeguard the national interest in Egypt. In example (2) another Egyptian opposition, namely al-Ghad party, was also being cast with positive light using the verb 'emphasised'. Hence, the al-Ghad party has been portrayed in this news report as strongly dedicated to the Egyptian demand for significant political change in Egypt. Similarly, in example (3) by choosing verb ‘stressed' to report on Abdel Al's of Tajammu Party word, the journalist aimed to portray the speaker whose word being reported as severe and determine with the demand for Mubarak to step down. In
comparison, if the journalist substitutes verb ‘stressed' with ‘said', the clause in the news report will not provide many positive impressions on Abdel Al as being provided from the choice of the verb 'stressed'.

AJA’s biased towards the Egyptian antagonist furthermore can be seen from the choice of positive verbal process to report on the word of Egyptian non-political groups which directly show their support for the protestors' demands. Among these non-political groups which were treated as the ‘in-group' by AJA is the National Assembly for Change, Kifayah Movement, workers' unions and human rights groups. The table below lists examples of AJA’s news extract, which revealed that the positive verbal process had been strategically utilised by the journalist to promote positive impression on Egyptian non-political groups during the 2011 Egyptian revolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasising that the protests are not led - according to him - parties or movements, but about one hundred thousand Egyptians.</td>
<td>26/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The National Assembly for Change) announced the continuation of the demonstration until the demands were met</td>
<td>26/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar al-Sabakhi, president of the Association for Human Rights Defenders, condemned the &quot;repressive method&quot; that the security services dealt with citizens</td>
<td>27/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In its turn, the National Assembly for Change pledged to continue the protests, demanding on the Egyptian to protect state institutions</td>
<td>29/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also in Suez, the workers of the Suez Steel Factory announced an open strike until the Egyptian regime was toppled</td>
<td>29/1/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14: Examples of the Use of Positive Verbal Process on Egyptian Non-political Groups.
In example (1) from the table above, the journalist utilised verb ‘emphasising’ to report on Abdel Halim’s stress ing that the protest is people-oriented and not following any political ideology. By using the verb ‘emphasising’ rather than neutral verb such as ‘saying’, the journalist aims to promote in the reader an impression that Abdel Halim is determined and confident of his word which firmly stands on his belief. Similarly, the National Assembly for Change was treated as the ‘in-group’ by AJA using the positive verbal process as found in the example (2) and (4) of the above table (Table 7.xx). By choosing the verb ‘announced' in example (2), the journalist promoted an impression that the movement is authoritative and determined to continue the protest until their demands fulfilled. The selection of another positive verbal process ‘pledged' in example (4) furthermore, promotes in the reader a feeling that the movement is strong-willed and benign in its stand to participate in the mass protest and protect the national interest. In comparison, these positive impressions cast on National Assembly for Change will not be fulfilled if the journalist opted to use the neutral verb ‘said' in the place of the verb ‘pledged'.

Closely related, the workers of the steel factory in Suez have been positively portrayed in example (5) using verb ‘announced' rather than ‘mentioned'. As a result, the journalist is somehow promoting an impression that these workers are conclusive and determining in their decision to launch an open strike until Mubarak's regime has been removed. Furthermore, the verb ‘announced' carries a sense of authoritative, which means that the speaker whose word has been reported in the news article has the authority to declare on the strike on behalf of other workers. Moving into example (3) of the table above, although verb ‘condemned' may seem contrary in meaning, it is carefully selected by the journalist to provide a good impression on the speaker, while giving the big feeling on the thing which has been condemned by the speaker. This is to say, the verb ‘condemned' promotes in the reader that Mr Sabakhi (the president of

---

20 The Coordinator of Kifayah Movement during the Egyptian Revolution.
human rights group in Egypt) is strong, though and determine with his stand to fight for human rights of the protestors. At the same time, verb ‘condemned' which may sound negative, tries to push the reader perception towards the negativity of violent way used by the Egyptian authority in dealing with protestors. Hence, the Egyptian authority is deserved condemned for taking a violent approach in dealing with peaceful protest. Therefore, the verb 'condemned' has been carefully selected by the journalist to provide a good impression on Mr Sabakhi and treated him as the ‘in-group', while the reader perception on the Egyptian authority has been pushed toward the negativity of bad way in dealing with protestors. Hence, considered the Egyptian authority as the ‘out-group'.

It is interesting to note that, AJA provides a special report on Ahmed Zewail’s proposal to end the Egyptian crisis in the outlet online news report dated 7th February 2011. Although Zewail is not among the antagonist, the journalist has opted to report on Zewail's word using the positive verbal process as can be seen in the examples below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>أطلق العالم المصري أحمد زويل بعد لقاءه ممثلي من كافة الأطراف السياسية في مصر مبادرة للخروج من الأزمة الراهنة.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian scientist Ahmed Zewail, after his meeting with representatives from all political parties in Egypt, launched an initiative to get out of the current crisis,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>وأكد زويل أنه توصل إلى هذه المبادرة بعد استماعه لجميع الأطراف.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zewail assured that he reached this initiative after listening to all parties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>كما أوضح في المؤتمر الصحفي الذي عقده مساء الأحد أنه التقى أيضا عمر سليمان نائب رئيس الجمهورية والأمين العام لجامعة الدول العربية عمرو موسى، وشيخ الأزهر أحمد الطيب.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He also explained at a press conference held on Sunday evening that he also met with Omar Suleiman, Vice President of Egypt, the Secretary-General of Arab League Amr Moussa, and Sheikh Al-Azhar Ahmed Tayeb.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.15: Examples of Positive Verbal Processes in reporting Zewail's Words.

The main reason which pushed the journalist to report on Zewail's word is his suggestions to end the Egyptian crisis mainly in line with the protestors' demands, notably the departure of Mubarak. Thus, the journalist treated Zewail as the ‘in-group' although during that time when

---

21 Egyptian well-known scholar who won the Noble Prize for chemistry in 1999 and holds significant influence among the Egyptian society.
he makes this proposal has not participated in any Egyptian antagonist group. From the three examples listed in table above (Table 5.15), it is noticed that several positive verbal processes have been choosing to report on Zewail's word namely 'launched', 'assured' and 'explained' respectively which obviously promote in the reader with positive impression on the speaker (Zewail) which his word has been reported in the news. Hence, these positive verbal processes aim to portray Zewail as wise, benign, well-thought, determine and confidence of his plan to provide the best solution to end the Egyptian crisis. In comparison, if the journalist opted to utilize the neutral verbal process of 'said' or 'mentioned' for instance, these positive qualities promoted on Zewail resulted in the use of verbs 'launched', 'assured' and 'explained' will not be fulfilled. Ultimately, by using these positive verbal processes to report on Zewail's word, the journalist tries to push the reader perception toward the legitimacy of protestors' demands which have been strongly supported by an internationally well-known figure such as Ahmed Zewail.

**Verbal Process of Mubarak and the Egyptian Authority.**

In contrast to the Egyptian antagonists which treated as the 'in-group' by the online news outlet, the other side of Egyptian conflict which consisted of Mubarak and the Egyptian authority were treated as the 'out-group'. Hence in this section, I will analyse how the journalist of AJA has strategically utilised negative verbal process to cast a negative light on Mubarak and the Egyptian authority. Thus, it provides counter-hegemony discourses of Mubarak power dominance in Egypt. My analysis in this section furthermore will show how the journalist tries to push the reader's perception towards the negative representation of Mubarak and the authority, hence revealed the online news outlet biased towards the antagonist and their demands to topple Mubarak's regime. The table below lists examples of an online news report which highlight that negative verbal process has been strategically used to report on Mubarak's word while somehow promote bad impression on Mubarak himself.
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak has asked the government to resign.

At the same time, Mubarak accused some of the parties, which he did not specify, of banding among the youth of Egypt to carry out acts of burning and vandalism.

That Mubarak insulted in his speech millions of Egyptians and accused them of theft and looting.

A group of girls were crying, and women were wailing, as they considered that the President denied in his speech the blood of martyrs.

Table 5.16: Examples of the Negative Verbal Processes in Reports on Mubarak’s Words.

In the example (1) of Table 5.16 above, the verb ‘asked' has been chosen by the journalist to report on Mubarak's word regarding the resignation of the Egyptian government. Although, the verb ‘asked' may carry an impression of ‘power' and ‘strong', but in this news report, it was not enough for Mubarak who has the highest authority in Egypt. By ‘asked' government to resign, it promotes an impression that Mubarak is not serious and determine in dissolving his government which mainly consist of his strong allies. As the president of Egypt, Mubarak could dissolve the government immediately without waiting from the government to hand over their resignation to him. Similarly, by using the verb ‘blamed' in example (2) to report on Mubarak's word, the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that Mubarak is weak and querulous. As the president of Egypt, Mubarak is supposed to be strong and robust. However, it is an unwise decision for him to throw blind accusation and blame others for the situation in Egypt. In contrast, Mubarak will be cast with positive light and portrayed him as wise if the journalist utilises verb ‘explained' rather than ‘blamed'.

The same negative impression was provided from the use of the verb ‘blamed' in example (3) which reported on Mubarak's accusation of thousands of protestors for theft and
looting. The neutral verb ‘said’ could easily be used in the news report as it carries the same surface meaning but is was not. By using the verb ‘blamed’ rather than ‘said’, the journalist aims to provide an impression that Mubarak is weak, unwise and querulous which are not the qualities of a president of a big country like Egypt. Furthermore, the example (3) contains another negative verbal process of ‘insulted’ which adds more negative impression on Mubarak. Hence, the reader's perception has been pushed to negatively portrayed him as a corrupt leader of Egypt for refusing to hear the demand of his people and blindly accused them without proper evidence. Thus, readers have been promoted with a sense of grievance towards the antagonist for being unfairly treated by Mubarak.

Ultimately, the verb ‘denying' was selected by the journalist in example (4) to cast another negative light on Mubarak. By using the verb ‘denying', Mubarak has been portrayed as irritable and unjust to those who killed during the protest. Thus, pushing the reader's perception towards the bad way used the authority in dealing with protestors which caused many casualties. Hence, emphasising the outlet strategy in supporting the protestors' demands and considered Mubarak and the Egyptian authority as the ‘out-group'. It is important to note that, Mubarak was not only the target to be portrayed negatively by AJA through the strategic use of the negative verbal process. Mubarak's ministers were considered as the ‘out-group' by the outlet. Hence, they have been cast with negative light in the online news. The table below lists another online news reports which show the negative verbal process has also been strategically utilised to promote negative impression on Mubarak's cabinet members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The Interior Ministry threatened last night to take &quot;firm measures&quot; against the oppositions who were planning to hold demonstrations after Friday prayers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

وتوعدت وزارة الداخلية الليلة الماضية بإتخاذ "تدابير حازمة" ضد المعترضين الذين ينوون تنظيم مظاهرات بعد صلاة الجمعة.  
28/1/11

The Interior Ministry threatened last night to take "firm measures" against the oppositions who were planning to hold demonstrations after Friday prayers.
The Egyptian defence minister also warned that the Muslim Brotherhood, which did not participate in the demonstrations, was waiting for the right time to participate and take over the country.

Table 5.17: Examples of The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on Mubarak’s Minister’s Words.

The examples in Table (5.17) show the negative verbal process was utilised to report on several Egypt Minister's words in the exam (1) verb 'threatened' has been chosen by the journalist to report on Egyptian Interior Ministry. By choosing 'threatened' the journalist tries to promote that the Egyptian Interior Ministry, under the leadership of Habib El-Adly is impatient and unwise in choosing an appropriate approach to deal with demonstrations. The verb ‘threatened' itself carries negative impression because it is likely to develop aggressive actions. Similarly, the journalist has utilized the verb 'warned' in example (2) to report on General Tantawi the Egyptian Mubarak to defending word. If the verb 'said' is used in the news rather than "warned" it the clause will be in a neutral tone and carries no indication of journalist's attitude towards General Tantawi. Egyptian Prime Minister during the doll crisis in Egypt Ahmed Shafiq also being cast with the negative impression in AJA's report. The journalist utilized verb 'ruled out' to report on Shafiq's word, as stated in example (3). By choosing to use the verbal process ‘ruled out', the journalist implies that there is something that needs to be denied le that Mubarak transits his power to his debuting. Hence provide the impression that the speaker (Shafiq) is hiding the fact.

The following table furthermore shows another example of news extract from AJA, which revealed that negative verbal processes namely ‘accused’, ‘demanded’ ‘played down’, ‘dismissed’, ‘denied’ and ‘accused’ have been strategically used to promote negative impression on Egypt authority particularly the army, police and security forces.
The head of the political committee of the ruling party National Democratic Party (NDP), Mohamed Abdel Salam, played down the impact of the demonstrations that took place in Tunisia.

But Abdel Salam dismissed the comparison of the situation in Tunisia to that of other countries.

The security forces accused the so-called troublemakers of causing chaos and clashes, while the demonstrations were supported by the ruling party.

Tantawi demanded urgent help from the Obama administration for modern anti-riot military equipment.

The ruling party denied involvement in the clashes in Tahrir Square.

The Egyptian parliamentarian and member of the National Party Mustafa al-Faki accused President Mubarak of standing behind the demonstrations supporting him.

Although the journalist chooses to report on Mubarak's word using negative verbal process, the positive verbal process was utilised on several occasions. This can be seen as the outlet try to provide balanced coverage of both sides of the crisis. However, the use of the positive verbal process to report on Mubarak's word is not so distinctive compared to the use of the negative verbal process. Among this occasion is when the outlet reported on Mubarak's promises, which mostly found in the news report during the early stage of protests. Hence, positive verbal process such as ‘announced’ and ‘promised’ were selected to report on Mubarak promises. For instance:

Mubarak announced in his speech that he would not run in the upcoming presidential elections.
He also promised to take action against corruption.

Table 5.19: The Use of Positive Verbal Process on Mubarak’s Words

In another occasion, Mubarak's word also being reported by the journalist using a neutral verbal process such as 'pointed', 'said' and 'called'. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>29/1/2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He pointed out in this context that the protests and demonstrations would not have been possible without the political movement witnessed by Egypt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubarak said the government &quot;committed to implementing my instructions not to use violence against demonstrators&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In his speech, the Egyptian president called on the current parliament - the People's Assembly and Shura Council - to discuss the amendment of articles 76 and 77 of the constitution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.20: The Use of Neutral Verbal Process on Mubarak’s Words.

The selection of neutral verbal process by the AJA' journalist to report on Mubarak speech which contains his response and action indicated that the outlet was not paying much attention to Mubarak's word despite his position as the highest authority in Egypt during the time of crisis. Furthermore, the neutral verbal process does not give a strong impression on Mubarak, which suits his position as the President of Egypt. Thus, it was a piece of clear evidence that the outlet was treated Mubarak as the ‘out-group' which was marginalized in the outlet online news report.

Verbal Process in BBA Online News Reports of the Egyptian Revolution

The table (5.21) provides a general overview of the distribution of three subcategories of a verbal process in the corpus data of BBA during the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. It is found that the neutral verbal process was the most occurred verbal process subcategory in the news texts.
at 3549 or almost 63% of the total verbal process. In comparison, the subcategory of the negative verbal process only manages to record a total of 360 number of occurrences or only represent 6.33% of the total of verbal process. Also, a positive verbal process managed to record 1775 number of occurrences or 31% of the total verbal process recorded from the corpus data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>3549</td>
<td>62.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>31.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5684</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.21: Spread of verbal process according to its sub-category in the online news texts.

The table (5.22) furthermore, lists ten verbal processes mostly occurred in BBA' news articles for each of the three verbal process subcategories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>added (in details) (381)</td>
<td>said (1775)</td>
<td>refused (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emphasised (306)</td>
<td>Called upon (563)</td>
<td>warned (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announced (285)</td>
<td>requested (373)</td>
<td>accused (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decided (122)</td>
<td>asked (220)</td>
<td>denied (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issued (93)</td>
<td>Pointed out (217)</td>
<td>insisted (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promised (81)</td>
<td>mentioned (139)</td>
<td>criticised (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledged (65)</td>
<td>described (102)</td>
<td>condemned (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echoed (57)</td>
<td>indicated (69)</td>
<td>admitted (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stressed (37)</td>
<td>commented (62)</td>
<td>denounced (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordered (28)</td>
<td>told (30)</td>
<td>blamed (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.22: Verbal Processes Found in the corpus of online News text of AJA for the Tunisian revolution according to verbal process sub-category.

Again, the neutral verbal process of 'said' recorded the greatest number of occurrences among the verbal process (1775 occurrences) followed by the verb 'called upon' (563 occurrences). In contrast, the negative verbal process of 'blamed' has the lowest number of occurrence (seven occurrences) followed by another negative verbal process of 'denounced' with nine occurrences. The verb 'added' was the highest positive verbal process occurred in the outlet corpus data followed by the verbs 'emphasised', 'announced' and 'decided'. Comparing with
the similar result of AJA's corpus data (Table 5.6) revealed that the neutral verbal process of 'said' also recorded the highest number of occurrences in AJA's online news articles followed by another neutral verbal process of 'called upon' in the second place. However, the negative verbal process of 'blamed' which recorded the lowest number of occurrences (seven occurrences) all among the verbal process in Table 5.22 for BBA, was recorded the third-highest number of occurrences among the negative verbal process in AJA's corpus data with (73 occurrences). In the subcategory. Despite this difference, the verb 'refused' was the most occurred negative verbal process in both AJA and BBA corpus data. In the subcategory of positive verbal process, the verb 'emphasised' was the most occurred verbal process in AJA's list, while verb 'added' was at the top of the list for BBA. Despite that, the positive verbal process such as 'announced', 'decided' and 'promised' were among the essential positive verbal process as the verbal process recorded a significantly higher number of occurrences in both AJA and BBA corpus data.

The success of TR in toppling President Ben Ali of Tunisia, BBA has slightly changed its strategy in reporting the event of Egypt Revolution. Hence, BBA tries to provide balanced coverage of both sides of the ER at least during the early stage of the protest. However, BBA online news report still dominated by the Egyptian authority, which consists of President Mubarak, his ministers, particularly Omar Suleiman the Vice President of Egypt, NDP Party, the army and Egyptian police. In contrast, during the early stage of ER, the voice of the antagonist is limited to particular antagonist's groups, namely ElBaradei of National Congress for change, MB, Kifayah movement and 6th April movement. When the protest has attracted massive support from the Egyptian, BBA has started to change its strategy in reporting the event. At the same time, the western countries, particularly the US, have started to pull their support of President Mubarak. Thus, my discussion of the use of the verbal process in BBA Online News Reports during the time of crisis in Egypt will be divided into two phases, namely:
1) The first stage during the early stage of protest: Between 25/1/2011, when the first mass protest started a Tahrir Square in the capital city of Egypt verbal process until 3/2/2011.

2) The secondary stage: Beginning from 4/2/2011 verbal process until the day Mubarak declared his resignation by handing his power to his deputy Omar Suleiman on 11/2/2011.

Pertaining the First stage; At the beginning of the ER, the massive wave of protest which will result in power change is yet to emerge. It is noticeable that the outlet has chosen to be with the Egyptian authority during the early stage of the ER. The voice of Egypt’s government mainly President Mubarak, was the dominant voice in BBA online news report during this early stage of Egypt’s uprising. It is found that BBA strategically utilised positive verbal process promote in the reader s good impression on Mubarak and his allies. Thus, revealed the outlet biased towards the Egypt government and considered them as the ‘in-group'. In the following, I will show examples or of online news which shows that the journalist of BBA has strategically utilised positive verbal process to cast a positive light on Mubarak and his allies. Table 5.23 below, list news extracts are taken from BBA online news which clearly shows the positive verbal process has been used to portray Mubarak positively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, in his capacity as the military ruler in Egypt, issued a decree imposing a curfew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>He stressed his determination to move forward on the path of political and economic reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>In a speech on Friday evening, Mubarak announced he would sack the government and vowed &quot;new steps&quot; on the road to political, economic and social reform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Mubarak pledged to continue reform and fight corruption in Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>He stressed that there is &quot;a fine line between freedom and chaos and that I stand by the freedom of citizens.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
He explained that he initiated the formation of a new government "new priorities and mandates that respond to the demands of our youth."

Mubarak also stressed that he would not leave the country and he would "die on Egyptian soil."

Table 5.23: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes on Mubarak’s Words

In the Example 1 of the Table 5.23, the journalist has opted to use the verb ‘issued’ to report on Mubarak Word Ordering to impose curfew in Egypt. It takes a man with power and authority to issue such an urgent order. The verb ‘issued' also promotes in the reader an impression that Mubarak is robust and fully determine in his decision in dealing with the demonstration against his government. Furthermore, verb ‘emphasised' was selected by the journalist to report on Mubarak word as stated in example (2) and (7). By using the positive verbal process of "emphasised" in example (2) for instance, the journalist tries to portray that Mubarak has the qualities of strength, determination, commitment, and confidence. Thus, in example (2) Mubarak has been positively portrayed as someone who has the strength to bring political and economic reform in Egypt. He also determines in bringing reform for Egypt and committed to his job. Hence, by stressing on his determination, Mubarak is confidence in his promise for better Egypt in the future.

Similarly, in example (7) the same verb ‘emphasised' promotes impressions of tough, benign and commitments on Mubarak. By ‘emphasizing' that he (Mubarak) will not run away from Egypt, Mubarak has been portrayed as unselfish and strong-willed to serve his country, hence shows his loyalty to his country. The neutral verb ‘said' or ‘mentioned' for instance could be used to reports on Mubarak's word in example (2) and (7), as is could have had the same meaning. However by using the negative verbal process like ‘said' or mentioned instituted of ‘emphasised' the two news extract of example (2) and (7) would have been neutral in its judgement of Mubarak. Thus, the users choice of the positive verbal process ‘emphasised' has
been done purposely to cast positive lights on Mubarak and push reader's perception of Mubarak toward the good side of Mubarak in making all his efforts for Egypt. Similarly, in example (5) ‘Stressed' tough, firm, determine.

The verb ‘announced' has been chosen by the journalist, for example (3) to report on Mubarak's word. By using the verb, ‘announced' rather than ‘said' the journalist is promoting in the reader a feeling that Mubarak is wise, authoritative, benign and decisive. After all, on Mubarak as the POF Egypt can announce to sack the Egypt government. Hence, Mubarak is portrayed in this news report as someone who is determined, conclusive and can make a big decision effectively. Moving into example (4) of Table 5.23 the selection of verb ‘pledged' was aimed to promote positive impression on Mubarak. By using the verb, ‘pledged' rather than ‘mentioned' of Mubarak is portrayed as someone who is in authority and has the commitment to continuing to bring more reform to Egypt. Furthermore, fighting corruption is a huge task; hence, it needs someone who has the strength and determination to do the job. All these good impressions of authoritative, commitment, strength and determination have been promoted in the reader as a result of the use positive verbal process. Hence, revealed the journalist biased toward supporting Mubarak and qualifying him to continue his position as the Egyptian President despite the call for his resignation. Moving into (example 6), by using the positive verbal process of ‘explained' the journalist tries to promote in the reader that Mubarak is, the negative verbal process of ‘said' could be used in the place of ‘explained' as it is could carry the same surface meaning, but the journalist did not choose it. Thus, the selection of the verb ‘explained' followed by a long explanation of Mubarak's reasons for forming a new government in Egypt revealed the journalist biased towards supporting Mubarak.

BBA not only utilized the positive verbal process to cast positive lights on Mubarak, other Egypt Minister particularly Mubarak's key allies such as Egypt Vice President Omar Suleiman, Egypt Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq, the then Egypt Attorney General (Abdel Majid
Mahmud) as showed in the Table 5.24. In example (1) the journalist opted to use the positive verbal process of ‘urged’ to report on the then Egyptian Vice President Omar Suleiman's word. By using the verb 'urged' rather than ‘called upon' the journalist has shown his attitude towards the speaker (Omar Suleiman). Verb ‘urged' provide impressions that Suleiman has the qualities of benign and decisive in dealing with the protestors. In contrast, the negative verbal process of ‘called upon' provides a neutral impression on Omar Suleiman and does not provide any indications of the journalist's stand toward the speaker whose word being reported in the news. About this, example (2) and (3) furthermore reveal the journalist of BBA attitude towards the one of Mubarak strongest allies Omar Suleiman. The positive verbal process of ‘confirmed' has strategically been used to report on Suleiman's word in both examples (2) and (3). The selection of verb ‘confirmed' somehow promote in the reader a feeling that Omar Suleiman is strict, authoritative, absolute confidence and determination. In example (2), which reported on Suleiman's response on the so-called ‘battle of camel'\textsuperscript{22} At Tahrir Square, shows that he is confident and determine that the clash was a deliberate conspiracy against the Egypt government. Furthermore, Suleiman was portrayed as tough, authoritative and decisive because of his word to take firm action on those who cause the massive clash between the protestors, which caused many lives. Similarly, the verb ‘confirmed' in example (3) promotes that Suleiman has the authority to invite all protestor's representatives to participate in the dialogue with the Egypt government. Besides, the verb also shows that Suleiman is determined to include all the parties in the dialogue, and he is confident that all the representatives will participate actively in the dialogue to end the crisis immediately.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
2/2/11 & حث عمر سليمان نائب الرئيس المصري جميع المتظاهرين على العودة إلى منازلهم \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{22} The so-called ‘the Battle of Camel' was a massive clash between the pro-democracy revolution protestors with pro-Mubarak forces. The clash happens in Tahrir Square on 2 February 2011 and causes many casualties.
Egyptian Vice President Omar Suleiman urged all demonstrators to return to their homes. Suleiman confirmed that what happened on Wednesday in Tahrir Square was a conspiracy and that those responsible would be held accountable.

Omar Suleiman confirmed the participation of representatives of the demonstrators in the dialogue.

He explained that articles 76 and 77 of the Constitution will be amended and that the rest of the articles of the Constitution are also subject to amendment.

Egyptian Attorney General Abdel Majid Mahmoud affirmed to ban the former secretary of the ruling National Democratic Party, ministers of tourism, housing and interior and some other officials from travelling and freezing their accounts in banks.

Table 5.24: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes to Report on Minister’s Words.

The positive verbal process also strategically utilised to cast positive lights on Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmad Shafiq. The verb ‘explained’ for instance, was selected to provide positive impressions on Shafiq. By using the verb ‘explained' to report on Shafiq word as in example (4), the journalist tries to promote in the reader that Shafiq is broad, benign and decisive. By explaining in detail about the plan to amend the Egypt constitution, Shafiq has been portrayed as wise. Also, the verb shows that Shafiq is benign and decisive in making such an important decision to amend article 76 and 77 of the Egypt constitution. Example (5) on the other hand, reveals that the positive verbal process was strategically being used to promote a positive impression on Egypt attorney general. Although Mahmoud is not one of Mubarak's key ministers, he holds a significant position among Mubarak's allies. Hence, Mahmoud was positively portrayed by BBA in the outlet's news report, as showed in example (5). The verb ‘affirmed' was selected by the journalist rather than ‘said' to promote that Mubarak's attorney general has the qualities of strength, determination and decisive. It is no doubt that the decision to take firm action against former Egyptian Leaders requires a lot of strength and determination.
Thus, the then-attorney general was decisive in making tough decision to ban those leaders from leaving Egypt and ordered to freeze their bank accounts. Hence, promoting a sense that Mahmoud is capable of carrying his duties as the attorney general of Egypt.

NDP party, the ruling and the most dominant political party in Egypt during the time of crisis also being treated as the ‘in-group' by the news outlet. Thus, BBA strategically utilised the positive verbal process to report on NDP party and its leaders, as shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) said on Thursday it was ready to talk to the people and the opposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>Safwat al-Sherif, chairman of the Egyptian Shoura Council, held a press conference in which he affirmed the respect of the ruling National Democratic Party for the freedom of peaceful expression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The head of the Egyptian People's Assembly has announced that Prime Minister Ahmed Nazif will deliver a statement to the People's Assembly on Sunday about the unrest in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>The ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) announced that it had accepted the resignation of Ahmed Ezz from the party's organizational secretariat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.25: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes to Report on NDP's Words.

In example (1) and (4) which reported on the NDP party positive verbal process of ‘announced' was selected to report on the party's word. The journalist has the option to use the neutral verb of ‘said' which carry no indication of his attitude towards NDP party, but it was not. Hence, by choosing the positive verbal process, it revealed that the journalist tends to bias towards the NDP party which ruled Egypt during the time of crisis. Thus, example (1) by choosing the positive verbal process of ‘announced' the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that NDP party is authoritative and benign. As the then ruling party, in Egypt, the NDP party has the authority to begin the dialogue with the oppositions. Furthermore, by willingly to start the
talk with the oppositions, NDP party is portrayed in the news report as gentle, kind and big-hearted. The same positive verbal process was also used in the example (4), which aims to promote a sense of authoritative and determination on NDP party in the decision to accept the resignation of Ahmed Ezz. After all, it takes only one who has the authority to declare the resignation of Ahmed Ezz, who is one of the senior members in the NDP party.

The same positive verbal process of ‘announced’ was also selected to report on Ahmed Fathi Sorour's word, in example (3). Sorour was the Speaker of the Egyptian People Assembly during the 2011 Egypt revolution. He also one of the NDP’s senior leaders who hold ministerial post before appointed as the head of the Egyptian People's Assembly. Thus, instead of using the verb ‘mentioned’ which is neutral in tone and carry no indication of the journalist's stand toward Sorour, the verb ‘announced’ was selected to report on Soros's word. Hence, revealed the journalist’s stand-in supporting Soros which hold the key position in the Egyptian government and the then Egyptian ruling party of NDP. In example (2) another positive verbal process ‘affirmed; was selected to report on Safwat’s word23. The outlet largely considered this statement made by Safwat as the first official response by the Egyptian authority toward the first mass protest on 25/1/2011. Hence, the verb ‘affirmed' was strategically used to cast a positive impression on Safwat by portraying him as having qualities of strength, determination and confidence in dealing with massive pressure from the protestors. Thus, Safwat and NDP party need to be seen as having the strength and determination despite the protest against the Egyptian authority.

BBA’s attitude towards supporting Egyptian during the early stage of Egypt revolution furthermore seeing in the use of the positive verbal process to cast a positive light on the security forces, Egyptian Army the police and Egyptian state television which show their support for

23 Safwat was the Secretary-General of NDP party during the 2011 revolution and hold the position of head of Egyptian Shoura Council.
Mubarak during the revolution. The table below list examples of online news report indicates a positive verbal process was strategically used to report on Egyptian authorities' word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>A security source confirmed that the authorities ordered the security forces to carry out raids on the group during the night.</td>
<td>وأن مصدر أمني أن السلطات أمرت قوات الأمن بحملة مداهمات على الجماعة خلال الليل.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Egyptian state television announced that the Egyptian government had officially submitted its resignation to the president after a meeting on Saturday morning.</td>
<td>وأعلن التلفزيون المصري الرسمي عن أن الحكومة المصرية تقدمت باستقالتها رسميا إلى رئيس الجمهورية بعد اجتماع عقده صباح السبت.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Army officers in the city of Suez confirmed that they had instructions to deal with looting.</td>
<td>وافق مصدر أمني أن قوات الشرطة المصرية بدت في العودة اعتبارا من مساء الأحد إلى شوارع المدن لحفظ الأمن والنظام.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/1/11</td>
<td>A security source announced that the Egyptian police forces began to return from Sunday evening to the streets of the cities to maintain security and order.</td>
<td>وكان الجيش المصري قد أكد أنه لن يلجأ للقوة ضد المتظاهرين المطالبين بتنحي مبارك.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>The Egyptian army has confirmed that it will not resort to force against demonstrators demanding Mubarak step down.</td>
<td>وأكد مصدر أمني أن القوات المسلحة لم تتخذ بتركيبة من مجالي القوة ضد المتظاهرين المطالبين بتنحي مبارك.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.26: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes to Report on Egyptian Authorities’ Words.

It is found that two positive verbal processes were selected by the journalist to report on Egyptian authorities' word. These verbs are: ‘confirmed' in the exam (1) (3) and (5) and ‘announced' found in the example (2) and (4). The neutral verbal process of ‘said' could have been used in each of these five news extracts but was not. By using positive verbal process, the positive impression of authoritative, determination and confidence were promoted on the speakers whose word being reported. In example (1) for instance, the selection of verb ‘confirmed' to report on Egyptian security forces revealed the journalist biased toward supporting the authority during the time of crisis. The verb ‘confirmed' somehow promotes in the reader a feeling that the speaker of Egyptian security forces is authoritative in providing information regarding the raids against troublemakers who were responsible for causing chaos in Egypt during the revolution. The same verb has also been chosen report on word of Egyptian
army offices in Suez, as mentioned in example (3). If the journalist used the neutral verb ‘said' instead of ‘confirmed', it will not reveal his or her attitude towards the army officers as the verb ‘said' carry no indication on the journalist stand towards the speaker. However, the negative verbal process was selected, which aims to portray the army officers as harsh, determine and confidence in dealing with looting happened during the protests in Suez. Hence, the selection of positive verbal process, ‘confirmed' over the negative verbal process ‘said' revealed the journalist's biased towards the Egypt authority, particularly the arm forces.

Similarly, the verb ‘confirmed' was also selected to cast positive impression of strength and determination towards the Egyptian army, as stated in Example (5). Once again, the journalist could quite easily use ‘said' instead of ‘confirmed', but it would have been neutral in his stance towards the Egyptian army. Hence, the selection of positive verbal process revealed that the journalist and subsequently, the online news outlet bias in supporting the Egypt authority during the early stage of the 2011 revolution. The positive verbal process of ‘announced' was strategically used in the example (2) and (4). The verb ‘announced' somehow promotes in the reader a feeling that the person whose word being reported is authoritative in the delivery of the official and credential information on the specific issue of the event. Thus, the Egyptian state television, which under the full control of the Egypt government, has been given an impression that it is the official and reliable source of information on the development of the Egyptian crisis. After all, only the speaker who has the authority can officially announce major vital events such as the government resignation. Similar to this, verb ‘announced' also used to report on the return of Egyptian police to the streets for maintaining public safety. ‘Said' could have been used in this the case as it also can deliver the same surface meaning but was not. Hence the selection of verb ‘announced' which positively portray the speaker which word being reported indicates the journalist support towards the Egyptian police, which works closely with the Egypt government against the protestors.
All in all, BBA has strategically utilised positive verbal proses to cast a positive light on Mubarak and his allies during the early stage of 2011 Egypt revolution. Hence, revealed the online news outlet stand in supporting Mubarak and protect his dominance in Egypt. BBA has treated Mubarak and all his allies particularly Mubarak ministers, NDP party’s leaders and authority including the army and police forces as the ‘in-group’. The ‘Logic of Equivalence’ was utilised to group all these social actors and social groups in one group as they share the same stand in preserving in the hegemony of Mubarak in Egypt during the time of crisis.

The Strategic Use of Negative Verbal Process on the Antagonist’s Word.

The opposite side of the Egypt conflict stands the antagonist groups which mainly consist of the protestors, the Egypt oppositions and the activists. These social actors who rose against Mubarak during Egypt revolution were treated as the ‘out-group' by the online news outlet. Hence, the negative verbal process was strategically utilised to report on their words, as stated in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Those who carry out looting and robbery are those who called them &quot;thugs&quot; and accused some of them of links with security men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>Protesters accused plainclothes police of storming the square and attacking protesters over Mubarak's rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Meanwhile, the families of several youth leaders of the youth protest movements accused the Egyptian police of arresting seven of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Demonstrators insist on their demand for the departure of Mubarak, and there is no alternative to that. Nevertheless, differences are emerging among activists with a sense of approaching their goal of overthrowing the regime.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Demonstrators say they are determined to demonstrate until Mubarak's departure and topple his regime.

Table 5.27: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on Protestors’ Words.

All these online news extracts show the negative verbal process was utilised to promote negative impressions on protestors, hence, considered them as the ‘out-group'. There are two negative verbal processes found in these examples, namely ‘accused' mentioned in example (1), (2) and (3). While the verb ‘insist' was used in the example (4) and (5). In example (1) for instances, the protestors accused the ‘thugs' which have a connection with security men for carrying out looting and robbery during the protest. Instead of using the verb ‘said' which carry no indication of journalist’s attitude towards protestors, the negative verbal process of ‘accused' was selected to report on protestors' word. Hence, it reveals the journalist attitude in promoting a negative impression on the protestors. The accusation, in general, carries a negative connotation and verb ‘accused' promotes in the reader a feeling that the speakers are a week. Besides, the choice of the verb ‘accused' shows that the journalist is reluctant to report on the protestors' voice. Thus, show his stand, not in favour of the protestors' demands.

Similarly, the verb ‘accused' also being used in the example (2) which reports that the protestors are accusing the plain – cloth police for attacking them. Once again, the verb ‘accused' was selected to promote the sense of grievance and weakness towards the protestors. Hence, diverts the reader's attention towards the negative sides of the protests, which caused a lot of casualties and damages to public properties. The example (3) also shows that negative verbal process of ‘accused' was selected to report on families of youth leader's word after the police have arrested those youth. By using the negative verbal process to report on speakers' word, the impression is given that these families are impatient and irritable after family’s members have been arrested. They are hence promoting in the reader's perspective toward the dark side of the protest, which participated by many bad-tempered, disagreeable people who
tends to cause troubles with the authority. In addition to the verb ‘accused’ negative verbal process of ‘insist’ was strategically used in the example (4) and (5) to promote a more negative impression towards the protestors. The neutral verbal process of ‘say' or ‘said' could easily be used by the journalist in both examples, as it could have had the same meaning, but was not. By choosing to use verbal process ‘insist', however, the journalist implies the speakers (the protestors) are on the defensive which required them to insist that there is no other alternative to their demands for Mubarak to step down as in example (4) and to continue with the protest until the fall of Mubarak’s regime as mentioned in example (5). Furthermore, the verb ‘insist’ was carefully selected by the journalist in both examples to cast doubt on protestors’ word is not necessarily be believed. Thus, the selection of negative verbal process of ‘insist’ revealed the journalist stand towards undermining the protestors’ demands and treated them as the ‘out-group’.

BBA also utilised the negative verbal process to cast negative impressions on the Egyptian oppositions. This can be seen from the news extracts in the table below:

| Mohamed al-Beltagy, a former member of parliament for the Muslim Brotherhood, said: “We reject any outcome that could result from this meeting.” | 3/2/11 |
| The Wafd party accused the ruling party of being behind the violence. | 3/2/11 |
| A statement issued by the movement that the Muslim Brotherhood "insist on the demands of millions of demonstrators". | 4/2/11 |

Table 5.28: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on Oppositions’ Words.

Muslim Brotherhood (MB) Egyptian most massive oppositions are the main target to the treated as the ‘out-group' by the online news outlet. Hence in the above table clearly shows that a negative verbal process was selected to report on Muslim Brotherhood's word, as stated in Example (1) and (3). Hence, promote negative impressions of Egyptian largest opposition group
and reveal the outlet stand towards the Egyptian oppositions. Looking into detail, the negative verbal process of 'reject' was mention in example (1) which reported on Mohamed al-Beltagy, a former member of the Egyptian parliament from MB. Rejection provides a negative connotation as it represents the act of refusing to accept and turning down an offer from others. It also promotes a sense that the person who rejects is not accommodating and gentle to others. Hence, the verb 'reject' mentioned in example (1) promotes in the reader an impression that the speaker (al-Beltagy of MB) is unkind and unobliging. On the other hand, the verb 'insist' was mentioned in example (1) which also reported on MB statement supporting the demands of millions of protestors verb 'insist' gives an impression that the speaker is on the defensive which demands him to insist that something is not the case. Therefore, the journalist in this news report tries to cast doubt on MB’s stand supporting the protestors' demands. Hence, it promotes a sense of uncertainty in the reader about the MB.

Moving into example (2) which reported on the al-Wafd opposition party. It is found that the journalist chooses to use the negative verbal process of 'accused' to report on al-Wafd's party word instead of a neutral verb such as 'said'. By using negative verbal process, the journalist tries to cast the al-Wafd party with negative impressions of grievance and weakness. However, the al-Wafd party will be cast with positive light toughness and determination if the journalist substituted verb "accused" with the positive verbal process of 'stressed'. In the case, it will show that the journalist is supporting the al-Ward party. However, it does not happen, as he opted to use the negative verbal process to report on at al-Wafd's word.

In addition to this, the negative verbal process also strategically utilises by the journalist of BBA to promote negative impressions of Egyptian activists who actively participated in the protests against President Mubarak. For instance:

ان الرجل يمتلك مطعما صغيرا ويشكو من ضيق ذات اليد وصعوبة الحصول على خبز مدعم

25/1/11
The man owns a small restaurant and complains of tight hand and difficulty getting subsidized bread.

In a statement to the BBC, Judge Hossam Makkawi accused members of the State Security Investigation Unit of burning relevant documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.29: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on the Activists’ Words.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table 5.29: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on the Activists’ Words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is found that the example (1) used verb ‘complaint’, while example (2) used the verb ‘accused’ to report on two different Egyptian activists who participated in the protests demanding the fall of Mubarak's regime in Egypt. In example (1) mentioned about a man complained about his disability which makes hard for him to get the subsidised bread. The verb ‘complaint' used in this news report promote in the reader an impression that the man is the week and querulous for complaining in a somewhat petulant and whining manner. The journalist could quite easily use neutral verbal processor ‘say' or ‘mention' in this case as it could carry the same surface meaning without providing any indication of his attitude toward the activists mentioned in the news. However, by choosing a negative verbal process to report on activist's word, it reveals the journalist's stand-in is marginalizing the activist's voice and undermining their demands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The similar approach can be found through the selection or verb ‘accused' in example (2) which reported on Judge Makkawi's (one of an al-Azhar scholar who actively participated in the protests at the Tahrir Square) word. In the news report, Makkawi was accusing the Egyptian State Security Investigation Unit of burning essential documents, which may be used as evidence of misconduct and corruptions practised by Mubarak's government. The accusation has a negative sense as it suggests negative information about another individual, regardless of the accuser's reputation. Furthermore, it can tarnish the reputation of that individual event after the accusation has been proven. Hence, by producing random accusation without proper evidence, the journalist tries to portray the speaker (Makkawi) as weak and irritable. Besides, it also revealed that the journalist tries to distance from the speaker who accused the authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
without proper evidence which shows that the journalist did not believe that Makkawi's had the strength or determination to provide a proper accusation against the authority. Thus, rather than focusing on the allegation of demolishing evidence of wrongdoing against the Egypt government, the journalist tries to push the reader's perception towards the credibility of the accuser who prefers to tarnish other's reputation.

Despite the strategic use of the negative verbal process to promote negative impressions towards the antagonist, the outlet has minimised it biased towards the Egyptian authority by utilising the neutral verbal process to report on the Egyptian antagonist. This is to say, BBA tries to provide more balanced coverage of both side of Egypt conflict by providing an unbiased report on the antagonist. Hence, the neutral verbal process is the suitable choice to report on the antagonist’s word because it carries no indication of the online news outlet stand towards the antagonist’s demands. At the same time, the general stand of the outlet in supporting Mubarak and Egypt authority during the early stage of the Egyptian revolution is well preserved. Thus, the table below list news extracts which show the voice of the antagonist, particularly their prominent leaders, have been reported through the use of the neutral verbal process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The April 6 youth movement called for protests on Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Brotherhood is involved with all the Egyptian national forces,&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>said Saad al-Katatni, leader of the group, in a statement posted on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the group’s website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>&quot;Today, I will be with my colleagues,&quot; Egyptian opposition Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ElBaradei and former IAEA director-general said in a statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/11</td>
<td>A statement by groups calling themselves the forces of protest called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for the dissolution of parliament and the drafting of a new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>constitution for the country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Osama al-Ghazali, head of the Democratic Front Party, told the BBC that the measures included forming a national rescue government.

Protesters said they had detained some of the troublemakers who were described in Egypt as "thugs."

Table 5.30: The Use of Neutral Verbal Processes on the Antagonists’ Words.

It is evident from these online news extracts, that the word reported was delivered not only neutral in tone but also carries no indication of the journalist’s attitude towards the speaker whose word being reported. Hence, it does not provide much input on the online news outlet’s stand toward the speaker. For instance, in example (1) verb ‘called’ was selected to report on 6th April Youth Movement. By choosing to use neutral verbal process, the journalist shows his stand neither supporting the movement nor disagreeing with them. The neutral verbal process also does not give any strong impression of the speaker (6th April Movement). In contrast, if the verb ‘called' being replaced by 'announced' for instance, it will provide a sense of strength and determination to the movement. Similarly, al-Katatni's (one of MB leader) word also being reported in example (2) using the neutral verbal process of ‘said'. Again, the selection of the verb ‘said' does not provide any indication to show that the journalist is supporting the MB rather than reporting on al-Katani’s word. This will not jeopardise the outlet stand in supporting Mubarak and the Egypt government. However, if the journalist wants to cast a positive light on al-Katatni and reveals his support to the MB, he will use the positive verbal process of ‘affirmed'. As a result, the reader will get the impression that al-Khatatni has the qualities of determination and confidence. Hence, the journalist will cast a positive light on al-Katatni and reveal his support to the MB.

Even word of big names among the antagonist such as al ElBaradei being reported by the outlet using the neutral verbal process as mentioned in example (3). Again, the verb ‘said'
which is neutral in sound carries no indication of the journalist attitudes towards the speaker. ElBaradei would be given the impression of toughness if the verb ‘said' being replaced by the verb ‘declared' for instance. However, it was not being done by the journalist. Thus, it carries no indication that either the journalist is supporting ElBaradei or opposing him. Similarly, another opposition leader of the Democratic Front Party, Osama al-Ghazali also being reported by BBA using the neutral verbal process of ‘told' example (5). By using neutral verbal process, the journalist does not show his biased toward the speaker who leads one of the vital opposition parties in Egypt during the crisis. It is no surprise to see that the journalist is sticking with the choice of neutral verbal process on reporting on antagonist's word even though the antagonist has gathered their support and formed allies of protestors in order to unite their demands as seen in example (4). This can be seen clearly in the selection of neutral verbal process of the verb ‘called' to report on this group which consists of five main antagonist groups namely: The 6th April group, we all Khalid Said group, National Coalition for Change, 25th January Movement and the group of Egyptian scholars and journalists. By using the verb ‘called' the journalist maintains his stand-in providing an unbiased impression on the antagonist even though they have gathered remarkable support from various antagonist groups. Hence, we can find the neutral verb also being used to report on protestors' word as mentioned in example (6) even though the news mentioned about the success in detaining troublemakers who were widely blamed for causing chaos and vandalism during the protest.

5.5 The Changes in Utilising Verbal Process

In the early stage of the 2011 ER, the two outlets have shown they are biased toward one of the two sides in Egyptian conflict. Hence, AJA has treated the Egyptian antagonist as the ‘in-group', while BBA opted to be with Mubarak and his government and considered them as the ‘in-
group’. However, when the protest entered a new phase as the protest has managed to gather much support not only from the Egyptian but also attract supports from world’s leader particularly from the United States and European countries, the two outlets have started to change their strategy in utilising the verbal process. Thus, the change of strategic use of the verbal process by the two online news outlets can be seen at the result of the power transition process taken place in Egypt during the time of the 2011 crisis. The change in utilising a verbal process for reporting both sides of Egyptian conflict can be divided into four elements, namely:

1- Started to report on the antagonist using positive verbal process
2- Started to report on Mubarak’s word using neutral verbal process
3- Furthermore, ultimately reported on Mubarak’s word using negative verbal process.
4- AJA intensified marginalising Mubarak and His government’s word.

It is important to note that, BBA has recorded the most significant change in its strategy of utilising the verbal process compared to AJA. BBA was in favour of Mubarak during the early stage of protest, before gradually switching its support toward the antagonist when Mubarak lost his support, while the protestors gain their tremendous momentum to overthrown Mubarak. Therefore, the first three elements of change in the strategic use of the verbal process will be focused on BBA, while the fourth element focuses on AJA online news articles.

1- **Started to report on the antagonist’s word using positive verbal process.**

From the corpus data of BBA online news articles during the time of Egyptian crisis, it is found that the outlet has changed its strategy in utilising the verbal process to report on both sides of the conflict. Thus, approximately 3rd February 2011 onward, when the West particularly the United State has pulled its support toward Mubarak, and the protests have gathered a massive crowd in almost all Egyptian cities, BBA has started to reduce its support to Mubarak. This can be seen through the change of using the positive verbal process to report
on speakers' word from both sides of the Egyptian conflict. As a result of this change, it is found that the antagonist's word which was reported using negative verbal process has gradually changed to the positive verbal process beginning from 3rd February 2011, approximately eleven days after the first protest started at Tahrir Square. In this section, I will list, news extract taken from BBA corpus data, which show positive verbal processes were strategically utilised to cast a positive light on the Egyptian's antagonist which was previously during the early stage of protest was reported using negative verbal process. Hence, indicate the change in discourse construction strategy used by the outlet to mirror the process of power change in Egypt.

During the early stage of protest, the antagonist particularly the protestors, were marginalised by BBA and treated as the ‘out-group'. Hence, the journalist was strategically utilised negative verbal process to report on protestors' word. However, when the protests have successfully attracted massive support from the Egyptian, BBA started to report on the protestors using positive verbal process. By using positive verbal process, the journalist has somehow promoted in the reader on the positive side of the protestors and the protest events. Hence, revealed the journalist and the online news outlet towards the protestors and considered them as the ‘in-group'. This shows a significant change of the outlet strategy by changing side from supporting Mubarak and preserving his dominant to supporting the antagonist's demands of bringing down Mubarak's regime. The details of this change can be observed in the examples in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>The demonstrators vowed to continue organizing mass rallies until their demands were met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2/11</td>
<td>The protesters vowed in Tahrir Square, the heart of Cairo to continue to pretend to go around Mubarak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>أعلن المسيحيون المشاركون في الاحتجاجات عن تنظيم قداس الأحد وسط الميدان بعنوان &quot;الوفاء للشهداء&quot;، للصلاة على أرواح</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Christians participating in the protests announced the organization of the Sunday Mass in the centre of the field entitled "Wafaa al-Shuhada", to pray for souls.

Demonstrators continued their sit-in in the Tahrir Square in central Cairo, and entered their protests on the thirteenth day, stressing their determination to organize demonstrations on Sunday, Tuesday and Friday "until the overthrow of President Mubarak."

Protesters, who vowed to stay on the ground until the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces fulfilled their demands.

Table 5.31: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes on the Protestors’ Words.

The Table (5.31) above lists five news extracts which indicate a positive verbal process has been carefully selected to report on protestors' word. There are three positive verbal processes found in these five news extracts name ‘vowed' used in the example (1) and (2) ‘announced' in example (3), ’stressing' in example (4) and ‘chanted' in example (5). Moreover, the positive impressions were promoted toward the protestors through the selection of these positive verbal process. In extract (1) for instance, the verb ‘vowed' somehow promotes in the reader a feeling that the protestors are tough and determine to organise more protests until their demands were met. Although, the same surface meaning may be achieved with other verbal processes like 'said', it, however, does not provide the impression of toughness and determination to the speaker as being provided from the use of the verb ‘vowed'. Hence, the selection of positive verbal process ‘vowed' indicated the journalist's attitude in supporting the protestors' demands. Similarly, the verb ‘vowed' also been selected to report on protestors' word in the extract (2). Again, the selection of the positive verbal process to report on protestors revealed that the journalist is treating the protestors as the ‘in-group' by casting positive lights on them. This rarely being found during the early stage of the protest.

Another positive verbal process, namely ‘announced' was selected by the journalist in extract (3) to report on the Christian Protestors' word regarding the organising of Sunday special prayer for the victims of mass protests. By using the positive verbal process, the qualities of
strength and commitment have been promoted towards the Christian Protestors hence pushed the reader's perception of the news towards the positive side of the protestors which called for peaceful protest. At the same time, the reader's perception has been directed to the victims of mass protest after being unfairly treated by the authorities. These positive impressions cast on protestors will not be achieved if the journalist substituted verb ‘announced' with the verb ‘called upon'. ‘Called upon' not only neutral in tone but also carries no indication of the journalist's attitude towards the Christian Protestors. By choosing the positive verbal process of ‘stressing' in the extract (4), the journalist tries to promote in the readers an impression that the speaker (protestors) are tough and determine to continue with more upcoming protests until President Mubarak step down. Hence, it shows that the journalist is supporting the protestors' demands for Mubarak to resign from his office. The journalist could easily use the neutral verbal process of 'said' which, carry no indication of his attitude towards the protestors. However, it was not, thus, revealed that the journalist had shown his bias towards the protestors.

Similarly, the verb ‘chanted' used by the journalist in the extract (5) provide an excellent impression to the speakers (the protestors) whose word being reported in the news. The verb ‘chanted' was selected by the journalist over another neutral verb like ‘said' the promote an impression that the protestors are united, strong-willed and committed with their demand for a peaceful process of power transition in Egypt after the resignation of Mubarak. Verb ‘chanted’ itself means the words being repeated many times and loudly, provides impressions that the speaker is strong and committed to his word. Furthermore, the verb also gives a sense that the speakers are working together closely to deliver their demands continuously and loudly. Thus, again, the selection of verb ‘Chanted' by the journalist to report on protest's word in the extract (5) revealed his support towards the protestors. Hence, the readers’ perception has been pushed towards the positive side of protestors who work together very hard to voice their demand for a smooth transition of power in Egypt.
Almost eleven days after the first mass protest started in Egypt during the 2011 Revolution, BBA’s journalist has started to treat Egyptian oppositions as the ‘in-group’ by strategically utilise the positive verbal process to report on their word. The news extracts in the Table 5.32 below shows examples of the positive verbal process was carefully selected by the journalist to cast positive lights on the Egypt oppositions.

Table 5.32: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes on the Opposotions’ Words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>A spokesman for the MB group, Mohammed al-Morsi, said in an interview with the BBC that the dialogue must be on clear grounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>The banned Muslim Brotherhood opposition in Egypt has announced its acceptance of dialogue with the government to find a way out of the crisis experienced by Egypt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>&quot;Muslims Brotherhood &quot; the banned opposition in Egypt, announced that it had agreed to hold a dialogue with the government,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>In his remarks, ElBaradei reiterated his proposal to launch a transitional phase in which Egypt would lead a three-person presidential council, including a representative of the army.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/2/11</td>
<td>The Muslim Brotherhood has announced that it is not seeking power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The news extracts in the table (5.32) indicate the use of the positive verbal process of ‘must be’, ‘announced' and ‘reiterated' to report on speakers of the Egyptians oppositions' word. In extract (1), Morsi's of MB word has been reported using the verb ‘must be' to give an impression that he is tough, determine and confidence of his stand to underline a clear guideline before any severe talk could begin between the protestors and the government. The verb "announced" on the other hand, was used to report on MB, as mentioned in the extract (2), (3) and (5). In this case, MB, the largest opposition group in Egypt, was given positive impressions of authoritative and benign. Hence, reveal the journalist attitude towards MB, which supports
the protestors' demands for power change in Egypt. Furthermore, the positive verbal process of 'reiterated' was selected by the journalist to report on ElBaradei's word, as mentioned in the extract (4) of the above table. The selection of verb 'reiterated' which refers to a process of saying something several times to emphasise or clarify promotes in the reader a feeling that ElBaradei is wise and benign on his plan for a better Egypt after the resignation of Mubarak. All in all, the change from using negative verbal process into the positive verbal process to report on Egyptian opposition's word, revealed that the outlet had shifted its support from supporting the government to the Egyptian opposition. Hence, the opposition has been treated as the 'in-group' and received positive descriptions by the online news outlet.

The positive verbal process was not only being used to report on the two largest antagonist groups. The verb ‘declared’ and ‘proclaimed’ were also being used to cast positively light on the activists whose are among the important social actors who significantly contributed in the success of toppling down Mubarak’s regime. This can be seen from the news extract below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activists in Tahrir Square declared that &quot;the objective of the Board of Trustees is a dialogue with the military junta.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/2/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khaled Abdel Qader Ouda, one of the activists, proclaimed that &quot;the goal of the Board of Trustees is to push the revolution forward through the transitional phase.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/2/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb ‘declared' was selected to report on the activist' word in the extract (1). By using positive verbal process ‘declared' the journalist tries to promote in the reader a feeling that the activists are authoritative and determine with the primary objective of having Board of trustees to deal with the Egyptian military council. The verb ‘said' positive impression to the activists. Hence, the selection of the verb ‘declared' showed the journalist's tendency to support
the activist by treating them as the ‘in-group’. Furthermore, the verb 'proclaimed' was selected to report on Khaled Ouda's word regarding the next important step for the protestors after Mubarak has declared his resignation. By using the verb 'proclaimed' instead or 'mentioned' for instance, the Mr Ouda was given impressions of toughness and confidence which will not be achieved if the neutral verb "mentioned" was selected. Thus, clearly indicated the change of a journalist's attitude towards the activist immediately after the protest has successfully brought down Mubarak's regime in Egypt.

2- Started to report on Mubarak’s word using neutral verbal process

On the other side of the Egypt conflict, the voice of Mubarak and the then Egyptian government have been reported using the neutral verbal process which carries no indication of the journalist's attitude towards the speaker. Hence, revealed that the journalist has started to withdraw his support towards Mubarak and the Egyptian government approximately eleven days after the first mass protest started at Tahrir Square. The table below lists news extracts shows that the BBA's journalist had switched to utilise the negative verbal process to report on Mubarak and his allies several days before Mubarak's declared his resignation. It is found that the neutral verbal process of ‘expressed’, ‘said’, ‘pointed’, ‘called' and ‘described' was selected by the journalist to report on Mubarak and his main allies several days before declaring his resignation on 11/2/2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>Mubarak expressed his condolences to the families of the victims of the protests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>Egyptian Vice President Omar Suleiman said Egypt had a plan and a timetable for the peaceful transition of power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10/2/11 | Egyptian Foreign Minister Ahmed Aboul Gheit pointed to the possibility of intervention by the army if he tried to call the adventurers to seize power in Egypt,
And (Suleiman) called on the Egyptian people to act with awareness and responsibility.

Suleiman described that the president's announcement confirms his national sense.

Table 5.34: The Use of Neutral Verbal Processes on the Ministers’ Words.

In extracts (1) verb ‘expressed' was used to report on Mubarak's word in delivering his condolences to the victims' families caused by the violent clashes during the protests. The verb ‘expressed' was used in a neutral tone and carry no indication of the journalist's attitude towards Mubarak. Hence, showed that the journalist is neither supporting Mubarak nor against him. Similarly, the verb ‘said' was selected to report on Suleiman's word in the extract (2). If the journalist substituted the verb ‘said' with ‘announced', Suleiman will be cast with an impression of authoritative. Hence, revealed that the journalist is showing his support for Suleiman. However, it was not the case; the neutral verbal process of ‘said' was selected instead of positive verbal process ‘announced'. Thus, it indicated that the journalist had pulled his support towards Suleiman the then Vice President of Egypt.

The news extracts (4) and (5) furthermore showed that Suleiman's voices were reported using the negative verbal process of ‘called' and ‘described'. Hence, provide other evidence that the outlet has changed its side by no longer showing support toward Mubarak and his allies. In addition to Suleiman, another Mubarak's allies, the then Egypt Foreign Minister Abdul Gheit's word also being reported using negative verbal process. Extract (3) shows the verb 'pointed' was selected by the journalist to report on Abdul Gheit's word on the possibility of army intervention. Again, if the journalist wants to show his support to Abdul Gheit, he or she will use the positive verbal process of ‘stressed' which will portray the speaker as tough and determine. However, by using the verb ‘pointed' no indication has been provided that the journalist is showing his support to the speaker, which was one of the Mubarak's strongest allies.
All in all, the use of the neutral verbal process shows that the outlet has tried to hide its supports to Mubarak several days before Mubarak's resignation. This has been done through the strategic use of the neutral verbal process which carries no indication of the journalist's attitude towards the speaker whose word being reported in the news. The use of neutral verbal process also being seen as another strategy utilised by the outlet during the uncertainty of the protest's outcome whether the power change may happen in Egypt or Mubarak will remain resisted from the call for his resignation. Hence, the outlet was strategically utilised neutral verbal processes to report on Mubarak and his government's word. Ultimately, approximately a day before Mubarak declared his resignation, the outlet has started to utilise a more negative verbal process to report on Mubarak's word which reflected that Mubarak was facing his final days as the President of Egypt. This change will be shown in the following section.

3- **It is ultimately reported on Mubarak's word using negative verbal process.**

During the final days of Mubarak as the Egyptian President, BBA has shown that the outlet is ready for the power change in Egypt as a result of Mubarak's departure. Hence, the outlet has started to treat Mubarak and his associates as the 'out-group' by strategically utilising a negative verbal process to report on their word. For instance, the Table 5.35 below list example of news extracts dated 11th January 2011 which show that the negative verbal process was strategically being utilised to promote negative impression on Mubarak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Notes</th>
<th>English Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دحض الرئيس المصري حسني مبارك كل التوقعات بإصراره على عدم التنحي عن منصبه، على الرغم من المظاهرات الحاشدة المعارضة لحكمه.</td>
<td><em>Former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak refuted all expectations of his insistence on not stepping down, despite mass demonstrations opposing his rule.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>انتقد الرئيس المصري السابق حسني مبارك، قبل يوم واحد من تركه منصبه، الولايات المتحدة وسعيها الذي وصفه بالمضلل.</td>
<td><em>As the previous Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak criticized the United States and its misguided efforts.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كما أعرب الرئيس مبارك عن أسفه العميق لأرواح الشباب التي أُلقيت في الأحداث الأخيرة.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President Mubarak also expressed sincere regret for the lives of young people who have been overwhelmed by recent events.

Mubarak said in a speech broadcast on Egyptian television on Thursday that he would remain in office until a successor is chosen.

Table 5.35: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on the Mubarak’s Words.

From these four news extracts of BBA, it is found that two negative verbal processes have been selected by the journalist to report on Mubarak's word slightly before declaring the transition of his power to his deputy Omer Suleiman on 11/2/2011. These negative verbal processes are ‘refuted' and ‘criticised'. While verb ‘expressed' used in the extract (3) and ‘said' extract (4) carry a negative impression on Mubarak despite both verbs are neutral in tone.

Looking at these news extracts, it is found that by using the negative verbal process of ‘refuted' in the extract (1) the impression was given is the speaker (Mubarak) is irritable and unaccommodating for his insistence not to step down. Mubarak also being portrayed as selfish for showing his reluctance in fulfilling the protestors' demands. Hence, the use of the verb "refuted" cast negative light on Mubarak and the reader's perception has been directed toward the negative side of Mubarak on his effort clinging to power despite massive protests against him. The verb ‘criticised' was used to report on Mubarak's word, as stated in the extract (2) of the above table. By using the negative verbal process of ‘criticised' the journalist tries to promote the sense of grievance and weakness on the Mubarak. This is happening, a day before Mubarak stepped down when Mubarak tries to blame others, particularly his old leading supporter the United States, for no longer supporting him. Hence, it shows the weakness of Mubarak in dealing with the critical tense against him during the final days before his resignation.

Although verb ‘expressed' and ‘said' used in the extract (3) and (4) may carry a neutral tone, nut the context of the news is somehow promoted negative impressions on Mubarak. Both news extracts reported on Mubarak final speech during his vital effort to calm the anger of
protestors. Thus, it should be reported in positive tones by using the positive verbal process such as ‘stressed’ or ‘announced’ which provide the sense that Mubarak has the strength and determination towards his word. However, by using the neutral verbal process of ‘expressed’ and ‘said’ it revealed that the journalist did not believe that Mubarak had the strength or determination to fulfil the protesters’ demand and end the crisis in Egypt as soon as possible. Thus, the verbs ‘expressed’ and ‘said’ indicated that Mubarak is no longer being considered as the ‘in-group’ by the outlet. In contrast, Mubarak has been negatively portrayed in the online news report slightly before announcing his resignation.

Mubarak was not only being treated as the ‘out-group’ by the outlet, but other Mubarak’s allies have been considered as the ‘out-group’. Hence, their word being reported using the negative verbal process as mentioned in examples below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﻣﺮاكل ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز</td>
<td>He warned the Egyptian government that failure to respond to the concerns of crowds of protesters &quot;will only increase the protests in Cairo.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖﯿﺨﯿﺎ ﻣﺮاكل ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز ﻣﺎز</td>
<td>Egyptian Foreign Minister Ahmed Aboul Gheit accused the United States of trying to &quot;impose&quot; its will on Egypt, by calling for immediate reforms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.36: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on the Ministers’ Words.

These news extracts in the above table show the BBA’s journalist has strategically utilised negative verbal process to report on Mubarak's allies namely his Vice President Omer
Suleiman, Egyptian Health Minister, Egyptian Foreign Minister, and the Egyptian government. The selection of negative verbal process aims to cast a negative light on Mubarak's allies; hence, the verb 'warned' and 'denied' and 'accused' was used in these news extracts. In extract (1), by using the verb 'warned', the impressions are given that Omer Suleiman is impatient and unwise for his approach in dealing with the protests in Tahrir Square. The journalist may use the verb 'said' instead of 'warned' to deliver the same surface meaning, but it will not provide any negative impression on Suleiman. Hence, by using the verb 'warned' the journalist has indicated his attitude towards Suleiman. Similarly, the verb 'warned' also being utilised to report on Egyptian government in the extract (3). Again, the Egyptian government in this news extract has been portrayed with a negative impression of impatient and unwise. Besides, it also shows that the journalist does not believe that the Egyptian government had the determination to fulfil the protesters' demands.

Furthermore, the verbal process 'denied' was used to report on the Egyptian Health Minister's word in the extract (2) of the above table. Hence, portraying him as weak and querulous. In contrast, if the journalist substituted verb 'denied' with 'stressed', the reader will be given the impression that the speaker is sturdy and confidence in his word. Thus, it indicated that the journalist believes that the Egyptian Health Minister is capable of carrying his duty without compromise. However, the negative verbal process was selected by the journalist rather than the positive verbal process, hence clearly shows that the journalist no longer treated Mubarak's Minister as their 'in-group'. Another of Mubarak's cabinet member, Ahmed Abdul Gheit's word also being reported using negative verbal process during the final days before the resignation of Mubarak. The verb 'accused' was selected by the journalist rather than 'said' which promote negative impressions of grievance and weakness to the speaker. Hence, provide another clear evidence that the outlet has pulled its support from Mubarak by considering Mubarak and his key allies as the ‘out-group’,
4- AJA intensified marginalising Mubarak and His government’s words.

Since the beginning of the Egypt revolution, AJA has shown its biased toward the antagonist. Thus, the positive verbal process has strategically been utilised by the outlet to report on the antagonist's words. When, the 2011 Egypt revolution entered its second phase beginning from 4th February 2011, up until the declaration of Mubarak stepping down on 11th February 2011, the outlet has intensified marginalising the word of Mubarak and his government. Hence, the outlet not only utilised a positive verbal process to report on the antagonist's words but also, the report on antagonist's speeches dominated the outlet online news. While the report on Mubarak and his associates were sided lines in the online news articles. The Table 5.37 below lists example of the positive verbal process of ‘emphasised’, ‘pledged' and ‘decided' were strategically being used to report on the Egyptian antagonist's words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/2/11</td>
<td>While the activist Esraa Abdel Fattah confirmed the arrest of many of the opponents of Mubarak in Tahrir Square.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>Following the so-called &quot;Juma'a al-Rahil&quot; demonstrations, the leadership of the intifada pledged to demonstrate millions on Sundays, Tuesdays and Fridays every week to increase pressure on the authorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2/11</td>
<td>The demonstrators decided to organize a sit-in at the official television building to confirm their demands to oust Mubarak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2/11</td>
<td>The demonstrators stressed that the revolution is continuing and will not stand in Egypt.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.37: The Use of Positive Verbal Processes on the Antagonists’ Words.

By strategically using a positive verbal process to report on the activist and the protestors' word, the outlet tried to cast a positive light on the antagonist and treated them as the ‘in-group'. Also, the use of the positive verbal process of ‘decided' and ‘pledged' in reporting protestors' word promotes in the reader with an impression of authoritative to the protestors, despite none of the protestor or their leaders hold any significant position in the Egyptian government.
Hence, by using positive verbal processes of ‘decided' and ‘pledged' the outlet has portrayed the protestors as having the authority to make a critical decision which carries huge impact during the 2011 Egypt revolution. Thus, promoting a counter-hegemony discourse against the dominant of Mubarak and his government during the most critical time during the 2011 ER.

Furthermore, the word of Mubarak and his government have been sidelined by the outlet. This has been done by briefly reported on their word before immediately criticised it. In another occasion, the word of the then Egyptian government was marginalised by highlighting the antagonist's firm respond particularly toward Mubarak's speeches and pledges which was aimed to calm the anger of protestors. For instance, AJA reported:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Arabic Text</th>
<th>English Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/2/11</td>
<td>ووصف المتظاهرون الخطاب بأنه حيلة من مبارك للتشبث بالسلطة، وأعلنا أنهم لن يغادروا الميدان حتى يغادر الرئيس منصبه.</td>
<td>The demonstrators described the speech as a trick from Mubarak to cling to power and declared that they would not leave the field until the president leaves the office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/11</td>
<td>وفي أول رد على بيان سليمان -الذي قال فيه إن الرئيس تعهد بعدم ملاحقة المتظاهرين- أكدت الناشطة نوارة أن الشعب لا يثق بسليمان، وأن جميع وعوده والنظام مجرد سراب.</td>
<td>In the first response to Suleiman's statement - in which he said the president had vowed not to prosecute the protesters - Nawara Najm stressed that the people did not trust Suleiman and that all his promises and order were a mirage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.38: The Examples of Refuting the Government’s Words.

It is evident from these news extract, the word of Mubarak and his government not only being reported using neutral verbal process but also has briefly mentioned in the news merely to criticise it. Besides, the criticism on Mubarak and Suleiman word by the activists and the protestors were reported using a positive verbal process such as ‘described', 'announced' and 'emphasised'. Thus, it was evident that the outlet has intensified its support to the Egyptian antagonist. In contrast, the word of Egyptian government has been marginalised; hence, treated
as the ‘out-group’. Ultimately, the outlet has utilised a more negative verbal process to report on Mubarak's word. The table below lists new extracts indicate the negative verbal process of ‘claimed’, ‘believed’ and ‘denies’, which strategically being used to promote in the reader with a negative impression on Mubarak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>And Mubarak's interview with ABC News anchor Christian Amanpour last week - in which he claimed he did not want to be president but had to continue for another seven months to rescue Egypt from chaos -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/2/11</td>
<td>A tone that someone still thinks is still in his former state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2/11</td>
<td>Some of them entered hysterical screams while a group of girls were crying, and some women cried, considering that the president denies in his speech the blood of the martyrs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.39: The Use of Negative Verbal Processes on Mubarak’s Words.

It can be observed from these news extracts that the negative verbal process not only been used to negatively portrayed Mubarak but also to put a distance which indicated that the journalist is not necessarily believed Mubarak's word or supporting his claimer. Hence, Mubarak’s words on his final day as the President of Egypt have been marginalised. Hence, treated as the ‘out-group’. Thus, AJA has strategically utilised negative verbal process to launch hegemony discourse against Mubarak and his government. This counter-hegemony discourse reached its peak during the final days before Mubarak resignation which has been done through the intensified of marginalising of Egyptian government's word and utilising more positive verbal processes to report on the Egyptian antagonist's word.

5.7 Conclusion

The present chapter highlights the results of verbal process in the corpus data of AJA and BBA online news coverage of the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt. The analysis examines how verbal processes – neutral, positive, and negative – were used by the two outlets in their
news coverage, to shed light on how social actors on both sides of the conflict were reported. Thus, my analysis reveals how AJA and BBA employed the verbal process differently to positively portray their in-group and negatively portray whom they considered as the out-group. It is found that both AJA and BBA strategically utilised the positive verbal processes to positively portray what they considered as the ‘in-group’, while what has been labelled as the ‘out-group’ was negatively portray in their news coverage of the Revolutions.

BBA opted to consider Ben Ali and his allies of the Tunisian government as the in-group. Therefore, Ben Ali and the Tunisian authorities during the Tunisian Revolution have been positively portrayed by BBA at least from the start of the first protest in Tunisia (19/12/2010) up until 14/1/2011 the day Ben Ali left Tunisia and live in exile Saudi Arabia. Hence, the outlet strategically utilised positive verbal processes to report on Ben Ali and his associates’ words. Similarly, Mubarak and his followers were treated by BBA as the ‘in-group’ through the use of positive verbal processes in reporting their words. In contrast, the protestors and the oppositions were reported using negative verbal processes and the neutral verbal processes. Therefore, positive verbal processes such as: announced, declared, emphasised, elaborated, detailed and promised were most of the time associated with the government. In contrast, the negative verbal processes such as: condemned, denied and refused are mostly associated with the protestors.

Unlike BBA, AJA opted to consider the antagonists as the in-group and treated the government as the out-group. Therefore, AJA utilised the positive verbal processes to report on the protestors, the oppositions and the activists’ words. The use of positive verbal processes also promotes positive impression on the speaker by portraying him or her as strong, wise, gentle, diligent and determine. In contrast, the use of negative verbal process casts negative light on the speaker by depicting him as weak, unwise and grumpy.
CHAPTER SIX

THE RESULT ANALYSIS OF INTERTEXTUALITY

6.1 Introduction

The Chapter Six aims to answer the research question four (R4) and sub-research question four (SR4) which deal with the discursive practices around the Arabic online news coverages on the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ of Tunisia and Egypt. This chapter closely related to the Chapters Four and Five in examining the data textually and discursively by looking at the textual and discursive practice features. While the Chapter Four is focusing on two textual strategies; Firstly: lexicalisation and predication and secondly: presupposition, the Chapter Five expands the analysis of textual strategies by focusing on the third strategy utilised by the two online news outlets namely the verbal process. Thus, in this chapter, I will present the detail analysis of discursive practice by focusing in the intertextuality and interdiscursive found in the online news reports by AJA and BBA during the time of crisis in the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolution.

6.2 Discursive Practise.

In this chapter, I analyse the data discursively by explaining how intertextuality and interdiscursivity were used in the coverage of AJA and BBA. Specifically, I explain the inclusion and exclusion of different voices throughout the event and explain how different types of reporting, such as direct reporting, indirect reporting, and strategic reporting, were used with each side differently. Thus, I thoroughly discuss how the voice of certain social groups have been included and excluded in each outlets' coverage, and why certain groups were given more comprehensive access to the construction of online news, and the two online news outlets have
marginalised others. Throughout my textual and discursive practice analysis in Chapters Four and Five, I attempt to observe whether or not the use of different features was consistent in each outlets' reporting or whether there were points in time during the uprising where there were shifts in using different features. Overall, in the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, 11\textsuperscript{th} January 2011 recorded a shift in the way of reporting the events particularly by the BBA which was standing with Ben Ali's side since the beginning of the uprising. On the other hand, in the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, 4\textsuperscript{th} February 2011 marked a transition in BBA and AJA’s reporting strategies both textually and discursively; hence certain features were more salient or manifested themselves differently after that date.

The discursive practice is the second dimension of Fairclough's framework and is concerned with the underlying notions and processes involved in news-making. Due to the significance of this aspect, I discuss the factors which govern the production of discourse and the role of media in establishing and sustaining social practices in this section. Specifically, I address the notions of ideology, power, and hegemony and how they play out in the media with particular focus on the two Arabic nations severely hit by the wave of so-called ‘Arab-Spring’ namely Tunisia and Egypt and its context before the 2011 Revolution. It is also essential to note that the present study addresses discursive practice as it pertains to news production, not consumption. Hence, it will only focus on the analysis of the processes involved in the production of Standard Modern Arabic online news.

"In its simplest form" Blommaert (2005: 46) explains "intertextuality refers to the fact that whenever we speak we produce the words of others, we constantly cite and recite expressions, and recycle meanings that are already available." The analysis of intertextuality falls under the second dimension of Fairclough's framework: discursive practice. Analysing how reported speech is selected and included in texts is an essential aspect of manifest intertextuality (Baynham and Slembrouck, 1999). In this study, the analysis of intertextuality
will help depict the way reporters of AJA and BBA produced their news stories regarding selecting what to report and whom they considered newsworthy. It would also reveal which group they identified as the in-group by referring to its members as authoritative social actors and which group they identified as the outgroup using marginalisation and delegitimisation. Moreover, even if news reports appear “balanced” and “objective” in the sense that they include both sides of the conflict, “it is often easy to divide voices into protagonists and antagonists” (Fairclough, 2003: 82).

### 6.3 Intertextuality in the Tunisian Revolution News Coverage

In short, intertextuality refers to how texts are produced from already existing texts. It, therefore, pertains to how and why different voices are included or excluded in news items. Hence, I start by discussing how AJA and BBA reported the protagonists and antagonists during the Tunisian Revolution, and whether or not their reporting strategies were consistent throughout the days of the protests. I also discuss whether or not certain voices were emphasised and given prominence and others marginalised and excluded in the coverage of each outlet. In doing so, the aim is to show how hegemony is achieved by allowing certain groups access to media discourse and considering other groups as unreliable sources (van Dijk, 1998b).

It is found that AJA and BBA differ in reporting the voices of protagonists and antagonists in their news coverage of the Tunisian Revolution. BBA opted to consider Ben Ali and his allies of the Tunisian government as the in-group hence prefer to report on the authority voices rather than the antagonists. Therefore, Ben Ali and the Tunisian authorities during the Tunisian Revolution have widely reported directly and indirectly by BBA at least from the start of the first protest in Tunisia (19/12/2010) up until 14/1/2011 the day Ben Ali left Tunisia and live in exile Saudi Arabia. Thus, by opting to be on Ben Ali’s side during the time of crisis,
BBA was trying to preserve the hegemony of Ben Ali on Tunisia, which received a significant challenge from the antagonists. On the other hand, AJA opted to be on the antagonists’ side by considering them as the in-group and bring a lot of antagonist’s voices in the news report since the early stage of the Revolution. By considering the antagonists as the in-group and Ben Ali as the out-group, AJA was trying to counter-hegemony on the domination of Ben Ali after being in dominant power on Tunisia for almost 23 years.

BBA Intertextuality of the Tunisian Revolution News Coverage

Therefore, at the beginning of my analysis, I will present how BBA has shown its biased toward the Tunisian authority particularly the Tunisian President during the time of crisis by reporting on the authority voices and marginalising the antagonist’s voices. Hence, it indicated that the outlet is trying to defend the hegemony of Ben Ali in Tunisia. This can be seen as the outlet prefered to report on Ben Ali and the Tunisian authority using the direct quote as shown in news extracts in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/12/10</td>
<td>In a televised speech on Tuesday, Ben Ali said, &quot;The rioters will be severely punished.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/1/2011</td>
<td>Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali had earlier said: &quot;We say to anyone who deliberately undermines the interests of the country or lures our youth and sons and daughters in schools and institutes and drives them into riots and chaos. We say clearly: the law will be the determine.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2011</td>
<td>&quot;I am addressing you today, following the events of some towns and villages in some internal quarters, from rioting, confusion and damage to public and private property ... by masked gangs who carried out a nightly assault on public institutions and even citizens in their homes in a terrorist act.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on Ben Ali’s Words.
These news extracts showed that BBA was bringing the authority voice by reporting the speeches of Ben Ali using a direct quote, particularly his promises to the Tunisian. Thus, this indicated that the outlet is emphasising in the importance of Ben Ali’s speech as the official source of information to counter the other information come from the antagonist's side. Not only President Ben Ali voice was reported using a direct quote, the voice of other senior members of Tunisian government which included the Tunisian ministries and the security officials were also reported by BBA using a direct quote. Hence showing that the online news outlet is focusing on bringing the authority voice which holds the hegemony voice in Tunisia before the 2011 revolution. For example, BBA reported:

10/1/11
The Ministry of Education and Higher Education announced in a joint statement: "Following the turmoil in some institutions, it was decided to suspend the lessons until further notice from Tuesday."

Communications Minister Samir al-Obeidi said in a statement to Al-Jazeera that sending army units there was decided "to protect government buildings and that they would not interfere in a confrontation with the protesters."

"The city of Kasserine on Monday morning witnessed riots, arson and raids by groups targeting the police station in Al-Nour and Al-Zuhour neighbourhoods, armed with sticks, Molotov cocktails and iron bars," the interior ministry said.

"Groups of individuals burned a train and set fire to three cars of the National Guard and then attacked a National Guard centre in the city," the Interior Ministry said in a statement.

"The police opened fire on the protesters in self-defence, after the warning shots fired in the air failed to prevent an angry crowd from attacking government buildings," a security official said.

Table 6.2: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on the Tunisian Ministers’ Words.
BBA emphasise in carrying the authoritative voices in its online news report during the time of crisis in Tunisia can be observed through the intensive use of indirect quotation, which utilised the positive verbal process. Thus, revealed the journalist’s attitude in supporting the Tunisian authority. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24/12/10</td>
<td>Authorities said the clashes were &quot;an isolated incident.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/12/10</td>
<td>The statement added that the security guards were forced after they sought to deter the attackers to resort to weapons within the framework of legitimate self-defence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/12/10</td>
<td>A violent clash between demonstrators and police in the town of Bouziane in the central Tunisian state of Sidi Bouzid on Friday killed one person and wounded several others, official sources said.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/12/10</td>
<td>The Tunisian Interior Ministry confirmed the death of one person and wounded two of those who said they &quot;attacked&quot; the police, injuring some security men, two of them in a coma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/1/11</td>
<td>The Tunisian government has killed 14 people in clashes between security forces and demonstrators in the cities of Tala and Kasserine in central-western Tunisia, according to a new official toll announced by the government on Sunday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/1/11</td>
<td>Tunisian Telecommunications Minister Samir Obeidi vowed the number of people killed in the past three days was 21.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Authorities` Voices.

Although the voice of Tunisian authorities was reported in these news extracts using an indirect quote, the journalist has strategically utilised positive verbal processes such as ‘emphasised’, ‘declared’ and ‘vowed’ which promoted positive impression on the speakers hence revealed the
journalist biased in supporting the speakers’ words. The voice of President Ben Ali was also being reported using the indirect quote as can be seen in the example below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/12/2010</td>
<td>&quot;Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali has warned that violent protests against unemployment, which Tunisia has recently witnessed, are unacceptable and harm the image of the country.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, he warned that violent protests against unemployment were "unacceptable" and damaging the image of the country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/12/10</td>
<td>&quot;The cabinet reshuffle came after a speech on Tuesday evening by Ben Ali saying he understood the situation that led to the protests in Sidi Bouzid.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, he said the rioting harms Tunisia’s image to foreign investors and tourists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/1/2011</td>
<td>&quot;Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali visited Bouazizi at the hospital last week and also received his family at the Carthage Palace and said he understood the frustration of the unemployed youths.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, he said the rioting harms Tunisia’s image to foreign investors and tourists.

Table 6.4: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on Ben Ali’s Words.

On the other side of the Tunisian Revolution, the voice of the antagonist does not receive much attention from BBA. Among the critical social actors of Tunisian antagonists during the 2011 Revolution, BBA only includes the voice of Tunisian's unions in its news report of the event particularly during the early stage of the protest. Hence, other social actors of Tunisian antagonists which include the protestors, the activists and the Tunisian 'illegal' oppositions were absent in the online news report of BBA. Furthermore, the voice of Tunisian's unions, which show their support to the protestors was reported using indirect quote most of the time. Hence, indicated that the outlet is marginalising the counter-hegemony voices which try to eliminate the dominant of the hegemony of Tunisian authority under the leadership of President Ben Ali.

For instance, BBA reported on the Tunisian’s unions and its leaders:
Table 6.5: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Antagonist’ Words.

These news extracts show that BBA marginalised the voice of the antagonist for not only being explicitly reported on the Tunisian unions but also were reported using the indirect quote. By using an indirect quote, it is open to any manipulation and the chance to not report in full and accurate. Furthermore, it is noticed that the journalist has strategically utilised neutral verbal process such as ‘said’ and ‘called upon’ to report on the union’s leaders word which does not promote any unique impression on the speaker which his word being reported in the news article. This was the opposite practice when the journalist of BBA was reporting on the voice of Tunisian authorities which were reported using the positive verbal process to cast positive lights on the speaker.
AJA Intertextuality of Tunisian Revolution News Coverage

Moving into AJA, it is found that the online news outlet prefers to bring the antagonist’s voices rather than the voice of Tunisian authority. Hence, the outlet has clearly shown its agenda towards countering the hegemony of President Ben Ali in Tunisia during the 2011 Revolution. Thus, the voice of antagonists has been given extensive coverage by AJA in its online news articles of the 2011 revolution events. For instance, the voice of antagonists was reported using the direct quote as can be seen in the examples below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/10/2010</td>
<td>The union said that &quot;the absence of accurate information and an objective transfer of what happened, especially in the public media, allowed the interpretation and dissemination.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/10/2010</td>
<td>The union also condemned in its statement - which came more than a week after the clashes - &quot;preventing and hindering journalists and assaulting some of them while performing their professional duties.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/12/10</td>
<td>The movement called for the renewal of the security siege and called for lifting the media blackout and &quot;opening an urgent investigation to find out the causes of this tragedy and hold those responsible accountable.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/12/10</td>
<td>He added that the speech was a disappointment to some who believed that &quot;this uprising, and the cry of hundreds of thousands of young rebellious, will reach the president.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 30/12/10   | The party's historic leader Ahmed Najib al-Shabi told a news conference: "The party calls for the dismissal of the ministers of interior and communication, which symbolise the policy of rigidity and violence and blackout media."

Table 6.6: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on the Antagonists’ Words.
It was evident from these news extracts of AJA that the voice of antagonists was actively reported by the online news outlets in contrast to BBA approach, which prefers the voice of authority. It is also important to note that, AJA brings the voice of antagonist not only focused on the Tunisian labour unions but also cover the voice of illegal Tunisian oppositions and it leaders such as Rasheed Ghanouchi and Najib Cheby as mentioned in the above news extracts.

By using a direct quotation to report on these antagonists' social actors clearly shows that the outlet has announced its support to the protestor's demands in Tunisia for significant changes take place in Tunisia. Direct quotation of the antagonist's leaders indicates that their voice is necessary so that it needs to be reported in full and accurate.

Concerning the strategy utilised by the outlet to show its support of the protestors' demands, AJA prefers to specifically report of the slogan (mostly written on a placard) or chanted by the protestors during their mass rally using a direct quote or strategic quote. For instance, AJA reported:

**28/12/2010**

Demonstrators shouted slogans against the extension of the march, such as "freedom freedoms .. not a presidency for life," and called for lifting the restrictions on freedom and employment of the unemployed, calling for "freedom .. national dignity," and denounced the use of force by force. The terrorism is in the open.

**12/1/11**

...and slogans been raised, summarised one of the banners saying: "Bread and water... No to Ben Ali."

**14/1/11**


**15/1/11**

وعتقد أبناء الجالية التونسية إذا سفارة بلادهم في لندن منذ الصباح وهم يحملون الأعلام التونسية، ورفعوا شعارات مثل "تونس حرة حرة، وبن علي بره بره."
The Tunisian community has gathered in front of their embassy in London since the morning carrying Tunisian flags and raised slogans such as "Free Tunisia is free and Ben Ali Go Away".

Hundreds of protesters gathered in front of the Interior Ministry's headquarters in the capital, raising slogans such as "the people want to overthrow the government," "the thief in Saudi Arabia, the government is the same.'

Table 6.7: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on the Protestors’ Demands.

The strategic quote of the slogan used by the protestors was aimed to highlight the demand of protestors' de and show the importance of these demands to be fulfilled. Also, by using the strategic quote, the journalist aims to direct the reader's attention to these slogans which contain the demands of protestors during the 2011 Tunisian revolution. Hence, AJA helped the antagonists' voice to be heard not only in Tunisia but all over the world. The AJA's emphasise in bringing the antagonist's voice in the online news reports of the event does not stop at using a direct quote but also being reported using indirect quotation without neglecting the verbal process for reporting the protestors' demands. For instance:

Table 6.8: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Protestors’ Words.
Concerning this, the antagonist's voices, particularly the voice of Tunisian workers unions were also reported using the indirect quotation without neglecting the verbal process. For instance, AJA reported:

Residents of the city said the police opened fire on demonstrators after burning the headquarters of the government "processing department" in the city and attacked the security forces with stones.

Obaid Al-Barriji, Assistant Secretary-General of the Union, said that the union supports the demands of the population.

The syndicate also denounced the deliberate intent of some Arab and foreign channels to exercise intimidation, distortion and fabrication in their coverage of events.

The Executive Office of the union in a statement obtained by Agence France-Presse, a copy of the intense dissatisfaction with the opacity that accompanied the beginning of events in Sidi Bouzid.

It is important to note that, AJA put extra effort in bringing the voice of Tunisian's illegal oppositions, particularly during the early stage of the revolution. Although the protests in Tunisia during this early stage was backed by the Tunisian non-political movements which mostly dominated by the member of Tunisian labour unions, AJA has taken extra effort in bringing the voice of Tunisian illegal oppositions whom most of their leaders live in exile outside Tunisia. Hence show that AJA is trying to include these Tunisian’s oppositions in the fight against the hegemony of President Ben Ali. For instance, AJA brings explicitly the voice of Tunisian illegal oppositions in its news reports almost two days (20th December 2010) after the first protest started:

Table 6.9: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Union’s Leaders Words.
Tunisian opposition parties on Monday called for the release of all those detained for participating in the protests.

The Movement called for the renewal of the security siege on the city of Sidi Bouzid and the immediate release of the detainees.

The Progressive Democratic Party (PDP) said the events in the city of Sidi Bouzid were the epitome of the hopelessness that had gripped unemployed youth in the country.

The opposition Congress party for the republic, a banned party, called for a national hunger strike on Monday.

Ennahda also warned against the repercussions of the events and called for a national dialogue on the country’s escalating social and political crisis.

For its part, the banned Tunisian Communist Workers’ Party, in turn, condemned the growing power of imposing what it called the ‘real situation’.

Table 6.10: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Oppositions’ Words.

Another critical feature of intertextuality in AJA’s online news report is, AJA tries to bring the voice of eyewitnesses in supporting the outlet’s stands for the protestor’s demands.

Thus, most of the eyewitness voices were used to report negatively on the Tunisian government, while provided excellent descriptions of the protest’s events. For instance:

An eyewitness told United Press International that some 3,000 people took part in a peaceful demonstration and walked through the streets of Sidi Bouzid.

An eyewitness told United Press International that some 3,000 people took part in a peaceful demonstration and walked through the streets of Sidi Bouzid.

An eyewitness told United Press International that some 3,000 people took part in a peaceful demonstration and walked through the streets of Sidi Bouzid.
In his description of the march, the trade unionist and eyewitness Kamal al-Obeidi said that large numbers of security forces "were prevented by beating funeral mourners from passing in front of the governorate headquarters."

An eyewitness told the German news agency that "snipers from the riot police moved up buildings and shot them to fire at protesters and killed them."

According to eyewitness accounts in Tunis, security forces opened fire yesterday during clashes between police and demonstrators in the solidarity and start-up neighbourhoods in the capital.

Eyewitnesses and medical sources reported that more than ten people were killed and more than ten were injured "very serious."

They spoke to different segments of the Kasserine people, eyewitnesses and medical sources who described how Ben Ali police fired live ammunition at demonstrators.

Table 6.11: The Intertextuality of Eyewitnesses Voices

In the first extract, the eyewitness voice was used to report positively on the success of the protest event in Sidi Bouzid town, which recorded almost 3000 Tunisians went down to the street to show their protest. In contrast, the second extract highlighted in which the eyewitness voice was used to mention about the violent way of the Tunisian security officers in dealing with the people who participated in the funeral of Mohamed Bouazizi. Hence, provided a bad impression on the Tunisian authority. Furthermore, the third and fourth extracts of the table above, which carry the eyewitness voices revealed that the Tunisian Anti-Riot Police force has directed their shooting towards the protestors and caused several casualties. Ultimately, in the fifth extract, the eyewitness voice was used to report that the number of casualties among the protestors is more than ten and more than ten others were seriously injured. Hence, the voice of the eyewitness was used to portray a negative image of the Tunisian authority in dealing with
the protest by using life bullet and caused a significant number of casualties among the protestors.

**Intertextuality of Tunisian Government in AJA**

It is obvious from the very beginning of the protests in 2011 Tunisian Revolution that AJA marginalised the voice of the Tunisian government, particularly the voice of President Ben Ali. Hence, revealed the online news outlet strategy in countering the hegemony of the Tunisian government dominant. This can be seen through the utilisation of intertextuality and interdiscursivity in reporting the voice of the Tunisian government. Although President Ben Ali is the most important and influential person in Tunisia during the time of crisis, his voice was reported by AJA most of the time using indirect quotation. Even, Ben Ali speeches which aimed to address all Tunisians and calm the protestors which many promises also being reported using indirect quotation and strategic quotation which will be showed in detail in the following section. Thus, it is shown that AJA is launching counter-hegemony towards the dominant of Ben Ali and his government by emphasising the voice of antagonists and marginalised the voice of the Tunisian government.

In the opposite side of the conflict, the voice of Tunisian authority does not receive much attention from the online news outlet. Hence the voice of authority is marginalised, as AJA considered them as the out-group. AJA only started to report on the authority voice about the protests on 25/12/2010, which is almost seven days after the first demonstration started in Tunisia. Furthermore, the first official response from President Ben Ali about the protests was only reported on 29/12/2010 more than ten days after the protest started. In that initial feedback from Ben Ali, AJA reported that the then President of Tunisia had accused his political opponents and foreign media for exploiting the protests to promote negative impressions on Tunisia. AJA reported on 29/12/2010:
In the first official reaction of the government to the popular movements that permeate the country, the Tunisian president accused in a speech yesterday broadcast political and media parties to employ protests and amplify their dimensions,

The table below shows examples of AJA’s news extracts reporting on President Ben Ali through the use of indirect quotation and indirect reporting. Indirect quotation focused only on the main idea of the reported speech and used the journalist’s own words rather than the speaker’s original words. Furthermore, the reader interpretation of the indirect quotation will be most influenced by the kind of verbal process utilised in the new text by the journalist. Indirect reporting, on the other hand, provides the summary of the speech by focusing on the particular part of the speech which the journalist might find relevant or interesting to be reported in the news. All in all, both the indirect quotation and indirect reporting indicate that the speech or voice which been reported is not being reported in full and might be influenced by choice of words by the journalist, which are not necessarily the original words from the speaker. Ultimately, the use of indirect quotation and indirect report by AJA to report on Ben Ali’s words revealed that the outlet does not give much attention to his speech hence marginalised the voice of Ben Ali during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>In his speech, the Tunisian president accused political and media parties of employing protests and exaggerating their dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>Ben Ali said at the start of his speech that he regretted the events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>Ben Ali said he appreciated the feeling of any unemployed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/12/10</td>
<td>Demonstrations, protests and rioting affected Tunisia’s image among investors and affected investments in it and the tourism sector.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President Ben Ali decided to appoint Abdelhamid Al-Alawi as the Governor to Sidi Bouzid, The Tunisian President announced five decisions to increase the capacity of the operation and diversify its fields during 2011 and 2012, with the efforts of the State, the private sector and the concerned parties.

Table 6.12: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on Ben Ali’s Words.

The first example shows that indirect reporting was used to report on Ben Ali speech during the early speech stage of the protest by providing a summary of the vital part of the speech. Hence, the journalist opted to highlight that Ben Ali is blaming others, particularly his political nemesis and foreign media for manipulating the protest. The examples 2, 3 and 4, on the other hand, show that indirect quotation was used to report on Ben Ali’s speech during the early stage of the protest. The neutral verbal process of “Said” was mostly being used to report on Ben Ali’s words which provide an unbiased impression of him. The example 6 on the other hand, shows that positive verbal process of “declared” was used to report on Ben Ali’s speech days before his departure in his final effort to calm the anger of protestors. Example 5 utilises the method of transformed indirect quotation in reporting on Ben Ali’s words. The method carries many similarities with an indirect quotation. However, the most obvious difference is the reporting clauses which show the words is being reported has been transformed into transitive verbs, as stated in example 5.

It is important to note that the report on Ben Ali’s speeches in AJA’s online news articles was aimed to critique and discredit Ben Ali and his government efforts in dealing with the protestors’ demands. Hence, immediately after reporting on Ben Ali speeches, AJA provided with the contrast picture to provide an impression to the reader that Ben Ali’s promises were no longer useful in calming the protestors. As a result, the protests were widely separated in Tunisia, and the number of participants in the mass protest increased dramatically. For instance, the following clause was mentioned immediately after the news extract (1) in Table 6.12, which
mentioned on Ben Ali accusing his political enemies and media of exploiting the protests for their interest:

من جهة أخرى تواصلت التحركات الاحتجاجية أمس الثلاثاء في معظم ولايات البلاد، وشهدت العاصمة مسيرة نظامها المحامون وتصدت لها قوات الأمن.

29/12/10

Hence, AJA immediately provides a contrast report to Ben Ali’s speech which revealed that the protests have been widely separated and were led by labour unions such as the Tunisian lawyer union. Even Ben Ali speeches days before his departure, which carries full of promises to provide significant reforms for Tunisia also being marginalised by AJA. It has been done by criticising the Tunisian Government effort in failing to fulfil the protesters’ demands. Thus, much more Tunisian went down to the street to show their protest. Immediately after briefly mentioning on Ben Ali’s promises as stated in the extract (6) of Table 6.12, the outlet criticises the Tunisian government efforts by saying:

ورغم محاولة السلطات التونسية احتواء هذه الاحتجاجات، فإنها تتسع لتشمل مناطق أخرى، ففي مدينة بنزرت (شمال غرب)، خرج الطلبة في مظاهرات احتجاجية سلمية.

11/1/11

Despite attempts by the Tunisian authorities to contain these protests, they have expanded to include other areas. In the city of Bizerte (north-west), students took part in peaceful protest demonstrations,

Also, AJA utilised strategic quote to report on Ben Ali voices which shows that the outlet has put the distance between the online news agency and Ben Ali. Hence, revealed that the outlet considered Ben Ali as the ‘out-group’. For instance, AJA reported on the first Ben Ali’s speech (on 29th December 2010) in response to the spread of protests during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution has been done through strategic quote by selecting part of Ben Ali’s speech or selecting certain words used by Ben Ali and not the complete clause of his speech as stated in the table below:

*Pointing out that his country will continue what he called "development policy with a social dimension."*
However, he rejects the "political recruitment of some parties" that he did not name for these events.

He also said that he was "insulting" Tunisia, which was "broadcast by some television".

He added that some parties resort to some foreign television channels, which broadcast what he called "lies and falsehood without prejudice, but the adoption of intimidation and incitement and the media hostile to Tunisia."

He also stressed that the use of "a minority of extremists and instigators wage" against the interests of their country to violence and street riot means of expression is unacceptable.

The strategic quote which also known as scare quote is being used by AJA to report on Ben Ali's speech indicates that the outlet does not give the priority in delivering the hegemony voice of Tunisian government during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. Instead, the outlet tries to distance from Ben Ali by not reporting his voice in full and selected part of his words.

Furthermore, by putting Ben Ali's words between commas or utilised terms such as 'so-called' or 'he (Ben Ali) labelled as' indicates that the journalist of AJA does not necessarily believe of Ben Ali’s words and not responsible of it. This can be seen for instance, in the use of scare-quote mentioning on Ben Ali’s policies known as ‘The Development Policies with Social Impact’ as stated in the extract (1) of the above table.

All in all, during the time of crisis in the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, AJA had marginalised Ben Ali’s voice and treated it as the voice of ‘out-group’. This is being done by reporting on Ben Ali's words, particularly his speeches aim to calm the anger of protestors by using an indirect quotation, indirect report, transformed indirect quotation and scare-quotation.

All these four methods utilised by the outlet show that AJA only focuses on the particular part of Ben Ali's voices or provides a summary of what was being said by Ben Ali’s mostly using the journalist’s own words rather than Ben Ali’s original words. Furthermore, AJA only started to report on Ben Ali respond to the uprising of protests in Tunisia on 29th December 2010,
almost eleven days after the first protest started. On top of that, the reports on Ben Ali’s speeches mostly aimed to critic and discredited his efforts in dealing with the protest against him. Hence, the coverage on Ben Ali’s speeches in the online news is brief and mostly followed by critics from the antagonists on his promises.

It is unsurprisingly to found that the voice of members of the Tunisian government being marginalised by the outlet. Hence, treated as the voice of ‘out-group’. This strategy applies to all social actors who choose to be with Ben Ali and opted to stand against the protestors’ demands. Thus, the Tunisian ministers who are the key allies of Ben Ali are the loyal supporters of Ben Ali. Hence, their voices also being marginalised by the outlet during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution, as stated in the example below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/12/10</td>
<td>The Interior Ministry issued a brief statement saying its agents fired &quot;in self-defence&quot; and killed one person after demonstrators besieged the National Guard headquarters and threw it with Molotov cocktails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/12/10</td>
<td>The government tried to absorb the anger of the people of Sidi Bouzid after President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, two days ago, sent the Minister of Development to the region to announce some development projects to absorb unemployment. However, these measures did not quell the protests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/12/10</td>
<td>Minister of Development and International Cooperation Mohamed Al-Nouri Al-Juwaini said that the youth's demands for the right to work are legitimate, but that does not justify - he said - the use of violence in the protests,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/12/10</td>
<td>Al-Juwaini revealed to the Al-Jazeera that the government has put in place a program worth five billion dollars to achieve comprehensive development in all parts of the country.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The voice of Ben Ali’s cabinet members being reported by AJA since the early stage of the protest using indirect quotation which can be seen from extract (3), (5) and (6) of the above table. Furthermore, scare-quote was utilised to distance the outlet from the speaker’s voice through the use of specific terms such as “self-defend” in the extract (1) and “vandalism” in the extract (5). This is to show that the journalist is not essentially believed the speaker’s words as been mentioned in the online news report. Thus, in the extract (1) the journalist is putting distance between AJA and the Tunisian Home Ministry claim that the Tunisian security officers have released fine towards the protestors as the act of “self-defend”. In extract (5), the term “vandalism” was given a scare quote to show that the outlet is not attached to the Tunisian Home Ministry and Internal Development blame the protests for causing riot and vandalism. Hence, provide a sense of doubt to the readers who might think that the Tunisian government accusations towards the protestors are not valid.

Furthermore, the voice of Tunisian Ministries being marginalised by AJA through the use of transformed indirect report as stated in the extract (4) of the above table. Hence, the voice of the Tunisian Minister who in charge of development and international cooperation during the time of crisis, was reported by transforming the verbal process into a transitive verb. Finally, the report on the Tunisian Minister’s voice by AJA was aimed to criticise and discredit the effort done by the respective minister. For instance, the summary of Tunisian Development
Minister’s speech as mentioned in the extract (2) aimed to calm the anger of Sidi Bouazid residences has been discredit by AJA, as it failed to stop the residences from participating in the protests against the Tunisian government.

AJA also marginalised the voice of Tunisian authority in its news reports during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. Similarly, the voices of government and the authority were reported through indirect quotation, scared quote, a summary of the speech and provide critiques against the government voice.

Table 6.15: The Examples of Quotation Techniques for the Authorities’ Words.

The examples of indirect quotation in reporting on Tunisian government voice can be found in the extract (2), (3), (5) and (6). The scare-quote by putting certain terms between two inverted
commas can be found in the use of “legally act of self-defence” found in the extract (1) and “the policy of development with social interest” used in the extract (3). Again, by putting these terms explicitly used by the Tunisian government. AJA has put a distance between the online news agency and the Tunisian government. Furthermore, the voice of the Tunisian government, which carries essential information through an official government announcement has been briefly reported by the outlet using a summary of the voice. This can be seen at extract (2) as the outlet briefly mentioning that the Tunisian government will continue to support the basic needs to curb the high inflation without giving much more details. Secondly, in extract (4) the authority announcement to close all schools until further notice also being reported in the news without providing more details. Hence, reveals that the outlet is marginalising the voice of the Tunisian government. Finally, the report on among the first official response from the Tunisian government regarding the protests as mentioned in the extract (1) was aimed to criticise and discredit the Tunisian authority by immediately providing the counter-narrative from the eyewitness which deny the authority’s claim of the event.

Finally, the voice of the Tunisian political party, particularly the Tunisian ruling party and its associates during the time of crisis also being marginalised by AJA. Most of the time, the voice of DCR Tunisian ruling party and associate's parties were reported by AJA using an indirect quotation as can be seen in the news extracts in Table 6.16.
The Green Party has also accused the island of "exaggerating events and focusing on repeated broadcasts over many days for unreliable images."

The Tunisian House of Representatives and Tunisian political parties have criticised Al-Jazeera coverage of the protests witnessed by the country against the spread of unemployment and corruption and "unfair development."

Although most of the lawyers responded to the strike movement, lawyers from the ruling Constitutional Democratic Rally (RCD) opposed this move.

AJA also utilised strategic quote to select a specific part of the pro-Ben Ali parties' voice, as stated in the extract (1) and (3). Furthermore, scare-quote which utilised to build separation wall between the outlet and the speaker’s words also being used in the extract (2) and (4) for the term labelled by Tunisian political parties as “dubious media campaign” and “Injustice Development”. The report on DCA party by AJA also being marginalised as it was brief and short before providing another clause to discredit the Tunisian ruling party. For instance:

Supporters of the ruling Constitutional Rally for Democratic Rally (RCD) tried to stage marches in support of Ben Ali's speech yesterday but were quickly shaken by fear of people opposing him, according to information from there.

It is evident that the report on supporters of DCR party planning to organise a march to show their support for Ben Ali's speech was brief. On top of that, the report immediately followed by the report on the failure of organising the march which in turn not only discredit the Tunisian ruling party efforts but also provide an impression to the reader that DCR party has lost their influence and power under the massive pressure from the protestors.
To summarise, it is found that AJA utilised the same approach to report on the voice of Tunisian authority which mainly consist the voice of President Ben Ali, the voice of Ben Ali’s senior ministers, the voice of DCR party and the voice of Tunisian government officers. AJA treated all these voices, which represent the voice of authority during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution as the out-group. Hence, the outlet tries to build the boundaries that separated the antagonists and the Tunisian authority with their different interests. The concept of ”Logic of Equivalence” was deployed to constitute the social imaginary by relating all the Ben Ali’s allies to a common goal and work together to defend the hegemony of Ben Ali in Tunisia. Furthermore, the differences between the antagonist and the Tunisian authority are being highlighted by the online news outlet to emphasise the contrast of the opposing camps during the 2011 Tunisian Revolution.

6.4 Intertextuality in Egyptian Revolution News Coverage

Again, as being highlighted during the discussion of Intertextuality in the 2011 TR online news, the analysis of intertextuality in the online news coverage by AJA and BBA for the 2011 ER will focus on how and why different voices are included or excluded in news items. Therefore, I start by discussing how the two online news outlets reported the protagonists and antagonists during the 2011 ER, and whether or not their reporting strategies were consistent throughout the days of the protests. I also highlight whether or not certain voices were emphasised and others marginalised in the coverage of each outlet. Which ultimately will reveal that the hegemony is being realised by allowing the ‘in-group’ access to media discourse and considering the ‘out-group’ as the unreliable source, hence been marginalised in the online news discourse. My discussion on the intertextuality in the ER online news coverage of AJA and BBA begins with the comparison of intertextuality by the outlets in the online news reports on the first day of mass protests in Egypt (25th January 2011) which marked the beginning of 2011
ER. This is to provide a general overview of the intertextuality strategies utilised by the two online news outlets before moving into the details of each news outlet intertextuality strategy in the following sections.

**Intertextuality in the News Report of the First Day Egyptian Revolution**

The successful of TR in bringing power change in Tunisia also influenced AJA discourse construction strategies in reporting the events of 2011 ER. Hence, since the first day of mass protest in Egypt (25th January 2011) the outlet has intensified the online news report of the event by focusing on the antagonists’ sources, while the voice of Egyptian authority was marginalised since the day one. In comparison, although BBA tries to provide balanced coverage of the 2011 ER events, the outlet online news report on the first day of protest revealed that BBA was still in favour of Mubarak and the Egyptian government. The tables (Table 8.xx and Table 8.xx) below show the comparison between AJA and BBA intertextuality for the news report on the first day of ER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protestors</td>
<td>وفي مدينة السويس هتف المتظاهرون قائلين &quot;أبن علي بنباديكي، فندق جدة مست:numel&quot;. في إشارة إلى هروب الرئيس التونسي من بلاده إلى السعودية في وجه مظاهرات احتجاج عنيفة. In the city of Suez, demonstrators shouted &quot;Ben Ali is calling you, Hotel in Jeddah is waiting for you,&quot; in reference to the Tunisian president's escape from his country to Saudi Arabia in the face of violent protests.</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyewitness</td>
<td>وقال شاهد إن المحتجين حاولوا محطم الصورة لكن قادة لهم هتفوا &quot;سلامية سلمية&quot;. Witnesses said the protesters tried to smash the picture, but their leaders shouted &quot;peaceful and peaceful.&quot;</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Jazeera correspondent</td>
<td>وقال مراسل الجزيرة في القاهرة إن آلاف المتظاهرين المحتجزين في ميدان التحرير بوسط العاصمة يعترمون المبئر فيه. رافعين شعارات تندد بالفساد والاستبداد. Aljazeera correspondent in Cairo said thousands of protesters gathered in Tahrir square of the capital planned to stay there, raising slogans denouncing corruption and oppression.</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>وتشير روبرتز إلى أن مظاهرات يوم الغضب بعد اختبارا لمدى إمكانية تحويل النشاطة رسالتهم عبر الإنترنت إلى واقع في الشوارع.</td>
<td>Antagonist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reuter notes that the Day of Rage demonstrations are a test of how activists can turn their online message into reality on the streets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activists</th>
<th>The most prominent of demonstrations in Cairo was held in the Roxy area near the residence of President Hosni Mubarak. It was led by a group of activists, including the global expert in engineering Dr Mamdouh Hamza.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Brotherhood</td>
<td>The group said in a statement Monday that the State Security Investigation summoned the group's officials in the provinces and warned them to go down the street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Minister</td>
<td>Interior Minister Habib al-Adli said in an interview with Al-Ahram newspaper that &quot;security is capable of deterring any exit or prejudice to the security of the citizen.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security sources</td>
<td>A security source told Reuters that Major General Abdel Raouf Adel, Assistant Director of Security of Suez Governorate and head of investigations of the police station of the city of Suez, capital of the province Major Mohammad Adel Aseba were injured after being hit by stones thrown by protesters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.17: AJA Intertextuality in the Online News Report on the First Day of the ER.

In providing the news report on the first day of ER, AJA strategically utilised six sources which portrayed the event in favour of the antagonist. Hence, AJA strategically used the voice of protestors, eyewitness among the local Egyptian, Al-Jazeera Correspondent, and source from International News Agency of Reuters, the activist and Muslim Brotherhood to provide positive information on the protest events. For instance, the voice of protestors has been reported by focusing on the slogan chanted during the protest. The voice of eyewitness furthermore has been used by the outlet to portray that the protest was peaceful. Al-Jazeera correspondent, on the other hand, has reported on the success of protest in gathering thousands of protestors in Tahrir Square. AJA also reported on activists by highlighting on the success of organising protests in various strategic locations in Cairo under the leadership of internationally well-known figure such as Mamdouh Hamzah a well-known architect and geotechnical expert.
In contrast, AJA only provided two voices from the Egyptian authority, namely Egyptian Home Minister and Egyptian Security Sources, which provided information in favour of the Egyptian government. For instance, AJA reported about Habib Adily on his firm warn targeted towards the protestors, whom he blamed for causing chaos and breaking the laws. Also, the source from Egyptian security force has been included by AJA in the news report of the first day of protest to inform that that two Egyptian senior security officers have been hit with stones by the protestors.

Thus, it is revealed that since the first day of the 2011 ER. AJA has intensified the coverage of the event by bringing the antagonists' voices. In comparison, the voice of the Egyptian government has been put aside by the outlet. This has been done not only in term of number and frequencies six voices in favour of antagonists compared to only two sources in favour of Egyptian authority but also it is noticed that the only provide short and brief information of the authority voices while the antagonist sources have been given detail explanations in the news text. All in all, it is evident that since the early stage of ER, AJA has clearly shown its biased towards the antagonist by preferring to provide ample access for the antagonist voices in the online news discourse while the government voices were strategically marginalised with limited access to the construction of online news discourse. Hence, the construction of by giving ample access of antagonist voices in online news discourse, AJA was launching a counter-hegemony to the dominance of Egyptian government under the leadership of President Mubarak during the time of crisis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian Government</td>
<td>وكانت الحكومة المصرية قد حذرت النشطاء المعارضين بأنهم سيواجهون الاعتقال إذا قاموا بتنظيم مسيرات احتجاجية يوم الثلاثاء للمطالبة بإصلاحات ديمقراطية واجتماعية.</td>
<td>Egyptian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>The Egyptian government has warned opposition activists that they will face arrest if they organise protest marches on Tuesday to demand democratic and social reforms.</em></td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Minister</td>
<td>Interior Minister Habib al-Adly said in an interview published in the Egyptian newspaper Al-Ahram Tuesday: &quot;I tell the public this call on Facebook comes from young people, and I call on intellectuals to educate them and love their country.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security sources</td>
<td>The security source said the assistant security chief was wounded in the face while the head of the investigation was wounded in the head.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyewitness</td>
<td>One witness said the protesters threw stones at the police in the city of Baltim.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France Press</td>
<td>An AFP correspondent quoted a security official as saying that more than 20,000 to 30,000 policemen had been deployed in central Cairo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA Foreign Secretary</td>
<td>In a global reaction, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said on Tuesday that the United States considers the Egyptian government &quot;stable&quot; despite protests calling for Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to step down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Baradei</td>
<td>Mohamed ElBaradei, the former head of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and one of the leaders of Change, called on Egyptians to participate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Brotherhood</td>
<td>The Muslim Brotherhood, the largest opposition group in Egypt, has not invited its followers to participate. However, she said some would take part in their responsibility.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestors</td>
<td>The demonstrators chanted slogans such as &quot;Tunisia is the solution&quot;, &quot;Tunisia is not better than Egypt&quot; and &quot;Downfalls Hosni Mubarak.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA correspondent</td>
<td>Our correspondent in Cairo, Khaled Ezz Al-Arab, says that the demonstration in front of the High Court of Justice is more extensive than usual and was able, for the first time, to break the security cordon and go to Tahrir square.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.18: BBA Intertextuality in the Online News Report on the First Day of the ER.

Moving into BBA online news report on the first day of the protest revealed that the outlet has tried to provide more balanced coverage of the event compared to the outlet news coverage during the early stage of 2011 TR. It is found that BBA has included the voices from both sides of the Egyptian conflict in the online news report which reported on the first day of protest. Even though the outlet was trying to provide a balanced report on the event, by looking at the details revealed that BBA was still in favour of Egyptian government compared to the Egyptian antagonist as stated in the Table (8.xx). The outlet was still favouring to utilise the sources from Egyptian authority which carry the voice of the Egyptian government. Hence, the table shows that in the online news report of the first day of mass protest in Egypt, BBA reported on six voices which positively portrayed the Egyptian government compared to three voices in favour of Egyptian antagonist while another two voices provide neutral sources of information on the event.

The six voices which have been reported by BBA in favour of the Egyptian government are the Egyptian government itself, Egyptian home Minister during the time of crisis, Egyptian Security, Eye Witness and two from foreign sources namely France Press of France and United State Foreign Secretary. BBA, for instance, reported that the Egyptian government had warned the opposition activists from organising protests against the government, while the Egyptian Home Minister has been reported on his call to the intellectuals on the importance of teaching Egyptian youth for loving their country rather than causing chaos and disability caused by the mass protest against the government. Similarly, the voice of the eyewitness has been strategically utilised by the outlet to negatively portrayed protestors who stoned the police
during the protest. The foreign sources have also been deployed by the outlet to provide more positive voices to support the Egyptian government. Hence, the source of France Press has been used by BBA to report on deploying almost 30 thousand police in Cairo to secure the situation, while the United State Foreign Secretary has shown her confident that Mubarak government is stable despite facing pressures from the protest.

In contrast, BBA only reported from three sources which carry the antagonist voices. These three sources which provide information in favour of the Egyptian antagonist are ElBaradei, protestors and Amnesty International. For instance, the outlet has reported on ElBaradei's call for Egyptians to participate in the mass protest demanding for their rights. The outlet also reported on protestors' voices who repeatedly chanted for Egypt to follow Tunisia in bringing down the regime. The international source represented by the Amnesty International also being used to highlight the restriction of freedom of speech in Egypt, which caused many activists have been locked in prison. Although BBA has reported from the source of the Muslim Brotherhood the biggest Egyptian opposition group, it was not indicated that the group is supporting the protest or encouraging its members to participate in the event. Hence, the voice of the Muslim Brotherhood in BBA carries no direct indication to support the protest and the protestors. Similarly, the voice of BBA correspondent also provides unbiased information on the protest.

In short, by reporting on six sources which carry voices in favour of the Egyptian government in the online news report of the first-day event of ER, indicating that the outlet was emphasising on the hegemony. This has been done by allowing more access from the authority side to the online news discourse, while the antagonist voices have been given has to access to the online news discourse. Hence, revealed that the outlet was treating the Egyptian government as the ‘in-group'. In contrast, the Egyptian antagonist was treated as the ‘out-group', even though the outlet has tried to provide more balanced coverage of both sides of the Egyptian conflict.
It is interesting to note that, despite the differences between the two online news outlets both AJA and BBA have started to provide an intensive and detail reports on the 2011 ER since the first day of protest (25th January 2011). Both AJA and BBA have learned from the 2011 TR which received worldwide attention, hence the outlets have recognised the newsworthy to provide every detail of the event in Egypt since day one. Previously in the 2011 TR, BBA only started to provide much more details news almost five days after the first protest started, while AJA only briefly reported on the event when it was first started.

All in all, it is no doubt that the success of the Tunisian Revolution in bringing down President Ben Ali on 14th January 2011 has significantly influenced the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. The 2011 Egyptian Revolution started on 25th January 2011 (almost 11 days after the departure of Ben Ali from Tunisia) after the success of the first mass protest in Tahrir Square in Cairo, Egypt. In term of online news coverage of both events of Tunisian Revolution and Egyptian Revolution, the two online news outlets AJA and BBA preserved the same strategy utilised by each online news agency in reporting the events of the uprising in Tunisia and Egypt. However, some significant changes in the outlet's strategy have been observed after the success of the Tunisian Revolution. This is to say that the outlets have learned from the result of Tunisian Revolution in bringing down the ruling power in Tunisian, hence make some adjustment to their discourse construction strategy during the news coverage of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution.

Comparing the two online news outlets, BBA has made more changes in its discourse construction strategies for the Egyptian Revolution news reports compared to AJA. In contrast to the BBA's approach for the Tunisian Revolution news coverage, which revealed that the outlet remained loyal on Ben Ali’s side up until the day he departed Tunisia. In other words, BBA has shown apparent support toward the hegemony of Ben Ali in their news coverage of 2011 TR up until the day Ben Ali left Tunisia for good. However, for the outlet coverage of
2011 ER, BBA has tried to hide its apparent support for Mubarak and Egyptian government by trying to provide more balanced coverage of both opposing sides of the Egyptian crisis. Hence, BBA has implemented several adjustments to its news reporting strategies for the ER, which will be given a detail explanation in the following section. AJA on the other hand, although does not implement significant changes to its discourse construction strategies, it is found that, as a result of the success of TR in countering the hegemony of Ben Ali in Tunisia, AJA has double its effort in providing more counter-hegemony discourses to challenge the hegemony of Mubarak during the 2011 ER. Thus, the voice of Egyptian's oppositions has been given more attention by the outlet since the very beginning of protest compared to the outlet coverage of the TR. The detail on this will be explained in detail in the analysis section below.

**BBA Intertextuality of Egyptian Revolution News Coverage**

Although both AJA and BBA have slightly changed their discourse construction strategies in reporting the events of ER influenced by the result of TR, it is found that both outlets differ in reporting the voices of the protagonists and the antagonists in their news coverage during the time of crisis of 2011 ER. Despite trying to be more neutral in reporting from both sides of the Egyptian conflict, it is quite apparent particularly during the early stage of the protest that BBA still considered Mubarak and his allies of the Egyptian government as the in-group. Hence, the outlet prefers to report on the authority voices rather than the antagonists, which indicated that the Egyptian government had been given more access to the online news discourse compared to the antagonists. Thus, the voice of Mubarak and the Egyptian authority have been reported intensively by BBA at least from the start of the first mass protest in Egypt (25/1/2011) up until 4/2/2011 when the western leaders particularly the United States have expressed their deep concern of on-going violence in Egypt. By opting to be on Mubarak's side during the time of crisis, BBA was trying to preserve the hegemony of
Mubarak in Egypt despite Mubarak's dominant was facing a significant challenge from the antagonists.

Therefore, at the beginning of my analysis in this section, I will present how BBA has shown its biased toward the Egyptian authority particularly the Egyptian President by reporting the authority voices and marginalising the antagonist's voices. Therefore, the voice of the Egyptian government has been given ample space in the BBA online news coverage. It is found that the outlet prefers to report from sources of Egyptian government during the time of crisis which includes President Mubarak, Vice President Omer Suleiman, The Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq, senior Egyptian Ministers, Egyptian Arm Forces, Egyptian Police, the Egyptian ruling party of NDP and Egyptian official media outlets. Hence, indicated that the outlet is trying to defend the hegemony of Mubarak during the 2011 ER.

Looking at the reporting strategy utilised by BBA in reporting the voice of President Mubarak, particularly during the early stage of protests found that the outlet was so keen on reporting the President voices. This can be seen clearly as the outlet prefers to report on Mubarak using the direct quote as showed in news extracts in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/2/11</td>
<td>&quot;My response to your voice and your demands is irreversible, and I intend to fulfil what I have pledged,&quot; Mubarak told the Egyptian people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>&quot;We have embarked on a constructive national dialogue involving all political forces and dialogue, which resulted in a principled consensus in positions and should be continued to reach a clear roadmap with a timetable,&quot; he said.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mubarak said at the beginning of his speech, "I speak to you in difficult moments in which the country is exposed to difficult events, and harsh tests began with young people, and honest citizens exercised their right to a peaceful demonstration to express their demands for change."
He added that some quickly took advantage of these demonstrations "to create chaos and to jump on constitutional legitimacy and assault on them."
Mubarak said that the demonstrations turned into "unfortunate confrontations driven by political forces sought to pour oil on fire acts of incitement and incitement and looting and ignition of the fires."

قائلًا "لم أكن يوما طالبا للمطالبة أو الجاهز." وأوضح أن مسؤوليته الأولى في الشهر المقبلية "استعادة أمن ومستقبل الوطني لتحقيق الانتقال السلمي للسلطة في أجواء تحمي مصر والمصريين وتتيح تسليم المسؤولية لم يختاره الشعب.

2/2/11
Saying, "I have never been a student of power or ignorance."
He explained that his first responsibility in the remaining months is "to restore national security and stability to achieve a peaceful transition of power in a climate that protects Egypt and the Egyptians and allows the handover of responsibility to the people chosen by the people."

وأوضح أنه لم يكن ينظر في أن ينتخب نفسه مرة أخرى أو أن يخلفه نجله جمال.

3/2/11
"I do not care what people say about me, what interests me now is my country, Egypt."

Table 6.19: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on Mubarak’s Words

By using direct quotation of Mubarak's exact words, it is clear that the outlet was paying particular attention to Mubarak's voice in the outlet's news report. The use of direct quotation not only deliver the Mubarak's own words without any interferent by the journalist but also recognised Mubarak as the reliable source of information for the events happen during the uprising. Hence, Mubarak's words represent the authority sources used by BBA to portray the events in Egypt, which emphasise the hegemony of Mubarak in Egypt. It is also important to highlight that most of the time, BBA directly reports on Mubarak's voice without using third party sources, for instance, Egyptian television or Egyptian news agency. This shows that the outlet has direct access to gain the voice of Mubarak. Mubarak's voice was also being reported by the outlet using the indirect quotation as stated in the examples of news extracts below:

ووعد أيضاً بالاحترام أحكام القضاء المصري في الطعون بشأن الانتخابات البرلمانية الأخيرة
2/2/11
He also promised to respect the rulings of the Egyptian judiciary in appeals over the recent parliamentary elections

وأكد مبارك مجدداً على أنه لايعتزم الترشح للرئاسة مرة أخرى أو أن يخلفه نجله جمال
3/2/11
Mubarak reiterated that he did not plan to run for president again or be succeeded by his son Gamal

وأوضح أنه لم يكن ينوي الترشح لفترة رئاسية جديدة
Table 6.20: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on Mubarak’s Words

Although, indirect quotation of Mubarak’s words does not carry the exact words used by Mubarak in his speeches, the reader’s impression is much more influenced by the selection of verbal process in reporting Mubarak’s words. Thus, the news extracts in the above table utilised positive verbal process such as “promised”, “emphasised”, “announced” and “explained” which promote good impression on Mubarak. Hence, portrayed him as a good leader of Egypt.

BBA also pay much attention in reporting the voice of Egyptian Vice President during the time of Crisis Omer Suleiman. As BBA has given the most influential person in Egypt after Mubarak and the most senior member among Mubarak's allies, Suleiman's voice ample coverage in its online news report. Hence, similar to Mubarak, Suleiman's words were reported using a direct quotation, which reports only the exact words used by Suleiman in his speeches.

For example:

The vice president said that dialogue with the political forces, which "is carried out under the mandate of Mr President requires to refrain from demonstrations and the return of the Egyptian street to normal life, to provide an atmosphere conducive to the continuation of dialogue and success."

وقال نائب الرئيس إن الحوار مع القوى السياسية الذي "يضطلع به بناءً على تكليف السيد الرئيس يتطلب الامتناع عن الاحتجاجات وعودة الشارع المصري للحياة الطبيعية بما يتيح الأجواء المواطنة لاستمرار الحوار ونجاحه.

2/2/11
Suleiman was quoted as saying by the Egyptian Middle East News Agency: "The participants in these demonstrations have already reached their message, whether from pretending to call for reform in various aspects or out of expressing support for the President of the Republic and what came in his speech to the people of the people."

وقال سليمان "أن وجود المتظاهرين في ميدان التحرير وتطاول بعض القضايا على مصر يثير المراقبين الذي يرغبون بالتوجه للعمل، وأن نقبل بذلك فترة طويلة."

9/2/11

"The presence of protesters in the field of liberation and the harassment of some satellite channels on Egypt discourages citizens who wish to go to work, and we will not accept this for a long time."

وناقشت الصحف المصرية عن سليمان قوله إن "مصر دولة قوية ولم تنهار ولن تنهار"، مؤكدا أن "الحوار والتفاهم هو الطريق الأولي لتحقيق الاستقرار في مصر والخروج من الأزمة الحالية التي تمر بها البلاد سلام في إطار برنامج متواصل لحل جميع المشكلات."

9/2/11

"Dialogue and understanding is the primary way to achieve stability in Egypt and to get out of the current crisis that the country is going through peacefully in the framework of an ongoing program to solve all problems," Suleiman was quoted as saying in the Egyptian press.

ووجه خطابه إلى الشباب قائلا "إذا أصلحت مصر عدووا إلى دياركم وأعمالكم ولا تستسلموا محاولات اشعال الفتنة والاذاعات والقضايا التي تسعي لاضعف مصر."

وابتسام "فتحنا باب الحوار ووضعنا خارطة طريق تلتقي المطالب ولازال الباب مفتوحا.

"فتحنا باب الحوار ووضعنا خارطة طريق تلتقي المطالب ولازال الباب مفتوحا.

11/2/11

He addressed the young people, saying: "Let the Egyptians return to your homes and actions and do not listen to attempts to ignite sedition, radio and satellite channels that seek to weaken Egypt." "We opened the door to dialogue and set a roadmap to meet the demands, and the door is still open," he said. "I am committed to doing everything necessary to achieve a peaceful transition of power."

Table 6.21: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on Suleiman’s Words

Again, the use of direct quotation to report on Suleiman's words throughout the time of crisis from the early stage of the protest up until several days before Mubarak declared his resignation shows that the outlet was very keen in reporting from the Egyptian authority sources. Hence, preserved the hegemony of Mubarak in Egypt despite the massive protests against Mubarak's government. In addition to the direct quotation, the voice of Egyptian Vice President also being reported in BBA's online news using an indirect quotation, which comes with the positive verbal process as stated in the following news extracts:

Egyptian Vice President Omar Suleiman urged all demonstrators to return to their homes and abide by the curfew in order to restore calm, saying dialogue with political forces depended on the end of street protests.

2/2/11

ولأكد التزامه بما "الحفاظ على ثورة الشباب ومكنسةها مع احتضان الدستور."

11/2/11
He stressed his commitment to "preserve the youth revolution and its gains while respecting the Constitution."

Vice President Omar Suleiman announced Wednesday that the dialogue he is leading with political forces, at the behest of the Egyptian president, "requires abstaining from demonstrations.

A speech in which he stressed that he is committed to working on the peaceful transition of the stage and the realisation of the demands of the people through enlightened and informed dialogue

He explained that the demonstrations succeeded in making a significant change towards democracy and began to change.

Table 6.22: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on Suleiman’s Words

It is evident from these news extracts that the outlet has utilised the intertextuality of Suleiman's voice as the authorised source of information. This has been carried out through the selection of positive verbal process such as ‘urged', ‘stressed', ‘announced' and 'explained' to cast positive lights on Suleiman, hence promotes an impression in the reader that Suleiman as the Vice President of Egypt is the man who holds high rank of authority in the Egyptian government. The list of intertextualities of Egyptian authority source continues with the direct quotation of the then Egyptian ministers particularly the then Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq and other Egyptian Senior Ministers such as Egyptian Foreign Minister and Egyptian Finance Minister. The voice of Mubarak's cabinet members was also reported by BBA using indirect quotation and promotes good impression on the speaker which his word being reported in the online news through the strategic use of the positive verbal process. The examples of intertextuality from the source of Mubarak's cabinet members using direct quotation and indirect quotation with strategic use of the positive verbal process can be seen in Table 6.23 (for direct quotation) and Table 6.24 (for indirect quotation) below:

وقالت الوزارة في بيان "تعارض وزارة الداخلية التحذير من تلك التحركات والتاكيد على أنه سوف يتم اتخاذ إجراءات حازمة في مواجهتها وفق ما يقضي به القانون."
"The Ministry of the Interior is reiterating the warning of these movements and stressing that firm measures will be taken to confront them as required by law," the ministry said in a statement.

وقال مجدي راضي الناطق باسم مجلس الوزراء: "إن الشرطة تتحفظ علىة دراجات ضبط النفس، ولكنها ستتنقل عندما يقع أي اعتداء على المنازل وكما سلك البعض سيا غير قانونية للتعبير (عن آرائهم)."

28/1/11

"The police maintain the utmost restraint, but they will intervene when there is an attack on property and when some people resort to illegal ways to express their views," said Majdi Radi, a spokesman for the cabinet.

وقال وزير المالية المصري الجديد، سمير رضوان، في مقابلة مع بي بي سي: "هناك أزمة، ما من شك في ذلك. لا يمكنني أن أنفي بأن الاقتصاد قد تضرر."

1/2/11

Egypt's new finance minister, Samir Radwan, said in an interview with the BBC "There is a crisis, and there is no doubt about that, I can not deny that the economy has been damaged."

وقال المتحدث باسم الخارجية: "إن الاحتجاج إلى الشارع في هذه اللحظة يظهر بشكل واضح أن المطالب التي يسعى البعض لتقويمها سياسياً مثل المرحلة الانتقالية لا تحظى بإجماع شعبي، وإنها تشكل مطالب لأفراد وجماعات سياسية محددة."

2/2/11

"The call to the street at this moment shows clearly that the demands that some seek to promote politically, such as the transitional period, do not enjoy popular consensus, and they constitute demands for individuals and specific political groups," the foreign ministry spokesman said.

وأوضح شفيق، في تصريحات له بي سي العربية، قائلاً: "لا أعتذر لأنني مخطئ ولكنني أعتذر عن الاحتجاجات التي وقعت."

3/2/11

"I do not apologise because I am wrong, but I apologise for the frictions that have taken place," Shafiq told BBC Arabic.

وكان التلفزيون الحكومي المصري قد نقل عن شفيق قوله: "ندعو اليوم مع ممثلنا إحذاء الاعتناء والمصالحة الوطنية لأي حادث مخرج من الوضع الراهن."

3/2/11

"We are meeting today with representatives of opposition parties and national forces to find a way out of the current situation," Shafiq was quoted by Egyptian state television as saying.

وقال شفيق في مقابلة خاصة مع بي بي سي "سأطرد اللجنة يومياً كي تتنهى من عملياً في أسرع وقت ممكن، وهذا يعد مني للجبهة الداخلية كلها."  

10/2/11

"I will chase the committee every day to finish its work as soon as possible," Shafiq said in an exclusive interview with the BBC. "This promised me the whole domestic front."

Table 6.23: The Use of Direct Quote to Report on the Egyptian Ministers' Words

Most of the intertextualities from the source of Egyptian ministers positively portrays the government efforts in dealing with protestors' demands. Hence, the intertextuality of the then Egyptian Prime Minister, for instance, positively reports on Syafiq's hard works in meeting with all Egyptian oppositions and find the best solution for the Egyptian crisis. Furthermore, the intertextuality from the Egyptian Home Minister and the spokesman of the Egyptian Prime Minister has been strategically used to negatively portrayed the protestors. The intertextuality of Egyptian Home Minister as stated in the extract (1) for instance, clearly warns any attempt
to cause chaos and violent during the protest. Besides, the intertextuality of Finance Minister in the extract (2) was used to highlight that the protests had damaged the Egyptian economy badly. Besides, the intertextuality of Egyptian Foreign Minister (extract 3) was strategically being utilised to blame the mass protests for seeking benefits of the certain political group. It is important to note that, most of the time, the outlet has reported on the voice of Mubarak's key ministers directly from the original sources. Hence, the intertextuality of Egyptian minister mostly come from the press conferences, press statements, an exclusive interview with BBA, while other was taken directly from the Egyptian official television which primarily owned by the Egyptian government. Beside utilising direct quotation to report on Egyptian minister's voices, BBA also utilised indirect quotation to report from the source of Mubarak's cabinet. This is found in these news extracts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Shafiq announced the start of a dialogue with what he described as &quot;opposition parties and political forces.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2/11</td>
<td>He vowed not to prosecute any of the protesters in Tahrir Square.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2/11</td>
<td>Shafiq defended the Egyptian army's position on the events and considered it a correct position that isolates protesters from the possibility of violent confrontations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Shafiq emphasised the Suez Canal was operating normally and was not affected by events in Cairo and other cities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>At the same time warned the Egyptian Interior Ministry that it would take &quot;firm&quot; measures in the face of anti-government demonstrators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>It also announced the partial return of Internet service in Cairo after cutting it for more than five days.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.24: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report on the Egyptian Ministers’ Words
Once again, the positive verbal process such as ‘announced’, ‘vowed’, ‘defended’, ‘emphasised’ and ‘warned’ were strategically being selected by the journalist to promote positive impression on the speakers (the then Egyptian ministers). By using the positive verbal process, the online news outlet was trying to promote in the reader that the speakers have the authority as among the highest-ranking officer in the Egyptian government, hence their words are valid and were taken from authorised sources.

As the ruling party in Egypt during the time of crisis, the voice of NDP was widely reported by BBA. In fact, the outlet report on the earliest official respond towards the mass protest from the Egyptian government was centred on NDP’s leaders. Hence, on 28th January 2011, BBA reported that NDP party has announced that the party is ready to hold the dialogue with the people and the oppositions. Furthermore, Safwat Syarif one of NDP’s senior leaders, was reported by the outlet that the party respect the freedom of speech but condemn the "trouble-makers" who aim to incite chaos and negative speculation. The following table contains news extracts using intertextuality from the source of the NDP party:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>&quot;The ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) has announced that the party is ready to talk to the people and the opposition.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>&quot;The ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) announced that it had accepted Ahmed Ezz’s resignation from the party's organisational secretariat.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/11</td>
<td>&quot;The formation of the new government will be announced in a matter of hours,&quot; said Majid al-Sherbini, secretary of the new NDP party.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hossam Badrawi, the member of the ruling National Party's policy committee, said the violence in Tahrir Square in Cairo was the work of political forces that did not want a peaceful transition of power.

He (Hossam Badrawi) added in an interview with the BBC that it is neither in the interest of the government nor the opposition to occur these clashes.

From these news extracts, it is found that BBA prefers to report on NDP source directly through the party press conference and special interview hosted by the news outlet. This is another evidence which exposes the outlet was very keen on reporting on the authority voices during the time of crisis in Egypt. Hence, the voice of the ruling party of NDP was reported by BBA through the intertextuality taken directly from the first-hand source. By favouring in the voice of the ruling party during the time of crisis in Egypt, it is revealed that the outlet is emphasising the Egyptian authority sources in reporting the event. Thus, it indicates that BBA was in favour of Mubarak. Hence, the outlet supports the hegemony of Mubarak during the 2011 ER.

The list voices of Egyptian authority in BBA's online news are uncompleted without reporting on the voice of the Egyptian Army. During the 2011 ER, the Egyptian Army played a crucial role not only in protecting general order but also formed the front line in dealing directly with the protestors. The Egyptian army has enormous influence in Egyptian society long before the 2011 ER started. Thus, the intertextuality of the Egyptian army in the online news report is very important. In line with the crucial role played by the Egyptian army during the time crisis and the vast influence own by them, BBA has strategically utilised the Egyptian army voices to support the Egyptian government. For instance:

The spokesman said the army was strictly vigilant in dealing with the protesters, urging citizens not to stand in rallies in the streets and major cities and violators of the curfew were strictly implemented.
BBA's bias toward the Egyptian government in reporting the event of ER also can be found through the intensive report derived from the source of Egyptian official television and news agencies. In the corpus data, the Egyptian official television, which was owned and controlled by the government, was mentioned 81 times. By favouring in reporting on the events through the source of Egyptian official television rather than independent television station, it is revealed that the outlet was emphasising of hegemony. This is being done through the outlet strategy in allowing the voice of authority to has broader access in the news discourse, while the source from independent television channel was marginalised in the online news report. For instance, BBA reported:

Table 6.26: The Quotation Techniques Used to Report on the Army’s Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/1/11</td>
<td>The Egyptian army appealed to citizens to abide by the curfew and called on the military spokesman General Ismail Osman citizens to address the looting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>The Egyptian army had earlier vowed to refrain from using force against demonstrators.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>&quot;The armed forces are appealing to you, you who came out to express your opinions, you are the ones who can bring life back to normal,&quot; a military spokesman said.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2/11</td>
<td>Shafiq defended the Egyptian army's position on the events and considered it a correct position that isolates protesters from the possibility of violent confrontations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/1/11</td>
<td>In the morning, the government newspapers filled their first and internal pages with images of the devastation that permeated Cairo and the provinces without talking about the demonstrations and the demands of the demonstrators.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>Egyptian state television reported that the demonstrators burned a central security vehicle in Giza.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.27: The Use of Indirect Quote to Report from the Egyptian Official TV

It is no surprise that most of the report originated from the Egyptian official media was in favour of Mubarak and the Egypt government rather than supporting the protestors' demands. Hence, most of the report came from the Egypt government-owned media portrayed the authority positively while providing a negative connotation of the protestors. Therefore, Egyptian official television focused on its report on the severe damage caused by the protestors. At the same time, the official Egyptian television also reported that various efforts had been carried out by the government to fulfil the protestors' demands. Furthermore, the official television also focused on the march of Mubarak's supporters who went down on the street to show their support for their leader.

In addition to the outlet strategy in providing extensive coverage of the Egyptian government voices in the online news reports, BBA also utilised the concept of "logic of equivalence" to combine all other voices which stand in the side of the Egyptian government.
Hence constitute the social imaginary in the reader that the Egyptian government still hold the dominant power in Egypt despite facing a massive challenge from the antagonists during the uprising. Thus, the concept of "logic of equivalence" was strategically utilised by BBA to provide positive reports on the Egyptian government from non-Egyptian government sources. Therefore, in the following, I will disclose how BBA has strategically utilised non-Egyptian government voices in the outlet online news report to support the Mubarak's government.

The analysis of the corpus data found that the voice of eyewitness was reported 54 times in favour of the Egyptian government. Hence, making the voice of eyewitness who directly saw the uprising events as the most significant non-Egyptian government sources in BBA's news which were utilised to support the government. For example, BBA reported:

Eyewitnesses reported the death of one of the demonstrators in Suez and Egyptian security forces fired bullets into the air in Tahrir Square in central Cairo to disperse the demonstrators who were throwing stones at them.

Eyewitnesses reported that some of the demonstrators had boarded the tanks of the Egyptian army, which were deployed in the streets of Suez and that the army was trying to remove them.
Witnesses said about 3,000 demonstrators from the al-Zarzat neighbourhood raided the building and destroyed its furniture before burning police vehicles and private cars for police officers.

Table 6.28: Examples of Intertextuality of Eyewitness’ Voice

The news extracts in the above table, clearly indicate that the eyewitness voices were used to portray the protest and the protestors negatively. At the same time, the source of eyewitness also described that the authority, particularly the Egyptian army and police act according to after being provoked deliberately by the protestors as stated in the extract (1). Furthermore, the voice of the eyewitness was utilised by BBA to negatively portray the protests as it caused violent, chaos, vandalism and turmoil. Besides, the source of eyewitness also described the protestors as outlaws and troublemakers who caused the prisoners to escape, damage to public properties and burn the police cars.

The voice of activists, particularly during the early stage of protest, was also being utilised to support the Egyptian government. There are 31 times in which the source of activists was strategically utilised by BBA to support the Egyptian government and provide a lousy impression on the protest and protestors. Thus, revealed that the outlet had utilised the concept of the logic of equivalence to constitute a social imaginary by combining all social groups from different background towards one specific goal. As a result, the voice of activists in the BBA online news was strategically utilised to support the voice of Egyptian government hence constitute the hegemony of Mubarak's government in the online news discourse. This has been done by eliminating the differences between the Egyptian government and the activists and focusing only on the similarities between the two groups towards defending the hegemony of Mubarak's government. Hence, the voice of the activist in BBA online news was used to positively portray the Egyptian government while negatively portrayed the antagonists, mainly the protestors, as stated in the example below:
Activist Jamal al-Haraji, from Ismailia, told the BBC that the clashes took place when thousands of demonstrators came from the industrial and investment zone, 5 km from the city, and gathered in Al-Fardous Square, where security forces clashed with them.

However, developments in the security situation as reported by eyewitnesses point to a fundamental difference between what happened in Egypt and what happened in Tunisia during the last intifada.

Activists have suggested that former IAEA director Mohamed ElBaradei be a secular Egyptian leader.

George Ishaq, one of the opposition activists, said that there was a statement agreed upon with young protest leaders that the sit-in in Tahrir Square in central Cairo should be kept in fewer numbers than currently exists.

These examples of news extracts show that BBA has utilised the eyewitness as the source to support the Egyptian government and portrayed the protestors negatively. For instance, the voice of the eyewitness was used to report that the protestors disobeyed the curfew and started the provocation against the security personnel. Hence, lead towards the clash...
between them. The voice of the eyewitness also being used to criticise the behaviour of Egyptian protestors who prefer violent and chaos compared to the Tunisians during the TR. Furthermore, BBA also strategically utilised the source of the eyewitness to report on the clashes among the antagonist groups in choosing their leaders. All in all, BBA has used the voice of activists to portray the antagonists negatively and strategically utilised it to support the Egyptian government. Thus, it revealed that the outlet has preferred to report on the pro-government activists, while the voice of pro-antagonist activists was marginalised in the online news discourse.

BBA also strategically utilised foreign media sources to portray the protestors and the protest events negatively. In order to support the negative report on the protestors and the protests, BBA used sources from major foreign media which also reported on the event such as the Reuters, France Press (AFP) and Associated Press. However, most of these foreign media sources were used by BBA to portray the protestors negatively mainly during the early stage of the uprising in Egypt. For instance, the corpus data shows that 41 times, the source from Reuters was strategically being used by BBA to misdescribe the protests. For instance, BBA reported:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>The Reuters news agency reported the number of victims killed in demonstrations on Friday about five dead and 870 wounded, some of them seriously and some of them were shot, according to Egyptian medical sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>However, the Reuters news agency reported that shots were heard in the streets of Cairo after the curfew went into effect and quoted witnesses as saying that some demonstrators had attacked Egyptian army tanks deployed in the streets of Suez and that the army was trying to remove them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Reuters reported that the army repulsed an attempt by hundreds of people to storm a building belonging to the Central Bank of Egypt in Cairo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In an interview with Reuters news agency, head of the company mentioned, Kim Young-Min said: "Our operations have been affected either due to the closure of the ports of Port Said and Alexandria.

Reuters quoted a witness as saying that at least four incendiary bombs were thrown at Tahrir Square, and the army moved to extinguish the fire.

Table 6.30: Examples of Intertextuality of Foreign Media (Reuters)

From the news extracts, it is evident that the outlet has utilised Reuters's report as a credible and robust source to portray the protest and protestors negatively. Hence, the outlet has used Reuters's reports which indicated that the protestors disobeyed the curfew and acted violently by hijacking the Egyptian army tanks, while others were trying to break in into the Central Bank of Egypt in Cairo. Furthermore, Reuters's reports also being used to show that the Egyptian army was acting accordingly to control the situation after the protestors have tried to create chaos and violence.

Finally, Reuters's report also being used to show the negative impact of the protest for the Egyptian economy, particularly after the protests badly hit the towns of Alexandria and Port Said. In addition to the sources from Reuters, BBA also strategically utilised news reports from the France Press (AFP) and Associated Press (AP) in providing adverse reports on the protestors and the protest. The corpus data shows that BBA used the reports from the France Press (AFP) 19 times to portray the protestors negatively, while the AP reports were mentioned 17 times to achieve the same purpose. For instance:

The Associated Press reported that demonstrators tried to storm the building of the Egyptian Foreign Ministry and the television building.

The Associated Press reported that demonstrators tried to storm the building of the Egyptian Foreign Ministry and the television building.

The Associated Press reported that demonstrators tried to storm the building of the Egyptian Foreign Ministry and the television building.

The Associated Press reported that demonstrators tried to storm the building of the Egyptian Foreign Ministry and the television building.
Sinai deserters besieged the Sheikh Zuwaid police station in Sinai and called on the troops in the section to surrender, and the gunmen took control of the entrance to the city of Rafah and managed to hold police officers hostage, said Associated Press reporter Ashraf Sweilem in an interview with the BBC.

The Associated Press reported that Cairo airport is in a mess with thousands of people scrambling at the airport to catch up with flights departing flights,

In the latest development, security sources told AFP that 13 people were killed in clashes between police and protesters in the city of Beni Suef, south of Cairo.

A Popular Committee activist told France Press that two of the 14 bodies belonged to police officers and the rest to guests.

A security source told France Press that several thousand prisoners managed to overcome their guards and flee from Wadi Natroun prison.

France Press quoted witnesses said about 3,000 demonstrators from the al-Zarzat neighbourhood raided the building and destroyed its furniture before burning police vehicles and private cars for police officers.

Table 6.31: Intertextuality of Foreign Media (AFP and AP)

Similar to the Reuters, BBA strategically utilised the AFP, and AP reports in showing that the negative sides of the protestors and the protests. AP reports, for instance, were used by BBA as a source to show that the protestors have brake-in into the Foreign Ministry building and the Egyptian Television. In another report, the protestors have taken over the police station and kidnapped police officers. The France Press reports also being used by BBA to shows that several police officers being killed during the clashes with the protestors while another report indicated that thousands of protestors have vandalised public properties and burned police cars. Also, BBA has strategically used AFP, and AP reports to show the adverse effects of the
protests in Egypt as it has caused massive chaos in Cairo International Airport while another report revealed that thousands of prisoners have escaped from prison after the chaos caused by the protests.

**The voice of antagonist in BBA's Intertextuality**

BBA has slightly changed to the outlet online news reporting strategy as a result of 2011 TR by trying to provide more balanced coverage of both sides of the conflict in the ER. Therefore, BBA has started to report on the Egyptian antagonist since the early stage of the mass protest. However, it is noticed that not all antagonist's groups have been given access to the BBA online news discourse during the early stage of the mass protest, hence revealed that the outlet is still on the side of the Egyptian government during the conflict and merely provided some selected reports on the antagonist. The corpus data shows that the outlet strategically included the voice of several Egyptian opposition groups in the online news discourse during when the mass protests started in Egypt. Thus, the movement lead by El-Baradei and El-Baradei himself has given ample coverage by BBA. The corpus data reveals that the voice of El-Baradei has been reported 139 times, mostly using direct quotation of his own words and indirect quotation, which emphasises on the use of the positive verbal process. For instance:

31/1/11
"You have restored your rights and what we have started cannot be reversed," he told the crowd. "We have a basic demand ... the departure of the regime."

28/1/11
"I appeal to the regime to understand that it must listen, to listen quickly, not to resort to violence and to understand that change must happen," ElBaradei said.
"If we talk about Egypt, there is a wide spectrum of secularists, liberals and those who believe in market policies, if they are given a chance, they will be able to elect a modern and moderate government," he said.

ElBaradei now predicts that President Mubarak will not be able to cling to power. "The only solution is to listen to people. The solution is political. The regime has failed and must go," he said.

"We have refused to meet, any negotiations will be conditional on Hosni Mubarak stepping down and conditional on the security situation in Tahrir Square," ElBaradei said in remarks on Thursday.

"The Egyptian people and their army have a great new page in its bright and glorious history, where the people express their will in a civilised and peaceful manner that stunned the world. At the same time, the army declared its bias, but with the people," ElBaradei said. "We salute our national army and surround it and bless it as a cornerstone for stability and defence of Egypt's vital interests. We demand that we fulfil our legitimate demands, which we recognise in its keen national sense to give every Egyptian and Egyptian their right to a free and dignified life.

Table 6.32: Examples of ElBaradei Direct Quote

The intertextuality of ElBaradei's voice was strategically utilised by the online news outlet to report on the protestors' demands, particularly the demands made by the National Movement for Change under the leadership of ElBaradei himself. It is also providing the movement stand in dealing with Egyptian government effort to calm the protestor through a series of negotiation and discussion between the then Vice President of Egypt and Egyptian opposition leaders. Ultimately, the intertextuality of ElBaradei contains his speeches to the Egyptian encouraged them to fight for a better Egypt without Mubarak and his regime. By using a direct quotation in reporting voice of ElBaradei, it is found that the outlet has tried to provide more balanced coverage from both sides of the Egyptian conflict. The use of direct quotation
which contains ElBaradei own words shows that the outlet gives great attention to ElBaradei's voice, hence highlights the important of ElBaradei in representing the most important antagonist's group during the Egyptian Revolution.

Besides using a direct quotation, BBA utilised indirect quotation, which again revealed that the outlet provides ample access for the intertextuality of ElBaradei voices in the construction of online news discourse. Furthermore, the strategic use of the positive verbal process in the indirect quotation of ElBaradei's words promoted positive impressions on him and portrayed ElBaradei as the most critical opposition leader during the uprising event. The following table provides the example of news extracts which contain the intertextuality of ElBaradei voices which were reported by the outlet using indirect quotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/1/11</td>
<td>ElBaradei now predicts that President Mubarak will not be able to cling to power,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/11</td>
<td>ElBaradei had warned the United States to lose its &quot;credibility&quot; because it continued to support Mubarak and called on it to stop the lifeline of Mubarak's rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>For his part, the opposition Mohamed ElBaradei issued a statement appealing to the army to activate the demands of the opposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>The group supports the conditions announced by ElBaradei.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.33: Examples of ElBaradei Direct Quote

It is evident from these news extracts that the outlet has preferred to report on El-Baradei even though he is on the opposite side of the crisis which protests against Mubarak and the Egypt government. Most probably El-Baradei is a well-known figure and is internationally recognised for his works before leading the movement against the Egyptian government have led BBA to strategically report on him as the primary representative of the antagonist's voice. Furthermore, the majority of antagonist groups in Egypt have agreed to form a coalition National Movement for change to strengthen the movement against Mubarak. El-Baradei led
this coalition which gathered all antagonist groups which stand against MubarakBaradei. Hence, the voice of El-Baradei recorded not only a significant number of frequencies in the corpus data of BBA, but also his speeches were reported using direct quotation and indirect quotation with the positive verbal process by BBA.

Besides, to El-Baradei, other Egyptian oppositions have been much access to the online news discourse by the outlet. Among the opposition groups which recorded significantly higher frequency in the corpus data compared to other opposition groups are el-Wafd (Delegation) Party, el-Ghad (Tomorrow) Party, Tagammu Party (The National Progressive Unionist Party), and Kefaya (Enough) Movement. The voice of el-Ward Party which leads the opposition parties in the Egyptian Parliament during the time of crisis has recorded 25 hits in the corpus data, the voice of El-Ghad Party 18 hits, followed by the intertextuality of sources from Tagammu Party with 14 hits, and Kefaya Movement under the leadership of well-known Egyptian opposition Ayman Nour was recorded 12 hits. The examples of reports on Egyptian opposition voices are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>Sayyid al-Badawi, the leader of the Wafd party, read out the parties' statement in which he rejected the dialogue called for by Vice President Omar Suleiman before responding to their demands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>A large group of activists who called for these demonstrations are members of the Ghad party and demand that Ayman Nour take over the opposition forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>Abdel-Halim Qandil, a leader of the Kefaya movement, said Mubarak's offer to stay out of power for a sixth term was not enough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>The opposition Liberal Wafd party said it had suspended dialogue with the government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>ونادي السيد البدوي رئيس حزب الوفد الليبيرالي المعارض بأنه علق الحوار مع الحكومة.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>أرده السيد البدوي رئيس حزب الوفد الليبيرالي سي عودة جزء من الحوار قائلاً أنه علق الحوار بعد قيام من أسماه بالبلطجية التابعين للحزاب الوطني بالأعتداء على المتظاهرين.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The head of the Wafd Party, Mr Badawi, told the BBC that his party had returned to the dialogue, saying that they had suspended the dialogue after the so-called thugs of the National Party attacked the demonstrators.

The Tagammu Party announced its withdrawal from the national dialogue sessions in protest against the way the vice president conducts a dialogue.

Table 6.34 The Intertextuality from Other Egyptian Opposition Groups

It is essential to highlight that the voice of MB, the most prominent opposition group in Egypt, was marginalised during the early stage of protest in the BBA online news report. This is mainly due to the MB's stand for not actively participated in the mass protests during the early days of the uprising. Therefore, despite being the most prominent opposition group in Egypt, the voice of MB only being included in BBA's online news after MB has started to show its support towards El-Baradei in leading the coalition against Mubarak and encourage members of MB to participate in the protest. Hence, BBA reported, for instance:

Table 6.35: The Intertextuality from the Source of Muslim Brotherhood.

It is interesting to note that, during the early stage of the protest in Egypt, the outlet has reported on MB using the source of Al-Jazeera Satellite Channel, which also closely related to AJA. BBA stated in the report dated 3rd February 2011 on MB using a direct quotation as being broadcasted by Al-Jazeera Satellite Channel by saying:
Another important antagonist group which was marginalised by BBA during the early stage of protest in Egypt is the protestors themselves. It is found that the voice of protestors, particularly in raising their demands, does not receive much attention by BBA in the online news discourse. In contrast, the reports on the protestors and the protests were based on other third-party sources such as the Egyptian authority, pro-government eyewitness, pro-government activists, local journalists and BBA correspondence. These sources were arguably do not provide an accurate and unbiased report on the protestors.
Occasionally, during the early stage of the protest, the outlet strategically reported from the source of protestors. However, it is found that BBA focuses on the dark side of the protest, rather than the reporting on the protestors' demands or the reasons which drag the protestors to demonstrate against Mubarak. Therefore, BBA strategically utilised the voice of protestors to negatively portrayed the protest and the protestors for breaking the law and challenging the authority from doing their jobs. For instance, BBA reported on the protest using the voice of protestors to provide the negative side of the protest, which goes against the curfew law.

The demonstrators demand the resignation of Egyptian President Mubarak and symbols of his regime. Thousands of demonstrators continued to challenge the curfew and continued to demonstrate demanding the departure of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.

In another example, the voice of protestor was carefully being reported by the outlet using the scare quote and the selection of neutral verbal process 'believed' to put the distance between the outlet and the protestors. Hence, revealed that the outlet is not necessarily believed or support the protestors' word. Thus, the outlet provided an impression to the reader that the voice of protestor is doubtful and unofficial. BBA reported, for instance:

Omina Okasha, a demonstrator from Alexandria, said in an interview with the BBC that she believed the sudden shift might "lead to more serious consequences."
Some protesters said they did not trust the 82-year-old president to make the constitutional changes they were demanding. Others, however, saw Mubarak's offer as perhaps an appropriate compromise.

All in all, the corpus data shows that - at least during the early stage of the protest- the voice of antagonist still being marginalised by the outlet. This happened although BBA tried to provide balanced coverage of both sides of the conflict after the success of 2011 TR. This is being strategically carried out by BBA through the selection of certain antagonist groups for access to the online news discourse while the other has been given limited access to the construction of online news discourse. Hence, the oppositions groups under the leadership of El-Baradei, El-Wafd party, Tagammu' party and Kefaya movement are among antagonist groups which have been given a significant amount of coverage by the outlet in the online news discourse. However, other Egyptian oppositions, particularly the voice of most prominent opposition groups in Egypt, namely MB, has been marginalised in the news discourse. Ultimately, the voice of protestors, which is one of the most critical antagonist's groups mostly being reported from the other sources, including from pro-Egyptian government sources. Thus, it is not only provided an inaccurate report on the protestors but also negatively portrayed them as the outlaws and troublemakers.

Thus, in reporting on the Egyptian antagonists’ voice, BBA has utilised the concept of ‘logic of difference’ which emphasises the boundaries that separate social groups with their different interests. Therefore, the outlet online news coverage during the time of crisis in Egypt has diverted the Egyptians into two opposing camps, firstly; the Egyptian government under the leadership of Mubarak and secondly; the antagonist who protests against Mubarak. Besides, through contrast with the Egyptian government, an otherwise diverse national community can be aggregated into a single collective identity. Consequently, where the logic of equivalence predominates, the social division will tend toward a dichotomisation of political space that leads
to separate social communities into two opposing camps. Hence, it is observed that the outlet has strategically portrayed the antagonists (particularly the protestors and the Egyptian oppositions) as the opposing group to the Egyptian government by emphasising at the differences between them. As mentioned earlier, in line with the outlet strategy in supporting the hegemony by preferring on reporting from the authoritative sources, the antagonist's voice was given minimum access to the construction of online news discourse. This has been done by reporting on selected antagonist's groups, while marginalised other antagonist groups, particularly the largest Egyptian opposition group, the Muslim Brotherhood (MB). Meanwhile, the voice of protestors was largely side-lined by BBA, which preferred to report on the protestors using third-party sources. All in all, it was evident that the outlet was in the side of Egyptian government during the early stage of protest by stressing on the hegemony and treated the voice of authority as the ‘in-group'. In contrast, the voice of antagonist was side-lined and considered as the ‘out-group'.

**AJA Intertextuality of Egyptian Revolution News Coverage**

The corpus data of AJA online news on the 2011 ER clearly show that the outlet has intensified the report on the side of Egyptian antagonist from the first day of the uprising in Egypt. Hence, the outlet has been providing the voices of Egyptian antagonist in the online news text, while the voices on the side of the Egyptian government was given minimum access to the construction of online news discourse since the very beginning of the protest. This can be seen in the way AJA strategically utilised the intertextuality of protestors by reporting directly from the sources of protestors. The corpus data revealed that the outlet has reported on the protestors' voices 279 times which indicated that AJA had given great attention to the voice of protestors which was marginalised by BBA. Hence, AJA has positively portrayed the protest and protestors since 25th January 2011. The outlet was also rapidly reporting on the protestor's
call for organising another mass protest after the success of the first protest in attracting thousands of supporters. As a result, AJA was promoted to the Egyptian for participating in the protests on behalf of the protestors.

Furthermore, by reporting on protestors' voice, the outlet has focused on the protestors' demands, particularly the demand for Mubarak to step down. It is found that, in AJA online news report, Mubarak has been the main target in the protestors' demands since the first day of protest followed by criticism against the enforcement of emergency laws, criticism against NDP and the allegation of fraud and manipulation in the 2010 Egyptian General Election. The following table shows examples of the intertextuality of protestors' voices in AJA's online news.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>-Protesters also called for a second demonstration on Wednesday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>-The protesters asked Mubarak to leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>-The protesters also angered the emergency law, the National Party and the election, which protesters say is fraudulent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/11</td>
<td>-Protesters in Egypt complain about rising prices and widening the gap between rich and poor, demanding a new political system,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>-Protesters said protesters in Tahrir Square that they have become more determined to overthrow the regime of President Hosni Mubarak,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>-Protesters in Tahrir Square demanded medical supplies to assist the wounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>-In their yells, the demonstrators emphasised the popularity and youth of the revolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.37: Examples of Intertextuality of the Protestors' Voices.
Unique to the outlet, AJA not only reported on protestors' voice in Egypt but also extends its coverage to report on protestors abroad (mostly Egyptian live abroad) to show their support to the protestors' demand in Egypt. Thus, AJA has given ample access to the Egyptians' voices who participated in the protest outside Egypt in the construction of online news discourse. This was parallel to what is happening during that time in many Egyptian cities. The corpus data shows that the outlet has reported on the voice of protestors outside Egypt 76 times. It is noticed from these news extracts; AJA has provided as access for the voices of protestors outside Egypt since the first day of mass protest. Hence, it shows that the voice of protestors outside Egypt has been used to support the voice of protestors inside Egypt. Furthermore, the voice of protestors abroad carries the same demands as the protestors in Egypt and highlight the solidarity of Egyptian abroad with their brothers in Egyptian one land. In term of the location of the protest abroad, AJA reported that the protests had been held in many important cities in the world to show their support for protestors in Egypt namely in London, New York, Washington, Paris, Roma, Oslo and Berlin. Similar protests were also being held in major Arabic cities such as Tunis, Doha, Gaza and Amman. AJA reported, for instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>Tens of Egyptians staged a protest in front of the Egyptian embassy in London on Tuesday, in solidarity with demonstrators who came out in several Egyptian governorates to protest the deteriorating living conditions and to demand reform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Hundreds of Tunisians held a sit-in Saturday afternoon in front of the Egyptian embassy in central Tunis in solidarity with the widespread protests in Egypt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>In Doha, dozens of Egyptians demonstrated near the Egyptian embassy where they raised slogans in support of demonstrators in Egyptian cities and governorates and chanted slogans calling for change, democracy and the overthrow of the regime.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the French capital Paris continued protests for the third consecutive day in front of the Egyptian embassy with the participation of many Egyptians, Tunisians and Palestinians,

Dosens of Egyptians demonstrated on Saturday in front of the headquarters of their embassy in Rome to support the protests in Egypt,

In the Norwegian capital Oslo, correspondent Samir Shattara reported that dozens of individuals from the Egyptian community and solidarity from different countries continued their protests Sunday in front of the Egyptian Embassy

In New York, more than 2,000 people from the Egyptian community demonstrated in solidarity with the United Nations building and chanted for change in Egypt. They called Mubarak a tyrant.

In Washington, Egyptian demonstrators went for the second day in a row in front of their embassy in Washington and chanted slogans calling on the Egyptian president to abandon the government,

Table 6.38: Examples of Intertextuality of the Protestors’ Voices from Outside Egypt.

Besides, to the reports on protestors outside Egypt, the corpus data shows that AJA utilised strategic quote 115 times to report on protestors' slogan. Hence, revealed that the outlet was very keen on bringing the voice of protestors in the construction of online news discourse.

By using a strategic quote in reporting the slogan written on a placard or chanted by the protestors, the outlet aimed to highlight the protestors' demands and strategically supporting the protestors and their demands. AJA, for instance, strategically utilised strategic quote to report on protestors' slogan in the following news extracts:
The demonstrations began with the slogan "Change, Freedom, Social Justice," and demonstrators chanted slogans calling for improving living standards and curbing high prices. They carried slogans such as "Want a big job," "Hosni Hosni," and "Set the minimum wages before the people revolt."

Moreover, it ended up with demonstrators to demand the downfall of the regime and the departure of Mubarak, chanting "Ben Ali Benadak .. Hotel in Jeddah is waiting for you," and "Get out Get out, O unjust," and " 30-year rule in this era is an insult to the people of Egypt."

The protesters chanted: "Jamal, say to your father. All the people hate you," and "Hosni Mubarak get out before what fluctuates remains a revolution."

In the city of Damanhour, the capital of the province of Beheira, the protesters chanted "Egypt, O Mother of Your Children, the most important and will redeem you with soul and blood."

The demonstrators' slogans of "the people want to overthrow the president" turned to "the people want to execute the president,

Table 6.39: Examples of Intertextuality of the Protestors’ Slogans.
AJA also gave the voice of an activist who supports the protestors adequate access to
the construction of online news discourse. The corpus data indicates that the outlet has reported
from the sources of activists 42 times using direct quotation and indirect quotation which
preserved the verbal process. Most of the activist voices were strategically being utilised by the
outlet to support the protestors' demands and positively portrayed the protest and the protestors.
Meanwhile, the voice of the activist also being used to negatively portrayed the Egyptian
government, particularly in highlighting great approaches used by the authority in dealing with
the protestors. AJA, for instance, reported on the activist by mentioning: These examples of
news extracts show that the outlet has intensively reported on the voices of the activist which
positively portrayed the protest but also being used to defend protestors from being accused as
causing chaos, theft and vandalism.
Activists in Alexandria, Luxor and Mansoura told Al-Jazeera that militants would take to the streets in massive demonstrations to demand the overthrow of Mubarak after Friday prayers.

5/2/11

Meanwhile, activist Ihab al-Najjar from Zagazig said that "thugs" attacked demonstrators with "Molotov cocktails" in the city.

The activist Esraa Abdel Fattah confirmed the arrest of many of the opponents of Mubarak today in Tahrir Square.

Table 6.40: Examples of Intertextuality of the Activists’ Voices.

The voice of the eyewitness was reported 87 times in the corpus data, which mostly being reported using indirect quotation with an emphasis on the selection of a verbal process. AJA also strategically utilised the voice of eyewitness to positively portrayed the protest and the protestors. Again, the voice of the eyewitness in AJA's online news report was strategically being utilised to support the protestors’ demands and positively portrayed the protest. The source of eyewitness also being used to defend the protestors from various accusations from the authority. In contrast, the eyewitness blamed ‘baltagia' who allegedly having great support from the Egyptian government for causing chaos, theft and vandalism during the protest.
30/1/11
For his part, an eyewitness told Al Jazeera Net that the hospital and schools in Bulaq Dakrour in Cairo was attacked by gunmen, adding that this creates great panic among the citizens.

30/1/11
An eyewitness told Al-Jazeera identified the presence of 12 people, said they were killed by snipers firing live bullets from a building inside the ministry to the demonstrators.

2/2/11
Another witness, Mohammed Shaker, said some militants had been arrested and handed over to the police.

3/2/11
An eyewitness told the island that a fire had ignited near the Egyptian Museum because of the Molotov cocktails fired by the National Party "thugs", some of whom were arrested.

4/2/11
Witnesses confirmed the presence of groups of thugs backed by security forces under the eyes of the army to prevent the arrival of medicine or food to the protesters.

Table 6.41: Examples of Intertextuality of the Eyewitnesses’ Voices.

AJA was also giving the voice of Egyptian oppositions extensive coverage since the early stage of protest in Egypt. The corpus data shows that Egyptian largest opposition group Muslim Brotherhood (MB) was given the most significant proportion of coverage by outlet among the Egyptian opposition group with the frequency of 104 times. The report from the source of El-Baradei himself, on the other hand, comes second with 88 times frequency result in BBA’s corpus data. While El-Baradei's group National Coalition for Change recorded 24 hits, hence placed in third. Other Egyptian oppositions group which received significantly higher frequency result in AJA corpus are the 6th April movement (22 times), Kefaya Movement (16 times) and “we are all Khalid sad” movement recorded 11 times of frequencies.

It is interesting to note that, compared to the corpus data of BBA, shows that AJA preferred to report on the non-political party of Egyptian oppositions. Hence, Egyptian opposition political parties recorded a significantly lower number of frequencies in AJA's
corpus data. In AJA's corpus data, El-Wafd party only received four hits while the Tagammu
Party recorded significantly higher frequency in BBA's corpus data. Thus, the corpus data of
AJA revealed that the outlet was preferred to provide the Egyptian opposition movement more
access to the online news discourse compared to the Egyptian opposition parties which have
several representations in the Egyptian parliament during the time of crisis. The examples of
intertextuality from the sources of the Egyptian oppositions group have been provided in Table
6.42 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Egyptian Opposition</th>
<th>Intertextuality Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>104 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Baradei</td>
<td>88 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamiaah Wataniya</td>
<td>24 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th April</td>
<td>22 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kefaya</td>
<td>16 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulluna Said</td>
<td>11 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Ghad Party</td>
<td>Ten times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagammu Party</td>
<td>Five times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Wafd Party</td>
<td>Four times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.42: Intertextuality Frequencies of the Egyptian Oppositions' Sources

By looking in detail on the use of intertextuality from the source of Muslim Brotherhood, it is
found that the outlet not only reported the most from Muslim Brotherhood compared to other
Egyptian opposition but also used a direct quotation to the Muslim Brotherhood's leaders. By
using a direct quotation, it shows that the outlet is emphasising in delivering accurate
information from its source through the utilisation of exact word use in the speech which has
been reported in the news. Besides, the use of direct quotation in reporting the Muslim
Brotherhood's voices revealed that the outlet is highlighting the importance of the voice. Hence,
indicated AJA's attitude towards the Muslim Brotherhood. It is also important to note that, when
reporting on Muslim Brotherhood's voices, AJA directly reported from the Muslim
Brotherhood's sources through the press conferences or press statements or during an interview
with AJA correspondent.
President Hosni Mubarak is personally responsible for everything that is happening in Egypt," Badea told al-Jazeera Sunday. "Today is the hour of reckoning."

"The group does not take unilateral decisions without national forces," he said. "It will also seek to reach out to other political parties," he said, without elaborating.

"The Brotherhood is discussing the formation of a broad negotiating committee for political issues with ElBaradei to reflect the will of the people and to negotiate with the army," said Issam al-Erian, a senior member of the Muslim Brotherhood.

Morsi stressed that "the amendments announced by the Egyptian President came too late and were the demands of the people before 25 January last, but those demands are no longer enough after the drop of eight million demonstrators across the country."

"Today, the remnants of this falling regime are seeking dialogue with the different classes of the people and the opposition, which have long wanted dialogue and refused to be proud," said Kamal Halbawi, the former spokesman for the Muslim Brotherhood in the West and head of the Save Egypt Front.
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Indirect quotation of Muslim Brotherhood's voices also being used by AJA to report from Muslim Brotherhood's sources. Although indirect quotation does not use the exact words used by the speaker, the use of proper verbal process verbs particularly positive verbal processes such as 'stressed', 'emphasised' and 'repeated' provide good impressions on the speaker which his words were reported in the news. Hence, revealed the attitude of the news outlet in
supporting the Muslim Brotherhood as the most prominent opposition group in Egypt during the time of crisis. In term of the content of the Muslim Brotherhood's intertextuality, it is found that most of it were used to support the protestor's demands, particularly the call for the immediate resignation of President Mubarak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>The group said in a statement Monday that the State Security Investigation summoned the group's officials in the provinces and warned them to go down the street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>A member of the Muslim Brotherhood, Abdel-Moneim Abul-Fotouh said that the speech was not in the level of aspirations, calling on President Mubarak to leave, and appealed to the army to intervene to contribute to the rescue of the situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>He pointed out that the Muslim Brotherhood will issue a statement on Wednesday for detailed comment on the speech and what it said, stressing its total rejection of the speech, and said that the regime must respond to the demands of the people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>In a statement to the island, the deputy leader of the Muslim Brotherhood Rashad Bayoumi that the attacks on demonstrators in Tahrir Square give new evidence that it is unacceptable tolerance of the regime or accept the safe exit of President Mubarak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2/11</td>
<td>The group considered in a statement obtained by Al Jazeera Net on Sunday sit-ins constitutional right for the protesters as long as it was peaceful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>The Muslim Brotherhood renewed its commitment to the demand to step down Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.44: Intertextuality of Muslim Brotherhood using Indirect Quotation.
As the second-highest opposition voices reported in the corpus data of AJA during the time of crisis in Egypt, the voice of El-Baradei was reported similarly in reporting the Muslim Brotherhood's voices. Thus, most El-Baradei voices were reported using direct quotation and indirect quotation with the strategic use of the positive verbal process. Hence, it promotes positive impressions on El-Baradei. It is important to note that, although El-Baradei is the leader of the National Coalition of change AJA prefer to report on El-Baradei’s voices as his voice compared to reporting his voice as representing the voice of National Coalition of Change. Hence, the frequency result in Table 6.42 shows the number of intertextualities of El-Baradei as his voice, while the intertextuality frequency of National Coalition of Change refers to the voices representing the coalition which may come from El-Baradei himself or other coalition leaders.

Against, the use of direct quotation to report on El-Baradei voices, clearly shows that the outlet is providing ample access for El-Baradei as one of the most crucial antagonist leaders during the time of crisis to the construction of online news discourse. Similarly, although not using the exact words has been used by El-Baradei, indirect quotation also shows that the outlet is paying massive attention in reporting the voice of El-Baradei. Hence, treated him as the ‘in-group’. The strategic use of the positive verbal process in reporting El-Baradei voices furthermore cast positive lights on El-Baradei hence positively portrayed him as a strong leader in Egypt. However, it is noticed that, in the most occasion, AJA reported on el-Badrai voices from other sources in contrast to the way used by the outlet in reporting the voice of the Muslim Brotherhood and its leaders. Thus, El-Baradei voices in AJA corpus data were taken from other international agencies such as Reuters, CNN, Der Shebegil of Germany, Austrian newspaper and many more. This, in turn, shows that the outlet does not has direct access to ElBaradei’s voice as much as it has in reporting on the voice of the Muslim Brotherhood.
"The regime of President Hosni Mubarak is trembling and has reached the highest level of fear and tension in Tunisia."

ElBaradei told German weekly Der Spiegel that the Egyptians demonstrated in huge numbers in the streets for the first time "reflected the collapse of the culture of fear, which was fed by the regime of President Hosni Mubarak throughout his presence in power,

ElBaradei pointed out that "the only possibility of survival of the Egyptian regime alive and survival of a fate similar to what happened to his counterpart in Tunisia, requires the abandonment of Mubarak to run for a new presidency, the issuance of a new constitution, and call for free elections, and cancel the state of emergency imposed on the country for 29 years,

ElBaradei said in an interview with CNN "Unfortunately, he will extend the suffering here for six or seven months, he continues to polarise the country, continues to increase the anger of people, and may resort to violence." 

ElBaradei likened the events of the current Egyptian protests to an iceberg rolling and growing bigger and would not be able to stop it.

Table 6.45: Intertextuality of ElBaradei’s Voices using Direct Quotation.

"Looting is rampant everywhere in Egypt, and the army is unable to impose its control over things," El-Baradei told CNN. He added, "Egypt is burning and falling apart."

"We call on the Egyptian government to take measures to alleviate the suffering of the people and end the state of emergency," ElBaradei said in an interview with CNN.

ElBaradei denied the report in an Austrian newspaper that he would not run for the upcoming presidential elections. "It is not true if the people want to complete the process of change, they will not be humiliated by the Egyptian people," he said.
This came in an interview on Saturday with Al-Jazeera with ElBaradei, who said that the demonstrations and protests taking place in the governorates of the Republic are an expression of all segments of the people calling for a comprehensive change.

ElBaradei: I am not in touch with the Egyptian army - Reuters

He stated that a government of national unity was required, that the constitution should be amended and that free elections should be held.

ElBaradei urged Obama to call Mubarak to leave,

ElBaradei considered Mubarak's pledge not to run for president again a trick - Reuters

Table 6.46: Intertextuality of ElBaradei using Indirect Quotation.

Other Egyptian oppositions also being treated as the in-group by providing ample access for their voices being included in the online news discourse. Slightly different from the BBA, in the online news reports by AJA, the Egyptian non-partisan opposition groups have been given more coverage compared to Egyptian political parties. Hence, the National Coalition for Change, Kefaya Movement, the 6th April Movement and We all are Khalid Said Movement received more extensive use of intertextuality in the AJA online news compared to Egyptian opposition parties such as El-Wafd Party, El-Ghad Party and Tagammu Party. Furthermore, these opposition parties do not offer significant contributions in organising the mass protests compared to the enormous contributions of non-partisan Egyptian oppositions. Hence their voices have been given less attention by the news outlet.

The coordinator of the Kefaya movement Hamdi Qandil of the island that the regime - and the extent of attacks on demonstrators - gave the favourite gift a new impetus to move forward in its
movements and increased its insistence on adhering to its position demanding the resignation of the President immediately and without delay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>April 6 Movement warns its activists that the political forces are taking away their results or installing their votes to achieve partisan goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>For his part, the founder of the opposition Ghad Party Ayman Nour said Mubarak's speech was unacceptable because it did not meet the minimum demands of the people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>For his part, the Secretary-General of the opposition Rally Parties Sayed Abdel-Aal speech as &quot;frustrating,&quot; noting that the events of the protests are the most response to Mubarak's speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/11</td>
<td>As for the spokesman of the Wafd Party, Mohammed Shardi told Al-Jazeera that what came in Mubarak's speech is a welcome step, but we want more and implement many of the demands of the people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.47: Examples of Intertextuality from the sources of Egyptian Oppositions.

Another essential feature in the intertextuality of AJA is the outlet pays much attention to report on the voice of Muslim scholars or preachers who have substantial influential among the Egyptian society. During the revolution, these scholars were actively preached Egyptian and encouraged them to participate in the protest demanding for their right. Among the Muslim scholars and preachers who received a significant number of coverage in the corpus data are Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Sheikh Muzhir, Sheikh Muhamed Gibrail and Sheikh Ahmed Himlawi. For instance, AJA reported: In order to emphasise on the importance of these Muslim preachers in urging Egyptian to participate in the protest, AJA strategically reported on the voices of other non-Egyptian Muslim scholars who also show their support to the protestors' demand in Egypt. Hence, AJA reported that the Egyptian protestors not only received massive support from Egyptian Islamic preachers but also their demands were backed by other Islamic scholars abroad. For example, AJA reported that the Egyptian protestors received supports from Islamic leaders and scholars in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Iran.
29/1/11
Al-Qaradawi advised Mubarak to give up the presidency and leave Egypt. The country lost billions.

29/1/11
Al-Qaradawi said that Mubarak did not understand the message of the people and went out with a speech saying that he did not feel what was happening.

4/2/11
He called on Khatib Friday in Tahrir Square Sheikh Mizher Shahin demonstrators to patience and steadfastness in the field until their demands.

4/2/11
He added Sheikh Mezher "I recommend your patience and persistence, there are those who want to distract your path", "Everyone came to take his stolen right," he said.

10/2/11
In a Friday sermon, the preacher called on the "destruction of the National Party" and called him "the loser" and accused him of falsifying the parliamentary elections in all Egyptian governorates.

10/2/11
Sheikh Jibril stressed that the demonstrators would remain in Tahrir Square "Friday after Friday until legitimate demands are met."

5/2/11
Mahlawi added that it is necessary to correct the state institutions that have failed to do their part.

Table 6.48: Examples of Intertextuality of the Islamic Leaders’ Voices.

Non-Egyptian Islamic scholars

7/2/11 – Iran –
In his speech, Khamenei called on the Egyptian army to support the demonstrators against the regime of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak and "focus his attention on the Zionist enemy."

7/2/11 -
Many scholars expressed their rejection of the statements by the Mufti of Saudi Arabia and show their support for the demonstrations in Egypt, including the well-known Saudi preacher Sheikh Salman bin Fahd Al-Awda, the expert in the fundamentals of jurisprudence, and the president of the former Supreme Judicial Council and member of the Supreme Council of Scholars Sheikh Saleh Al-Luhaidan.
The general coordinator of the Kuwaiti Ummah Party and a teacher at the Faculty of Sharia at Kuwait University, Dr Hakim al-Mutairi, also considered that the revolution is obligatory when injustice prevails.

The most recent of which was a statement by the head of the Association of Sunni Scholars and a member of the World Union of Muslim Scholars, Ahmad al-Risouni, in which he stressed that it is incumbent upon the Egyptians to work on isolating and prosecuting President Mubarak and that he should "support all initiatives" aimed at overthrowing him "by all legitimate means possible."

Table 6.49: Examples of Intertextuality of the Islamic Leaders’ Voices.

In addition to providing massive access of antagonist voices to the construction of news discourse, AJA strategically utilised other non-antagonist sources to provide supporting voices to support the protestors' demands and positively portrayed the protest and protestors. These supporting voices are mostly consisted of the intertextuality of internationally well-known media outlets and International human right movements, particularly the Human Right Watch organisation and Amnesty International organisation. Despite these organisations are not based in Egypt and not been considered as among the Egyptian antagonist group, AJA has strategically utilised the intertextuality from these internationally well-known organisations to support the counter-hegemony discourse against the Egyptian government. Thus, AJA has carefully utilised the intertextuality from these international organisations at the background of the report on the ER events to positively portrayed that the protestors have received attention and support from the international communities. Hence, revealed that the outlet has successfully utilised the ‘logic of equivalence' to unite groups of different social actors under one huge group by having one shared goal. As a result, all the opposing voices against the Egyptian government have been gathered in one big group and being treated as the 'in-group'.
Therefore, AJA strategically utilised the intertextuality of foreign media reports to positively portrayed the protest and supported the protestors' demands. The corpus data shows that AJA has utilised the intertextuality by reporting the news from reputable news agencies such as Reuters, France news agencies, German news agency and Mondo newspaper of Spain. The examples in the table below show that the outlet has strategically utilised the intertextuality of foreign news agencies to portray the protest and the protestors positively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>News Agency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27/1/11</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Commenting on the events in Egypt, the El Mundo newspaper said Egypt was &quot;at a crossroads&quot;, saying that the protesters had surprised the Egyptian authorities, where Egypt had not witnessed massive demonstrations before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28/1/11</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>The French news agency Agence France-Presse that the Egyptian authorities arrested four of its correspondents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>The German news agency reported that there was a state of security chaos in Tahrir Square and that there were skirmishes between thieves who came to loot shops, and demonstrators formed human shields to protect public property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>Reuters quoted the protesters as saying that they had detained 120 of the attackers, stressing that they were members of the police and supporters of the ruling National Democratic Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>A group of NDP supporters were seen today heading towards Tahrir square; a Reuters news agency quoted witnesses as saying, warning that the clashes on Wednesday were repeated when many people stormed the field carrying white and musket weapons, along with others riding horses and camels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.50: Examples of Intertextuality of the Foreign Media’s News Reports.
These examples of intertextuality from the sources of well-known international media outlets have been used by the outlet to show that the protest has successfully gathered colossal support, hence forcing the government to fulfil the protesters' demands. France news agency report on the arrest of four of its correspondents has been used by AJA to negatively portray the Egyptian authority in limiting the freedom of media access in Egypt. Furthermore, AJA utilised the intertextuality of a German news agency to show that the protestors were protecting public properties from being robe by the thefts. The news reports from Reuters, on the other hand, were used by AJA to blame the members of NDP ruling party and the 'baltagiya' for the violent and casualties during the clash between Mubarak's supporters and the protestors at Tahrir Square. Hence, it provides a counter-argument to the accusations that the protestors when started the fight first and the authority had reacted accordingly made by the Egyptian government. All in all, by strategically utilised the intertextuality of internationally established news agencies such as the Reuters, France News Agency and German News Agency, positively portrayed the protest and the protestors, the outlet has provided a report from well-established and reliable sources which have been recognised by the international news agencies.

Interestingly AJA also utilised intertextuality from the sources of United Kingdom agencies other than the BBC. These news agencies are The Guardian, Daily Telegraph and the Observer. Examples of intertextuality from British media in AJA online news report are:

**The Guardian**

يجب أن تنتهي ديكتراتورية مبارك الآن ومن مصلحة الدول العربية المستبديّة أن تلتقي إلى موجة العصب في مصر وتتحدث تغييراً، هكذا استهلت دي أوبزير ففنتاليتها اليوم.

وقالت الصحيفة إن أيام العصب في مصر تغني نهاية أيام نظام حسني مبارك الفمي والمجلس الذي حكم البلاد على مدى 30 عاماً من خلال الخوف والشرطة السرية وقوانين الطوارئ والإعانات الأميركية وغياب مؤسّسة للبصيرة والتصور.

30/1/11

Mubarak's dictatorship must end now, and it is in the interest of the oppressive Arab countries to pay attention to the wave of anger in Egypt and make a difference, the Observer began its editorial today.

The newspaper said the days of anger in Egypt meant the end of the days of Hosni Mubarak's...
For instance, AJA strategically utilised the content of the main page of British weekly newspaper The Observer which frankly called to the end of the dictatorship of Mubarak in Egypt for the benefit of Arab countries in the Middle East. The Observer furthermore revealed its support to the protest in Egypt demanding for the full of injustice regime after 30 years of ruling Egypt with force and tread. Besides, AJA also utilised the news reports by the Daily Telegraph to show that the increasing support received by the Egyptian Revolution marked that El-Baradei is one step closer to replace Mubarak as the leader in Egypt. Finally, AJA strategically utilised the article wrote by Simon Tisdall, the foreign commentator in the Guardian of United Kingdom to blame the ‘baltagiya’ for the violent and casualties voices to the protestors and defending them from being accused as the one who started the chaos which caused many casualties. In another report by the Guardian, it revealed the wealth of President...
Mubarak and his family which also being included in the construction of news discourse by AJA to tarnish Mubarak's reputation and frame him as a corrupt leader.

Moving into the intertextuality of international human right organisations, it is found that AJA has utilised the voice of international human rights organisations to show international support for the protestors and their demands. These international organisations, namely Amnesty International, and Human Right Watch, have voiced their concerns about the breach of human rights during the protests in Egypt. Therefore, AJA strategically utilised these concerns voices by these internationally recognised organisations to show international support for the protestors and at the same time revealed the misconducts of the Egyptian Government in dealing with the peaceful demonstrations. For instance, AJA utilised the intertextuality from the sources of international human rights organisations was found in the news extracts below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>Hassiba Hadj Sahraoui, deputy director</td>
<td>Pros Edin Ahmed Gohar, deputy director of Amnesty International Middle East and North Africa program, urged the Egyptian authorities to rein in security forces to prevent further deaths among demonstrators, using live bullets and lethal force against them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/1/11</td>
<td>It also condemned the disruption of</td>
<td>Communications lines and the Internet in many areas of Egypt, and rely on the emergency law to impose a comprehensive ban on public demonstrations and granting broad powers to the security forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>International organizations, notably</td>
<td>Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, have also recorded what they consider to be human rights setbacks in recent years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2/11</td>
<td>It concluded an earlier report by Human</td>
<td>Rights that &quot;the Egyptian authorities continued to suppress political dissent in 2010, and disperse demonstrations and harassment of human rights activists in recent years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rights activists and the detention of journalists, bloggers and members of the Muslim Brotherhood."

The New York-based Human Rights Watch reported last week that torture in Egypt was a chronic problem and considered that the demand to end police abuses was a catalyst for mass demonstrations in the country.

Human Rights Watch also said Egypt's legal framework failed to fully criminalise torture in line with international law, another factor contributing to impunity.

Amnesty International congratulated Egyptian demonstrators on the fall of Mubarak and stressed the need to reform human rights in Egypt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/2/11</td>
<td>The New York-based Human Rights Watch reported last week that torture in Egypt was a chronic problem and considered that the demand to end police abuses was a catalyst for mass demonstrations in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/2/11</td>
<td>Human Rights Watch also said Egypt's legal framework failed to fully criminalise torture in line with international law, another factor contributing to impunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/2/11</td>
<td>Amnesty International congratulated Egyptian demonstrators on the fall of Mubarak and stressed the need to reform human rights in Egypt.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.52: Intertextuality from the sources of international bodies/organisations

In the term of the frequencies, the intertextuality of these international organisation appears in the AJA corpus data, it is found that the outlet utilised the most of intertextuality of Amnesty (22 times) which has been included in the AJA news report since the first day of the protest. The intertextuality of Human Rights Watch placed second with (16 times) Similarly, BBA also used the same intertextuality from the same organisations in the outlet news reports to provide details on the breach of human rights activities during the uprising events in Egypt. Hence both AJA and BBA shared the same strategy in supporting providing access to the voice of international human rights organisations in the construction of online news discourse. However, AJA added to the list of intertextuality from the source of international human right organisations another human right body known as the Arab Organisation for Human Right (AOHR). The AJA corpus data shows that the AOHR, which specifically focuses on the human rights issues in the Arab world was mentioned not less than nine times in the online news. The examples of intertextuality from AOHR which based in Cairo, Egypt and has another critical working office in London are as follow:
The Arab Organization for Human Rights condemned what it described as attacks on opposition demonstrators in Tahrir Square.

The head of the Arab Organization for Human Rights, lawyer Hani al-Dahla, said that the election fraud in favour of the ruling National Democratic Party represents the most prominent features of the era of the Egyptian president.

He added that "Mubarak's era characterised the political arrests of all trends until the number of political detainees to thirty thousand detainees during the period."

For its part, the Arab Organization for Human Rights in Britain expressed its deep concern about the grave violations committed by the security services against demonstrators since the revolution of change.

Amnesty International also condemned what it described as "persistent torture and other ill-treatment in police stations, prisons and detention centres of the SSI."

It concluded an earlier report by Human Rights that "the Egyptian authorities continued to suppress political dissent in 2010, and disperse demonstrations and harassment of human rights activists and the detention of journalists, bloggers and members of the Muslim Brotherhood."

Table 6.53: Intertextuality from the sources of the Human Rights Organisations

The discussion on the use of intertextuality by AJA to promote the Egyptian’s antagonist voices in the online news discourse will not complete without highlighting the intertextuality from the unnamed sources. Unique to the outlet, AJA utilised not less than (91 times) the intertextuality
from unnamed or unspecific source to provide details information on the protest events in various Egyptian, towns in favour of the protestors. The same sources also directly defend protestors from the accusations of theft, vandalism, chaos in the name of protestors. Besides, the unnamed sources provide details on the violent approaches used by the Egyptian authority in dealing with the protestors such as toucher, harassment, using the live bullet, and many more.

For instance, AJA reported:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>At a time when the sources told the island that two people were killed and wounded 300 others in a shooting at the demonstrators in the square.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>For his part, said a source for the island Net in Cairo that the supporters of Mubarak climbed the roofs of buildings in Tahrir Square and threw fireballs at the protesters,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>One of the sources said Al Jazeera Net that the past few hours had seen the disruption of the Internet again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources told Al Jazeera Net that it was agreed in the field of liberation to form a committee to serve as "the mind that runs the demonstrations."

"Besides the unnamed sources, AJA also utilised the intertextuality from briefly mentioned sources. Among these sources which recorded a significantly high number of frequencies in the corpus data are the intertextuality from sources mentioned only as 'local sources' and the sources of reporters'. It has been done without naming their news organisations, which most likely come from independent or freelance reporters or the sources which refused to declare their identity to avoid any adverse circumstances against them:

The significantly high number of intertextualities of unspecific sources in the AJA corpus data shows that AJA does not pay much attention in providing details of its news sources.
In contrast, the outlet was rather widely providing ample access to any sources which carries pro-antagonist voices in the construction of news discourse. Hence, providing a counter-hegemony discoursed from various sources even from unspecific sources. This, in return, shows that the outlet tends to provide intertextuality from unspecific sources which lead to the doubt of the reliability of the information taken from these sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/1/11</td>
<td>Local reporter — 29/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reporters told Al Jazeera that police had fired live ammunition at citizens in Suez on orders from leaders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/1/11</td>
<td>In the same context, Al Jazeera quoted a news source in Damanhour as saying that what he described as &quot;thugs&quot; threatened citizens with weapons near the Authority’s departments, and carried out looting and robbery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/11</td>
<td>The speaker, who declined to be named because security matters have not yet been settled, said he had no fear of any of their demands,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>According to press sources of Al Jazeera that there are a large number of wounded in Tahrir Square with fractures at the bottom of the skull, adding that the demonstrators are currently field medical clinics to aid the injured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2/11</td>
<td>The news agency quoted a senior official, speaking on condition of anonymity, that he agreed with the assessment of protesters and witnesses in Cairo that someone loyal to Mubarak launched armed gangs to intimidate protesters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/11</td>
<td>Other cities are witnessing similar demonstrations in Cairo and Alexandria, where about 100 thousand demonstrated in Ismailia, and like them in Zagazig and Damanhour, according to press sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.55: The Examples of Intertextuality of Local Sources
6.5 Conclusion

The analysis in this chapter examine the data discursively by explaining how intertextuality and interdiscursivity were used in the coverage of AJA and BBA. The discursive practice is the second dimension of Fairclough's framework and is concerned with the underlying notions and processes involved in news-making. The analysis explains the inclusion and exclusion of different voices throughout the event and explain how different types of reporting, such as direct reporting, indirect reporting, and strategic reporting, were used with each side differently. Besides, the analysis highlights how the voice of certain social groups have been included and excluded in each outlets' coverage, and why certain groups were given more comprehensive access to the construction of online news, and the two online news outlets have marginalised others.

The results of analysis revealed that AJA and BBA differ in reporting the voices of protagonists and antagonists in their news coverage of the Revolutions. BBA opted to consider Ben Ali and Mubarak as well as their allies of the former governments as the in-group. Hence, prefer to report on the authority voices rather than the antagonists. Therefore, Ben Ali and the Tunisian authorities during the Tunisian Revolution have widely reported directly and indirectly by BBA at least from the start of the first protest in Tunisia (18/12/2010) up until 14/1/2011 the day Ben Ali left Tunisia. On the other hand, AJA opted to be on the antagonists’ side by considering them as the in-group and bring comprehensive reports on the antagonist’s voices since the early stage of the Revolutions. By considering the antagonists as the in-group and the governments as the out-group, AJA was trying to counter-hegemony of the authorities’ voices.

The analysis also revealed some unique features of the intertextuality employed by the two outlets. First, both outlets utilised intertextualities from the neutral sources such as
eyewitnesses, human right organisations and non-political groups. However, AJA preferred to highlight the intertextuality of Islamist groups sources such as MB of Egypt, Ennahda of Tunisia, and Muslim scholars and preachers. Besides, AJA highlighted more on the voice of protestors outside Egypt who participated in the protests to show their solidarity with the Egyptian protestors. In contrast, BBA was prefer to highlight the intertextuality of the Western leaders which gave their concern on the development of the protests.
CHAPTER SEVEN:
ANALYSIS RESULTS: SOCIAL PRACTICES

7.1 Introduction

The analysis of how two international prominent online news outlets reported the two editions of the so-called the 'Arab Spring' in Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions shows a variation on all levels of analysis textually and discursively. Based on the results textual and discursive analysis, I extend the discussion in this chapter to investigate the broader socio-political context of the event. The analysis in this chapter aims to reveal features which contribute toward power abuse and social inequality. Hence, the present chapter focuses on the ‘critical’ dimension of the study, which considered as the third dimension of Fairclough's critical discourse analysis framework.

To fulfil the aim of this chapter, I critically analyse the background and historical information of the events by looking at the economic, social, and political aspects which potentially provide a better understanding of how the two online news outlets reported the revolutions and portrayed the antagonists and protagonists. Besides, I also look deeply at the two news outlets by focusing on the aspects of editorial, institutional and ideological of the outlets, which help to provide more information on the socio-political context of the event. Hence, based on the idea of ideological square suggested by Van Dijk’s (1995), I highlight the ideological structures which have been strategically utilised by the two news outlets on the textual level. On the discursive practise level, I discuss how the outlets employed group polarisation by differently portrayed the ‘in-group’ and the ‘out-group’. Also, in the light of Laclau and Mouffe (1985) concept of ‘Nodal Points of Identity’, I highlight how the voices reported in the online news have been grouped into two opposing groups based on their chain of equivalence.
The analysis of textual and discursive practices has revealed that the outlets do not stick to the same reporting strategy from the beginning of the event until the end. The two outlets have changed their reporting strategies at a certain point during the revolution. To be exact, 11th January 2011 for the Tunisian revolution and 3rd February 2011 for the Egyptian revolution marked the turning point for the outlets in shifting their reporting strategies of the events. To explain this shift in the outlets reporting strategies, I carefully examine the developments happened during these dates to find the socio and political reasons which caused the sudden change in the textual and discursive practice.

In term of the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic discourses as suggested by Gramsci (1971) and Laclau and Mouffe (1985), I elaborate how the investigated online news discourses represented the two opposing discourses during the 70 days of critical time which marked a significant change in the modern history of Tunisia and Egypt. Hence, BBC Arabic (BBA) represented the hegemonic discourses, while Aljazeera Arabic (AJA) represented the counter-hegemonic discourse.

I conclude this chapter by discussing the prospects for the media transition as a result of the 2011 Revolutions as it pertains to the overall political situation. I argue that despite the breakthroughs in the media situation; thus far, media transition does not take place without political change.

7.2 Group Polarisation on the Textual Level.

Van Dijk (1995) suggests that ideologies appear in polarised opinion, action or discourse. Hence, the discourse is characterised by the dichotomy of us verse Them. As a result, the ‘in-group’ (us) is portrayed positively, while the ‘out-group’ (them) is represented negatively. This is being done by utilising specific ideological structures and strategies. These ideological structures can be identified by examining the discourse structures which have been
used to portray the ‘in-group’ positively and negatively portray others (the out-group). The textual analysis of AJA and BBA online news coverage on the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions has revealed a consistency practice of group polarisation into two opposing groups namely: the ‘in-group’ and the ‘out-group’. In explaining this practice of group polarisation on the textual level, I focus on the way the outlet has strategically utilised ideological structures such as negative and positive lexicalisation and prediction, detailed description, attribution to personality and argumentative support in reporting the two revolutions events.

To begin with, the naming of Tunisian opposition parties during the uprising can be seen as one of the structures of group polarisation. The Tunisian opposition parties which clearly opposing Ben Ali such as Ennahda and the Tunisian communist party have always attached with the label ‘banned party’ when mentioned in the news texts. While the Tunisian opposition parties which worked closely with Ben Ali carry the label of ‘legalised’ political party. This to indicate that the ‘legalised’ oppositions are the only opposition recognised by Tunisian law. Hence, enjoyed the privilege of actively participated in political activities in Tunisia, including freely participated in the Tunisian general election. In contrast, the ‘banned' oppositions are the ‘outlaws' which been prevented from any political activities in the country. On top of that, the ‘legalised’ oppositions are those who cooperate closely with the government. Hence, they are allowed to work freely and being treated as the ‘in-group’ by the government. In comparison, the ‘banned’ oppositions were considered as the ‘out-group’ for refusing to support the government.

Another example for negative lexicalisation, AJA carefully named Bouaizizi’s action on 17th December 2010 as a ‘protest’, while BBA named the same action as ‘suicide’ which caused his death. By naming Bouaizizi’s action as a ‘protest’, AJA focused on the aim of his action caused by Bouaizizi’s dissatisfaction against the local authority. Hence, dismissed the details (setting self with fire) on how he carried his act of protest. In contrast, BBA opted to
highlight Bouazizi’s action by causing his own death after setting fire on himself. Thus, did not pay much attention to the reason for his action. Besides, the naming ‘protest' by AJA aimed to defend by the reasoning of Bouazizi strange action. Hence, indicated that AJA selected to treat Bouazizi as the ‘in-group’ by using positive lexicalisation in defending his action against the local authority. BBA, in contrast, opted to consider Bouazizi as the ‘out-group’ by naming his action as ‘suicide’. By naming Bouazizi's act as suicide, BBA not only portrays his action as useless and worthless but also it was unacceptable among the most Arab and Muslim communities for it is against the Islamic teaching and Arab value and culture.

Furthermore, the use of the term ‘millyuneah' by AJA to refer to the mass gathering of protestors in Egypt, reaching more than a million participants as targeted by the protestors also indicated a group polarisation. Therefore, AJA used the term to label the mass gathering based on the vast number of participants in the event, which aimed to depict that the gathering has successfully attracted millions of protestors. Thus, positively portrayed the protests have received an overwhelming response from the Egyptian. In contrast, BBA refuses to use the same term and only reported that the participants in these mass protests were merely a few hundred thousand. By using positive lexicalisations to positively portray the success of mass protests in gathering millions of protestors, AJA has treated the ‘protestors' as the ‘in-group'. In contrast, BBA acts reluctantly in portraying the events as it has archived its target of bringing a massive number of protestors.

Finally, AJA named the person (particularly among the protestors) who died during the uprising events as ‘martyr’ and its derivatives. Whereas BBA named them as ‘victims’. There are significant differences between the term of ‘victims’ and ‘martyr’ as the ‘martyr’ carries a distinctive meaning from the word ‘victim’. Martyr refers to a person who sacrifices his life for the sake of principle or someone willing to die for adhering to religious beliefs. The term derives from Arabic word of ‘shahid’ mean ‘witness’ or one who ‘testifies to the
truth’. By using the term AJA employed the religious rhetoric of ‘martydom’ which appeal to its overwhelmingly religious audience (Halverson et al, 2013). In other words, the use of ‘martyr' to refer to people who have been killed during the protests by AJA indicated that the online news outlet tries to exploit the religious and social meaning of the word which cannot be achieved from the word ‘victims'. Thus, by naming the people who died in the protests as ‘martyr', AJA portrayed them as religious warriors who have been killed during a holy war for defending their beliefs or protecting their rights. Hence, the ‘martyr’ and his family are highly regarded by Muslim society. It is indicated that AJA gave special recognition to the death of protestors during the event. Thus, it showed that the outlet was considered the protestors as the ‘in-group’.

The significance of utilising names and labels like ‘legalised’, ‘suicide’ and ‘martyr’ is they involve in shaping attitudes toward and event reported in the online news through the interpretation of it. The term ‘legalised' for instance, which has been used for political purposes has been used to positively depict the ‘in-group’ as the only recognised and acceptable political group in Tunisia. It also remarks that the other group (the banned Tunisia oppositions) as the ‘out-law groups which practised illegal political activities contradicting the Tunisian laws. Thus, the term ‘legalised' promotes not only positive political meaning but also indicates socially positive representations of the ‘in-group'. The same also applied to the significance of employing the term ‘martyr', which is socially and religiously associated with sacrifice and retaining rights. Hence, the one who died as ‘martyr' is high regards as a hero in his society. Therefore, the terms ‘legalised’ and ‘martyr’ are the positive lexicalisations which have been strategically utilised by the two news outlets to portray the ‘in-group' positively or, at least, to distance the ‘in-group' from the ‘others'.

In contrast, the term ‘suicide’ is considered as negative lexicalisations because it is contradicted with ‘martyr’ socially and religiously among most of the Arab and Muslim
community. If a ‘martyr’ is regarded as a hero for his brave act retaining his rights, an act of ‘suicide’ does not carry any significant impact compared to ‘martyr’. Thus, the term ‘suicide’ has been strategically utilised by BBA to portray the ‘out-group' negatively. Hence, marginalised the importance of the incident, which later on inspired the so-called ‘Arab Spring’.

Moving into the ideological structure of detailed description shows that BBA described the protestors as violators of norms and values practised by Tunisians and Egyptians for decades. The Tunisian protestors, in particular, have been described by the outlet as making troubles and breaking laws, causing destruction, turmoil and chaos which almost paralysed all daily activities in the country. This never happened before as the mass protest rarely occurred in Tunisia before the revolution. The Egyptian protestors also being negatively described as disobeying the enforcement of emergency law, halting traffic movements in Cairo and the other Egyptian cities, throwing stones and glasses at security forces, causing fire, damaging government offices, looting and robbery and threatening the security of local resident. Furthermore, the leaders of antagonist groups were referred to with little or no detail, BBA did provide some details on ElBaradei who lead the Egyptian oppositions during the 2011 revolution, particularly on his well-known international reputations. However, it is still very little compared to the detailed descriptions provided by BBA on President Mubarak of Egypt and President Ben Ali of Tunisia. Besides, ElBaradei has a minimum contribution to the Egyptian political activities compared to Mubarak, who has lead Egypt for 30 years. Hence, BBA presented in detail about highlighting Mubarak’s achievements and the international recognitions on him for his efforts in securing the stability in the region. Particularly, Mubarak’s prominent role in the peace process between Israel and Palestine.

In term of argumentative support, BBA has strategically reasoning the negative actions of the ‘in-group’ were a response to more negative actions caused by the ‘out-group’. For
instance, the news article generally described the security forces’ tolerance with the protestors or shooting them with rubber bullets or shooting fire to air. These negative actions come as a result of the protestors themselves have not listened to the warning, or they have started to attack the security forces with stones and sharp objects. Hence, the stiff actions taken by the security forces were merely described by BBA as ‘act of self-defence’ from the protestors’ violent.

It is important to note that BBA started its online news coverage on the protest events and the protestors in Tunisia by portraying them extremely unfavourable. BBA opted to highlight the negative side of the protest and marginalised the protestors’ demands. However, the outlet changed their strategy to report on the international pressures on Ben Ali, urging him to stop the violence against the protestors and start to listen to their demands days before Ben Ali departed Tunisia. BBA completely change their side after Ben Ali left Tunisia on 14th January 2011 and started to highlight the unjust, nepotism and corruption practised by Ben Ali’s regime for decades. Although BBA news coverage on the Egyptian protestors was started not in the extremely negative tone as the Tunisian Revolution, BBA was reluctant to portray the protest in Egypt will turn into a revolution as happened in Tunisian. Hence, BBA still considered the Egyptian government as the ‘in-group', and the protestors are the ‘out-group’. However, the thing started to change after 3rd February 2011, when the outlets intensify their report on the international (mainly from the United States) pressures against the Egyptian government particularly in depressing the protestors with violence which caused many casualties. Ultimately, on 11th February, Mubarak stepped down, and BBA immediately changes their side by praising the Egyptian protestors for their courage and dignity in overthrowing the Mubarak’s regime.

In comparison, AJA tries to provide ‘balanced' coverage of the two revolutions by reporting on both sides of the conflict. However, the antagonists mainly the protestors are
mostly at the centre of attention in the online news articles. Hence, indicating that AJA treated them as the ‘in-group’. Therefore, since the very beginning of protest events happened in a remote area of Sidi Bouazid, up until both Ben Ali and Mubarak lost their power, the outlet has provided detailed descriptions with the protests and protestors. AJA consistently reported the full spread of protests all over Tunisian and Egyptian cities. It highlighted the success of protests in attracting much bigger crowds than what has been targeted by the organiser. AJA also emphasised on the protestors' demands by strategically quoted their slogans and chanted words during the protests. Moreover, the outlet treated the protestors as ‘in-group' by using precisely the name chosen by the protestors. This can be seen in naming the protest in Egypt with unique Friday names such as ‘Friday of Anger', ‘Friday of Rage' and ‘Friday of Departure'. Hence, indicated that the outlet is acknowledging the protestor's demands.

The thing started to become very obvious when the peaceful protest in Tunisian turned into violent by 10th January 2011. In the Egyptian revolution, AJA started to give an obvious priority to the ‘Protestors' rather than ‘Mubarak' after the ‘camel battle' on the 2nd February 2011. This is being done by dramatically marginalising the authority voices. Even, when the voice of authority is being reported in the news, the negative verbal process was strategically utilised to negatively portrayed the speakers. Besides, AJA utilised negative presuppositions more intensify about the Tunisian and Egyptian government compared to before, which also promoting negative connotations on the authorities by making its appeared for granted.

All in all, both AJA and BBA tended to take sides in reporting the two revolutions events. As a result, the online news reports by both outlets seems to be describing an opposing event. This happened because of each of AJA and BBA has a different ‘in-group' and ‘out-group'. Thus, the outlet portrayed what they considered as the ‘in-group' positively, while the ‘out-group' has been described negatively by strategically utilising the lexicalisation and predication, presupposition and verbal process. Also, both outlets utilised four discourse
structures which help to reveal the ideological stand of each outlet. These four discourse structures are negative and positive lexicalisation, detailed description, attribution to personality and argumentative support.

7.3 Group Polarisation on the Discursive Practice Level.

The analysis of intertextuality revealed the online news outlets' stand in reproducing relations of power. This is being done by allowing specific group full access to the construction of the discourse while marginalising others. Hence, indicating whether the outlet is preserving the powerful or countering them. When the protest started in Tunisia, BBA showed an interest in including voices of the ‘in-group’ (the Tunisian authority) and the voice of the ‘out-group’ particularly the protestors and the ‘banned’ Tunisian oppositions are disappeared. BBA opted to consider Ben Ali and his allies of the Tunisian government as the in-group hence prefer to report on the authority voices rather than the antagonists. Therefore, the voice Ben Ali have widely reported by using direct and indirect quotations from the start of the first protest in Tunisia (18/12/2010) up until 14/1/2011 the day Ben Ali left Tunisia.

The outlet pays much attention in bringing Ben Ali voices using direct quotations, particularly his speeches and promises aimed to calm the anger of protestors. To support Ben Ali’s voice, other ‘in-group’ voices received considerable attention by the outlet through the concept of chain of equivalence. Hence, the voice of Ben Ali’s ministers, senior government officers, the voice of eyewitnesses has been reported widely using direct and indirect quotations in the online news reports to provide ‘official’ information of the event and highlight the Tunisian government efforts in dealing with the situation. Thus, by opting to be on Ben Ali’s side during the time of crisis through, BBA was trying to preserve the hegemony of Ben Ali on Tunisia. Hence, the outlet strategically utilised the Tunisian authority voices
and other supportive voices of eyewitnesses to become the most dominant voice in the online news.

When the voice ‘out-group' has been included in the online news, later on, it is only focusing on individual leaders of Tunisian unions which showed their support to the protests, not the protestors themselves. Even so, the voice of Tunisian authority is the most dominant in the news text as the ‘out-group' voice only appeared at the background of the news. In addition, the voice of Tunisian oppositions has been reported briefly in the online news articles. However, this only limit on the ‘legal’ Tunisian oppositions which worked closely with Ben Ali’s government. Again, by selecting to report only from the ‘legal' Tunisian oppositions indicated that the groups were considered as the ‘in-group'. This has been done through the concept of chain of equivalence for their shared interest with the Tunisian government. Hence, BBA has silenced the voice of Tunisian's protestors, and the ‘banned' Tunisian oppositions as these group do not share any similarities and oppose the Tunisian government.

Similarly, during the early stage of the Egyptian uprising, BBA prefers to report on the Egyptian authority voices rather than the protestors. Hence, indicated that the outlet considered Mubarak and his government as the ‘in-group' which received full access to the discourse construction. On the other hand, the voice of Egyptian protestors and the Egyptian oppositions have been sidelined by the outlets at least during the early days of mass protests. The voice of Mubarak, for instance, have been reported using direct quotations and strategic quotes which aimed to highlight the specific phrases used by Mubarak in his words. Hence, BBA regularly reported on Mubarak speeches and promises by portraying it as the official feedback to the protest events.

To support the voice of Mubarak, other ‘in-group' voices also received significant attention by the outlet through the concept of chain of equivalence. These ‘in-group'
supportive voices include the voice of Mubarak's cabinet members, particularly his Vice President, Egyptian Prime Minister and other Mubarak senior ministers. Most of the time, the voice of Egyptian officers were used to provide official government statements of the situation in Egypt and to refute the claims made by the protestors. Also, the voice of eyewitnesses and local and foreign news representatives have been strategically utilised to support the voice of the Egyptian government. Through the concept of ‘chain of equivalence,’ these supportive voices have been grouped together based on their similarities for supporting Mubarak and standing with his side. Thus, the outlet has provided comprehensive coverage on these ‘in-group’ voices, while the ‘out-group' voices particularly the voice of protestors and the Egyptian oppositions only appeared at the background of the news report at least during the early days of mass protest.

In contrast, AJA preferred to report on the protestors voice rather than the voice of authority. Hence, the voice of the protestors is the most dominant in the outlet online news articles for both Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions. During the early days of protests in Tunisia, AJA tends to include voices of Tunisian opposition leaders and Tunisian labour unions leaders using direct and indirect quotations. These voices loudly support the protestors’ demands and directly criticised the Tunisian government. The ‘official’ response from the Tunisian government was only being reported almost a week after the first protest started. Following that, the first response of the protest from Ben Ali was only being reported by the outlet almost ten days after the protest started. Even when the voice of Ben Ali has been included in the online news, it was done mostly using indirect quotation and scared quote to distance the outlet from Ben Ali’s words. Using the concept of equivalence, the voices of other members of the Tunisian government (Ben Ali's allies) were treated by the outlet as the voice of ‘out-group'. Hence, they have been marginalised by AJA. These voices are the voice of Tunisian ministers particularly Ghannouchi the then Ben Ali's prime minister, government
officers and Tunisian security forces. The outlet has sidelined these voices as it shared the same interest with Ben Ali in defending the hegemonies discourses of Tunisia. On the other hand, the voices of ‘banned' Tunisian oppositions and Tunisian labour unions have been strategically utilised by AJA to support the voice of the protestors. These voices represent the voice of antagonist, which challenged the dominance of Ben Ali during the revolution. Hence, AJA opted to consider these voices as ‘in-group' which received prominent focus in the online news texts.

The same strategy has also been applied in the outlet's online news coverage of the Egyptian revolution. Although AJA tried to provide balanced coverage of the event by reporting from both sources, the government and the protestors. It is the voice of protestors exists prominently and dominantly in the news texts. Hence, indicated that AJA considered the protestors as the ‘in-group'. Thus, it has been given full access to the construction of news discourse. AJA also strategically utilised other supportive voices to enhance the prominence of protestors voices in the online news discourse. By using the concept of ‘logic of equivalence' the voices of Egyptian oppositions, activists and eyewitnesses have been grouped together for supporting the protestors' demands. When the International leaders have started to put pressure on Mubarak, asking him to step down, the outlet strategically treated these voices to support the protestors' demands. Hence, considered all these voices as the voice of ‘in-group' for their share in one common interest, namely demanding Mubarak to step down.

On the other hand, the voice of Mubarak and his government has been marginalised. Hence, showed the outlet had treated them as the ‘out-group’. The analysis of intertextuality revealed that the voice of Mubarak most of time has been reported using indirect quotation and scared quote to distance the outlet from Mubarak's words. Concerning this, the voice of Mubarak associates such as his ministers and senior government officers have been reported most of the time using indirect quotation and scared quote.
The analysis results of intertextuality furthermore indicate that AJA provided special attention to the protestors' demands by repeatedly reporting on their slogans and chanted phrases during the protest events. Besides, AJA utilised names and labels proposed by the protestors themselves, such as the name of Friday's protests. This indicates that the outlet acknowledged the protestors' demands, hence, treated their voice as the ‘in-group'. In comparison, BBA marginalised the protestors' demands by reporting on them only at the background of the news. Even when reporting on these demands, most of the time, it was done using the scared quote to distance the outlet from these demands or at least to indicate that the outlet is not necessarily supported these demands. Thus, revealed that the outlet had sidelined the protestors' demands for it represented the voice of ‘out-group’.

7.4. Shifting Point.

The analysis of the textual and discursive practice of AJA and BBA revealed that the two online news outlets had made a change in their reporting strategies during the ‘time of crisis'. Although the change is more drastic in BBA compared to AJA, both outlets stand with the protestors after Ben Ali departed Tunisia on 14th January 2011 and when Mubarak stepped down on 11th February 2011. Before these dates, both outlets stood with a different side of the conflict. The analysis on the textual level showed BBA utilised negative lexicalisations and negative presuppositions to portray the dark side of protests and the protestors up until 11th January 2011 for the Tunisian revolution. Similarly, the negative lexicalisations and negative presuppositions have been strategically deployed to describe the Egyptian protestors and their actions only before 3rd February 2011. BBA changed their strategy from totally silencing the voice of Tunisian protestors to start reporting from protestors sources after 10th January 2011. This has been done by reporting the voice of the protestors using positive verbal process. In
term of the Egyptian revolution, BBA shifted from marginalising the voice of protestors to reporting on them using positive and neutral verbal processes beginning 4th February 2011.

AJA, on the other hand, showed support to the protestors in Tunisian and Egypt since the beginning of the revolution. At the same time, the outlet tried to balance their coverage by not dismissing the authority side. However, the use of negative presuppositions by the outlet become more explicit about Ben Ali government beginning from 11th January 2011. Furthermore, before 11th January 2011, the outlet utilised all types of verbal process to refer to both sides the Tunisian government and the protestors. However, after the date, the outlet only used a negative verbal process to refer to Ben Ali and his government. A similar consistent pattern also found in term of AJA coverage on the Egyptian revolution. After 3rd February 2011, the outlet has only utilised negative presuppositions about the Egyptian government, whereas prior to this, positive presuppositions have been used to report on Mubarak and his government. AJA also tried to provide balanced coverage of the Egyptian revolution by utilising all three types of verbal process for both the government and the protestors. However, the thing started to completely change after 3rd February 2011, as the only negative verbal process has been used to refer to the Egyptian government side.

The analysis of intertextuality on the discursive practice level revealed BBA marginalised the voices of Tunisian antagonists before 11th January 2011. Being exempted from this, are the voice of several Tunisian unions leaders and leaders of ‘legalised’ Tunisian oppositions who worked closely with Ben Ali’s government. However, after the date, the outlet has started to include the voices of protestors and ‘banned’ oppositions leaders who live in exile outside Tunisia. In term of the Egyptian revolution, BBA tries to provide more balanced coverage of the Egyptian event compared to the Tunisian by reporting from both sides of the Egyptian conflict. However, the sources of Egyptian authority were the most
prominent in the news before 3rd February 2011. After the date, the outlet started to provide broader access for the protestors' voices to be included in the news.

In contrast to BBA, AJA only started to include the Tunisian the authority voices seven days after the first process started. Hence, AJA focused on bringing more opposition voices to the news report since the early stage of uprising compared to the voice of the Tunisian government. However, when the Tunisian authority started to provide official responses to the event, the outlet included these authoritative voices of the Tunisian government in their online news articles. However, most of the time, the voice of Tunisian authority was provided as the background of the news. Ultimately, after 11th January 2011, the voice of the Tunisian government has been marginalised by the outlet. Moving into AJA news report of the Egyptian revolution, it is found that the outlet has reported on the voice of both sides of the Egyptian conflict prior 3rd February 2011. After the date, the voices representing the Egyptian government have been sidelined. In contrast, the voices of protestors and the Egyptian oppositions have been reported intensively by the outlet.

All in all, 11th January 2011, for Tunisia and 3rd February 2011 (for Egypt) marked as the important dates for the shift in news reporting strategy practised by AJA and BBA during the time of crisis. In term of Tunisia, three essential events happened between 6th January and 11th January 2011. Which gave considerable momentum to the protestors and changed the scene not only in Tunisia but also internationally. These three significant events are:

1) On 6th January 2011 and onward, thousands of lawyers, teachers, and other professional workers went on strike to show their protests.

2) Between 10th and 11th January 2011, the protests turned ugly as the police used violently to deal with protestors and the military were deployed in many Tunisian cities.

3) As a result, leaders of the United States and European countries have started to show their deep concern in the way the protestors have been treated in Tunisia.
In term of the first event, it is worth to note that the Egyptian revolution begins with a small scale of protest in a remote area of Tunis. The protest this early stage was participated by mostly rural people and unemployed young man. However, when the protest reached Tunisian capital and other Tunisian significant cities, the protest has attracted much more participants, including professionals, doctors, lawyers and teachers. Hence, the strike beginning from 6th January 2011 marked a significant development for the protestors as their efforts have been well supported by many Tunisian regardless of their social and economic status.

Moreover, the protests reached its highest peak between 10th and 11th January 2011. In response to that, the police used violent approaches in dealing with protestors. Hence, caused many casualties, and many others have been arrested. This development forced the military to safeguard many areas of Tunisia, and the country has been put under curfew. Ultimately, as a result of violent clashes between the police and the protestors, the United States administrations and the European leaders have raised their pressure on Ben Ali over his failure in dealing with the protestors.

For the Egyptian revolution, there are two significant events happened in Egyptian just before 3rd February 2011. These important events are:

1) The United States pulls its support to Mubarak, thus caused other international leaders to put pressures on him to listen to the protestors.

2) The so-called ‘Battle of the camel’ between Mubarak supporters and the protestors.

Looking at these crucial developments of both TR and ER, it can be summarised into two critical points which caused the shift in the two outlets news coverage strategies of the events. The first important point is: The protest has reached its highest peak, and secondly the international superpower, particularly the United States, pulled their support to the regimes. To begin with, although the protest has reached the Tunisian capital at the end of December
2010, many Tunisians were preferred to restore their daily life after being affected by a series of strikes and protests. However, when the Tunisian professionals such as lawyers, doctors and teachers join the strike and violently treated by the security forces, Tunisian started to change their minds towards the government and show their sympathy to the protestors. As a result, the number of protestors increased dramatically during the 10th and 11th January 2011 protests which recorded more violent clashes and increased number of casualties.

Similarly, the so-called ‘Battle of camel' in Tahrir Square of Cairo, Egypt marked the highest peaks of protest in Egypt. Before that, the protest in Egypt had already gathered a hundred thousands of protestors. However, the protest almost lost its tremendous momentum after Mubarak made changes in his government and gave promises of significant reform to the Egyptian. Mubarak fully utilised his speeches broadcasted live in the Egyptian national television to reach every Egyptian and win their heart with his soft tone but fully determine for a reform. Besides, many typical Egyptian were getting back to their daily life after severely affected by the mass protests. However, the so-called ‘Battle of the Camel’ went into a completely wrong direction with Mubarak’s promises.

During the clash, Pro-Mubarak supporters and the thugs have known as ‘baltaqiyya' attacked the anti-government protestors in Cairo, particularly in Tahrir Square. It was a surprise for many Egyptian that the attack has been carried out with permission from government officers to frighten the protestors. (Ghannam,2012:33). Also, the Egyptian army who are responsible for securing the Tahrir Square were seen allowing the ‘baltaqiyya’ to enter the are without any restriction. Hence, led the Egyptians to give their sympathy to the protestors (Holmes,2012) after seeing the live footage of the brutal event widely shared in the social media. The ‘Battle of the Camel' is regarded as the most violent clash during the uprising in Egypt, which caused nearly dozen of death and almost a thousand injuries. Although, the then Egyptian Home Minister immediately denied the government had been
brought up to the justice. Among them the speakers of Egyptian parliament Fathi Srur and Safwat al-Sherif who was the Secretary-General of the then Egyptian ruling party National Democratic Party (NDP).

The influence of international superpower of the event is undeniable. The United States, in particular, has a significant presence in both Egypt and Tunisia. Egypt is one of the United States closest allies in the Middle East, mainly due to the vital role played by Egypt in the Israel and Palestine issues. As a result, after the 1979 Camp David Accords, Egypt heavily relied on the U.S annual aid by receiving more than $ 1.5 billion yearly to fund the overall country budget (Ibid). When the first protests started in Egypt during the time of crisis on 25th January 2011, the U.S maintained their support to Mubarak by viewing the protests as a domestic issue which could be solved effectively through a serious dialogue between all the parties. At the same time, the U.S administration was concern about the safety of protestors and urged the authority to allow them to express their view freely. However, by the end of January 2011, President Obama started to reduce his support to Mubarak and asked him to consider a power transition plan. Hence, indicated that the U.S was no longer stands with Mubarak and started to consider a new successor of Mubarak which will provide the end to the crisis.

Although Tunisia under the leadership of Ben Ali did not receive special privilege from the United States as much as Mubarak in Egypt, Tunisia was considered as one of the United States essential clients in the region (Falk, 2011). Ben Ali's government was dependent on the United States. Hence, Ben Ali worked closely with the United State policy by opening Tunisia to the United States and European foreign investments and cooperated with the American in fighting the ‘Islamists’ and ‘terrorists’. Thus, Tunisia is a crucial United States partner in the effort to fight Al-Qaeda link and global terrorism in Africa through the Trans-Saharan Counterterrorism Initiative (Black, 2011). In short, Ben Ali has been a useful ally of the ‘west;
for 23 years of his reign, and his government was assumed to be immune to severe challenges for its abuse of power as the reports on the human rights violations in Tunisia have been ignored by the United States (Falk, 2011). As a result, it was at the final stage of the protest when the United States and the European leaders have only started to raise their concern on the situation in Tunisia. France in particular, the greatest allies of Tunisia and Sarkozy, the then President of France enjoyed a great relationship with Ben Ali has maintained his support to Ben Ali until the day he departed Tunisia.

The ‘West’ treated the two revolutions of Tunisia and Egypt with double standard. Hence, the Western leaders found themselves in a difficult situation, between preserving their strong relationship with Ben Ali and Mubarak’s regimes and supporting the protestors’ rights to voice out their concerns. Supposedly, the Western powers should support these revolutions because they always urge Arab governments particularly in Tunisia and Egypt to respect human rights and promote democracy. However, the West must protect their crucial economic interests gained from their strong relationship with the old Arab dictatorships. Thus, resulted into a gap between the political discourse and the real reaction from the Western leaders towards the rapid events of the revolutions.

The Western powers particularly the EU and the US have always paid a lot of attention to the Arab countries. The location of Arab countries in the Middle East and Northern Africa provides a strategic geographical location which link the West to East and vice versa. Besides, the relation between the Western leaders and the Arab leaders gives a direct impact on Israel security. Moreover, the Middle East hold approximately 54% of world oil reservoir and 43% of global natural gas reserves. Hence, any conflict in the region will cause severe impact on the future of oil-dependent economies (Dadush & Dunne, 2011). Western countries always emphasise on the reforms in the Arab countries particularly in the area of freedom of speech and the rights for peaceful assembly, rule of law, human rights and democratic political
approaches. Thus, in the early reaction of the Western leaders towards the AS, they welcomed the people’s uprising and called upon the Arabs governments to allow peaceful gatherings (Hollis, 2012). However, the Western powers seemed not prepared for a power change in the Arab countries because they enjoyed vast economic and political advantages from their cooperation with the existing Arab regimes.

All in all, these crucial developments of the protests reached its highest momentum and the West, particularly the U.S has pulled its support have brought massive impact to the wave of protests in Tunisia and Egypt. At the same time, the government of Ben Ali and Mubarak become relatively weaker for not only facing pressures from their people but also the international leaders particularly the international superpower the United States of America. Hence, led the outlets to shift their reporting strategy and eventually change their side after the fall of Ben Ali's and Mubarak's regimes.

7.5. Hegemonic Discourse and Hegemonic Intervention.

As Blommaert (2005) mentioned, dominant social groups always find a way to normalise their discourse by controlling institutions, the media institutions in particular, which produce discourse. By controlling the media, the dominant social group turn media institutions to become their tools for sustaining hegemony in society. As the representative of Western ideological structure, during the revolutions up until the West pulled their support of the Egyptian and Tunisian governments, BBA was on the side of Ben Ali and Mubarak. The main reason for that is that Ben Ali and Mubarak were considered as the Western's allies and their existence in power is vital to safeguard the Western policies and their influence of the region. Hence, both Ben Ali and Mubarak were heavily backed by the Western superpower even though many Egyptians and Tunisians went out to protest against their leaders. However, one day after Ben Ali departed Tunisia and the day following Mubarak’s resignation, BBA
switched sides from ferociously criticising the protesters and backing the regimes to praising the revolution and criticising the Ben Ali and Mubarak.

In contrast to BBA, AJA represented the counter-hegemonic discourse during the Revolutions. As the motto of Al-Jazeera proudly states ‘giving voice to the voiceless’, AJA fully utilised their workforce to bring forward the voice of the other side of the conflict. Hence, the outlet proudly stated in their websites for the achievement in providing a voice of hopes, dreams and visions of millions of Arab people who want to live free from the autocratic regime and dictatorship. As a result, Aljazeera network faced many restrictions from many Arab countries, even before the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ has started. Although the Qatari government does not have any direct link to the outlet, many believed that Aljazeera is the ‘soft power’ of Qatar. Hence, when an Arab government decided to cease Aljazeera operation in their country or prevent the satellite access to Aljazeera channel, they also cut the diplomatic tie with Qatar.

Looking specifically on the relationship between Tunisia and Aljazeera, it showed that Aljazeera not always welcomed in Tunisia for their controversial news coverage against the Tunisian government. For instance, in October 2006, Tunisia cut their diplomatic ties with Qatar in the act of protest, after Aljazeera invited Mounchef Marzouqy (Tunisian opposition leader living in exile in France) to be a guest in one of the channel programs. During the controversial interview, Marzouqy loudly calls Tunisian to launch civil disobedience against the government. In 2009 almost a year before the 2011 revolution, the Tunisian government blocked the access to Al-Jazeera.net, particularly the Arabic news portal (AJA) (Al-Jazeera, 28 December 2010). The Tunisian authority has accused the news portal was responsible for promoting ‘terrorist' and 'crime' activities. The decision comes during the time in which the AJA news portal recorded one of the most accessible online news sites in Tunisia. Ultimately, during the TR, to be precise ten days after the first protest started in Bouzid, the Tunisian parliament condemned Aljazeera news coverage of the protest events (Ibid). The Tunisian
parliament claimed *Aljazeera* provided misleading facts about the protest. Thus, they urged the Tunisian government to take severe actions against the outlet for their continues political motivated actions in causing instability in Tunisia. All these indicated that *Aljazeera* had provided counter-hegemonic discourses long before the 2011 revolution started. As a result, the Tunisian government was not so tolerated of these discourses which threatened their power dominance in Tunisia. Hence, on many occasions, *Aljazeera* faced actions from the Tunisian government severely.

Ultimately, during the revolution, *AlJazeera* network and AJA in particular, double the effort to bring forward the voices of protestors and the Tunisian oppositions by making their voices the centre of attention in the outlet news report. Thus, AJA was the first in providing a full and comprehensive report on Bouazizi ‘Strange' act on 17th December 2010 after being widely speculated in Social Media. It was that time when other news outlets have marginalised the event, which later on inspired the wave of revolution in many Arab countries. AJA was also the first to link the protests towards the anti-government demands. This has been done by including the voices of Tunisian opposition leaders who mostly live in exile criticising the government and President Ben Ali in particular. As a result, the outlet news coverage not only brought forward the protestors' initial demands of providing jobs opportunities and enhanced their social and economic status but also went a step further, to include the demanding Ben Ali to step down.

*Aljazeera* since its early of formation in 1996, has begun to criticise Mubarak which invited counter-responses from the Egyptian government and the Egyptian media outlets. *Aljazeera* was being accused of spreading misleading facts to cause instability in many Arab countries, including Egypt. During the 2011 Egyptian revolution, AJA continues the same momentum of comprehensive coverage of the Tunisian Revolution to report on revolution event in Egypt. A day after Ben Ali left Tunisia and ten days before the first protest started in
Tahrir Square of Cairo, AJA speculated about the next potential Arab country which potentially caused a revolution as happened in Tunisia (AJA 15 January 2011). As the Egyptian groups such as ‘We All Khalid Said, the ‘6th April Movements’ and other Egyptian youth movements were preparing for a massive protest against corruption and injustice on Egyptian police days on 25 January 2011, AJA predicted Egypt was the most potential country to be hit by a wave of revolution which may cause a change of power in Egypt.

The counter-hegemony discourse provided by Aljazeera was unacceptable by the Egyptian government. The Egyptian state-controlled Media Al-Ahram, for instance, described Aljazeera as launching a conspiracy against the Egyptian government and spreading poisons among Egyptian (Al-Ahram 28 January 2011). As a result, the Egyptian government took severe actions against Aljazeera as many of the outlet correspondents were assaulted, threatened or arrested by the Egyptian authorities, their journalist equipment have been seized or smashed. (AJA, 31 January 2011). On the day the so-called the ‘Battle of Camel’ occurred, Aljazeera signal broadcasted through Nilecat (own by an Egyptian Satellite Company) has been terminated based on the order from the Egyptian government (AJA 2 February 2011). Hence, forced the outlet to rely on other Arab satellite networks to broadcast their news inputs to the Egyptian viewers. Despite the cut off from the Nilecat satellite network, Aljazeera continues to spread comprehensive counter-hegemony discourse of the event. As a result, AJA reported on 4th February 2011, that the news portal was facing several attacks to paralyse the outlet website (AJA 4 February 2011). Besides, many Aljazeera correspondents were either assaulted or arrested and Aljazeera office in Cairo was broke in and severely damaged (AJA 5 January 2011).

BBA, on the other hand, does not face many restrictions from the authority. During the Tunisian revolution, BBA opted to provide hegemonic voices supporting Ben Ali and his government. The main reason for that is that Ben Ali received massive support from the
Western Superpower. Hence, Ben Ali must be protected from challenges against him. By standing with Ben Ali during the revolution, BBA not only negatively portrayed the protesters but also criticised Tunisian oppositions and foreign media for exploiting the event for their political interest. Furthermore, BBA provided a comprehensive report on Ben Ali's great achievements in developing Tunisia to become an example of a moderate country in the region. This is to say, BBA has opted to preserve the hegemonies discourse in Tunisia despite Ben Ali's government received a significant challenge from the protectors and antagonists. However, BBA started to take a turn from fully supporting Ben Ali after the protests turned violent during the final stage of the protest. During the violent clash between the protestors and Tunisian security forces on 11th January 2011, many news correspondents have been assaulted or detained including from the BBC. (BBA, 12 January 2011). At the same time, the U.S and European leaders have started to reduce their support on Ben Ali and urged him to provide an urgent solution to the crisis.

Moving into Egypt, it is safe to say that the outlet has an essential existence in the country. This is because Cairo, the capital city of Egypt, hosts an office for the outlet which works closely with the main studio of BBC International in London. BBA office in Cairo is the operation centre for most of the outlet correspondents in the Middle East region. However, it does not mean that the BBA enjoyed great privilege in providing news coverage of the Egyptian revolution events. BBA repeatedly reported that their correspondences had been assaulted and their equipment have been seized by the Egyptian authority (BBA, 2nd February 2011) Learned from the rich experience of news coverage during the Tunisian Revolution. BBA tried to provide balanced coverage of the event. However, the outlet largely maintained its support to Mubarak, hence preserve the hegemonic discourse in Egypt at least during the early stage of the revolution. Again, as the strongest ally of Western superpower, the existence
of Mubarak was vital to protect the Western interest of the region. Hence, the Mubarak government must be protected from the antagonist's attacks.

All in all, during the Tunisian Revolution and subsequently in the Egyptian revolution, AJA had provided severe challenges for the government-owned media and other leading international media, including the BBA. By focusing on reporting events which may be ignored by other news outlets, it gave a unique feature which distinguished AJA from other news institution. During the revolution in Tunisia and Egypt, the biggest challenge to the hegemonic discourse came from AJA, which considered as the ‘outsider’. Thus, AJA relatively not restricted to specific rule and law forced by the authority in Tunisia and Egypt. Hence, provided more opportunities for the outlet to launch the hegemonic intervention to the dominance discourse compared to BBA.

By supporting the protestors' demands, AJA was challenging the hegemonic discourse. On the other hand, BBA opted to preserve the hegemonic discourse, hence, showed a discourse struggle between the two-competing discourse produced by the two renown international news outlets which have great present and influence among the Arab people. It is observed when AJA launched the hegemonic intervention towards the dominant discourse in Tunisia and Egypt, the outlet strategically utilised the concepts of ‘Myth’ and ‘social imaginary’ as termed by Laclau and Mouffe (1985,1990). This is being done by carefully portrayed the protestors' demands as the ‘vision' and the ‘dream' of every Tunisian and Egyptian. Hence, the protestors' demands have been portrayed as a demand of every Tunisian and Egyptian. Thus, terms such as ‘the popular protest' and ‘the people protest' were used to describe the protests.

Furthermore, by using the ‘logic of equivalence,' the protestors' demands have been merged with the demands made by other antagonists' group particularly the oppositions to achieve the ‘social imaginary' in which people were directed toward one common aim.
Therefore, it is observed that during the early stage of protest, the protestors were merely made demands mostly related to their social and economic issues such as unemployment, unbalance development, poverty and inflation. Later on, the protestors were described to demand for political reform, including demanding President Ben Ali and Mubarak step down.

The use of the concept of ‘logic of equivalence' also can be seen in AJA strategic use of supportive voice to support the voices of the protestors in providing the counter-hegemonic voice to the authority. Hence, the voices of oppositions, activists, human right organisations, foreign media and international leaders who showed their support to the protestors have been grouped to challenge the dominant discourse. In contrast, the ‘logic of differences' was used to group together the voice of Tunisian and Egyptian governments, including their allies which do not support the protestors' demands. As a result, the social actors during the revolution have been divided into two opposing groups, namely the antagonists and the protagonists.

To summaries, during the two revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt, AJA played an essential role in providing hegemonic intervention to the dominant discourse in the two Arab countries. Using the concept of Myth, the protestors initial demands have been positively described as representing the demands of every Tunisian and Egyptian. Furthermore, these demands have been merged with the political demands made by the oppositions who demands the complete fall of the regime in Tunisia and Egypt. Hence, the protestors demand reached the level of ‘social imaginary'. Ultimately, the social actors during the revolution have been grouped into two opposing camps based on their stand in supporting the protestors' demands or against it. All these processes of hegemonic-intervention indicated that the dominant discourse in Tunisia and Egypt for decades, which based on the idea of moderation, nationalism, and pro-west had been faced tough challenges ultimately during the 2011 revolution. At the peak of these challenges, the discourses of Islamism, liberalism and human
rights movements, as well as the populism of popular movement, have transformed the hegemonic discourse after the fall of two regimes in Tunisia and Egypt.

7.6 The future of Media outlook in the region.

Before the 2011 revolution, the government of Tunisia and Egypt heavily restricted media coverage, which criticises the government. This was done by suppressing the journalists and prosecuting them for various accusations for the attempt to cause instability in the country. As a result, most local news outlets in Egypt and Tunisia have been put under the control of the authorities. Besides, despite the privation of media outlets, particularly in Egypt, these outlets were mostly under the influence of people closely related to (the then) the ruling party. Hence, one of the demands made by the protestors is to have media freedom and free access to different media discourses. For example, during the protests in Tunisia, the local Tunisian journalists hold a series of protests asking loudly for the freedom of media by removing Tunisian media institutions from the Ben Ali’s regime allies and their supporters. As a result, these demonstrations were successfully formed new editorial teams for the Tunisian national television as well as creating a new group of journalists for the Tunisian national newspapers (Owais, 2011)

Similarly, the Egyptian protestors were asking for the election of a new board for their association. This move aimed to clean the association from the influence of Mubarak's supporters. The protestors also called for significant reform to the Egyptian Ministry of Information, which mainly in charge of the media in Egypt (ibid). Thus, the transformation of media is much more needed after the revolutions compared than before. However, a transformation in media alone does not guarantee a bright path toward democracy. Despite the significant influence of media in shaping public opinion, media transformation must begin with political reform. Otherwise, the transformation will not last long. Previously the 1979
Iranian revolution has brought massive changes into Iranian Media (Bruno 2009). However, the change only limited to the replacement of new ideology after the fall of the Shah regime without real progress toward media freedom. With the uncertain outcome of the 2011 Revolution in many Arab countries toward the democratic path, the same underwhelm result of the Iranian Revolution has happened to the AS.

Secondly, the international media will continue to be one of the most trusted sources for news and information compared to the state-own official media outlets. With the advance of communication technology, readers often find information from alternative sources conveniently through their smartphones. Hence, the international media outlet with a high quality of journalism attitude will quickly attract the audience’s trust. Besides, the fast-emerging of social media which offer interactive features will promote a more transparent narrative on a many issues particularly those related to issues avoided by the official media.

In 25th June 2012, BBC Trust produced a report which highly praised the courage of journalists on the ground to bringing reports of the AS events (Dowell, 2012; BBC, 2012). In general, the report highlighted that the outlet’s coverage of the event was ‘impartial’. However, the report suggested that the coverage could has been provided more follow up stories and brought up different voices of oppositions and broader range of international reaction towards the event as it unfolds. Besides, the BBC Trust in its report indicated that the outlet’s coverage of the uprising may have failed to fully explore the story of both sides of the conflict. Moreover, the report also suggested that the outlet should give more efforts to draw the audiences’ attention.

Aljazeera on the other hand, has become more controversial after the ousted of many Arab leaders post the AS. The outlet has turned to become the Qatar’s soft power in spreading their influence among the Arab nations in the process of forming new governments post the Revolution (Phared, 2014). In Tunisia and Egypt, the outlet supported the Islamist groups of
Ennahda of Tunisia and Muslim Brotherhood (MB) of Egypt which both recorded a historical win in the elections to form the new government after the ousted of Ben Ali and Mubarak.

During the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt, Aljazeera has played a significant role in relaying the Islamist oppositions of Ennahda and MB. Despite both Ennahda and MB were not directly involved in the protests during the early stage of the uprising events, the outlet has already highlighted the vital role of these Islamist groups in shaping the political future of the two countries. Several days after the resignation of Mubarak, Aljazeera launched a dedicated channel known as Aljazeera Mubasher Misr (Aljazeera Live Egypt) specifically to cover the Egyptian affairs. The channel since its establishment has provided a considerable coverage to pro-Muslim Brotherhood news and views (Al Qassemi, 2012). This was alligned with the Qatari government support to the overthrown President Morsi, by providing his pro-Muslim Brotherhood government in 2012 with huge investments and loans. The Qatar’s continues attempt to widen their political influence in the region through Aljazeera has no doubt caused a diplomatic crisis beginning June 2017. Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates (UAE) for instance, supported Ben Ali and Mubarak governments (Cherkaoui, 2014). Saudi Arabia in particular has hosted Ben Ali since 2011 until he died in 2019 and refused to extradite him back to Tunisia. Besides, Saudi Arabia helped the Sisi’s pro-junta government who replaced Morsi with economic and military aids. Furthermore, this diplomatic tense was mirrored in the competition between Aljazeera of Qatar on one hand, and ALArabiya of Saudi Arabia and Sky News Arabia of UAE in another hand.

7.7 Conclusion

The present chapter aimed to relate the findings of textual and discursive analysis with the social practice. Hence the chapter investigate the broader socio-political context of the event aims to reveal features which contribute toward power abuse and social inequality. Thus,
the present chapter focuses is concern with the third dimension of Fairclough's critical discourse analysis framework.

The results revealed that AJA was controversial to the former governments of Tunisia and Egypt even before the revolution was started. AJA offered the counter-hegemonies discourses which challenged the official discourses. As a result, AJA has faced a lot of restrictions in the two countries. When the protests started in Tunisia in December 2010, AJA utilised the event to deliver the voice of antagonists’ groups. BBA on the other hand, opted to sustain the hegemonies discourse by standing with the Ben Ali and Mubarak during the uprisings due to many political and economic reasons. However, as the West always promote democracy in the region, BBA also highlighted on the issue of freedom of expression which allow the protests to express their voice.

Ultimately, when the protests reached the highest and the Western powers have pulled their support towards the former governments, both outlets have slightly changed their reporting strategies. From supporting the government, BBA has started to report on the protestors’ demands and highlight the wrongdoing of the governments. AJA on the other hand intensified their counter hegemonies discourse against the authorities. When Ben Ali left Tunisia and Mubarak stepped down, BBA completely changed its stance and praised the revolution.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Introduction

This chapter concludes the thesis by reiterating the aims of the research and restating the theoretical framework and method, adopted for data analyses. Then, the current chapter highlights main findings of the study and provides recommendations for future studies.

8.2 The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the current research is to examine how issues of ideology power and hegemony were imposed and resisted in modern standard Arabic online news discourse during the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolution. Both Aljazeera and BBC are well-known international media outlets, which gained a reputable brand name among the Arab audiences. BBC has a long historical relationship with the Arab world particularly through the BBC Arabic service which begin more than 80 years ago. Although Aljazeera is relatively ‘newer’ compared to BBC in providing news and information to the Arab audience, Aljazeera has provided a good alternative to the Western-media discourse. Hence, in general, Aljazeera news coverage of the events in the Arab world is closer to the Arab culture and customs. In contrast, BBC coverage of the news events in the Middle East was based on the Western perspective. Thus, an analysis of the outlet’s online news coverage of the two Revolutions provides insights into how the ‘Qatari’ and ‘British’ media portrayed the events and how the issue of power struggle was presented in their news report.
8.3 Theoretical Reflections

The theoretical framework for the current study is based on the combination of Discourse Theory (DT) of Laclau and Mouffe (1985) and the textual oriented of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) of Fairclough (1992) to explain the online news discourse during the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. Fairclough proposes a more systematic analytical framework compared to other CDA approaches. Fairclough's framework connects micro-analysis of texts with the macro-level of discourses through his three dimensions textual analysis of text, discursive practice and social practice. Although Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe and Critical Discourse Analysis of Fairclough have many differences particularly in terms of their very individual epistemological stances, some of the analytical concepts proposed by Laclau and Mouffe can be matched with Fairclough's. Besides, Discourse Theory of Laclau and Mouffe is more towards providing my research with the ground theories and concepts but lacks a practical systematic analytical framework. Thus, Laclau and Mouffe's concepts can be effectively beneficial by combining them with Fairclough's systematic Critical Discourse Analysis through the concepts of intertextuality and interdiscursivity.

In order to strengthen the link between CDA and DT particularly in analysing media texts around the so-called the ‘Arab Spring’, Van Dijk (1995) analytical framework of media discourse offers practical analytical tools for the current study. Van Dijk framework distinguishable from other approaches for his emphasises on both textual and reception process of media discourse (Boyd-Barrett, 1994). Therefore, Van Dijk analyses the textual and structural level of media discourse before looking at the production and comprehension level of the investigated discourse. Relevance to this study is his call to integrate between textual media analysis and the media production processes which include journalistic and institutional practices of news making and the economic and social practices which are essential to create
the media discourse. These elements once again are closely related to the structures of media discourse.

The analysis combines a micro-textual analysis and macro-social structure analysis which critiques the sociopolitical context in order to understand discourse and its relation to the social power. Moreover, the analysis is based on the concept of ideology which defined it as a system of beliefs which contribute to hegemony and unequal social power relation, hence, make it appears natural and unchallenged (Fairclough, 2001). Based on these theoretical framework, the study aimed to examine how the online news contributes to producing or resisting the hegemonic power through the representation of the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolution events and its social actors. Thus, the first three research questions of the present study focused on the textual and discursive practice analysis. The textual analysis is the first dimension of Fairclough’s analysis framework. While the analysis of discursive practice is Fairclough’s second dimension. In answering these first three research questions. I analysed the online news texts by focusing on three linguistic elements namely: lexicalisation and predication, presuppositions and verbal processes. Following that, with concern to the Fairclough’s second dimension, I examined the discursive practice (with focus on the news production) by analysing the intertextuality and interdiscursivity. The analysis then entered the third dimension of Fairclough’s framework which dealt with the social practice by examining the wider social and political context which much more information to understand the investigated discourse. The analysis of social practice is related to the Question Four and Five of the present study.

Thus, the analysis chapters in the present study have been build and arranged based on the research questions and Fairclough’s three-dimension discourse analysis framework. Hence, chapters Three, Four, Five and Six provide a description of the formal properties of the text by focusing on certain linguistic features and structures. Then, based on the result of textual and
discourse analysis in chapters Three to Six, the Chapter Seven examined the online news texts in relation to the wider society context of the investigated discourse. In other words, the Chapter Three to Six highlighted ‘how’ AJA and BBA portrayed the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions? while Chapter Seven dealt with ‘Why’ did AJA and BBA addressed the two Revolutions in such way?

All in all, I found that Fairclough textual oriented CDA and his three-dimension framework which analyses text, discursive and social practices provide useful insights into how group polarization was implemented on both the textual and discourse practice level. Also, can Dijk’s concept of ideological square and his analytical framework of media discourse were vital in expanding the discussion on the results of textual and discursive analysis. Furthermore, the integration of CDA theories and DT of Laclau and Mouffe which relooked the Gramsci’s concept of hegemony gave further overview into the process of discourse struggles particularly in term of ‘hegemonic intervention’. Last but not least, other critical theories such as Althusser’s theory of ideology and Foucault’s theory of power have helped the present study to critically analyse online news discourse during the so-called ‘AS’ of the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions.

8.4 Method Adopted

In order to provide answers for the research questions, the present study analysis data in two stages namely: The preparatory analytical stages and the CDA of research data. The preparatory analytical stages are vital before conducting the qualitative CDA analysis as it offered the contextual of the investigated events and provided useful insights which guided the CDA analytical process and the results discussion. The preparatory analytical stages involved three stages namely:
1) The Archive Search,
2) The Concordance Analysis and
3) The Content Analysis.

The Arabic online news articles involved in this study are divided into two groups of corpus data. First is the big corpus data of 1.2 million words which contains more than 2100 online news articles involved in the archive search. The second corpus data is the sub-corpus data which consists a total of 817 modern standard Arabic online news articles of more than 350,000 words. This sub-corpus data is concerning the qualitative CDA analysis. These news articles were published during the first 70 days of the so-called the ‘AS’ beginning from 17th December 2010 until 25th February 2011. The data is in modern standard Arabic; hence, relevant news extracts were first translated into English and then analysed. The main reasons for using translating news from Arabic to English rather than using the outlets’ news in English is the focus of my study is on the online news produced mainly for the Arab audience during the two Revolutions. Hence, the original data written in modern standard Arabic were translated into English.

In addition to the qualitative method of CDA, the study also utilised corpus technique with the help from the concordance analysis software known as AntConc software for concordance analysis (version 3.4.3, September 2014). This computer software provided statistical evident which help the analysis of linguistics features in the news texts. The textual and discursive practice features examined in the present research consist of four tools namely: lexicalisation and predication, presupposition, verbal process and intertextuality. The first three tools relate to textual analysis are the focus of Chapter Four and Five. While the intertextuality is concerned with discursive practice analysis, hence needs a separate chapter (Chapter Six). Finally, Chapter Seven focuses on the third dimension of Fairclough's framework, namely the critical dimension of social relation.
8.5 The Main Findings

The study aimed to reveal how AJA and BBA represented the protests the antagonists and the protagonists during the first 70 days of the so called the ‘AS’. The analysis of media representation is vital for the study as through the outlets’ representation of social events and social actors, they represent their own creation of reality and meaning. Thus, the online news reports were analysed at the textual and discursive level. To investigate these representative, six analytical tools were deployed namely: concordance analysis, content analysis, lexicalisation and predication, presupposition, verbal processes and intertextuality. These six analytical tools used to reveal how AJA and BBA constructed their own meanings concerning the social events (the protests) and the social actors (the antagonists and the protagonists). The analytical tools also helped in examining either this process of meaning construction produces the media outlet’s ideologies, and challenges or resists relations of power and hegemony during the revolutions.

In general, the study found that both AJA and BBA practiced a group polarization which mirror a structure of ideologies at the level of textuality and Ben Ali and Mubarak governments and the out-group. In contrast, BBA represented the former Tunisian and Egyptian governments as the in-group, and the protestors as the out-group. The analysis of textual and discursive practices has revealed that the outlets do not stick to the same reporting strategy from the beginning of the event until the end. The two outlets have changed their reporting strategies at a certain point during the revolution. To be exact, 11\textsuperscript{th} January 2011 for the Tunisian revolution and 3\textsuperscript{rd} February 2011 for the Egyptian revolution marked the turning point for the outlets in shifting their reporting strategies of the events.

Slightly before these dates the protests have reached its peak and turned violent which claimed many lives. As a result, both Ben Ali and Mubarak government, lost the trust from
their people. Moreover, many Tunisians and Egyptians gave their sympathy to the protestors after being treated violently by the authorities. In addition, the former governments of Tunisian and Egypt lost their support from the Western superpower particularly the US and EU. Hence, both Ben Ali and Mubarak government become remarkably weaker after these dates. Therefore, the representation of the protests, the antagonists and the protagonists in AJA and BBA can be divided into stages: before the shifting points and after the shifting points.

The Representation of the Protests

It is found that before the shifting dates (11th January 2011 for TR and 3rd February 2011 for ER) AJA and BBA represented the protest events differently on both textual and discursive levels. Hence, it seems that the two outlets were reporting different stories of the same event. On the textual level, BBA offered the description of the protests from the government Ben Ali and Mubarak point of view. Therefore, BBA labelled the protests as the violation to the norms and values practiced by Tunisian and Egyptians for very long time. BBA also portrayed the protests as violence and an attempt to work with the foreign power in conspiring against the two countries. Thus, the outlet utilised lexical items and predications which portrayed the protests negatively such as, chaos, violence, turmoil, destruction, robbery, vandalism, looting, unrest, civil disorder and illegal gathering.

In comparison, AJA portrayed the protests from the perspective of the antagonists particularly the protestors. Hence, the outlet utilised lexical items and predications such as ‘peaceful, popular, society, rights and freedom to portray the protests. AJA stressed that the protests were in peaceful nature and highlighted that the protestors were practicing their right to express their voice and concern. It is also worth to note that, AJA also reported on the criminal incidents during the protests such as break in, rubbering, looting and vandalism. However, the outlet distanced those incidents from the protest events. In contrast, BBA directly
associated the crimes happened during the protests to frame the protests as acts of violence and outlaw.

Moving into the discursive level, it is revealed that BBA does not highlight the negative ways taken by the governments to deal with the protest events such as using firing protestors with life bullets, assaulting, suppressing and detaining them. Moreover, BBA does not provide much reports on the blockage of mobile phone coverage and internet access as well as the cut off to the Aljazeera network transmission in Egypt. Most of the time, BBA online news reports highlighted the dark side of the protests by associating the events with violence and crimes. Hence, sidelined the protestors’ demands. The outlet was reluctant to portray the protests as a massive people movement toward a significant political change in Tunisia and Egypt. Hence, BBA dismissed the political impacts of the protests. Unlike BBA, AJA highlighted the success of the events in gathering massive number of support from the people Tunisia and Egypt. Moreover, the outlet’s coverage of the events emphasised on the solidarity protests held across the globe to support the protests in the two countries. Ultimately, AJA emphasised on the protestors’ demand particularly the change of the regimes in Tunisia and Egypt. Thus, AJA focused on the political significant of the event by portraying the massiveness of the protests.

The Representation of the Protestors.

Before BBA shifted its reporting strategy of the two revolutions, the outlet strategically utilised predications of ‘the banned’ and or ‘illegal’ to portray the antagonist groups. Beside, the outlet preferred describe Bouazizi’s act of protest on the 17th December 2010 as a ‘suicide’ rather than a ‘protest’. Moreover, BBA used terms ‘killed’ and ‘died’ to refer to the protestors who died during the protests. In contrast, AJA referred to them as ‘martyr’ for their sacrifice in defending their rights. Similarly, AJA labelled Bouazizi’s act as ‘protest’ and avoided from using term ‘suicide’ as it is strange to the Arab audiences. The outlet also used predications
‘the banned’ and ‘illegal’ to label the antagonist groups particularly the opposition parties. However, the label was used to highlight the political restrictions in Tunisia and Egypt and emphasised on the lack of democracy in the two countries. Moreover, AJA named the protests exactly as it was termed by the protestors particularly the Fridays Protests in Egypt. In contrast, BBA distanced themselves from using the same term.

Members of opposition groups and their leaders were sidelined in the BBA’s online news report with the exception of several prominent leaders such as ElBaradei, Ayman Nour and Nejib Chebbi. In contrast, AJA provided comprehensive reports on the opposition group particularly the Islamist groups such as Ennahda of Tunisia and MB of Egypt and their leaders. The analysis of presuppositions revealed that BBA strategically utilised negative presuppositions concerning the protestors. For instance, the presuppositions were used acknowledge the existence of ‘inciters’ and to suggest that the protestors are determined to brake the laws event the governments had already take drastic actions to fulfil the protestors’ demands. Furthermore, the analysis of verbal processes indicated that the despite BBA does not much report on the protestors’ voices, when it does their voices most of the time were reported using the neutral verbal processes. AJA in contrast, utilised the positive verbal processes to report on the protestors’ voice particularly in highlighting their demands. Similarly, the positive verbal process also being used to report on the opposition leaders. Besides, AJA referred to the opposition leaders with their proper name and positions.

On the discursive practice level, the analysis of intertextuality revealed further distinction features between the two outlets in their representations of the protests. BBA totally ignoring the antagonists’ sources during the early stage of protest in Tunisia. However, when the protest started in Egypt the outlet tries to provide the voice of antagonist in the news report. However, the voice of government still the most prominent in the outlet’s coverage of the event during this phase before BBA changed its reporting strategy. Unlike BBA, AJA intensively
reported on the antagonists’ group from the early stage of the uprising. The unique feature of intertextuality in the outlet’s news report is the special attention to the sources of Islamist groups namely Ennahda and MB. Despite, Ennahda was banned in Tunisia when the protests started, hence the group does not directly involve in the protests, the outlet was keened to provide the voice of this Islamist group in their online news. Similarly, MB does not directly involved in organising and participating in the mass protests in Egypt MB only participated in the protests after the Egyptian army has assured that they will be neutral in the conflict at the later stage of the protest. Despite that, AJA was providing reports from the MB’s sources from the day one of the protest in Egypt.

It worth to note, despite the differences between the two outlets in term of discursive practice, the two outlets have utilised the neutral sources such as the international and the Arab regional human rights organization foreign news agencies and the eyewitnesses. For instance, both outlets reported from the sources of human rights organisations which criticised the violence way used by the authorities in dealing with the protestors.

The Representation of the Protagonists.

Both AJA and BBA referred to the governments’ officials from both Tunisia and Egypt with proper name and position. However, BBA provided more details on the government figures especially the two former President Ben Ali of Tunisia and Mubarak of Egypt compared to AJA. BBA for instance gave detail description on Ben Ali’s success story in developing Tunisia with his good relationship with the European countries. Also, BBA highlighted the crucial role played by Mubarak in the peace process between Israel and Palestine. In relation to the verbal process when reporting on the authorities’ words. Moreover, the analysis of presuppositions strategy indicated that BBA strategically used presuppositions to portray the continues governments’ efforts in developing the two countries. Presuppositions were used to
show the governments’ determination to fulfil the protestors’ demands and to end the crisis immediately.

Regarding the discursive practice level, BBA reported only from the government sources when the protests started in Tunisia. Similarly, the government sources were prominent in the Egyptian revolution news reports. The antagonists’ voices were provided at the background of the reports. Besides, the outlet emphasised on the promises made by Ben Ali and Mubarak which highlighted they determination to listen and fulfil people’s demands for political and social reforms. Most of the time, these promises were reported using direct quotation by using exactly the two former president’s words.

Unlike BBA, AJA utilised the negative and neutral verbal processes to report on the government officials including President Ben Ali and Mubarak. Moreover, the presuppositions were deployed to presume that the governments continue to ignore the protestors’ demands and the suppression against the antagonists were prolonged years before revolutions started. In term of sourcing, AJA does not totally sideline the authority sources were mentioned in the online news, the outlet refuted or criticised them. The outlet also strategically reported from government sources using indirect quotes and scared quotes which the later aims to distance the outlet from the source. In addition, AJA highlighted the ‘fatwas’ (religious pronouncements) from non-government religious bodies which encouraged the protests against government. Most of these fatwas came from the religious preaches who preached the protestors during the Friday protests in Egypt. Also, AJA gave comprehensive reports on the world leaders reactions on the way the governments dealt with the protests. The voices of Western leaders in particular have been used to urge Mubarak to make swift action for drastic political and social reforms including call upon him to consider power transition. Finally, AJA highlighted the Israeli attitude against the protests which in turn emphasised the Israeli support of Mubarak in securing the good relationship between the two governments of Egypt and Israel.
The Shift in Representation.

After the shifting dates (11th January 2011 for TR and 3rd February 2011 for ER) the representation of social events and the social actors in the online news appeared differently. In general, the transition is more obvious in BBA news report compared to AJA. The intensifies of the protests and the change in Western superpowers support towards the former governments in Tunisia and Egypt were the main reasons for the shift in the online news discourses during the final days of the protests before Ben Ali and Mubarak vacated their presidential positions. To begin with BBA started to acknowledge the significant of the protests and recognised the protestors and their demands. The outlet also stopped from labelling the protestors as ‘troublemakers’ and ‘criminals’. Besides, the protests were no longer being represented as part of foreign conspiracy against the governments. In contrast, the protests were portrayed as the mention for people to express their concerns.

With regards to the textual features, the analysis revealed that BBA found that the negative lexicalisation and predication, and the negative presupposition were previously attached to the protests and protestors were no longer relevant after the shifting dates. For instance, the outlet started to utilise presuppositions to highlight the protestors determinations in raising their demands until all the demands have been fulfilled. On the discursive practice level, the outlet has gradually reporting from the antagonists’ sources including the oppositions. In many occasions, the voices of antagonists were reported using positive verbal process and were quoted using direct quotations. Also, BBA started to report stories against the government interests particularly the comprehensive reports on the violence way in dealing with the protestors. Ultimately, BBA has started to portray the Ben Ali and Mubarak’s governments
have lost their support not only from their own people but also from the international communities.

AJA from the beginning of the protests has showed support to the protests and the protestors. Hence, the outlet become more explicit on its stance after the shifting dates. For instance, the use of negative verbal process and negative presuppositions about the governments dramatically intensified in the news reports during the final days of protests. In term of intertextuality, AJA put more emphasised on the voices of the antagonists particularly the opposition leaders and the activists. In addition, the outlet silenced the authority voices in the online news coverage and treated them as no longer relevant to their audiences. Finally, AJA increased the reports on the Western superpower positions particularly the U.S stance in putting high pressure on the Tunisian and Egyptian former governments.

Ultimately, on 14th January 2011 Ben Ali left Tunisia and on 11th February 2011 Mubarak stepped down which marked another important shifting dates and it is expected based on the social development during the final days of the protests. Overall, after the overthrown of Ben Ali and Mubarak, BBA reshuffled members of its in-group and the out-group. The outlet also immediately congratulated the protestors for their brave and strength in bringing political revolution and heavily criticed the old governments. More specifically interm of lexicalisition and predication, the outlet begins to refer to the old government as ‘regime’ and ‘dictatorship’. Also, BBA started to use term ‘revolution’ to refer to the protests after the protests have successes in resulting change of power. Moreover, the term of ‘martyr’ and its derivatives have been used to acknowledge the people who killed during the events. BBA also used positive predications to describe the Revolutions by portrayed it as the people’s vision particularly among the youth who are eager for their brighter future. Last but not least, BBA provides comprehensive coverage on the issue of power abuse and corruption among members of
previous governments. BBA also reported on the detention of many Ben Ali’s associates for various criminal offensives and their wealth were seized.

**Online News Discourse Struggles.**

Despite the claim impartial and independence made by *Aljazeera* and BBC network, the analysis of Arabic online news from both outlets during the first seven weeks of the so-called ‘AS’ revealed that they embraced different ideologies during the time of conflict. Hence, *Aljazeera* and BBC stood with different sides of the conflict in Tunisia and Egypt. Furthermore, the online news articles from both outlets indicated a polarized group representation between the members of in-group and the out-group.

BBA stance during the Revolutions reflected the attitude of British Foreign Office as well as many Western powers which enjoyed great economic and political relationships with Ben Ali and Mubarak governments. Thus, when the revolutions started, BBA opted to support the governments. At the same time, BBA welcomed the call for democratic path to be implemented in the two countries and encouraged for the protests has become a platform for the antagonists to spread their voice to the world. Thus, the AJA and BBA Online news coverage of the two Revolutions can be considered as an example of competing discourse during the time of conflict. These competing discourses indicated the struggle between international media institutions to portray different ideologies and associate with different sides of the conflict.

Considering the economic and political benefits gained by the West from the former governments, BBA represented the hegemonic discourse or at least sustained it when the revolution started. This hegemonic discourse has been deployed by the former government to preserve their power and dominance in their societies. Due to the lack of competing discourse,
this hegemonic discourse for almost 30 years has been taken for granted and unchallenged. However, with the information revolution and the rapid development of communication technologies particularly ‘the internet’, another type of discourse emerged to challenge the dominant discourse. During the revolutions, AJA represented this type of counter discourse which not only challenged the Arab official media discourses but also create a challenge to the dominance of Western media discourses.

The analysis of the outlets’ representation of the social events and the social actors during the two Revolutions revealed that the outlets online news coverage are audiences oriented. Thus, the outlets represented the Revolutions in different ways according to their audiences’ interest. The outlets also presented the narrative of the events differently to serve ideological aims. In line with the Western power stance of the Revolutions, BBA opted to support Ben Ali and Mubarak but preserved the call for democratic implementations. However, when the Presidents were overthrown, BBA has dramatically acknowledged the significant of the protests. Unlike BBA, AJA since the early stage of the protests had represented the protests and the protestors positively. This was in line with the outlet efforts in promoting the democracy in the Arab region and provide a platform to the unheard voices particularly the oppositions.

Based on the ideological differences between the two outlets, the sociopolitical aspects of the Revolutions have been represented differently in the news discourse. For instance, AJA avoided from describing Bouazizi’s act as ‘suicide’ which indicates negative connotations among the Arab audiences. In contrast, BBA labeled Bouazizi act as ‘suicide’. Also, AJA used term ‘martyr’ and its derivatives to label the protestors who killed during the protests. The term carries significant religious meaning among the Arab and Muslim audiences. Moreover, in the case of the ER, AJA highlighted the fatwas made by the religious scholars which encouraged the protests against unjust rulers. This kind of report indicated that AJA was trying to support
it ideological stance by employing the religious views which are very significant among the audiences.

**Limitation of the Study**

The findings of the present research are limited by three factors: First, the study examined the representation of the so-called the AS by two international media outlets *Aljazeera* Arabic and BBC Arabic with concern to the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. The *Aljazeera* represents Arab international media particularly the Qatari media, while BBC represent British media which is one of the most important Western international media outlets. Hence, the conclusion of the present study cannot be extended to other media outlets such as: state-owned or official media or other independent media outlets from the Arab region or other international media outlets in general. Secondly, the research analysed the online news written in modern standard Arabic from the outlets in reporting the Revolutions event. Hence, the analysis results may not necessarily reflect *Aljazeera* television network coverage of the event. Besides, the result also not applicable to *Aljazeera* news broadcasted in English (*Aljazeera* English). Similarly, the findings in the present study do not particularly reflect the BBC television and BBC radio news broadcasts of the same event. Finally, the findings of study are based on the analysis of online news data published by the two outlets during the first 70 days of the AS which witnessed the two revolutions happened in Tunisia and followed by Egypt. Specifically, the data focused on the period between 17\(^{th}\) December 2010 and 25\(^{th}\) February 2011. Therefore, the findings are not generalisable to other events happened outside these dates.
8.6 Recommendations for Future Research

The combination of CDA and DT offers wider perspective for future research on the media coverage during time of crisis or war. Moreover, Corpus linguistics offer wider choice of analytical tools with the help of computational statistics software to enhance the CDA analysis results. Specifically, in the context of the AS, future studies may investigate how other Arab transnational media outlets (Al Arabiya, Sky News Arabiya and Alhurra for instance) reported the revolutions compared to BBC. Other future studies may also look at other Western outlets’ coverage of the events such as CNN, France24 and Russia Today which also offer news services in Arabic language for the Arab audiences and make a comparison between them and Aljazeera’s coverage. Future studies may potentially investigate news discourse of official Arab states media during the AS. Such studies would provide more comprehensive picture of how the AS was reported.

No doubt the AS is the most critical and historic events in the history of modern Arab world. With the advance of communication technologies and the information revolution, the media played a crucial role not only in reporting the events but also shaping the people opinion of the events. Thus, a critical analysis of media coverage is vital for the purpose of documentation of this historic event and for gaining deeper insights into the outlook of the media situation in the Arab countries and around the world. As the wave of revolution widespread beyond the border of Tunisia and Egypt, future studies may look at other revolutions in Arab countries such as Libya, Yemen and Syria. Future studies may also investigate the uprising events which do not attract much attention by the media happened in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain for instance. The study on media coverage on these Arab countries may open new findings which may differ from the media reporting on the revolutions
in other Arab countries which witnessed a huge power change. Hence, provide a better insight of news coverage of the AS.
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APPENDIX 1

SAMPLE OF CONCORDANCE ANALYSIS
جامعة الفضيحة في مصر: حظر التجول بعدها مدن والجيش يحرق المنازل الحيوية

GMT 01:13
تأخر تحديث: الجمعة، 23 يناير، 2011

أصدر الرئيس المصري حسم مبارك وضعه الحالك العسكري في مصر كجزء من حظر التجول في محاذاة الثورة الأبري والسكندرية والقاهرة من الساعة الرابعة مساء على الساعة السادسة مساء.

 مصر: عودة آلاف المتظاهرين للاحتفال وسط القاهرة

GMT 03:54
تأخر تحديث: السبت، 29 يناير، 2011

بدأ آلاف المتظاهرين الاحتفال وسط القاهرة احتفالًا بانتصار الثورة في القاهرة. 
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قيادة النهضة التونسية تعدّ للعودة

أعمال الأخبار

تركز أطالب المعجمي باللهينج ولوج
بالائحق دفوقي في مكان خاصه

توجه في الاجتماع الأكبري لدعم عوامله ضد
المعجمي

扉矮: امتحانا لم جزم ببورج محمد بن
سلمان في القلوب كأشخاء

وموجو يطلب المعجمي بدء خيار السقات
المشكلة في مؤما

أعمال ودورين في مقتل بن المعجمي
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المعجمي

扉矮: امتحانا لم جزم ببورج محمد بن
سلمان في القلوب كأشخاء

وموجو يطلب المعجمي بدء خيار السقات
المشكلة في مؤما

أعمال ودورين في مقتل بن المعجمي

بخصوص للتمير بالهند

وقت الأمن تحاصر مسجد بوزيد: ارتاح أصحاب الديار (وكالتا)

دعت أطالب معجمي باللهينج ولوج إلى إطلاق سراح كافة الموتى الذين احتفظوا على عقلية شاركهم في
التظاهرات الاجتماعية التي شهدها منطقة بوزيد في وقت أخلاء، وأن كتلة الأباطئة ضامحا
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
التوفيق فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاسعة
بكرابند دفوقي فوراً، ودعت إلى رفع التيفوين الإغلاق واتحاق مساحات شاش
مظاهرات مصر من الخبز إلى مبارك

البرادعي يدعو مبارك للتنحي

المتظاهرون يشاعرون شعارات تدلي بسلاسل مبارك والملاك الصريح (الفرنسي)

ومع احتجاجات الشعب في مصر، وجدت groupe de la famille بقيادة المطالبين برفع أرتفاع المظاهرات، حكم الحركات الصغيرة بتحريك الجماهير في المظاهرة.

ومع الاعتصامات التي تعم أكثر من بلد للساحة، لم تكن بعيدة عن حزب سامي، ومسؤوليتها في نظرة محددة، أن يكون القضاء من الشعب المصري لجهاز وإمكانيات الهوية والاقتصادية والاجتماعية.
## APPENDIX 3

### Description of Online News Articles Subjected to Concordance Analysis

**Aljazeera Arabic Online News**

### Articles on the Tunisian Revolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>News Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A March in Tunisia to Demand Jobs</td>
<td>18/12/2010</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Demanding the Dismantling of the Siege of Sidi Bouzid in Tunisia</td>
<td>20/12/2010</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ben Ali Vows &quot;Troublemakers&quot;</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ben Ali Fired Governor of Sidi Bouzid</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>سلائمات جدیدة في تونس</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>وفاة البواعزي مفجر احتجاجات تونس</td>
<td>05/01/2011</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>جيل فيسبوك أقوى من بن علي</td>
<td>06/01/2011</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>اعتقال مغن تونسي لإنتقاد الحكومة</td>
<td>07/01/2011</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>قتلى في مواجهات عنيفة بتونس</td>
<td>09/01/2011</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>بن علي بعد بوظائف والاحتجاج يستمر</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>بن علي: الاضطرابات &quot;عمل إرهابي&quot;</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ben Ali Vows and Calls for Rescue Government</td>
<td>12/01/2011</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ben Ali Dismisses his Interior Minister</td>
<td>13/01/2011</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ben Ali Promises Democratic Reforms</td>
<td>14/01/2011</td>
<td>757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Articles on the Egyptian Revolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>News Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>مصريون بلندن يطالبون مبارك بالرحيل</td>
<td>25/01/2011</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25/01/2011</td>
<td>Egyptians in London demanding Mubarak to leave</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26/01/2011</td>
<td>ElBaradei: The Mubarak regime is shaking</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/01/2011</td>
<td>Egyptian security disperses thousands of protesters</td>
<td>882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27/01/2011</td>
<td>Obama calls Mubarak for comprehensive reform</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28/01/2011</td>
<td>Abortion of demonstrations of anger in Alexandria</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28/01/2011</td>
<td>Mubarak seeks help in Washington</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>28/01/2011</td>
<td>Egypt demonstrations from bread to Mubarak</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28/01/2011</td>
<td>An angry Friday calls for the departure of Mubarak</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>28/01/2011</td>
<td>Mubarak asks the government to resign</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>Qaradawi calls on Mubarak to leave</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>ElBaradei calls on Mubarak to step down</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>Mubarak dismisses government and calls for his resignation</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>Official Arab solidarity with Mubarak</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>Growing anger in Egypt despite Mubarak's speech</td>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>29/01/2011</td>
<td>Demonstrators in Cairo call for Mubarak's departure</td>
<td>1078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/01/2011</td>
<td>Mubarak's dictatorship must end</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>31/01/2011</td>
<td>Mubarak assigns Suleiman to negotiate with opposition</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>31/01/2011</td>
<td>Israel urges the world to support Mubarak</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>01/02/2011</td>
<td>Human rights activists: black record of the Mubarak era</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>01/02/2011</td>
<td>Washington is complicit with the dictatorship of Mubarak</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### BBC Arabic Online News

**Articles on the Tunisian Revolution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>News Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ﻓﻘﯿﻞ وﺟﺮحﻰ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺸﺒﺎﻛﺎت ﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺎﺋﺮيْن وﻟﻠﺸﺮطة ﻓﻲ ﺗﻮﻧﺲ</td>
<td>24/12/2010</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﺗﺠﺪد اﻟﻤﻮاﺟﮫﺎت ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﯿﺪي ﺑﻮزﯾﺪ</td>
<td>26/12/2010</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﻧﻘﺎﺑﻮن ﺑﯿﺎس ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺎﮫن ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﺎرما ﺗﺸﺎر من ﺑﺤﻔﺬ ﺳﯿﺪي ﺑﻮزﯾﺪ</td>
<td>27/12/2010</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: اﻟﺤﺘﺠﺎجات ﺗﺸﺪد ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺸﺮطة ﻳﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه ﻫﻲ ﺑﺼورة ﺗﻮنﺲ</td>
<td>28/12/2010</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﺑﻦ عﻠی ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: 14 ﻓﻘﯿﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻓﻠﯿﺼﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻌﺾ ﻣﻨﺎطﻖ اﻟﺤﺘﺠﺎجات ﻳﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>09/01/2011</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>1121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﺗﺸﻮه مﺸﺎم ﻓﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ ﻣﻨﺎطﻖ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>11/01/2011</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>12/01/2011</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>13/01/2011</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>19/01/2011</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>21/01/2011</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻃﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>23/01/2011</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Articles on the Egyptian Revolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>News Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ﻓﻘﯿﻞ وﺟﺮحﻰ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺸﺒﺎﻛﺎت ﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺎﺋﺮيْن وﻟﻠﺸﺮطة ﻓﻲ ﺗﻮﻧﺲ</td>
<td>24/12/2010</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﺗﺠﺪد اﻟﻤﻮاﺟﮫﺎت ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﯿﺪي ﺑﻮزﯾﺪ</td>
<td>26/12/2010</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ﺗﻮﻧﺲ: ﻧﻘﺎﺑﻮن ﺑﯿﺎس ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺎﮫن ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﺎرما ﺗﺸﺎر من ﺑﺤﻔﺬ ﺳﯿﺪي ﺑﻮزﯾﺪ</td>
<td>27/12/2010</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: اﻟﺤﺘﺠﺎجات ﺗﺸﺪد ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺸﺮطة ﻳﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه ﻫﻲ ﺑﺼورة ﺗﻮنﺲ</td>
<td>28/12/2010</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>29/12/2010</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>30/12/2010</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺗﻌﺪیر وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>09/01/2011</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>10/01/2011</td>
<td>1121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>11/01/2011</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>12/01/2011</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>13/01/2011</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>19/01/2011</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>21/01/2011</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ﺑﻦ عﻠی: ﺑﺠﺮم ﺑﺠﺮم وزار ﻓﻲ ﺑﻘﺒﻮل ﻆﺒﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﻮه</td>
<td>23/01/2011</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28/01/11</td>
<td>مصر للطيران وشركات أخرى تعلق رحلاتها من وإلى القاهرة (Egypt Air and other companies suspend their flights to and from Cairo)</td>
<td>&quot;Friday of anger&quot; in Egypt: Demonstrators control the center of the city of Suez and burn a police station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>28/01/11</td>
<td>&quot;جمعة الغضب&quot; في مصر (&quot;Friday of anger&quot; in Egypt) - المتظاهرون يسيطرون على مركز مدينة السويس وการแสดงون &quot;جمعة الغضب&quot; في مصر</td>
<td>The army is pushing additional reinforcements and warplanes flying over the demonstrators in Cairo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: الغرب يطلب بالإصلاحات واجتماع النطق (Egypt: West demands extensive reforms)</td>
<td>Egypt: Omar Suleiman appointed as vice president and Ahmed Shafiq head of government, army and citizens face looting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: استمرار التظاهرات وتعيين عمر سليمان نائبا للرئيس واستقالة أحمد عزم من الحزب الحاكم (Egypt: the continuation of the demonstrations and the appointment of Omar Suleiman as Vice President and the resignation of Ahmed Ezz from the ruling party)</td>
<td>Egypt: the continuation of the demonstrations and the appointment of Omar Suleiman as Vice President and the resignation of Ahmed Ezz from the ruling party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>أحداث مصر: دعوات دولية لوقف العنف وأوباما طلب من مبارك الوفاء بوعده (Egypt Events: International calls to stop violence and Obama asked Mubarak to fulfill his promises)</td>
<td>Egypt Events: International calls to stop violence and Obama asked Mubarak to fulfill his promises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: عودة آلاف المتظاهرين للاحتشاد وسط القاهرة (Egypt: Thousands of demonstrators return to rally in central Cairo)</td>
<td>Egypt: Thousands of demonstrators return to rally in central Cairo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>إغلاق بورصة مصر الأحد وتاثيرات سلبية على السعودية (Egypt's stock market closed Sunday and negative impacts on Saudi Arabia)</td>
<td>Egypt's stock market closed Sunday and negative impacts on Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: تعيين عمر سليمان نائبا للرئيس وأحمد شافيق رئيسا للحكومة والجيش والمواطنون يتصدون للنهب (Egypt: Omar Suleiman appointed as vice president and Ahmed Shafiq head of government, army and citizens face looting)</td>
<td>Egypt: Omar Suleiman appointed as vice president and Ahmed Shafiq head of government, army and citizens face looting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>29/01/11</td>
<td>أحداث &quot;جمعة الغضب&quot; المصرية تتردد في دافوس (The Egyptian &quot;Friday of Anger&quot; echoed in Davos)</td>
<td>Egypt Events: Internation al calls to stop violence and Obama asked Mubarak to fulfill his promises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30/01/11</td>
<td>البرادعي لمحشو المحتجين في ميدان التحرير: &quot;نبدأ عهدنا جديدًا&quot;, (ElBaradei to the crowds of protesters in Tahrir Square: &quot;We have begun a new era.&quot; )</td>
<td>ElBaradei to the crowds of protesters in Tahrir Square: &quot;We have begun a new era.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>30/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: الجيش يدفع بتعزيزات إضافية وطائرات حربية تحلق فوق المتظاهرين في القاهرة (EGYPT: The army is pushing additional reinforcements and warplanes flying over the demonstrators in Cairo)</td>
<td>Egypt: The army is pushing additional reinforcements and warplanes flying over the demonstrators in Cairo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>30/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: تواصل التظاهرات في القاهرة والجيش يدفع بتعزيزات إضافية (Egypt: Demonstrations continue in Cairo and the army is pushing further reinforcements)</td>
<td>Egypt: Demonstrations continue in Cairo and the army is pushing further reinforcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30/01/11</td>
<td>أحداث مصر: المستثمرون قلقون (Events in Egypt: Investors are worried)</td>
<td>Egypt: Investors are worried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/01/11</td>
<td>أوباما يؤكد أنه لن يلحا للقوة والحكومة تتفاوض مع المعارضة (Obama supports an orderly transition of power in Egypt)</td>
<td>Obama supports an orderly transition of power in Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>31/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: دعوة لاضراب عام و &quot;التظاهرات مليونية&quot; والحكومة الجديدة تودي ال اليمن (Egypt: Call for a general strike and &quot;millions demonstrations&quot; and the new government sworn in)</td>
<td>Egypt: Call for a general strike and &quot;millions demonstrations&quot; and the new government sworn in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>31/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: الجيش يؤكد أنه لن يلحا للقوة والحكومة تتفاوض مع المعارضة (Egypt: Army confirms it will not resort to force and the government is negotiating with the opposition)</td>
<td>Egypt: Army confirms it will not resort to force and the government is negotiating with the opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>31/01/11</td>
<td>مصر: عشرات الآلاف من المتظاهرين وسط القاهرة يحذرون حظر التجوال (Egypt: Tens of thousands of demonstrators in central Cairo challenge the curfew)</td>
<td>Egypt: Tens of thousands of demonstrators in central Cairo challenge the curfew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>01/02/11</td>
<td>مصر: تظاهرات حاشدة ضد مبارك وواشنطن تطالب بالتحقيق لاستئناف السلطة (Egypt: Massive demonstrations against Mubarak and Washington, asking him to prepare for the transition of power)</td>
<td>Egypt: Massive demonstrations against Mubarak and Washington, asking him to prepare for the transition of power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>